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Abstract 

The Portable AI Lab is a joint research project concerned with the design and imple
mentation of an integrated environment to support teaching of Artificial Intelligence at 
University level. The system is made of several modules implementing basic AI techniques 
in a uniform way. This paper focuses primarily on the modules dealing with Automated 
Theorem Proving (ATP) and Natural Language Processing, and shows how relationships 
between the two might typically be explored within the system. 
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1 Introduction 

Logic provides a set of tools for the analysis, expression and solution of problems that might 
typically be posed from within the AI paradigm. Although opinions differ as to whether these 
tools are appropriate or optimal for the study of intelligence, there is little doubt that AI 
problems are a good testing ground for the logicist approach in general, and automated theorem 
proving devices in particular. 

The work described in this paper stems from the assumption that typical AI problems 
involve the intersection of several subdomains - one of which happens to be automated theorem 
proving. The AI practitioner who has acquired a significant level of expertise will understand 
not only the theory and practice of this subdomain, but also the extent to which the techniques 
within it apply to a given class of problems, as well as the way in which, in solutions to a 
broader class of problems, they might relate to techniques in other subdomains. 

The system described in the next section is the result of incorporating this assumption into 
the design of a piece of software called the Portable AI Lab (or PAIL) that is intended primarily 
to support AI teaching activities. 
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2 The Portable AI Lab Project 

The Portable AI Lab project (hereafter PAIL) is a computing environment containing a collec
tion of state-of-the-art AI tools, examples, and documentation. It is aimed at those involved 
in teaching AI co~uses at university level or equivalent. 

The system is being developed under Swiss National Research Programme PNR 23 on AI 
and Robotics by IDSIA Lugano in collaboration with the Institut fuer Informatik, University 
of Zurich and the Laboratoire d'Intelligence Artificelle at the Ecole Polytechnique federale, 
Lausanne. 

The design of PAIL is motivated by the conviction that the acquisition of expertise in AI 
depends on extensive practical experience with a broad range of AI problems. It is important 
that the student come to appreciate the typically inte1·disciplinary nature of such problems: 
they often involve more than one domain. The system has enough built-in functionality to 
enable its users to get such experience without having to build all the supporting tools from 
scratch. 

This functionality is provided through a number of modules covering different AI application 
domains and associated techniques. The system currently consists of prototype versions of 
modules concerned with: Automated Theorem Proving Natural Language Truth Maintenance 
Systems Learning Knowledge Acquisition Genetic Algorithms 
Other modules will subsequently be added during the coming year. Each module comprises 

• a fully implemented computational theory over the domain in question. 

• a representative set of running examples that demonstrate the computational theory; 

• documentation including a literature guide, a user's guide, and a programmer's guide. 

The whole system is implemented in Common Lisr + Common Windows, is distributed 
in source form, and is implemented in a uniform style. T;,is, together with a pool facility for 
sharing data, is designed to encourage the user to design a~:cl implement interfaces between 
different modules. PAIL is thus intended to support teaching activities by providing enough 
material to encourage the exploration of domains and the relationships between them. 

Although a full discussion of the system is beyond the scope of this article, we attempt 
to convey how the system might be used to investigate problems concerning the relationship 
between logic and language. The reader should see Allemang et. a! [1] for an illustration of 
other interdisciplinary problems that are within the scope of the system. Section 3 discusses the 
theorem proving module in detail; section 4 illustrates how a complex problem, whose solution 
requires in addition techniques from natural language processing, might be approached within 
PAIL. 
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3 The Automated Theorem Proving Module 

3.1 Goals of the ATP module 

The importance of having a theorem prover as a module of a syst~m like PAIL, is strictly rel~ted 
to the importance of mathematical logic in AI. This claim is mamly based on two observatiOns 
[4]: 

e a large part of AI deals with declarative knowledge manipulation. 

e one of the best developed and studied formal languages for the representation of declar
ative knowledge is predicate calculus. 

These two observations justify the need of tools for the manipulation of declarative knowl
edge expressed in first order logic. The most general tool for this. task is .an Automated Theorem 
Prover (ATP). ATPs are first of all interesting as problem solvi?g devices. The~ are generally 
useful for coping with all those problems that can be expresse.d m. firs.t ord~r logic: m~then~at
ics, natural language analysis, program validation and synthesis, CJrcmt design and venficatwn, 
planning, and so on. . . . 

Secondly, ATPs can have an important educatiOnal role (this IS one of the goals of the PAIL 
system). This role is manifold: 

• Since a considerable part of AI expertise consists of the ability to represent knowledge 
and problems in a formal language, an ATP can be very useful for evaluating such fo.r
malizations. Observing the behavior of an ATP at work can often suggest the way m 
which a formalization should be modified in order to achieve the right result. 

e Since symbolic logic itself is a fundamental part of AI, its basic concepts have to be 
acquired: an ATP can be an excellent means to study symbolic logic experimentally. 

111 ATPs can be used to show the relationships between logic and programming. Different 
programming paradigms such as logic programming and functional programming can be 
learned in the context of automated theorem proving. 

111 The integration of ATPs with other AI modules provides a. way .to investig~te the rela
tionships between deductive reasoning and other aspects of mtell1gent behaviOr. 

There are a number of problems with teaching the foundations of logics and ATP in an AI 

course at the graduate level. . . . . 
One problem concerns a gap that still remains between the ac~uisiti~n ~f the b.asJc. concepts 

of Iorrie programming and the concrete ability to apply them m realistic apph:atwns. An 
exan~ple is the difference between knowing the definition of Robinson's resolutiOn. rule and 
being able to formalize a complex problem in first order logic in such a way that It can be 
solved by means of an automated system. . . . 

Another problem is that students sometimes fail to acquire a umfied view of. AI: and this 
may happen even in the subset of AI techniques dealing with logic. After havmg taken an 
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AI course students might know something about Prolog programming, theorem proving, truth 
maintenance systems, natural language analysis. However, they wilJ almost certainly know little 
about the potential connections between these parts of AI. This situation may cause students 
to become specialists in very restricted subfields. 

The ATP module has been designed to address the first problem and it is connected/integrated 
with the other PAIL modules in order to tackle the latter. 

3.2 Overview of the ATP system 

The module of PAIL devoted to automated theorem proving (ATP) and logic programming is 
calJed LENprover. This tool provides a significant range of welJ known techniques for theorem 
proving including resolution (9], paramodulation (13] term rewriting (7] (6], equational reasoning 
(3], semantic attachment (4] (11], question answering (5], and Prolog (10] . The system is a 
refutation based theorem prover for First Order Logic with Equality working on the clausal 
representation of formulas as folJows: 

• The input language is fulJ first order logic, with quantifiers and connectives. The user 
may define infix or postfix functors. The conventional Prolog notation for clauses is 
also recognized. The system reads a theorem contained in a text file, making some 
preprocessing steps (for instance tranforming first order formulas into clauses). 

• Starting from the initial database of clauses, the main loop chooses a pair of clauses ac
cording to some criterion and applies an inference rule to them (from the ones selected 
by the user) to deduce a new clause which is added to the database. When a new clause 
is generated, some operations are performed to simplify the clause database (subsump
tion, simplification, demodulation, and semantic simplification), according to the options 
selected by the user. 

• The general theorem proving algorithm used by the /TP module can be summarized as 
folJows: 

Prove(F) 
CL := Clauses_of(F) 
Repeat 

choose clauses c1 and c2 from CL 
nev-e := an-inference-rule(c1,c2) 
nev-c1 := simplify nev-e vith CL 
CL := simplify CL vith nev-c1 

until Empty-Clause is found OR 
no more deductions are possible 

IF Empty-Clause is found THEN 
return ••contradiction•• 

ELSE return ••consistent'' 
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Figure 1: the window with which the user can set the theorem proving options 

This generative process terminates when a contradiction (or an answering clause) has 
been found or no more deductions are possible. 

The next sections describe the main features provided by the ATP tool. 

3.3 Question Answering 

The use of a theorem prover as a Question Answering System (QAS) was introduced by C. 
Green about 1969 (5]. The ATP module provides this classical approach to question answering. 
A simple theorem prover is itself a question answerer, but it is limited to stating whether a 
given fact is true or false. If we want to answer questions like "which individual has property 
P?" some extensions to the prover are needed. The usual way is to express such a question as a 
theorem of the form 3xP(x ), and to trace the substitutions occurring to the variable x along the 
proof. These substitutions are recorded with a special marker (the Answering Literal (2]), and 
alternative answers can be computed. This .mechanism is also used to provide answers when 
the prover is in Prolog mode. Here are examples of how the user may ask questions to the prover: 
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all x ( fact.( 10, x) I $ans (x)) 
all x (fact(10, x) => ?(x)) 

fact(10, X). 

3.4 Semantic Attachment 

Since automated theorem proving consists in the manipulation of linguistic expressions ac
cording to some rules, no reference to the meaning of symbols is made during computations. 
Nevertheless these linguistic constructs generally denote objects, functions and relations in a 
particular domain, and there are cases in which the intended interpretation of symbols is a 
standard and computa~le one [4]. For instance, if we are using the predicate symbol > with 
the intended meaning of being greater than, then we might expect the prover to consider as 
true an expression like 5 > 3, simply evaluating it, instead of demonstrating it or adding to the 
axioms set facts like (5 > 3) for all numbers. The evaluation of the expression (5 > 3), can be 
done with a call to a computer program that compares numbers within the finite domain of 
the program. For example, consider the two formulas: .. 

all x ally all z ((x + y) > (z- x)) => P((z + y)) I Q{x,y,z). 
-Q(1,2,3). 

Normally the ATP module will deduce 

((1 + 2) > (3 - 1)) => P((3 + 2)) 

but if the user selects the option of semantic attachment the prover will derive 

P(5). 

Notice that there is the need of a precise definition of the domain of the attached functions. For 
instance the prover has to call the program plus attached to + only when both the arguments 
of+ are numerals, while expressions like (x + 3) have not to be evaluated. Semantic evaluation 
of formulas is a process of interpretation with respect to a partial model [11] which in some cases 
can be the underlying Lisp interpreter. The possibility of semantic simplification of complex 
linguistic expressions is of great importance in improving the efficiency of theorem provers. It 
is also a powerful way to interface declarative knowledge with procedural knowledge in complex 
AI systems like PAIL. For instance we can combine the symbolic reasoning features of a planner 
for the blocks world with a computable description of its physical characteristics, like stability, 
gravity. 

3.5 Prolog 

Since a Prolog interpreter can be seen as a theorem prover which uses only a particular inference 
rule (SLD resolution [8]), a particular search strategy, and works on a restricted class of formulas 
(Horn clauses), it is interesting to convey to the user how a general theorem prover can be 
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I adapted to operate exactly as a Prolog system. Of course, it is equally important to understand 
which class of problems can.be succesfully confronted with Horn clauses rather than with full 
first order logic. ' 

3.5.1 Syntax 

The user is allowed to write theorems for the ATP module using standard Prolog syntax. 
Amongst the problems faced by the student of computational logic is the variety of syntactic 
conventions for representing clauses. The system therefore allows the selection of different 
output formats for clauses for establishing that 

a(X,Y) :- b(X), 
c(Y). 

a(x;y) I -b(x) I -c(y). 

b(x) & c(x) => a(x,y) 

are three equivalent ways of expressing the same clause. The theorem proving module recognizes 
the special cut symbol (!), as well as the traditional Prolog notation for lists, but not things 
like assert, retract, clause . . . which lie outside the domain of pure theorem proving 
activity. 

3.5.2 Inference rule and Strategy 

The SLD resolution inference rule [8] is simply one of the available inference rules, as well as the 
linear input depth first search strategy is only one of the available strategies: their combination 
results in a Prolog system, but the user can play with every other combination. Running the 
prover in Prolog mode a user can see in detail the process of goal matching, and the graphic 
display of proof trees gives a clear idea of the Prolog search strategy as shown in figure 2. But 
the general theorem proving mechanism is open to more complex experiments: let us consider 
for example the classical left recursive Prolog program: 

ancestor(X,Y) 

ancestor(X,Y) 

ancestor(Z,Y), 
parent(X,Z). 
parent(X,Y) 

Running this program with the Prolog strategy the user will observe an infinite growth of 
the database of deductions. What he can do at this point is select a different search strategy 
(for instance with a breadth first component): in this way the prover will find the solution in 
few steps. 

From this kind of experiment a student can learn that sometimes a logically correct descrip
tion may be useless if the proof method used is not appropriate: in particular, he cannot write 
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Figure 2: A screendump showing the ATP module at work on a Prolog theorem 

Prolog programs by simply describing what to perform: he do has to consider how the program 
will be executed. On the other hand the ATP module also provides a set of examples that are 
almost intractable with a general theorem proving system, but which became straightforward 
if the Prolog strategy is selected. 

3.5.3 Cut 

The ATP module provides the cut operation (denoted by the atomic formula ! ) as available in 
all Prolog implementations. This is a special built-in predicate that instructs the interpreter 
to stop backtracking at the point in which it occurs. The cut is normally used to reduce the 
search space of a query. Although it has no clear logical meaning, it can be considered an 
annotation that makes it possible to affect the prover search strategy. A common use of the 
cut is to implement the negation as failure. 

Implementing the recognition of this special symbol does not affect in any way the general 
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structure of the theorem proving algorithm (it can be seen as an evaluable predicate which 
semantics is to modify the goal stack): therefore it has been chosen to provide this feature 
because it significantly e;tends the class of prolog programs executable with the ATP module. 

3.5.4 Answering mechanism and semantic evaluation in Prolog mode 

This section shows how two general features of the ATP module, question answering and 
semantic attachment, match with Prolog. Standard Prolog systems implement basic arithmetic 
with the special predicate is, which explicitly indicates a request of semantic evaluation. This 
mechanism fits quite naturally with the one provided by LENprover. Furthermore the user is 
not committed to use the is predicate to do arithmetic: the following definitions of factorial 
are both legal in LEN prover, and provide the same answers: 

tac:t(0,1). 
fac:t(X,Y) :- Z is (X- 1), 

fact(Z, FZ), 
W is (X • FZ). 

fact(O,l). 
fact(X, (X • FX1)) :- fac:t((X- 1), FX1). 

Notice that a normal Prolog interpreter signals an error if the arguments of arithmetic functors 
in an is statement are not numbers. Compatibility with programs using the is predicate can 
be attained by simply adding the clause 

(X is Y) :- (X= Y). 

Here are some possible ways to specify the greatest common divisor function to the ATP 
module: they are equivalent in the sense that they all provide the same answers. 

gc:d(X,O,X) !. 
gc:d(X,Y,Res) (X>Y),!, 

gc:d(Y,(X- Y),Res). 
gc:d(Y,X,Res) gc:d(Y,(X- Y),Res). 

:- gc:d(218,478,X). 

all x all y( . 
gc:d(O,y,y) t gc:d(x,O,x) t 
(gc:d(y,(x- y),xr) t -(y > x) => gc:d(y,x,xr)) t 
(gc:d(y,(x- y),xr) t (x > y) => gc:d(x,y,xr))). 

gc:d(218,478,x) => ?(x). 

(gc:d(x,y) = ($IF($EQ(x,O), y, 
$IF($EQ(y,O), x, 

$IF((x<y), gc:d(x,(y-x)), 
gc:d(y,(x-y)))))). 

?(gc:d(218,478)). 
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The first definition works with a Prolog strategy, the second can with a generic theorem 
proving strategy (plus semantic attachment). The last formulation shows some features of 
functional programming: since this prover is able to handle the equality predicate, equations 
can be used to define computable functions. The evaluable predicate $IF allows the definition 
of conditional expressions. 

3.6 Documentation 

In line with other modules of PAIL, the ATP module provides the user with several sources of 
documentation. 

• source code documentation: f~r, users wh~ are· iaterested in details about the implemen
tation of algorithms 

• on line help: the system provides a cpntextual Gin-line help, based on two distinct mGldes: 
one describes the technical aspects of the program itself, for example how to use buttons 
an so on, the other provides more general information about logics and theorem proving 
and also the relevant literature references. 

• running demos: these are essentially commented animations showing the theorem prover 
at work (see figure 3). Since the user of a demo might be completely ignorant of logic 
languages, these are based on domains with clear commonsense interpretations. 

• paper documentation: a tutorial document, titled Logic with LENprover that intro
duces symbolic logic and theorem proving through the use of the ATP tool. 

• working examples documentation: the tutorial documentation is accompanied with a set 
of 39 tutorial files, directly runnable with LEN prover, which provide answers to exercises 
or demonstrate concepts. These files also provide aci,~itional information about these con
cepts in the form of comment lines. Another set of 64 n.'>re complex application examples 
provide a wider view on the range of applicability of theorem proving. Most of these ex
amples are commented in the tutorial document. They cover application domains like 
logics, group theory, mathematics, circuit validation, puzzle solving, logic programming 
(Prolog), natural language analysis, arithmetic induction, planning and so on. These 
example files should also provide a useful guide to the user who wants to write his own 
theorems. 

• The user guide provides information to use the ATP tool: 

- the syntax of the input language 

how to set options 

the use of the graphical interface 
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Figure 3: the ATP module in demo mode for inexperienced users 

4 An example of interaction between modules 

This section shows an example of complex application inside the PAIL system, which might be 
set up by a user interested in the connections between logics and natural language analysis. 

4.1 Natural Language Processing 

In accordance with the general philosophy of the system, the natural language processing (NLP) 
module is a collection of well known algorithms for processing text together with supporting 
documentation and examples. 

The present version of the system deals with the problem domain of parsing sentences. 
This problem of parsing a sentence can be regarded as the process of computing all and only 
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the syntactic structures (ie elements of the syntactic domain) assigned to it by some general 
specification of legitimate assignments. 

One of the aims of the NLP module is to give the user some idea of the techniques avail
able for providing such specifications. Of particular importance here is the distinction between 
procedural and declarative styles. The essential difference is that procedural specifications state 
how the computation is performed, whilst declarative ones state what the computation is sup
posed to do, leaving the steps, and the order in which they are executed, to be determined by 
more general principles. 

One of the best illustrations of the procedural approach to parsing is that exemplified by 
Augmented Transition Networks (ATNs for short) see (12], in which a parsing device is described 
in a manner quite similar to a finite state machine. Nodes in the network correspond to parsing 
states, and arcs between nodes to steps in the parsing process. 

A basic transition network grammar looks like a collection of finite state transition diagrams; 
each is a directed graph with labeled states and labeled arcs, a distinguished start state and 
a set of distinguished final states. The label on an arc indicates the type of input (usually a 
syntactic category) which will allow the transition to be made to the next state. An input 
sequence is said to be accepted by the network if, beginning in the start state, some path 
(sequence of arcs) can be followed which terminate on a final state. 

ATNs differ from finite state automata in two ways. 

• They permit recursion by allowing the label on some arcs to be a nonterminal rather than 
a terminal symbol. That is, the labels on some arcs may call not for a word of input, 
but for a constituent which is found by recursively re-applying the network beginning 
with an indicated new start state. When such a recursive arc is encountered, the current 
computation is pushed onto a stack and a new process is begun to look for the desired 
constituent. When the final state of this lower level is reached, the stack is popped and 
the suspended computation is continued. 

• They permit read-write operations on registers for the c,>pying, deletion, and modification 
of sentence structure fragments, the formulation of tests that depend upon context, and 
finally, the creation, storage and retrieval of arbitrary structures. 

The ATN module implements a simple interpreter for simulating the behavior of a parser 
specified by a user-supplied grammar and lexicon. ATNs have been used during last ten years 
in natural language understandi·ng systems and question answering systems for both text and 
speech. 

4.2 Interactions between ATP and ATN modules 

This complex application uses the theorem proving modules to check the semantic contents of 
English sentences (see figure 4). 

This is done by designing an ATN which produces first order formulas reflecting the seman
tics of the sentences it parses. These formulas arc then piped to the theorem proving module 
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Figure 4: Connecting the ATN and ATP modules 

which makes deductions: for instance it can check whether a set of sentences is contradictory, 
or decide whether a sentence is a logical consequence of a set of premises. 

The screen dump of figure 5 shows the PAIL system during a session involving the ATN 
and ATP modules. The layout needs some explanation: 

The pA/Lab main window (top left corner of the screen) shows the two modules (ATP and 
ATN) which are currently running. Also visible are the other modules provided by PAIL, which 
are not active in this session. The windows of the theorem proving tool are on the top right of 
the screen. The ATN Tool window provides a means for the user to load networks and lexicons, 
to parse sentences, with various levels of debug information. Executions of the parser may be 
stepped and graphically displayed as shown in the bottom of the screen. In the figure the ATN 
is parsing the sentence 

Luca does not love a woman who loves Paolo. 
The first order formula produced by the network net-6 using lexicon lex-3 is displayed in the 
ATN: output window. Now integration comes in: as long as sentences are translated into 
formulas, these are also piped as input for the theorem proving module. The adoption of a 
uniform programming style makes the setting up of this kind of inter-process communication 
straightforward1 .The LENprover output window shows the ATP module at work proving that 
the formulas produced by the ATN module on the sentences: 

1. Mary is a woman and she does not have any car 

2. Luca does not love a woman who loves Paolo 

3. Mary loves Paolo 

4. Luca loves every woman who does not own a car 

lead to a contradiction, as displayed in the LENprover:Results window. 
1 A pool mechanism for sharing data between a subset of the modules already exists. It is planned to extend 

this to the present modules in the near future. 
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Abstract 

Viene presentata una tecnica per il trattamento della classe dei programmi 
logici estesi, che ammettono letterali con variabili universalmente quantificate 
nel corpo delle clausole, parametrica rispetto all'assunzione del dominio chiuso. 
Tale tecnica estende quella della negazione intenaionale per programmi generali, 
considerando i programmi estesi come istanze dello schema CLP e definendo una 
trasformazione che esplicita Ia conoscenza negativa di un programma esteso. La 
tecnica e provata corretta rispetto a! completamento del programma. 

1 Introduzione 

La programmazione logica e utilizzata ampiamente nell'ambito della Intelligenza Artificiale, 
dal momento che si present a come un paradigma appropriato con cui lavorare in molte aree, 
come rappresentazione della conoscenza, planning, ragionamento temporale e database de
duttivi. Questo ha messo in evidenza come il paradigma base della programmazione logica 
debba essere esteso. Sono stati realizzati molti lavori a questo scopo, in particolare per at

tenere dei meccanismi per operare con conoscenza negativa. L'approccio al problema della 
negazione in programmazione logica e basato essenzialmente su una regola di inferenza, Ia 
negazione come fallimento finito [4]. Questa regola asserisce che si puo inferire un fat to ..,A 
se Ia prova di A fallisce finitamente. Questa e stata provata corretta e completa rispetto 
al completamento (P*, U*) [4,6] per programmi logici positivi (usiamo per il completa
mento Ia notazione (P', U') anziche l'usuale notazione comp(P) per evidenziare Ia teoria 
dell'uguaglianza U'). Inoltre si e cercato di estendere questi risultati a classi di programmi 
logici generali [7,16]. II problema principale della negazione come fallimento e costituito dal 
fat to che questa regola non permette un trattamento simmetrico dell'informazione negativa 

'Questa lavoro e stato svolto nell'ambito del PFI "Sisterni Informatici e Calcolo Parallelo" ,del CNR, 
n.9100880.PF69 
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e positiva del programma. Infatti Ia negazione come fallimento e solo un test e non perme
tte di calcolare risposte a query negative non ground. Questo ha portato a definire delle 
tecniche costruttive per Ia negazione che permettano di calcolare risposte a query positive 
e negative in maniera omogenea: negazione intensionale [1,14), negazione costruttiva [3,18) 
etc. 

In un'altra direzione e stato affrontato il problema di trattare query con variabili uni
versalmente quantificate: interpretazione intensionale [15), interpretazione estensionale [11), 
dimostrazione per casi [2). I vari approcci sono basati su una diversa interpretazione di goal 
universalmente quantificati e sono essenzialmenie basati su assunzioni diverse sui dominio 
di computazione. Vediamo come puo essere il dominio di riferimento: 

Dominio chiuso In un contesto con Domain Closure Axiom [13) il dominio e dato dai 
termini che si possono costruire usando l'interpretazione di simboli di funzione del 
programma. 

Dominio aperto In un contesto in cui non si ha DCA il dominio e dato dai termini che 
si possono costruire usando infiniti simboli di funzione. 

L'interpretazione della quantificazione universale rna anche della negazione e differente a 
seconda che si stia lavorando in un contesto con DCA o meno. Se consideriamo un semplice 
programma logico formato da una sola clausola p(a) una query del tipo \fxp(x) ha risposta 
affermativa in un contesto di dominio chiuso, mentre in un contesto di dominio aperto 
fallisce. Analogamente, una query del tipo 3z-.p(z) ha successo solamente in un contesto 
di dominio aperto con risposta x # a. 

In questo lavoro affrontiamo il problema di estendere il paradigma base della program
mazione logica ammettendo letterali negativi e con variabili universalmente quantificate nel 
corpo delle clausole (programmi logici estesi). Presentiamo una tecnica peril trattamento di 
questa classe di programmi che generalizza l'approccio della negazione intensionale [1,14) e 
della dimostrazione per casi [13,2) ad un contesto in cui il :lominio di riferimento puo essere 
aperto o chiuso. Definiamo una tecnica trasformazionale per ;1 trattamento della negazione: 
dato un programma esteso P viene · definito un programma p-, in cui Ia negazione e stat a 
eliminata, che rappresenta la conoscenza negativa di P. Quindi le informazioni negative 
sono ricavate da p-, definendo una procedura di refutazione per la classe dei programmi 
che si ottengono per p-. Questa tecnica ha il vantaggio fondamentale di permettere query 
negative non ground, pur essendo semanticamente equivalente alia negazione come Ialli
mento. La trasformazione e definita in maniera parametrica rispetto all'assioma di chiusura 
del dominio, DCA. In un contesto con DCA la tecnica che presentiamo e una estensione 
della negazione intensionale [1,14) a programmi logici che ammettono letterali con vari
abili universalmente quantificate nel corpo delle clausole ( e quindi anche a programmi logici 
generali). 

La classe dei programmi logici estesi none in generale chiusa rispetto alia trasformazione 
sia in un contesto di dominio chiuso che di dominio aperto, dal momento che le clausole del 
programma complementare p- possono contenere uguaglianze e disuguaglianze tra termini. 
11 contesto piu naturale in cui vedere questa classe di programmi e quello della program
mazione logica con vincoli CLP [5]. 11 vantaggio maggiore nel vedere i programmi che 
otteniamo come particolari istanze del C LP sta nel fat to che questo schema permette di 
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distinguere Ia computazione in un dominio aperto da quella in un dominio chiuso. Per 
ottenere una procedura di prova per tali programmi estendiamo la regola operazionale del 
C LP per trattare atomi"con variabili universalmente quantificate nel corpo delle clausole, 
integrando la risoluzione base del CLP con un algoritmo UQsolver che realizza una tecnica 
di dimostrazione per casi in maniera parametrica rispetto al DCA. L'algoritmo e ottenuto 
come generalizzazione dell'algoritmo di [2). In questa maniera otteniamo una tecnicaper 
il trattamento della negazione e della quantificazione universale in programmazione logica, 
che permette di calcolare risposte a query negative non ground e a query quantificate uni
versalmente, e che puo essere utilizzata in un contesto con dominio chiuso rna anche in un 
contesto con dominio aperto. 

Illavoro e organizzato nel seguente modo. Nelle sezioni 1.1 e 1.2 presentiamo alcuni 
cenni sulla negazione intensionale e sulla dimostrazione per casi rispettivamente. Nella 
sezione 2 viene presentata la trasformazione per ottenere Ia coppia (P+, p-). Nella sezione 
3 viene presentato l'algoritmo UQsolver peril trattamento della quantificazione universale. 
Una estensione della risoluzione (P, ~)del CLP e mostrata nella sezione 4. Nella sezione 5 
viene provata Ia correttezza della tecnica che abbiamo definito rispetto al completamento 
del programma P. 

1.1 Negazione intensionale 

Vediamo alcuni cenni sulla negazione intensionale [1). La tecnica consiste nel definire per 
ogni predicato p E P un nuovo predicato p, che logicamente rappresenta il complemento 
dip, e nell'interrogare p per ricavare le informazioni negative. Vediamo un esempio della 
trasformazione della negazione intensionale per programmi positivi. 

Esempio 1.1 Sia P il programma 

p(O) 
p(s(s(x))) +- p(x) 

La negazione intensionale porta a definire il programma P nel seguente modo 
p(s(O)) +
p(s(s(x)) +- p(x) 

Se vogliamo porre a! programma P Ia query +- -.p( x ), poniamo al programma P Ia query 
+- p(x) ed otteniamo come risposta s(O),s(s(s(O))) etc. 
Da questo semplice esempio e evidente Ia differenza tra Ia negazione intensionale e Ia nega
zione come fallimento: un goal+- p(x) per P e una maniera per chiedere al programma P 
se 3x-.p( x) e per cal col arne il val ore, mentre una query N AF p( x) e un modo per chiedere 
Vx-.p(x). 

La teoria di riferimento della tecnica della negazione intensionale e data dal completa
mento del programma esteso con il Domain Closure Axiom, che fa in modo che il dominio di 
un modello di (P*, UveA) sia formato da oggetti costruiti con l'interpretazione di costanti 
e funzioni del linguaggio di P [13). Riferendoci ad un linguaggio L = (E, II}, dove E e 
l'insieme dei simboli di funzione e II e l'insieme dei simboli di predicato, l'assioma DCA e 
il seguente \fx(Vi 3z(x = c;(z))), dove E = {c1 , ••• ,en}· 
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11 punto centrale della trasformazione e costituito dalla capacita di calcolare il comple
mento di un termine. L'idea e che un termine puo essere visto come Ia rappresentazione 
intensionale delle sue istanze rispetto ad un dominio di interpretazione. In una teoria con 
DCA e possibile trovare una rappresentazione finita del complemento di un termine unre-
8tricted. Un termine e detto re3tricted se almeno una variabile vi occorre piu di una volta, 
altrimenti unre8tricted. Per esempio il termine f( x, x) e re8tricted. 

Definiamo quindi Ia funzione neg che calcola l'insieme finito di termini che rappresentano 
il complemento di un termine t unre8tricted, ovvero in cui non ci sono occorrenze multiple 
di una stessa variabile [1]. 

Deflnizione 1.1 

neg(x) = {} 
neg(f(tl,···•tn)) = {g(xt.···xn)Jg E r:, g "/=!} U 
{f(xt, ... 'ti-l ,l, Xi+t. . .. 'Xn)li E [1, n], e t E neg( t;)} 8e f e un C03trutt~re di 
arita n. 

Le variabili introdotte da neg sono diverse tra !oro e distinte da tutte le altre. 
11 seguente teorema [1] assicura Ia correttezza dell'algoritmo neg rispetto alia teoria 

UveA• ovvero Ia teoria dell'uguaglianza di Clark estesa con l'assioma DCA. 

Teorema 1.1 Sia tuna ennupla di termini unrestricted neg(t) = {t1, ••• ,tn} ex una 
ennupla di variabili nuove. Allora 

Eliminando DCA dalla teoria dell'uguaglianza il precedente risultato non vale piu. 
Come dimostrato in [9] non e possibile rappresentare il complemento di un termine 

restricted con un numero finito di termini. Ne deriva che per utilizzare una tecnica di 
negazione inten3ionale e necessaria rendere i programmi left-linear. Un programma logico 
e left linear se Ia ennupla di termini della testa delle clausole e unre3tricted. 

1.2 Dimostrazione per casi 

Vediamo brevemente vari approcci alia quantificazione universale: 

• lnterpretazione e3ten3ionale [11]: 
VxG(x) e vera se G(t) e vera per ogni termine t. 
Questa interpretazione, motivata dalla semantica logica del v, e particolarmente 
adatta a situazioni in cui il dominio e chiuso. 

• Interpretazione inten3ionale [15]: 
VxG(x) e vera se per qualche nuova costante c, G(c) e vera. 
Evidentemente questa interpretazione e legata all'assunzione che il dominio sia aperto. 

Vediamo, con un semplice esempio, un approccio alternativo, quello della dimo3trazione per 
ca8i. Se P e il programma 
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p(O) 
p(s(x)) 

una query del tipo 'r/xp(x) fallisce sia in un approccio inten8ionale che estensionale. 
L 'insieme { 0, s(y)} puo·essere vis to come una rappresentazione finita dell 'insieme dei numeri 
naturali su cui e definito il predicato pin un contesto con DCA. Ne deriva che possiamo 
asserire Vxp(x) in questo contesto. Operazionalmente una tecnica di dimostrazione per 
casi e realizzata efficientemente nell'algoritmo UQsolver di [2]: dato l'insieme delle sostitu
ituzioni di risposta a! goal <-- 3xp( x) l'algoritmo determina ogni sottoinsieme che co pre ogni 
possibilita. Nell'escmpio precedente le risposte sarebbero proprio 0 e s(y). 

La regola della dimostrazione per casi formalizza !'idea che provare un fatto per un 
insieme finito di casi puo essere sufficiente a provarlo in generale. Le caratteristiche dei 
domini di interpretazione in un contesto con DCA assicurano che e possibile trovare questo 
insieme finito di termini che sono rappresentativi per un certo termine t in un qualsiasi 
dominio di interpretazione. Formalmente introduciamo Ia nozione di covering di un termine. 

Deflnizione 1.2 Sia t un termine e ~ un in3ieme ( ancke infinito) di termini. Allora ~ e 
uncovering di t 3e ground(t) ~ U~1 ground(tn) dove~= {tt. ... , tn}. 

Un covering per una variabile x e detto un covering del dominio. Nel caso dell'esempio 
precedente l'insieme {O,s(y)} e uncovering del dominio su cui e definito p. 

Teorema 1.2 (Proof by case analysis) {19} Sia Pun programma e 
</>(t~, ... , tn) una formula con variabili libere x 1 , ••• , Xn· Sia ~ un covering finito della en-
nupla di termini it. ... , tn. Se (P, UveA) f= 'r/<f>(fh ... .fn) per ogni (f~, ... Jn) E { allora 
(P, UveA) I= 'r/<P(t~, ... , tn)· 

In questo lavoro utilizzeremo una tecnica di proof by ca8e analy8is per trattare goal uni
versalmente quantificati dal momento che, come abbiamo visto, e piu espressiva di altri 
approcci, almeno nel contesto di programmi con DCA. 

In un contesto con dominio aperto l'approccio intensionale di Miller [15] non sembra 
essere abbastanza potente in alcuni casi. Percio tratteremo goal quantificati universalmente 
generalizzando la tecnica di dimo3trazione per casi. Vediamo un esempio. 

Esempio 1.2 Sia P il programma logico e3teso: 

p(a) 
p(x) <-- -.q(x) 
q(a) 

Le ri3po3te alia query <-- 3xp( x) indipendentemente dalla realizzazione della tra3jormazione 
e della proof procedure 3ono x =a ed x #a. Quindi, dal momenta eke ((x =a) V (x "/=a)) 
3ignifica eke x puo avere qualsia3i valore, a33eriamo 'r/xp( x ). 

L'analogia di questa tecnica con il meccanismo della proof by case analy3i3 ha portato a 
definire un algoritmo UQsolver per la quantificazione universale, che ha la stessa struttura 
in entrambi i casi, rna che verifica Ia condizione di successo con riferimento allo specifico 
dominio aperto o chiuso. 
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2 I programmi p+ e p-

In questo paragrafo introduciamo Ia trasformazione per Ia classe dei programmi logici estesi, 
che definisce, per un programma P, una coppia di programmi (P+, p-}, che rappresentano 
esplicitamente l'informazione positiva e negativa di P, in modo parametrico rispetto a! 
DCA. 

Come abbiamo detto in un contesto di dominio chiuso per realizzare una tecnica di 
negazione intensionale e necessario che il programma P sia left-linear. Ogni programma 
logico puo essere trasformato in un programma left-linear introducendo delle variabili nuove 
e dei vincoli nel corpo delle clausole. Una clausola del tipo p( x ,f( x)) viene trasformata in 
p(x, J(y)) ._ x = yiD. Rendiamo percio i programmi left-linear introducendo uguaglianze 
tra variabili nel corpo delle clausole. Per omogeneita, ci riferiamo nel seguito a programmi 
logici in cui le teste delle clausole contengono una ennupla di variabili distinte e in cui i 
legami sono tutti esplicitati nel corpo, come esemplificato dalla seguente trasformazione 
della clausola precedente: 
p(v,w) ._ {v = x,w = J(y),x = y}ID. 

La trasformazione del programma e realizzata utilizzando degli operatori tra programmi 
logici che corrispondono all'unione e all'intersezione [14). 

Deftnizione 2.1 Dati dv.e programmi P e Q: 

o (P U Q) e il programma ottenv.to come l'unione delle clav.sole di P e Q. 

o (P n Q) e il programma ottenuto nel seguente modo: 

Se p(x) ._ ciA~, ... , An e v.na clav.sola di P 
e p(x) ._ ciB~, ... , Bk e una clausola di Q 
ed c = { c, c} e soddisfacibile in ~ 
allora (p(x) ._ ciAt. ... An, B~, ... , Bk) e v.na clausola di (P n Q). 

Definiamo un operatore Not che produce per ogni predicato p diP un predicato com· 
plementare p, che ne rappresenta il complemento in generale in un contesto in cui non si 
assume DCA. Illinguaggio che viene utilizzato e L =(II U IT, E), dove IT= {P}pefi· 

Deflnizione 2.2 

1. Not(O) = U{jl(x)IP E IT} 
2. Not(p(x) ._ c!Bt, ... , Bn) = 

U{p(fi) +- 1:/w(fi "/: l)}, dove iiJ = vars(f) 
U{p(x) +-.i = f,EQ; 1:/EQ; E c} 
u{q(x) +-lq "/: p,q e IT} 
U{jl(i) ._ x = f!B;Ii = 1, ... , n} 

o EQ; = { x "/: y} se EQ; = { x = y} 

• iJ; = 

dove 
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- q(s) se B; = q(s) e vars(s) ~ vars(t) 

- q(s) se B; = -.q(s) e vars(s) ~ vars(t) 

- l:lw3zq(s) se B; = 1:/zq(s) e w sono le variabili locali di s, tali che non 
occorrono in z. 

- l:lw3zq(s) se B; = 1:/z-.q(s) e w sono le variabili locali di s, tali che non 
occorrono in z 

- 1:/zq(s) s~ B; = q(s) e z = vars(s)\vars(f) 

- 1:/Zq(s) se B; = q(s) e z = vars(s)\vars(f) 

3. Not(P u Q) = Not(P) n Not(Q) 

Trasformiamo quindi un programma P su un linguaggio L = (II, E) in una coppia di 
programmi (P+, P-} nel seguente modo: 

Definizione 2.3 Sia P un programma. Allora 

• p+ e ottenuto da p rimpiazzando -.p con p. 
o p- = Not(P). 

In un contesto con DCA ogni formula 1:/w(fi "/: f), dove l e una ennupla di termini 
unrestricted puo essere rimpiazzata, peril teorema 1.1, da 
3tv1.fi = f1 V ... V 3Uin.fi = ln dove {f~, ... , ln} = neg(l) e Ui; = vars(l;). 
Si ottiene chela funzione Not e definita nel seguente modo. 

Definizione 2.4 

1. Not(O) = U{jl(x) +- lil E IT} 
2. Not(p(x) ._ ciBt, ... , Bn) = 

U{p(i;) ._ (i; = f;)}, dove t; E neg(l) 
U{p(x) ._ x = l,EQ; 1:/EQ; E c} 
U{ q(x) ._ iq "/: p, q E IT} 
U{p(x) ._ x = liBdi = 1, ... ,n} dove B; e EQ; sono definiti come nel caso generale. 

3. Not(P U Q) = Not(P) n Not(Q). 

Otteniamo quindi che (P+, P-} e una coppia di programmi con ch\usole della seguente 
forma p(x) +- ciB~, ... , Bn 

o p(x) e un atomo che contiene variabili distinte. 

• B; e della forma: 

- p(ti,···•tn) 

- 'v'x3yp( t1, ... , tn)· 

o c e un vincolo che contiene uguaglianze e disuguaglianze tra variabili della clausola. 
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Vediamo pili ptecisamente come sono fatti i vincoli nel corpo delle clausole: 

•. In ani!:>ito DCA-i vin@oli sono insiemi di equazioni e disequa.Zioni ,della forma X :/= y 0 

x ::.t. 

o Nel caso· di dominio a per to i vinco1i contengono disuguaglianze della forma 'v'w( x :f= t ), 
dove x, y sono variabili, t e un ·termine e w sono .Je variabili li here di t. 

Vediamo con un esempio Ia definizione di p+ e p-. 

Esempio 2.1 Sia P il seguente programma 

p(x) <- truel'v'z-,q(x,z) 

q(z,w) <- z = a,w =biD 

Applicando la trasformazione otteniamo: 

p+: 

p(x) +- truel'v'zq(x, z) 
q(z,w) <- z = a,w =biD 

p(x) <- truelq(x,z) 

q(z,w) +- (z :/=a V w :/= b)ID 

Se siamo in un contesto con DCA possiamo rimpiazzare (z :f= aVw :f= b) con (z = bVw =a) 
ed otteniamo quindi 

p(x) <- q(x, z)ID 
q(z,w) <- z =biD 
q(z,w) <- w =aiD 

I programmi p+ e p-, che otteniamo neila trasformazione, sono simili a programmi 
logici con vincoli sull'universo di Herbrand, con l'estensione data dalla presenza di variabili 
universalmente quantificate nel corpo delle clausole. Nel caso dei programmi che dobbiamo 
trattare, il dominio su cui devono essere risolti i vincoli e dato dall'universo di Herbrand Hp, 
formato coni simboli di funzione del programma, in un contesto con DCA. In un contesto 
di dominio aperto il dominio e l'universo di Herbrand con infiniti simboli di funzione HKU· 
Equivalentemente Ia teoria di riferimento e UveA o U*. In ogni caso Ia teoria e completa 
[17,12). Questo assicura che ad ogni passo di computazione e possibile verificare se un 
sistema di equazioni e disequazioni tra termini e soddisfacibile. Per Ia teoria u· e da notare 
che Ia completezza si ha solo a condizione di assumere che il linguaggio di riferimento sia 
formato da infiniti simboli di funzione (linguaggio KU) [17). 
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3 Un algoritmo per goal universalmente quantificati 

In questo paragrafo vie~e presentato l'algoritmo UQsolver per trattare goal universalmente 
quantificati che realizza une tecnica di dimostrazione per casi rispetto ad un dominio chiuso 
0 aper~o. Una query 'v'y(p(y)) ha successo se l'insieme delle risposte di 3y(p(y)) e esaustivo 
rispetto al dominio di computazione. 

La struttura dell'algoritmo e basata sull'algoritmo UQsolver [2), che realizza una tec
nica di dimostrazione per casi in un contesto con DCA. Generaliziamo Ia tecnica di [2) nel 
contesto CLP, in cui le risposte ad una query esistenzialmente quantificata sono vincoli 
sull'universo di Herbrand Hp o HKu (in particolare uguaglianze e disuguaglianze tra ter
mini). Definiremo l'algoritmo per query della forma 3x'v'y3zp(x,y,z), dove x,y,z sono le 
variabili libere dell'atomo. Nel seguito ci riferiremo ad x come alia variabile quantificata 
esistenzialmente e ad y come a quella quantificata universalmente. 

L'algoritmo esamina ogni vincolo di risposta e lo combina con gli altri per determinare 
ogni insieme finito di vincoli che costituisce un covering. Per verificare quando e raggiunta 
Ia coudizione di copertura usiamo un constraint solver parametrico rispetto all'assuuzione 
del DCA In ogni caso Ia possibilita di verificare il covering e determinata dalla completezza 
di u· e di Ubc,t· 

In particolare se denotiamo l'insieme delle soluzioni per Ia variabile y in un vincolo c 
con soln( c)ly l'algoritmo deve trovare ogni insieme finito di vincoli { c1, ••• , en} tale che 

1) SS I= 'v'y(y E soln(c!}ly V ... V y E soln(cn)ly) 

dove SSe Ia teoria u· o UiJc,t· 
Inoltre quando l'algoritmo individua un insieme finito {c1, ••• ,en} che soddisfa Ia pro

prieta 1), deve calcolare un vincolo di risposta c per Ia variabile x. Formalmente c deve 
avere Ia seguente caratteristica: 

2) soln(c)lx <;;;: soln(cdlx n ... n soln(cn)lx 

Per definire formalmente le condizioni 1) e 2) introduciamo alcune definizioni preliminari. 

Deftnizione 3.1 Sia t un termine e I = {II> ... ,In} un insieme di diMtguaglianze, un 
insieme I e detto signiftcativo pert se per ogni I; peri = 1 to n: 

• vars(I;)nvars(t) :f= {}. 
• vars(I;) n Uj=1 vars(I1) :/= {} dove {!~> ... , Ik} e un sottoinsieme I significativo pert. 

Deftnizione 3.2 (termine vincolato) Un termine vincolato e una coppia (t, I) dove 

1. t e un termine. 

2. I e 1m insieme di disuguaglianze significative per t. 

Deftnizione 3.3 () Sia s un termine e (t, I) un termine vincolato. II termine t e una 

istanza compatibile di (t, I) sse 

• s e una istanza di t, i. e. s = t-y per qualche sostituzione 'Y· 
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• Per ogni I; E I la disuguaglianza In e soddisfacibile. 

Deflnizione 3.4 Dato un termine vincolato (t, I) 

groundc(t,I) ={sis e una istanza consistente (t,I)}. 

Come abbiamo visto, un vincolo di risposta e un insieme di uguaglianze e disuguaglianze 
tra termini (sistema equazionale) sia lavorando in un dominio aperto che in uno chiuso. E 
necessario quindi porre i vincoli in una forma standard che renda piu chiaro come verranno 
manipolati. 

Denotiamo con vars(E) le variabili libere di E e con elim(E) le variabili dalla parte 
sinistra delle uguaglianze di E. 

Deflnizione 3.5 Un sistema equazionale {E,I}, dove E e la parte di uguaglianze ed I di 
disuguaglianze e in forma standard se: 

• E e in solved form {8}. 

• vars(I) n elim(E) = 0. 

Ogni vincolo ha un equivalente vincolo in forma standard, quindi ci riferiamo solo a vincoli in 
forma standard ed indichiamo la parte di uguaglianze E indifferentemente come E = { f = s} 
o come la sostituzione equivalente 8 = {f <-- s} [8]. 

Dato un vincolo in forma standard e facile rappresentare in maniera esplicita le soluzioni. 
Infatti un terminevincolato (x8, i) (i e un sottoinsieme significativo di I per x8) rappresenta 
i valori per x, che soddisfano c = { 8, I}. 

Teorema 3.1 Sia S = {8, I} un sistema equazionale in forma standard. Allora soln(S)Ix = 
groundc(x8, I). 

Indichiamo nel seguito dellavoro con cl"' il sistema equazio.~ale che rappresenta le soluzioni 
inc per x. 

Definiamo quindi Ia nozione di covering per un insieme di termini vincolati che cor
risponde alia condizione 1 ). 

Deflnizione 3.6 (Covering) Un insieme { (tt. It), ... , (tn,In)} di termini vincolati e un 
covering di t sse ground(t) s;; Ui=t groundc(t;, I;). 

Se vars(clx) n vars(cly) f= 0 peril covering (condizionel) none sufficiente controllare le 
istanze di ely· In questo caso il constraint solver dovra controllare il covering per una 
coppia di termini per tenere presente il legame dato dalle variabili condivise. 

Deflnizione 3. 7 Una coppia di termini ( s, s) e una istanza compatibile di ( (t, I), (l,i)) sse 
esiste una sostituzione 8 tale che 

• s = t8 e una istanza compatibile di (t, I). 

• s = l8 e una istanza compatibile di (t,i). 
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Analogamente sono definite perle coppie la funzione groundc e la nozione dicovering. 
Definiamo quindi la tecnica per calcolare un vincolo di risposta corretto per la variabile 

x che soddisfi la proprieta 2). 

Deflnizione 3.8 (intersection) Due termini (tt,It) e (t2,I2), tali che tt e t2 sono unifi
cabili, definiamo intersection di (th It) e (t2, I2) il sistema equazionale in forma standard 
{8,I8} dove 

• 8 e un unificatore di tt e t2. 

• I e il sottoinsieme significativo di disuguaglianze non valide per t1 8 nell 'insieme (It /1. 
I2)8. 

• 18 e soddisfacibile. 

Se la sostituzione 8 utilizzata per costruire un intersection e un mgu lo indichiamo come 
mgi (most general intersection). 

Definizione 3.9 Dati due vincoli in forma standard c = {8,1} e c = {B,i}, il vincolo c e 
most general di c sse: 

• Esiste 6 tale che 0 = 86. 

• i e equivalente a 16. 

Vediamo un esempio di intersection. 

Esempio 3.1 Siano (!(x),x f= a) e (y,y f= b) constrained terms. Allora unmgi e {y = 
f(x),x =/=a}, che e costruito tramite la sostituzione 8 = {y <-- J(x)}. L'insieme significant 
di (It II. /2)8 = {x f= a,j(x) f= b} e {x f= a}, dal momento che j(x) f= b e valida. Per 
esempio un intersection less general e {y = J(b), {} }. 

II seguente teorema assicura Ia correttezza della nozione di intersection. 

Teorema 3.2 Sia {11,!} = intersection((tt,ll), (t2,I2)) allora 

groundc(tt8, I) s;; groundc(tt,lt) n groundc(t2, 12). 

Definiamo quindi formalmente le condizioni di correttezza per un vincolo di risposta per 
il goal<- 3xVy3zp(x,y,z). 

Dato un vincolo in standard form c indichiamo con Cx le uguaglianze e le disuguaglianze 
significative per x in c. 

Deftnizione 3.10 Un vincolo di risposta c per un goal <-- c0 IG e corretto sse (P, ~) I= Ga 
per ogni 01 soluzione di c. 

Deftnizione 3.11 (Vincolo di rlsposta corretto) Siano Ct, ... , Cn vincoli di risposta 
corretti peril goal<- 3x3y3zp(x,y,z) tali che 

i) 3c =intersection(ctlx, ... , Cnlx)· 
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ii) {((cti\c)l~,(cti\c)Lr:), ... ,((c,.i\c)ly,(c,.i\c)ly)} 
e uncovering per (y,(ct i\ c)!,). 

allora (c1), i\ c e un vincolo di risposta corretto per il goal <- 3x'v'y3zp(x, y, z ). 

Questa definizione e corretta rispetto alia definizione 3.10. La teoria di riferimento puo 
essere u• o UveA• in ogni caso il teorema vale. 

Teorema 3.3 Un vincolo di risposta c e un vincolo di risposta corretto per 
<- 3x'v'y3zp(x,y,z) if {c~, ... ,c,.} se soddisfa le condizioni 1} e 2} della definizione 3.11. 

Vediamo con un semplice esempio perche e necessario verificare ae un insieme di vincoli 
e uncovering consid~rando Ia coppia (y, clr) piuttosto che semplicemente Ia variabile y. Sia 
P il programma 

p(s( v), w ). 
p(z, z). 

I vincoli di risposta alia query 3x3yp(y, x) sono 

Ct = {y = s(v),x = w} 
c2={y=z,x=z} 

Se consideriamo Ia copertura solo per Ia variabile y data dai binding per y troviamo che 
{ s( v ), z} e un covering dal momento che z e intesa come una variabile qualunque. In realta 
z e legata a! binding per x e quindi non puo indifferentemente assumere ogni valore. Se 
conideriamo Ia copertura per Ia coppia (y, z) l'insieme {(s( v ), z), (z, z)} non e un covering 
per (y,z): Ia coppia (O,s(-)) none una compatible instance ne di (s(v),z) ne di (z,z). 
Da questo esempio e chiaro come possa esistere un intersection di w e z che puo dare 
una copertura anche se per i'mgi { w = z} Ia condizione di covering non e raggiunta. Se 
consideriamo !'intersection { w = 0, z = 0} vediamo che Ia condizione ii) e verificata. Infatti 
l'insieme {(s(v),O),(O,O)} e uncovering di (y,O). Di conseguenza X= 0 e un vincolo di 
risposta corretto per 3x'v'yp( x, y ). E da notare che, in assenza di variabili condivise, se un 
mgi non da uncovering e inutile andare a provare tutti gli intersection less-general. 

Presentiamo quindi l'algoritmo che e scritto nel caso generale in cui il dominio e speci
ficato utilizzando uno specifico constraint solver. 

La funzione principale UQSolver utilizza due funzioni secondarie per combinare ogni 
vincolo (combine) e per modificare lo stato (update). 

Sia (c, T, L) una terna in cui L = { c~, ... , c,.} 

combine( ( c, T, L), c) = 
if 3c = mgi(cl,, cl,) 
then if 
covering( ( ( ( Ct i\ c)ly, ( Ct i\ c) I,), ... , (( c,. i\ c)ly,( c,. i\ c)lx))) 
and T f: true then 
{(ci\(ct)x,true,LU {c})} 
else if ..,shared- variables((c i\ c)!,, (c i\ c)ly) then 
{(ci\(c1) ... ,T,LU {c})} else 
combine•(c, (c, T, L), c) 
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In particolare: 

• La funzione covering verifica se l'insieme dei vincoli corrente e un covering per Ia 
cop pia (y, ( c i\ c1) 1;). Come detto precedentemente un constraint solver realizza questo 
controllo, verificando Ia seguente condizione rispetto alia teoria !;.}, che puo essere u• 
o UveA= Siano 

e 

(c i\ Ct)lr = (t, I) 

allora 

1. I e soddisfacibile. 

2. ~ 1= 'v'w(I ...... 'v'y(3xt(Y = t1 "It) v ... v 3x,.(y = t,. "I,.))) 
where 

- w = vars( (t, I)). 
- x; ~ vars((t;,I;)) tale che x; n w = 0. 

• La funzione combine• e creata per trattare il caso in cui ci sono variabili condivise tra 
i binding per x e per y. 

combine•(c, ( (c, T, L), c))= 

for each c' E less -general( c) do 
if covering( ((( Ct i\ c')l~, ( Ct i\ c')lr), ... , {( c,. i\ c')l1, ( c,. i\ c')lz)) ) then 
{(( ct), i\c', true, LUc)} else if shared- variables(( ci\c')lx, (ci\c')ly) 
then 
combine•(c', ( (c, T, L), c)) 

Dato un vincolo c Ia funzione less-general trova ogni intersection less general che si 
ottiene istanziando le variabili di c con termini di profondita al massimo 1. 

II vincolo correntemente esaminato viene utilizzato per modificare lo stato componendolo 
in ogni modo possibile. Questo e realizzato dalla funzione update. Sia State = { Xt, .•. 'x,.} 

update( State, c)= (U:'=t combine(x;,c)) U State 

La funzione principale prende un vincolo alia volta dall'insieme C e lo passa ad update per 
Ia modifica dello stato. 

UQsolver( {},State)= State 
UQsolver( {c} US, State)= UQsolver(S, update( State, c)) 
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La chiamata ad UQsolver e realizzata da UQS applicata all'insieme di input C di vincoli di 
risposta. 

UQS{C) = UQsolver(C, {({},false,{})}. 

I seguenti teoremi provano la correttezza e la completezza dell'algoritmo. 

Teorema 3.4 (Correttezza di UQsolver) Dato un goal 

G =+- 3x'v'y3zp(x,y,z) ed un insieme C {anche infinito) di vincoli di risposta corretti per 
+- 3x3y3zp(x,y,z): Se (c,true,{c1, ••• ,cn}) E UQS(C) allora c e un vincolo di risposta 
corretto per G. 

Teorema 3.5 (Completezza di UQsolver) Sia C un insieme di vincoli di risposta cor
retti per il goal G =+- 3x3y3zp( x, y, z ). Se esiste un sottoinsieme di C = { c1,. •• , en}, tale 
che esiste un intersection c di { cd:r:, ... , cnl:r:} e {(( c1t\c }jy, ( c1t\c )j.,), ... , ( ( Cnt\c )jy, ( Cnt\c )jy)} 
e un covering per 
(y, (c1 t\ c)j.,). allora (c, true, { c~, ... , en}) E UQS(C), dove c e un intersection most general 
di ( CJ):r: t\ C. 

4 Correttezza in logica a tre valori 

In questo paragrafo dimostriamo la correttezza della tecnica che abbiamo definito. I fatti 
che si deducono da p+ Up- con la risoluzione (P, SS)u sono conseguenze logiche del com-
pletamento (P•, SS) (SSe la teoria di riferimento u• o UveA)· . 

La nozione di completamento presenta alcuni inconvenienti per programmi generali. In
fatti l' insieme delle definizioni completate di P puo essere inconsistente (P = p +- -.p). 
Utilizzando una logica a tre valori il completamento di un programma e sempre consistente. 
Inoltre i modelli a due valori sono anche modelli a tre valori. Ne deriva che conside
riamo le conseguenze logiche a tre valori del completamento eliminando l'inconsistenza che 
porterebbe a dedurre qualsiasi cosa da (P", SS). 

La correttezza della tecnica che abbiamo definito e espressa nel seguente teorema: 

Teorema 4.1 Per ogni atomo ground A 

1. (P+ Up-, SS) I= A allora 
(P", SS) 1=3 A. 

2. (P+ Up-, SS) I= A allora 
( p•, SS) 1=3 -.A. 

La prova di questo teorema e omessa e si puo trovare in [10). 
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Algoritmi basati su ipergrafi per frammenti 
di tipo Datalog in linguaggi CLP 

Luisa Eqni 
Dipnrt.inH·nto di Informatica Universitit eli Pisa 

Sommado 

L'intento del lavoro e di fornire un alr;oritmo incrementale, hasato su ipergrafi, come 

risolutore di vincoli per frantlll<'llti di tipo Datalog in un contesto di programmazione 
logica vincolata. Per gencrar<' lc soluzioni n•ngono usati gli algoritmi su ipergrafi. Af· 
linche il metoda sia inglohato con<'llanwnt<' lt(•llo schema CLP c non richieda complesse 
intcrazioni tra il back! racking dPI risnluton• di vincoli c l'algoritmo di risoluzione, si 

introduce Ia rapprC'senta;,ionP disr;iuntiva dPII(• soluzioni. In questa modo gli algoritmi 
su ipergrafi sono utilizzat.i ('()Ill<' prorPdnrc incrcnH•ntali per testare Ia consistcnz~ di 

nuovi vincoli c pt•r SC'mplificarli durant(' Ia rirernt di tutte Jc soluzioni. 

1 Introduzione 
Nell'ult.imo cleccnnio Ia progrnmmn1.ionc logica ha riYestito un rnolo sempre piu im

portantc nella elabornzione di tipo il\'illli.Bto delle infonnazioni. Questa e dovuto llOll solo 
alla fondatczza e n.lla semplicitit <kl fonnnlismo matnnatico sottostante, o alla potcnza 
cspressiva dei lingnaggi logici. lila nuclw al fntto chc il pnradigma logico e risultato facil
mente estenclibile e int<·grnbile. in mani(•ra nntln'aie eon alt.ri paradigmi computativi. Re
centemel1t.e, tra quest.<·' e~tensioni (, c11wrsn l'i11t.Pgwzio11e del paradigma logico con quello 
cosiclctto a vi11coli. La progrmnmnzionc co11 Yincoli consiste nel d.escrivere i problemi per 
mezzo di u11 insieme di cnndi7.ioni elw r<"st.rinp;nno J'insieme dei valnri che possono assumere 

lc incog11ite del problema. 
L'intcnto di questn Jn,·oro (, di risol\'('1'<' effkientcme11te, all'interno del paradigma della 

progrmnmazionelogiea cull viHenli, partieolnri sot. to prnp;rmnmi logici: i·database eleduttivi. 
Siamo qnindi i11teressnt.i in una ist.anzn d<.•llo sclwmn CLP specializzata FJ.e!risolvere vincoli 
(query su un·Horl1 dat.ahns<•). rispettn ad nnn t<·oria b. cioe l'i11sicme finito eli clausole eli un 
Horn database unito Ia !<"orin ddl'n . .;nnglinnzn. Ln st.ruttura corrispondente e data dalla 
pilt piccola pnrti7.ione indottn dn ,1 snll'tmin•rso di Herhrand Jt, definito su un alfn.beto 
tipato finito 1:. Nd seg;nito ci rif<"rin•nto a qn<"sln strnttnra come Jtj5. Poiche illingnaggio 
CLP(Jt/ 5) c una istnn:w dello sclwmn. i vnnt.nggi di qncsto a.pproccio sono che tutte le 
proprieta semantiche fondnnwntnli <kl CLP w11gonu credit ate automatieamente. I risnlt.ati 
che sono stati provati in [!J, 4] ,·,•ngmw applicnti allingnaggio in esame [3]. 

Due gli aspetti fondamcntnli d<"gli <llgoritmi peril trattamento dei vincoli in linguaggi 
CLP: l'incrementalita cklla cost.rnzioll<' d<"lla rappn•s<"Ht.n7.ione intenm degli insiemi di vin
coli introdotti, e Ia lorn interazione con il backtracking. Tale rnpprescntazione deve garantire 
u11 facile ripristi11o delle foruw H<>nnnli in en so di iHconsistenl.a c qui11di eli backtracking. 

Riassmn<•nclo, gli scopi primmi dd lnvoro sono: \'C'rificare Ia risolubilita clei vincoli nella 
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struttura 'H./5 usando algoritmi su ipergrafi corretti e completi; semplificare i vincoli in 
una sequenza di calcolo e raggiungere l'incrementalita nel processo di calcolo. 

Essenzialmente il risolutore di vincoli deve testare la risolubilita di un vincolo cioe 
deve verificare che abbia almeno una soluzione. II problema e che una query su un 'Horn 
database non ha un unica soluzione. Si pongono dunque due alternative: limitare la ricerca 
ad una soluzione, o trovare tutte le soluzioni. II problema per la prima alternativa nasce 
dalla gestione dell'incrementalita dei vincoli. in quanto, non tenendo traccia di tutte le 
soluzioni, nel memento in cui si verifica inconsistenza si dovn\ avere backtracking anche 
sul risolutore e, conseguentemente, una sorta di regola che "riparta da zero" nel cercare 
nuove soluzioni. La seconda alternativa, quella da noi adottata, si uniforma all'obiettivo, 
nella risoluzione incrementale di vincoli, di usare il maggior contenuto informative delle 
computazioni prece~enti, per ottenere la soluzione del nuovo problema. E giusto supporre 
che nel memento in cui si ha necessita di fare una interrogazione su un database, si vogliano 
avere tutte le risposte. Questa soluzione risulta piu adeguata, anche se dovra gestire 
il problema della rappresentazione disgiuntiva delle risposte. Ne segue che gli algoritmi 
risolutori devono· essere progettati in modo tale da trattare efficientemente la presenza di 
vincoli disgiuntivi e l'introduzione incrementale di vincoli, non solo per quanto riguarda !a 
valutazione della consistenza e il calcolo delle soluzioni, rna anche per cio che concerne gli 
aspetti di ottimizzazione. 

Per una completa trattazione del problema e per una migliore comprensione degli al
goritmi citati, si veda (3]. 

2 Illinguaggio CLP(1t/8) 

Nella integrazione della programmazione logica e i database ci si e concentrati sulla 
definizione di linguaggi basati su nuove regole, Datalog, disegnati specificatamente per 
interagire con grandi database. Datalog e un linguaMiO per interrogazioni su database, 
basato sul paradigma della programmazione logica [2]. 

Un Horn database o HDB, e un insie~e di clausole dellh;~uaggio Datalog, cioe clausole 
Hom definite senza simboli di funzione. E importante notare che gli algoritmi su ipergrafi 
che verranno utilizzati non richiedono la condizione, peraltro molto limitativa, che le clau
sole del database siano range·restricted, cioe che ogni variabile che appare nella testa di 
una clausola debba apparire anche nel corpo. 

n paradigma della programmazione logica e stato generalizzato allo schema della pro
grammazione logica con vincoli o CLP (9, 8], una famiglia di linguaggi di programma
zione con 'regole vincolate'. In contrasto alia programmazione logica, nel CLP il dominio 
delle computazioni non viene specificate, benche si assume che sia definibile da una teoria 
"satisfaction-complete", come definite in (8]. lnformalmente la satisfaction-completeness 
significa che ogni vincolo e dimostrabile essere sodelisfacibile o e dimostrabile essere insod
disfacibile. 

ll linguaggio CLP('H./5) viene definito come amalgamazione eli programmi logici stan
dard e programmi ristretti (Datalog), fatta appunto nel contesto CLP. 

Definiamo la teoria del primo ordine e la struttura che utilizzeremo per illinguaggio 
CLP('H./6). La teoria dell'uguaglianza caratterizza in modo assiomatico la proprieta eli 
unificabilita, cioe consente di dimostrare 3xJ, ... ,xn(t1 = t 2 ) sse t 1 e t2 sono unificabili. 
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11 dominic che ne consegue, dovendo soddisfare questi assiomi, sara sempre isomorfo al 
dominio canonico di Herbrand. 

Definizione 2.1 (La teoria 6(II, ~)) /9] La tcoria del primo ordine 5(II, I:) consute di 
un insieme finito di clausole Horn definite, senza simboli di funzione, unito alla teoria 
dell 'uguag#anza. 

Ogni teoria 5(II, E) genera una relazione di congruenza =6, chiamata 5-uguaglianza, 
sull'insieme dei termini r(I: U V). 

Definizione 2.2 (La struttura 'H./5) /9] Indicheremo con 'H./5 la pitl piccola partizione 
r(I:)/ =6 indotta da 5 .mll'insieme dei termini ground r(I:). 

Definizione 2.3 (CLP('H./6) programmi) /3] Siano II6 insieme di simboli di predicato 
del database, Tic= { =} UII6' II= Tic UIIB c Tic niiB = 0. Definiamo un CLP('H./,5)(n, !:)
programma come un (II, E)·progmmma aumcntato con la teoria 5, cioe con le clausole ilel 
database deduttivo e con quelle della tcoria dell'uguaglianza. 

Mostriamo adesso alcune dcfinizioni per la gestione delle soluzioni. Sia H6 l'insieme 
contenente i simboli di predicate. dcll'Horn database. 

Definizione 2.4 Sia Q = p(tt. ·:., tn) un atomo: p E H6. Diciamo che Q e 6-risolubiie 
se esute una sostituzione q tale che +-Qu e rej1Ltabile in 6, cioe 5 F Qu. 

Definizione 2.5 (Rappresentazione in forma risolta delle soluzioni) /9] Sia Q = 
p(tt. ... , tn), p E H6, Q 6-ri$olubilc. Siano Ut. ••• , Un : 6 F Qu; i = 1, ... , n, inoltre 
Vi,j i :f;j u; f: Uj e Uj f: u;, e per ogni altra sostituzione 8: 6 F QO 3p: 9 = pu;, per 
qualche j = 1, ... , n . Indicando con s; la rappresentazione equazionale della sostituzione 
u;,Vi, s = (sl v· ... v Sn) sara la rapprestazione in equazioni disgiuntive in forma risolta del 
vincolo p. 

Informalmente: se con u 1, ••• , Un indichiamo tutte le sostituzioni di risposta calcolate, 
piu generali, relative a +:-Q, otteniamo la risposta 'completa' per la query come disgiunzione 
di queste sostituzioni,, che potranno anche esscre rappresentate con la forma risolta ad 
equazioni associata. 

In [3] viene mostra~o chela rapprcsentazionc fornita perle soluziqpi ~.corretta. 

3 Brevi cenni sugli -ipergrafi 

Prima di descrivere il risolutore di vincoli richiamiamo brevemente ·aJ.cuni concetti 
base degli ipergrafi. Gli ipergrafi sono generalizzazioni di grafi il cui utilizzo,· piT!. volte e 
in diversi campi applicativi, si e rileva.to un utile strumento per rappresentare strutture e 
concetti. Per una piu ampia trattazione ci si riferisca a·[l, 6, 7]. 

Un ipergrafo diretto e una coppia H = ( F, E), con V = { v1 , ••• , vn} insieme dei nodi 
e E = { e1, ... , en} insieme degli iperarchi dil·ctti, dove un iperarco diretto, o iperarco, 
e; = (Lit, ... , L;r, ), e una sequenza. di r; sot.toinsiemi disgiunti non vuoti di vertici; ogni 
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sottoinsieme e uno strato dell'iperarco. Dato l'iperarco e, = (Lil, .... L,r ), definiamo la 
coda die; come T(e;) == Lil. e !a sua testrL come H(ei) =Lor. ' 

Nel seguito rivolgeremo Ia nostra atten:cione escluHivam~nce agli ipern-rafi diretti i cui 
iperarchi sono della forma e = (.Y, {u} ), clove Ia coda .Y e un insiem: di vertici. e !a 
testa e fermata da un unico elemento. Gli iperarchi eli questo tipo vengono chiamati 
archi all'indietro, o semplicemente B-archi, e gli iper.~rafi i cui iperarchi sono B-archi sono 
chiamati B-grafi. 

Sia H = (V, E) un ipergrafo, e siano s e t due nodi clistinti, rispettivamente la sor,.ente 
e !~ destinazione. Un taglio T.t = ( v~. v;) e una partizione di V in due sottoinsiemi v: e v; 
tali che s E v. e t E v;. Dato un taglio T.~. il HUO insieme rli taglio E.t e l'insieme di tutti 
gli iperarchi e tali che T( e) ~ V. e H( e) E 1:;. Questo insieme puo anche essere vuoto. Si 
definisce cardinalit.a di un taglio, Ia cardinalitit del suo iusieme eli taglio. Si noti che t non 
e necessariamente disconnesso da .s rimuovenclo gli archi eli E,t. 

~ediamo adesso le relazioni tra gli ipergrafi e Ia logica .. Gli ipergrafi possono essere 
usatt per rappresentare le formule del prim'ordine in modo pitittosto semplice; inoltre l'uso 
degli ipergrafi suggerisce nuovi ed interessanti approcci alla soiuzione eli qualche pr~blema 
di inferenzadelle formule del prim'orcline. In questo contesto presenteremo, una versione 
modificata di quella mostrata in (6j, per tenere conto della presenza dei vincoli equazionali. 
In particolare risulta interessante una versione degli ipcrgrafi diretti con iperarchi colorati 
e etichet_tati (3j. Una formula F, ~uindi nel uoHt.ro ca~o un HDB, verra rappresentata per 
mezzo di un B-grafo colorate e et1chettato per poter manipolare appunto le variabili ed i 
vincoli. 

Un B-gralo colorato e un B-grafo con due tipi distinti di B-archi, per convenzione 
blu e rossi. Data una formula del prim'ordine non contenente simboli di funzione, F = 
C11\ ... 1\Cm, indichiamo con V l'insieme di tutti i predicati distinti presenti in F (due predi
cati sono distinti se differiscono o nei simboli eli predicate o negli argomenti), unito l'insieme 
{!, t}, e con EF l'insieme dei B-archi che rappresentano le clausole C1, ••• , Cm. Specifi
catamente il B-arco ( {p1 , ••. , pq}, Po) rappresenta !a clausola eli tipo Po <- p1 A . , . 1\ pq; il 
B-arco ( {Pt, ... , pq}, f) !a clausola eli tipo <- P1 1\ ... 1\ p7 : e il B-arco ( { t}, p0 ) !a clausola 
di tipo Po <- . 

Definiamo dun que il B-grafo colorate associate ad F. H F = ( V, B, R, L), dove: 

L : insieme di etichette rappresentanti vincoli equazionali, unione delle etichette associate 
agli archi blu (Ls), e di quelle associate agli archi rossi (LR). L =La u Ln. 

B : insieme degli archi blu, contiene EF, e l'insieme eli tutti i B-archi generati da!la seguente 

regola 1 : 'v'z, yE V viene generate l'arco ({;r }, y) con etichetta l8 , se: 

L x = H( e') per qualche e' E EF 

2. y E T( e") per qualche e" E E F con e' -:/: e" 

3. 3u1 : xu = y 

4. Is E La e Ia rappresentazione equazionale eli 17 

1Queste sostituzioni effettuano anche una ridenominazione delle variabili eli :c rispetto a quelle contenute 
in y 
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R : insieme degli archi rossi, contiene tutti gli archi generati dalla seguente 

regola 2 : 'v'x, y E V, vier;e genern.to !'a reo ( { ;r}, y) con etichetta ln E Ln, se: 

1. x = H( e') per qualchc t:' E EF 

2. x,y sono tali che 3171
, r con r-:/: c, : Xl7 = yr 

3. 3e" E EF tale che 

• yET(e") 

• e"r f/. EF 

4. ln e !a rapprcsentazione eqnnzionale eli (J e r 

L'insieme R fornisce le infornmzioni in base alle quali puo essere fatta l'unificazione, 
per derivare prove o refutazioni. 

Dato un predicate P denotiamo con lv(P) rinsieme di tutte le sue istanziazioni parziali 
rispetto al dominic D, e con Ii)(P) l'insieme di tutte le istanziazioni totali. Analogamente 
indicheremo le istanziazioni parziali e totali eli una clausola C rispettivamente con Io( C) 
e Ii)(C). 

Definiamo estensione di 1m a formnla F = { Ct, ... , Cn}, rispetto al dominic D,' una 
formula F' = {C;, ... , C:,} tale dte: UqeF'liJ(Ci) = Uc1eFID(C;). Indichiamo con Ex( F.) 
l'insieme di tutte le estensioni eli F. Chiaramente F e una estensione di se stessa, .e 
tutte le formule in Ex(F) sono semanticamente equivalenti, cioe F', estensione di F, e 
insoddisfacibile (soddisfacibile) sse F c insoddisfacibile (soddisfacibile). Indichiamo con 
f(HF) l'insieme di tutti gli ipergrafi H che sono associati aile estensioni di F, cioe f(HF) = 
{Hp : F' E Ex(!)}. Cosl se F' e un'estensione di F, (F' E Ex(F)), diremo che HF' e 
un'estensione di Hp. 

Vediamo adesso due teoremi, che permettono eli collegare il concetto di (in_)soddisfaci
bilita di una query, a quello eli (non.)esistenza eli un B-cammino blu data I nel B-grafo HF 
associate. Viene defi!lito cosll'uso del B-grafo all'interno del concetto di soddisfacibilita. 

Teorema 3.1 {6] Una jorm1Lla Fe sorldi.<jacibile .•se ha un'estensione F' tale che nell'iper
grafo associato Hp ha un taglio da t a. I di cn.rdina/itrl 0. 

Teorema 3.2 {6] Una formula F e insorldisla.cibile sse ha un'estensione F' tale che nel
l'ipergralo associato Hp, il nodo I e bl1t-raggiungibile rla t. 

Le condizioni dei teoremi 3.1 e 3.2 possono essere testate facilmente dalla procedura 
SBT di ricerca eli cammini minimi su ipergrafi (5j. Infatti, se assegniamo lunghezza 0 ad 
ogni arco blu, lunghezza 1 ad ogni arco rosso, e indichiamo con dt(x) Ia funzione distanza 
del nodo x dal nodo true,abbiamo che: d,(f) = 0 sse esiste un B-cammino blu da t a I e 
dt(f) = +oo sse esiste un taglio t- f eli carclinalitn 0. 

La seguente procedura eli ricerca locale, in base a queste osservazioni, trova se una data 
formula Fe (in.)soddisfacibile. . 
Algoritmo GGA (Algoritmo di generflzione eli grafi): 
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procedure GGA(F) 
begin 

terminazione := falso; 
r := r(HF); 
H:=SELECT(r); 
r :=r\H; 
while -.terminazione do 

begin 
d:=SBT(t, H); 
if (d=O or +oo) then terminazione:= vero 

end ·while 
else H:=SELECT(r); r := r\H 

if d=O th(m return insoddisfacibile 
else return soddisfacibile 

end-procedure. 

Teorema 3.3 {3/ L'algoritmo GGA e corretto e cornpleto. 

La funzione SELECT(r) restituisce un qualsiasi ipergrafo H E r. Nel contesto della 
definizione del risolutore incrementale di vincoli per il problema in esame, ci occuperemo 
del problema di come implementare efficientemente GGA, e quindi Ia funzione SELECT. 

4 L'algoritmo di esecuzione : ICS 

Dopo aver definito Ia struttura e Ia teoria per il problema in esame, dobbiamo deter
minare il risolutore di vincoli che verifichi Ia 'H/6-risolubilita. Cio che dobbiamo fornire e un 
algoritmo che effettui un'integrazione tra risoluzione e risolutore di vincoli, che costruisca 
quindi insiemi di'vincoli risolubili sui nuovo dominio, Ia struttura 'H/6. 

Sarebbe desiderabile che il risolutore di vincoli avesse le proprieta di incrementalita e 
canonicita, se una forma canonica esiste. La condizione di essere incrementale viene ri
chiesta affinche se un insieme dei vincoli c e stato verificato essere risolubile, Ia verifica 
per cUd non richieda Ia ripetizione di tutto il lavoro gia fat to per c. Invece Ia proprieta 
di canonicita e richies~a come forma di presentazioue dei risultati, come miglioramento 
dell'implementazione, affinche se esiste una forma semplificata minima dell'insieme dei vin
coli, il risolutore sia in grado di trovarla. 

Principalmente l'ooiettivo nel soddisfacimento incrementale eli vi~c~Ii e trasformare 
efficientemente Ia. soluzione esistente, in una soluzione peril nuovo problema. 

Cercheremo allora un algoritmo· incrementale per test are !a risolubilita, che rappresenti 
i vincoli in un'opportuna forma semplificata. In riferimento alia definizione 2.5, la forma 
semplificata minima che dovra trovare il risolutore, sara !a rappresentazione in "equazioni 
disgiuntive in forma risolta". ~ 

Sia V = { vlt • •• , v,.} un insieme ~i vincoli v;, con c; simbolo di predicato relativo, tale 
che: c; E He= Hs u {=}. Se v = {vt} e Ct E HJ, !a forma risolta esiste, ed e quella 
mostrata nella definizione 2.5; se V = { v,} e c, E { =}, l'equazione puo essere trasformata 
nell'insieme di equazioni in forma risolta, equivalente (algoritmo di unificazione [10]); se 
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V = { v1, ••• , vn}, si trasformano ricorsivamente i v; in forma risolta, ottenend~ Ia fo~a 
risolta finale mediante semplici procedure (MEnGE e DISMERGE) che vedremo m segmto. 

Descriviamo nel segt;ito tm risolutore incrementale di vincoli peri programmi CLP('H/ S). 

4.1 · CLP(7-l/6): Risolutore Incrementale di Vincoli R 

Nello schema CLP('H/S) sembra esserc piuttosto naturale riusare Ia soluzione St. 
dell'insieme'dei vincoli C troYata nl passo precedente, per testare Ia risolubilita del nuovo 
insieme di vincoli C U C'. 

E importante notare che Ia ricerca, oltre nd essere incrementale, viene guidata dalle 
soluzioni trovate precedentemente. in quanta, per i particolari algoritmi su ipergrafi che 
vedremo, esse determinano una potatura ddl'albero di ricerca direttamente durante l'ese
cuzione. 

Gli algoritmi che usa 'R, il nostro risolutore incrementale di vincoli, sono essenzialmente 
due: !PER, che lavora su ipcrgrnfi e TEST. chc, sfruttando l'algoritmo di unificazione, 
verifica se un insieme di vincoli c consistcntc trnsformnndolo, in caso di successo, in forma 
risolta. 

Piu in dettaglio, vediamo cosa ricevcra in ingresso R. 
Data la query 

:-co A.,, ... , .4;, ... ,An 
selezionato l'atomo 

selezionata Ia clausola 
H:-coB 

si ottiene Ia query 
:-c, (A; =H), co.4" ... , .4;-"B, ..!;+!, ... ,An 

essendo questa Ia nuova query di cui anch·a test.ata Ia consistenza. Notare che e del tutto 
equivalente selezionare un atomo (.4;} alia volta o tutti gli atomi (At. ... , An) contempo-

raneamente [3]. . . 
Lo stato di partenza di R sara dnnqne ( Cj, Ci , C), dove seguendo l'esemphficaz10ne: 

c· e quindi gli e!ementi eli c, sono vincoli con simboli eli predicato appartenenti all'_HDB; 
c~' e quindi il vincolo (A; =H), rappresenta l'insieme di equazioni, in forma non nsolta, 
a.~

2

~~ciato ai due atomi e c' quindi c, e l'apporto dei vincoli della query precedente~ che 
naturalmente sara in torma risoltn.. cioe in cqnazioni disgiuntive in forma risolta. E del 
tutto analogo supporre che i vincoli delle clausole del CLP contengano anche i vincoli di 
uguaglianza, cioe vincoli av:nti _iJ si1:1bolo '=.' ~ot~e ~imbolo_ d~ pre~icat~. In que~to cas~ 
bastera considerare c come c = c1 1\ c2 , doYe c1 e I msteme det vmcoh sull HDB, e c2 son~~ 
vincoli equazionali che verranno considerati insieme agli altri vincoli di uguaglianza gestttl 
dal risolutore (insieme a en. - ,. 

In caso di fallimento si esegne l'nsualf' backtracking e lo stato di R sara quello precedente 
alia mancata unificazione: (0. ( ). C). · 

Vediamo gli stati di 'R. e le proc('clnre adot.tate per Ia conseguente modifica di stato. 

(0,( ),C) 
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(Cj, Ci,, C) TEST(C2,, C:i) 
• fallimento I t> BACKTRACKING 
• successo I t> Modifica di c;, in forma risolta : Ci 

(C;, C:i, C) MERGE(C2, C, C") 
• fallimento I t> BACKTRACKING 
• successo I t> Creazione nuova forma disgiuntiva : c· 

(Cj,( ),C") IPER(Cj,C",C0 ) 

(0,( ),Co) 

o fallimento I t> BACKTRACKING 
• successo I t> Deterrninazione della consistenza 

per 1 'insieme dei vincoli iniziale 
e quindi della forma risolta : C0 • 

L'algoritmo TEST, algoritmo di unificazione, dato till insieme eli eqttaz1·0 n1• C t't · C J'' · d' , . . , 1, res I UISCe 
2, ms1eme I equaz1om m forma nsolta equivalente ·tltrimenti . !'' · · h 

soluzioni, termina con fallimento, ' ' ' se msleme non a 

La procedura NoRed( Co, C), che viene chiamata in seguito rappresenta una proc d . 
che esegue un controllo sui! 'insierne dei vincoli Co verificando 'clle gl' . . ·. d' e .ur~ 
di · d . ' 1 ms1em1 1 equaz10m 

sgmnte a ess1 rappresentato non contengano informazione ridonda t · · t' 1 . · · 'val · ,. . . n e, c10e non rappre-
sen mo so uztom eqm entl. L ms1eme v1ene semplific-tto el1'm1·ua d. I" · · . . 
( 

,. . . ' · ' n o g 1 ms1em1 eqmvalent1 
se .ve .ne sono), fi~o ad ottenere l.ms1eme d1 equazioni disgiuntive in forma risolta C cioe 

un ms1eme senza ndondanza, eqmvalente a C0 • ' 

La procedura Merge [3], dati C1, insieme eli equazioni in forma risolta e C · · d' 
· · d' · t' · £ . 2, IUS!eme 1 

equaz10m 1sgmn 1ve m orrna nsolta, effettua la distribuzionc eli c su C t't d · 
caso di succes ( . ' d C -'- 0) C . I 2, res I uen o, In 

• • 8° Cl~ quan ° 1" ' ' la forma nsoltc. clisgiuntiva equivalente Q d 
C = 0 s1 venfica fallimento. · uan o 

. £ Analo~a e
1

la procedura Di~merge [3], che dati C1 e c 2, insiemi di equazioni disgiuntive 
Ill onna nso ta, effettua la fus!One tra cl e c2 restituendo in c~so dl' ( 0 

' d C _;_ 0) C 1 £ . . . . ' u successo ewe quan 0 
1" , , a onna nsolta d1sgmnttva associata. Questa proceclura p t ' · t'l' dall d I . o ra essere u 1 1zzata 

a proce ura per, ?- seconda della particolare implementazione. 
La procedura IPER lavora sfruttando la procedura GGA su 1·perg fi · d II · · h dr b ra , 1n una e e ver-

SIOm c e ve emo, ottom-up o top-down. Se C = C C • . . . . · . . . 
HDB C • . . . . . . 1 1,' · · · • 1, e un lllSieme d1 v1ncoh 

su un e 2 e un ms1eme d1 vmcoh m forma risolta disgiuntiva lPER te t · 't t' 
vament 1 · t d · · 1. II' ' s era 1 era 1-e a cons1s enza e1 vmco 1 su HDD.congiuntamente a c l'ap t d 11 1 · . 

d t (
. . . , por o e e so uzwni 

prece en emente trovate, 1mzmlmentc C = C2 ). restitnendo 1·n l' 'I 
C · • 1 £ . . · · · caso c 1 successo 1 nuovo 

, c10e a orma nsolta eqmvalente. ' 

procedure Iper(C~t C2, C) 
begin 

T:= true; 
C:=C2; 
for ((i = 1. .. t) 1\ T) do 
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begin 
versionGGA (C1;, C, C'i); 
NoRed(C;,.C); 
if (versionGGA = fnllinlC'nt.o) then T:= false 

end-for 
end-procedure. 

Descriviamo !a fase di inizializzazione del risolutore incrementale dei vincoli n. Dato 
un Horn database HDD, un programma CLP e una query sui programma, il risolutore 
costruisce l'ipergrafo relativo all'HDB. AI momento di dover testare Ia consistenza di una 
query si utilizza "l'ipergrafo base" cosl costrnito. che viene aggiornato inserendo l'iperarco 
blu relativo alia query, l'etichetta corrispondente e tutti gli iperarchi blue rossi che vengono 
creati dalle regole 1 e 2 fornite. Sempre in questa fase di inizializzazione viene testata (con 
le procedure Merge, TESTe IPER), Ia consistenza dei vincoli della query, vincoli sull'HDB 
e vincoli equazionali. Si ottienc in questa modo c·, I 'insieme dei vincoli in forma risolta 
disgiuntiva che costituira lo stato eli partmza del risolutore: (0, ( ), C"). 

n risolutore n e costituito dalla sequcnza delle procedure TEST, Merge e !PER, perle 
quali e data !a correttezza. 

Teorema 4.1.1 (Correttezza e completezza di R.) (3} fl risol·utore incrementale di vin
coli R, ricevendo in ingres3o l'insieme (C'1 ,C'2,C3 ), termina in tempo finito, e quando ter
mina fornisce C, /a forma risolta disgi·nntiua dell'insieme dei ·uincoli; alt~imenti se l'insieme 
iniziale dei vincoli e inconsistente, restituisce fallimento { caso di BACKTRACKING). 

L'obiettivo di incrementalita e piennmente ra,e;giunto dal risolutore incrementale di vin
coli n. Infatti, se S, insiemc di cqunzioni disgiuntive in forma risolta, e Ia soluzione 
di c), per risolvere c, 1\ c2. n ricc>vc in ingrcsso direttamente s come rappresentazione 
dell'insieme dei vincoli c,' EsS('i1(!0 s equivnknte a cl' cl 1\ c2 e inconsistente se e solo 
se s 1\ c2 e inconsistente. 

Ricordiamo che il mantenimcnto della disgiunzione all'interno dei vincoli permette Ia . 
gestione implicita del backtracking ( dovut.a ninon determinismo intrinseco della program
mazione logica) sull'insieme dei vinroli, e quindi permettendo di rappresentare tutte le 
soluzioni contemporaneamente, con 1111 unico formalismo, mantiene l'equivalenza tra un 
(insieme di) vincolo e J:a relativa rappresentazione. 

Consideri'amo il problema eli come implemcntare efficientemente GGA. Questo algo
ritmo genera una seqllenza finita di ipcrgrnfi H0 = Hp, H 1 , •.• , Hr; dove H., ipergrafo 
terminale, o contiene un cammino hlu cia t a f, o cont.icne un taglio t- f di cardinalita 0. 
La procedura SELECT puo esscrc \'ista. rom<' una trasformazione che, dato un ipergrafo Hk, 
restituisce Hk+ 1 , una nuova cstcnsione di HF. Dcscriviamo una trasformazione particolare, 
'T!(H,e), che dato un ipergrafo H, e tlll nrco e E R, restituisce un nuovo ipet::grafo H', che 
e un'estensionc di H. 

Dato H = (V,B,R,L) e e = ({P},P0 ) E R, con etichetta e.\, l'ipergrafo H' = 
(V',B',R',L') = 'T!(H,e) e ottenuto'mme segue: 

• Si duplica H• = (V", n·), sottogrnfo indotto dall'insieme di tutti i B-archi blu che 
contengono Po nella. !oro coda ( consee;u<·nt<' duplicazione delle etichette relative). 
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• Si distribuisce l'etichetta e.\ a tutte lc etichette h,, relative ai nuovi iperarchi creati: 
Merge(e;~.,lbol;J (test di consistenza). 
nota: le etichette possono essere sia in forma risolta, che in forma risolta disgiuntiva. 

• Si riuniscono in un singolo nodo tutti i nodi che rapprcscntano un identico predicato 
{in r~lazione all'etichetta) (operazione collnssamento nodi). 

• Si rimuove e. 

• Si applicano le regole 1 ed 2 descritte, per generarc i nuovi archi blue rossi e le relative 
etichette. (Tra i nuovi archi generati ci sara anche l'arco blu ( {P}, Po) con etichetta 
e;~, se P :f. Poe;~,). 

L'us? dell~ t~Sflforrnazione II!(H_, e) nell'algoritmo GGA, porta alia costruzione di iper
grafi neJ quali tl sottografo blu diventa sempt·e piu grande, fino a che viene creato un 
B-cammino da t a/, oppure viene trovato till taglio t-f di cardinalita 0. 

Fino ad ora non abbiarno specificate alcun tipo di strategia, cioe una regola per.decidere 
ad ogni ~~so. quale sia l'arco rosso da _selezionare per applicare la trasformazione. Questa 
scelta puo mctdere fortemente sulle tre unportanti proprieta che ogni metodo di valutazione 
deve soddisfare: corretezza, completezza e terminazionc. · 

Si puo usar? sia una strategi11: b?ttom-up che una top-down. Nella prima si parte dal 
nodo true applicando la trasforrnaztone per ampliare Ia componente blu B-connessa a t 
fino a che questa non includa f, e s:ontenga qtiindi un B-cammino da t a f, se questo esiste: 
Nella seconda strategia si cerca di ottenere lo stesso risultato partendo dal nodo false. 

Nel pro~lema in esame il goal sara il vincolo V, con simbolo di predicato appartenente 
all'HDB, e il nucleo centrale della computazione consist era nel testare quali siano le risposte 
ad esso legate. n concetto e quello di verificare se il goal e implicata dalle clausole nel 
database, e quindi, in caso di verifica positiva, di tmvare tutte le risposte ad esso legate. 

Nel n~stro caso, ~er garantire la terminazione, possono essere implementate entrambe 
le strategte. lnol~re, m tutte e due le versioni, la guida e t:arantita dall'algoritmo SBT [6] 
(o dalla sua vers10ne Top-down), quando le lunghezze associ:'tte agli archi sono positive. 
. In qu~t? cont.esto viene presentata solo la versione bottom-up, ri!llandando ulteriori 
inforrnaztom relattve al.caso top-down, ~estito in m~do analogo, a [3]. E comunque impor
tante notare che la vers10ne to?·do":n nsulta molto mteressante per la tipologia di ricerca: 
dal nodo f al nodo t. Questa mfattt, oltre ad esserc guidata dalla query verra indirizzata 
dai risultati ottenuti ai passi precedenti, effettuando un ulteriore potat

1

ura dell'albe d" 
· di d ro 1 ncerca rettamente 1,1rante la computazionc. 

4.2 Algoritmo Bottom-up 

Analizz~amo la strategia bottom-up. Poiche siamo interessati alle sostituzioni di ri
sposta relative a una query, quelle che portauo alla determiuazione di un B-cii.mmino da t 
a f o di un taglio t-f di cardinalita 0, assume importanza l'etichetta associata all'ultimo 
arco nel B-cammino, cioe quella che, come vedremo in seguito, sintetizza con un insi~me 
di equazioni disgiuntive in forma risolta i risultati ottenuti dalle creazioni dei nuovi archi 
blu, con le conseguenti istanziazioni, e quelli ottenuti dai viucoli pr:ecedenti. 
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Definiarno per ogni Hr, = .(Ff\,DJ\,RI\.LJ\), l'insieme degli arcbi candidati RK come 
segue: 

RK = { ( { x}, y) f: ( { :r}, y) 'E R 1\ e x c bln-ra&giungibile da t } !; RK 
Ad ogni passo di computazione, selezioniamo in RK un arco e, tale che e appartiene al 

B-cammino di distanza minima data f, ed otteniamo il nuovo ipergrafo HK+l = II!(HK, e). 
L'effetto della trasformazione e che ilnumero dei B-archi, cosi come il numero dei nodi 

blu-raggiungibili da t cresce strettamente. 
In particolare, see= ({P},P0 ), con etichetta z., tale chez.=/: { }, il nuevo vertice Pol. 

e creato insieme all'arco blu ( {P}, P0 ) con ctichetta 1 •• Questo significa che il predicato 
Pol. e riconosciuto essere vcro, cioe implicate dal database, purche siano soddisfatti tutti i 
vincoli equazionali legati alle sue etichette (se ci sono). 

L'algoritmo GTA di trasformazione di grafi e una semplice istanziazione dell'algoritmo 
GGA descritto, dove la funzione SELECT e implementata mediante la trasforrnazione II!. 
Inizialmente l'ipergr11fo e quello corrispondcnt.e all'HDB. 

GTA e una corretta implemcntazione di GGA [5]. 
Vediamo dunque l'algoritmo GTA, questo e lo scopo primario del nostro interesse, 

come un metodo per rispondere a query logiche in un Horn database. Nello schema di un 
Horn database, le operazioni eseguite dall'algoritmo GTA possono essere reinterpretate 
come segue: (i) Ia trasformazionc II!(H, e), generando le istan.ziazioni di alcune delle regole 
corrispondenti agli archi blu di·.H, genera regole che, nel database erano presenti solo 
implicitarnente; (ii) Ia determinazione di nuovi nodi blu raggiungibili, eseguita dopo ogni 
applicazione di II!(H, e), e Ull niodo per clcrivare dai fatti contenuti correntemente nel 
database, nuovi fatti, implicati clal database stesso. (Ricordiamo che non e richiesto che i 
fatti siano ground). 

GTA cerca di restringere lc sue operazioni il piu possibile ai fatti e aile regole di cui si 
ha bisogno per rispondere alia query. Infatti, in qualche modo, l'uso della funzione distanza 
rende la ricerca, con la conseguente creazione eli nuovi fatti, guidata dalla query. 

Cio che ci interessa maggiormente sono le query del tipo 'v'xQ(x). In generale si puo 
distinguere tra il caso in cui si vuole una sola risposta, cioe il valore di x che rende consi
stente Q(x) rispetto a FHoB, e quello in cui siamo interessati ad avere tutti questi valori. 
Nell'arnbito del nostro risolutore di vincoli sono valide entrambe le· alternative: la prima 
ha sense come test per valutare esclusivamcnte Ia consistenza, in quanto un insieme di 
vincoli e consistente nna volta trovnt.n. una solnzione, se invece vogliarno un risolutore piu 
completo, che fornisca:tutte le rispost.e. clobbiamo sfruttare la seconda alternativa. 

Cio che sembra fornire una maggior propensione verso la seconda altemativa piuttosto 
che la prima, e il fatt"o che in geuerale non e conveniente avere un ,.risolutore di vincoli 
che debba fare backtracking ncl memento in cui si verifica un'inconsistenza. Quindi, 
preferiremo utilizzare la seconda e gestire cos! Ia conseguente disgiunzione tra i vincoli. 
Infatti le risposte che avremo sara.nno tra lora alternative, e quindi verranno rappresentate 
con Ia forma disgiuntiva ad equazioni, ( definizione 2.5 ). 

Vediamo dunque le procedure come istanziazione della procedura versionGGA' in IPER. 
Da notare che, volendo tener tracria eel utilizzare le soluzioni precedentemente trovate, si 

puo modificare l'etichett.a lq associatn. aHa query, iperarco blu del tipo ( { Q}, f), inserendo a 
questo livello Ia rappresentazione S clei vincoli. con le variabili ristrette alla query, mediante 
Ia procedura Merge (Merge(StQ,lq,l~) ). Questa marcatura verra effettuata al memento 
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della creazione dell'ipergrafo. Quindi Ia ricen:a. n.lmeuo nella parte terminale. viene guidata 
dalla query e dai vincoli sulle sue variabili or.rcuuti nelle itcrazioni precedenti. 

GTA puo essere usato per ottenere !a lista di tutte 1<• possibili risposte. Ogni volta 
che viene trovato un B-cammino da t a f. con conscg;ucnte vincolo eli risposta. viene 
cancellato !'ultimo arco del B-cammino. qudlo che ha fomito Ia risposta e che sara. nella 
forma ( {Q(x)}, f) con etichetta 17 e si aggiuuge 1.1 alrinsicme di tutte le risposte. Infine 
viene cercato un nuovo B-cammino da t a f ud D-grafo. npplicando ripetutamente GTA 
fintantoche non esisteranno piu questi B-cammini ( cio<~~ fintantoche non verra trovato un 
taglio t-f di cardinalita 0). La gestione delle risposte otteuute e eseguita dal risolutore 
incrementale di vincoli 1?., in particolare dalla procedum IPe:rt. 

Definiamo dunque formalmentc l'algoritmo vis to che. faccndo uso di GTA e accettando 
come input un Horn database HDB unito ad nna <[ttery q = <-Q"(.i: ), trova le risposte alla 
query. E giusto notare che le risposte a cui ci si riferisce sono le equazioni corrispondenti 
alle sostituzioni di risposta calcolate. Effettucremo quindi sulle etichette associate, una 
restrizione finale sulle variabili eli Q. 

Procedure ALL..ANSWER(HDB,Q,L) 
begin 

H:=BUILD-GRAPII(HDB,Q); 
£:=0; 
(H,insoddisfacibile):=GTA (H); 
while insoddisfacibile do 

begin 
L :=LV lf,rQi 
UPDATE_GRAPH(H); 

end-while 
end-procedure. 

Per !a correttezza di ALL-ANSWER abbiamo il ~eguente teorema: 

Teorema 4.2.1 {6/ Sia HDB nn Horn rlata.btLSe. V'.i:Q{.i:) nna query e H0 il B-grafo co
lorato eke rappresenta Ia form·ttla F = HDIJ U {+-Q(.i')}. Se Fe insoddi11jacibile ALL
ANSWER(HDB, Q) trova tutti le sostit'ltzioni di rispo.•ttL alltL t{ttery. 

Consideriamola procedura ALL-ANSWER"( HDD,Q,S) che tiene conto di ulteriori vincoli 
S, mediante una semplice modifica dell'ipergrafo. Osserviamo che l'inserimento dei vincoli 
S produce una restrizione sulle soluzioni trovate, e piu precisamente elimina, direttamente 
all'interno della procedura, queUe risposte che si sarebbero verificate inconsistenti solo a! 
termine di ALL-ANSWER, nella congiunzione con i vincoli 5. 

Nella versione bottom-up della procedura IPER, del risolutore 1?., versionGGA e dunque 
implementata mediante ALL-ANSWER·. 

5 Osservazioni e confronti 

Presentiamo i metodi pitt noti eli interrogazione eli una query. 
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metodi bottom-up. . .• 
In generale questi metodi eRegnono cnkoli del punto fisso eli Tp, con tecmch~ pm 
0 meno 'astute'. Hanno il·pJ·oblemn di essere inefficienti perche indipendentl dal 
goal: per rispondere alla query genernno t.utto il modello e cercano in ess~ le ris?oste 
che soddisfano. Inoltre richiedono Ia range-restrictness delle clausole (s1 apphcano 
esclusivamente a programmi Datalog). che e una condizione alquanto limitativa. I 
piu noti sono: naive evaluation, semi-nai·ve eval·uation, algoritmo Henschen-Naqvi, 
che riehiede anche Ia linearita delle clausole. 

metodi top-down. 
In generale sono metodi pii1 efficienti rli quelli bottom-up perche dipendenti dal goal, 
rna deve essere posta particolarc attenzione sulla terminazione. I piu noti sono: 
Query-subquery, con le due Yersioni it.crati\'a e ricorsiva QSQI e QSQR, Prolog, incf
ficiente perche basato sulla risoluzione SLD. 

metodi di riscrittura. 
In questi metodi si esegue una t.ra~fonnm>.ione del programma unito !a query. Vi~ne 
quindi testata !a consistenza del programma ottenuto, in generale da una procedura 
bottom-up. L 'in ten toe cercare eli eliminarc~ le inefficienze dovute agli altri due metodi 
citati. 11 piu noto e il ma.gic·.<ct. 

In generale i metodi eli int.errogazione bottom-up calcolano tutti i fatti che sono conse
guenza logica del database HDB, jJrocedendo in una sorta eli modo cieco, cioe senza evitare 
la generazione quei fatti che sono inutili ai fini della valutazione dell~ ~uery: . . . 

AI contrario GTA, benche nel caso peggiorc possa generare tutti 1 fatt1 1mphcat1 dal 
database, restringe il calcolo a quei fatti che sono, almeno potenzialmente, utili per rispon
dere alia query. Questo e ottenuto istanziando solamente quelle clausole che appartengono 
al B-cammino. Quindi Ia scelta del B-cammino di distanza minima e motivata dal deside
rio di trovare minime deduzioni (o refutazioni). lnoltre e giusto notare che GTA e piu 
generale, poiche non -richiede che le clausolc del database siano range-restricted. 

Gli algoritmi di valutazione di tipo query-subquery cercano di riunire sotto-goal dello 
stesso tipo per evitare di calcolare pi\1 volt.e gli stessi risultati. Gli algoritmi su ipergrafi 
hanno un simile stile di ricerca. Infat.ti Ia rappresentazione eli un iperarco potra servire per 
Ia valutazione di piu query, senza richieclC're duplicazioni (a meno eli ulteriori istanziazioni). 

Per quanto riguarda gli algoritmi di riscrittura non si puo fare un confronto diretto. In 
generale si puo dire che questi met.odi sono altamente inefficienti ner c~o di valutazioni 
eli piu query su uno stesso database. Nel caso degli ipergrafi invece, basta aggiornare 
l'ipergrafo. Inoltre, soprattutto per query 'simili', aventi cioe lo stesso simbolo di predicato, 
possono essere gia st.ati calcolat.i hitereRs<mti risultnt.i. · 

Come osservazione eli caratt.ere generalc not.iamo che gli algoritmi su ipe~grafi non gene
rano piu risposte uguali per una query, come puo avvenire invece nel caso deUa ri~oluzione 
SLD. Questo risultat.o e dovuto principnlmentc aU'operazione eli collassamento dei ~odi 
che evita Ia ridondanza dell'informllzione. Inoltrc hanno una importanza rilevante anche 
le operazioni di cancellazione clell'ipcrnrro rosso, una volta selezionato, e dell'iperarco del 
tipo ( {P}, f) (J, {P} ), che ha portato alia dct.erminazione del B-cammino (F-cammino nel 
caso top-down) blu da t a f ( cla f a I). 
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6 Conclusioni 

In questo lavoro abbiamo preseqtato come ottenerc un algoritmo incrementale, basato 
su ipergrafi, come risolutore di vincoli per frmnmt>nti di tipo Datalog in un contesto di 
programmazione logica vincolata. 

Per generare le soluzioni vengono usati gli algoritmi ~u ipergrafi. Affinche il metoda 
sia inglobato correttamente nello schema CLP e non richicda complesse interazioni tra il 
backtracking-del risolutore di vincoli e l'algoritmo eli risoluzione, si introduce Ia rappresen
tazione disgiuntiva delle soluzioni. In questa modo gli algoritmi su ipergrafi sono utilizzati 
come procedure incrementali per testare Ia consistenza di nuovi vincoli e per semplificarli 
durante Ia ricerca di tutte le soluzioni. 

Consideriamo lo schema delle computazioni nel database. Ad ogni passo devono essere 
fatte due scelte: 'Ia scelta dell'atomo da selezionare e Ia scelta delle clausole Ia cui testa 
unifichi con l'atomo selezionato. Per ogni punta eli scelta, .nella struttura di ricerca, si 
puo avere backtracking. Quindi, per evitare che il backtracking del risolutore- causi jl 
backtracking sull'intero programma e per Ia gcstione dell'incrementalita, e stata definita 
!a rappresentazione in forma disgiuntiva dei vincoli, e sono stati modificati gli ipergrafi, 
rendendoli etichettati, per indirizzare !a ricerca sfruttando l'apporto della soluzioni dei 
vincoli precedenti. · · 

Questo algoritmo incrementale esegue clunque, direttamente durante !a computazione,· 
una potatura dell'albero di ricerca, limitaudo il numero di iterazioni per trovare tutte le 
soluzioni (che saranno consistenti eon tutti i viucoli precedenti). 

Si intuiscono gli immediati sviluppi a cui conduce lo studio affrontato. Innanzitutto 
si presenta !a possibilita di pater gestire viucoli eli tipo cliverso, all'interno degli ipergrafi, 
una volta che si e definito il dominio e si sono trovati una adeguata rappresentazione per 
i vincoli e l'algoritmo da utilizzare durante Ia creazione dei uuovi iperarchi blu e rossi 
(espansione dell'ipergrafo). E importante notare che l'algoritmo di unificazione rimarra 
comunque una componente essenziale all 'interno dei nuovi algori tmi, per gestire il problema 
dell'unificazione tra due atomi (per risolvere le uguaglianze sintattiche). 

Inoltre lo studio eli diverse funzioni peso relative agli iperarchi, porta ad avere gia 
all'interno dell'ipergrafo una valutazione, magari percentuale, sui possibile soddisfacimento 
dei vincoli, con conseguente indirizzamento ulteriore per !a ricerca. 

Infine, se viene sviluppato un algoritmo efficiente per risolvere i vincoli, puo essere 
inglobato in un interprete generale CLP e puo cooperare con altri risolutori di vincoli. 
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Abstract 

This work provides a new view of contexts by defining them as primitives data types whose instances 

can be interpreted in two ways: as structured binding environments and as first-class objects. 

To achieve such a goal, an implementation is presented in which contexts are completely configured 

data structures, created by using the SICStus Prolog system support for mO<!ular programming. 

The main advantage of the implementation is to exploit the efficient indirect addressing scheme of 

SlCStus Prolog in order to implement all the contextual binding mechanisms (late binding included) 

in a uniform way. 

1. Introduction 

Among the open problems of the logic programming field, one of the most critical concerns the 

extension of the lot,ric paradigm with concepts and mechanisms to support the design, development 

and maintenance of large software systems. 

All industrial Prolog systems (e.g. Quintus, SICStus, etc.) provide predicates to partition the 

single Prolog data-base into a collection of modules, together with specific visibility and 

import/export rules. However, since the concept of module is basically unrelated to the notion of 

logic theory and satisfiability, different concepts and mechanisms have been proposed in the 

literature to define structured logic languages more coherent with the logic paradigm. These 

proposals cover a wide space, ranging from the conventional notion of scope-rule and block-based 

programming [1] to the integration into the logic framework of Object-Oriented ideas [2,3]. 
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In this wide research space, the concept of contextual programming_ first proposed in [4] 1 
refined in (5] and implemented in (6] - does assume a rather intenned· t . . I '~ater 1a e pos1110n. n tact, 
contextual languages do not force a specific program structuring od 1· th · · m e . ra er, smce the nouon of 
context is intrinsically related to the notion of scope and b. d" · . m mg environment, contextual 
languages prov1de a set of mechanisms that can be exploited to explicitly define different kinds of 

structured components, including structured logic theories. 

The basic idea of contextual programming is to allow programmers to dynamically build the 

software components they need, by composing primitive objects, called units. Three fonns of 

binding (~ocal, eager ~nd late: allow users to define components structured according to both 

conservanve and evolvmg architectures, as described in [7]. 

At the moment, however, since they are not conceived as data abstract· 1ons, contexts cannot be 
used in programs as first class objects. A context is simply reduced to a parn·c 1 ( b. d. . . u ar state or m mg 
environment) of the underlymg machine that can be modified only b d f" d · • y pre e me extensiOn 
operators. Thus, software components defined as contexts have to be dyna · 11 b ·1 · m1ca y re u1 t any t1me 
the program needs them. 

In this work we present an implementation of the context abstraction that all ows us to remove such 
a limit from contextual programming and achieve a remarkable set of properties: 

contexts can be used at language level as first-class objects which can be referred to by logic 
variables; 

- contexts are memoized in the internal system knowledge base and reused when needed; 

- since contexts are completely configured at creation time, there is no need to perfonn dynamic 

searching of predicate definitions at run time. 

The implementation presented here - called CSM (Contexts as SICStus Mod 1 ) ·11 · · u es - su mamtams 
strong correspondence with the S-WAM architecture, an extension of the Warren Abstract 

Machine (W AM) proposed in [7]. The main difference is that the data structures needed to 

~mplement context abstractio.n are immediately and naturally obtained through suitable mapping 

mto the program representauon provided by a real system used in industrial environments: the 

SICStus Prolog system.[8] 

In SICStus Prolog, the program is no longer represented as a sequence of WAM · · b mstrucuons, ut 
as a tree data-structure. Among the several reasons that all together lead t th" · d. , , o Is quite ra 1cal 
change, we stress here the following: 

- support for a more efficient indexing scheme; 

- natural support for modularity; 

- incremental loading of clauses; 

providing coexistence of both a compiled and interpreted predicate-code. 
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Since the code is represented as a tree, the basic SICStus WAM (SICS-WAM) binding mechanism 

takes place in an indirect Wl).Y (via hash-tables). This basic feature of the SICS-WAM is exploited 

in CSM implementation by using the SICStus module as concrete representation of the context 

abstract data type. The result is a system which: 

- does not introduce any semantic distortion to conventional Pro)og programs; 

still maintains all the features of the SICStus Prolog programming system; 

does not introduce any computational overhead with respect to Prolog programs. In fact, there 

is no need to modify the SICS-WAM. 

These properties, together with those mentioned before, help to make contextual programming an 

effective tool for structuring logic programs according to specific application needs. By limiting 

the computational overhead to context (first-time) creation phase, CSM provides a run-time 

support whose organization and efficiency is comparable with that of the run-time support of 

languages based on static structuring mechanisms only, such as class-based object-oriented 

languages. In fact, what CSM does is to allow users to delay (until context creation time) the 

creation of those descriptors usually built at compile-time by static languages. 

The work is organized as follows. In section 2, contexts are defined as new (Prolog) data

structures by conceiving a context as an abstract data type. The relationship with the previous 

approach to context definition is also briefly discussed. Section 3 is devoted to the presentation of 

the main characteristics of CSM implementation, stressing those elements of the SICS-WAM 

organization and architecture fundamental to it, in particular the predicate addressing scheme. 

Conclusions and final considerations are reponed in section 4. 

2. Contexts as structured binding environments 

Binding in standard Prolog is a matter of associating predicate names to code addresses. A Prolog 

program P implicitly configures a set P ct of all the predicates defined in P, which represents the 

binding environment of its predicate calls: thus, a call to pIn in a P clause is statically bound to the 

definition code, if pIn belongs to P ct• otherwise it fails (as required by Closed World 

Assumption). 
In a modular Prolog, a program P basically defines a set P m of modules and a set P ct of couples 

(M, pin), where M belongs to Pm and pin is a predicate such that a definition for it can be found 

in M, providing a static fonn of program structuring. 

Contextual programming provides further mechanisms in order to dynamically structure new 

addressing spaces from basic elements called units. 
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Like modules, units are-constituted by a list of Prolog clauses, and can be used to statically 

decompose a program into a set of components. In the following we denote as: 

- ud. the set of predicates explicitly defined within unit u (local predicates); 

- Uv, the set (subset of Ud) of predicates explicitly declared as visible in u; 

- Ue, the set (subset of Ud) of predicates explicitly declared as extended in u; 

We define as local call the policy that binds the predicate p/n, called within a unit u, by using ud 

as the binding environment, and that solves the call there under CW A. 

A context is defin~d here as a new data-object, representing a structured binding environment, 

conceptually constituted by a list of frames. Context objects are built recursively by the constructor 

createCtx(U,Cl,C) 

which binds the variable C (initially unbound) to the context obtained by extending the context 

referred to by Cl with the set of bindings represented by frame Fu defined as follows: 

Fu = { (U, p/n) (p/nEUv)) 

hereby denoting the interface part (visible predicate definitions) of unit u. 

The atom emptyCtx is used to denote the empty context. The context Cl is calledfirst

subcontext of C. Given the context C, the predicates topUnit (C, U) and sublCtx (C, Cl) can 

be used as selectors. Thus, sublCt x ( Cl, C2) unifies C2 with the second subcontext of c and 
so on. 

If we denote as Ctxd the binding environment associated to the generic context ctx, cd is then 

built by adding u visible predicates to Cl predicates, overriding the latter (for instance, when a 

pair (U,p/n) hastobeaddedbutapair (U' ,p/n) isalreadypresentinCld).Moreformally: 

cd = I (M, p/n) (M=U 1\ p/nEUv) v ( (M,p/n)ECld 1\ p/nEUv)} 

i.e. Cd is the union of frame F u and those obtained from c ld frames excluding the pairs whose 

functor is already present in an Fu pair. Of course, emptyCtxd = 0.1 

Even if a predicate overriding policy naturally suits those definitions, predicate extension is in any 

case easy to exploit, because of the persistence of context structures: for instance, with the above 

example, the (U', p/n) pair is overridden by the (U, p/n) one in cd, but it is still recorded in 
Cld. 

1 Even if conceptually true, this is not rigorously exact, because of the built-in predicates. 
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We define as context call (of predicate pin to context C) the policy that binds the predicate p/n by 

using cd as binding enviroyment and that solves the call there under CWA. A binding for p/n is 

found in C if there exists a pair ( u' , pIn) e cd: in such a case, the call is solved as a local call in 

u' . The first subcontext c' of c such that 

(U', pin) e topUnit (C') 

is called bindcomext of predicate p/n with respect to context c. 
In order to support the binding policies defined in [6], CSM keeps track (as in the S-WAM) of 

both the current context and the current bindcontext and provides the following primitive 

operators: 

curCtx (C) that binds C to the current working context; 

- curBindCtx (C) that binds c to the current bindcontext. 

CSM allows users to exploit both context and local calls, according to the syntax rules below: 

- a goal P called within a unit u of a context c is always solved as a local call, ignoring all 

information about the contexts; 

if cu rCt x (c) , a goal # P is solved as a context call to c. This goal performs the lazy binding 

policy detined in [6], so we will refer to it also as lazy call (of P); 

if curBindCtx (C), a goal :Pis solved as a context call to C. This goal performs the eager 

binding policy defined in [6]) so we will refer to it also as eager call (of P). 

The predicate Cf-P is interpreted as a context call of P to c. It implements a form of context 

switch which represents CSM's own primitive mechanism for context calls: the current context is 

set to c and the current bindcontext is set to the bindcontext of c w.r.t. P, then P is solved as a 

local call to the bindcontext top unit. 

The S-WAM context-extension operators (for cactus and linear extension) are performed 

respectively by CSM primitive predicates >:>I 2 and >>>I 2, which conceptually work as 

follows: 

- U >>> G 

- U >:> G 

curCtx(Cl), createCtx(U,Cl,C), Cf-G. 

curBindCtx(Cl), createCtx(U,Cl,C), Cf-G. 

Note that these operators are the only ones provided for context creation by S-WAM, where they 

are performed only implicitly. In CSM instead, contexts can be interpreted as first-class objects 

which can be referred to by logic variables. For instance, the unification of variables Cl and C2, 

each referencing a context, succeeds only if c 1 and c 2 are bound to the same context (i.e. 

c 1 ==C 2 ), since contexts are completely configured data-structures (i.e. they do not include 

unbound variables). 
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The following example illustrates the main features defined above and the main advantage gained 

from the new approach. 

A robot system is designed as a collection of action-modules that will be dynamically configured 

according to external events. At a certain time t2, the robot configuration is represented by the 

context C2, incrementally built from units uO, u 1, u2. Unit uO implements the set of robot basic 

actions (movements), while unit u 1 implements a set of higher-level actions. Unit u2 implements 

the current strategy of the robot in order to achieve its initial goal (target goal). 

unit(:UO) 

moveO ( ... ) : - ... 

unit(ul) 

move1 ( ... ) : - ... 

unit(u2) 

explore( ... ) : - ... , #moveO ( ... ), ... 

When the robot executes the lazy call moveO of the clause explore/1 in c2, CSM sets the 

current bindcontext to Co (composed by the single frame F uo). Note that, unlike S-WAM, CSM 

does not perform any search in order to find the bindcontext, (since all the bindings are set at 

context creation time) notwithstanding the lazy call to moveO. 

Now, suppose that such a move is not immediately appliable in the current configuration and that a 

recovery action must be taken immediately, involving the higher-level movements defined by ul. 

A way to achieve such an effect is to write the following alternative for moveO: 

moveO ( ... ) :- u1 >: > recover( ... ). 

In CSM, this extension does not imply the re-building of a data-structure (the context descriptor) 

when it is already available (as in the present case, since [u 1., uO J has already been built); in this 

case, CSM automatically recognizes that the new context al•~ady exists, and implements the 

extension by simply "switching" to such a context, whose representation is stored in a CSM 

knowledge base. The new dynamic extension is reduced to a reference to an object that the 

pro1,rram had previously created, as if it were statically defined. With respect to a static language, 

however, contextual programming does not force the user to plan a-priori the set of all possible 

system configurations. 

In conclusion, we can summarize CSM contexts properties as follows: 

at programming level, contexts can be used as structured, unalterable, first-class objects; 

- at a lower level, contexts are used as binding environments completely configured at creation 
time; 

such a context configuration allows predicate binding to be supported by a single mechanism, 
even in the case of lazy calls; 
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context creation can take advantage of memoization techniques in order to avoid unnecessary 

rebuilding of contexts from scratch. 

3. The CSM implementation 

Viewing a context as an abstract data type means that a context-implemel:ntation package must 

provide: 

a suitable representation of the context abstraction; 

the set of primitive operations (constructors, selectors, predicates). 

While the S-WAM representation of a context is based on a dynamically created chain of unit

instances supported by a new stack, the representation of a context in CSM is based on the 

consistent model for modular Prolog provided by the SICStus system. The main design concepts 

of the resulting architecture (whose global view is reported in figure 2 and related text) can be 

summarized as follows: 

a unit is a conventional SICStus module; 
_ visible predicates of a unit are the public ones of the corresponding SICStus module; 

a context is represented as a SICStus module, not visible to the user, called context-

descriptor. 

The context descriptor includes a reference to the descriptors of all the predicates that can be 

accessed within the context. The context constructor createCtx (U, C1, C) is implemented in 

two steps: 

I) an internal knowledge base is consulted to check if the context C already exists; 

2) if the context does not exist, a new descriptor is created for the new context C, by updating a 

copy of c 1 descriptor as follows: 

- new predicate descriptors for all the elements of Fu are created; 

_ the references to these new predicates are added to C descriptor, overwriting previous 

references in the case of predicate redefinition. 

Thus, the main cost of the CSM context implementation is related to step 2 of construction, in 

terms of both computation time and memory occupation. 

The key-element, that allows us to properly map CSM data structures and operators into SICStus 

ones, is the SICStus support for modular programming and, in particular, its addressing scheme, 

which are now briefly described. 
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The global architecture of the SICStus system is depicted in figure 1, where it has been 

conceptually decomposed into a SICS-WAM and a SICS-Cfg part. The SICS-WAM is the SICS 

version of the Warren machine, which operates by using the program representation PR as its 

input. The SICS-Cfg is the program configuration part of the SICStus system, i.e. an abstract 

machine p~oviding all th~ operations required to incrementally extend or modify the program 

representauon PR according to user specifications: SICS-Cfg operations are typically executed 

when a new module is loaded/updated, or a predicate is asserted/retracted. 

SICS-Cfg 

files ) 

Figure 1 - Basic decomposition of the SICStus Prolog global architecture. 
(an arrow from block A to B means "B depends on A") 

The SI~Stus program representation has been designed so as to ensure an efficient predicate 

addres.smg schem.e while providing, at the same time, adequate support for the program updating 

operation. In parttcular, the program is no longer a linear collt='tion of statements but a tree data

structure (incrementally built up either at loading or at run time), whose every leaf contains a 

clause code; coherently, SICStus compiler is a single-clause compiler. 

Thus, the addressing mechanism of the SICS-WAM is intrinsically dynamic and indirect. Indirect 

pred~cate addressing, while allowing both a more efficient way to access clauses and freely-mixed 
predtcate code types, is well suited for expressing modularity. 

A SICSt~s module M is a list of clauses which implicitly defines a set Mel of (local) predicates; a call 

to a predtcate pin belonging to Mct is solved with respect to theM clause list (i.e. a local bindin 
policy is adopted). g 

Further ~~icates may be imported in M from other modules either implicitly or explicitly: 

- ~xpl~c~tly, by executing a loading directive or predicate (e.g. use _moduleln); 

- tmph~Hly, by loading other modules when M is the current working module (type-in module). 

The . predtcate space ~t of module M is given by the union of both its local (Mct) and imported 
predtcates (Mi): that ts, Mr = Mct u M· where M ll M - 0 A c 11 1 di 

1 • ct i - . a o a pre cate p 1 n 
(where p/n belongs to Mi and is imported from module M') in an M clause is solved as a local call 
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10 p 1 n in module M' . Thus, the implicit environment for a predicate call in a module M is Mt; to 

explicitly set a different environment, the call must be expanded by prefixing the predicate name 

with the name of the new inodule: e.g. M" :pIn. This call is solved in M" predicate space (M''t) 

according to the above semantics. 

The SICStus module implementation is based on a top tree structure ha~ing code trees as subtrees 

(see figure 2). A SICS-WAM global variable points to the tree root (implemented by a hash table 

collecting all module names) whose child nodes are the module descriptors (one for each module), 

recording the module name and the global predicate space Mt by using a hash table. Every module 

predicate space is again implemented through a hash table, which keeps track of all proper 

predicate names each one pointing to the respective predicate descriptor: here the system maintains 

information about predicate name, arity, code and properties, and qualifies predicates as imported 

or local, hereby implementing the distinction between the Mi and !he.Mct sets. ' '>'. 

CSM exploits the SICStus module system architecture to implement the stnictured.addressin'g; 

space represented by a context. In particular, a context c is implemented as ll SICStus mOdule M-, 

where: 

that is to say, M has no predicates of its own (Mct = 0). Thus, all goes as if every predicate 

recorded in the context descriptor (module M descriptor) were imported, i.e each predicate still 

belongs to its original unit; a CSM unit is implemented as a plain SICStus module. 

As an example of CSM behavior, let us consider the units: 

unit(uO). 

visible piO, qiO. 

p :- #q. 

q. 

·- unit(ul). 

visible riO, qiO. 
r :- :p. 

q. 

The goal uO>>>ul>>>r forces CSM to perform the ~ollowing steps: 

I) initially, since curCtx (emptyCtxl. is true, the goal createCtx (uO, emptyCtx, CO) 

is called and CSM produces the corresponding co data structures, as reported in figure 2. 

2) next, createCtx (ul, CO, Cl) is called, and CSM builds the new data structures reported 

in figure 2 (corresponding to Cl), performing the actions below: 

- the Cl context descriptor is created, by using SICS-Cfg operations; 

- the Clct predicate space is created, by copying the COct one, i.e. duplicating the CO hash 

table; 
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- the u 1 module descriptor is used to include each pair of the frame F u 1 in the c 1 d space. 

More precisely, a new descriptor is first created for each u lv predicate (r 10 and ql O); 

then, a reference to the r I 0 descriptor is added to the c lct hash table, while the reference 

to the new descriptor replaces that inherited from CO ct. 

3) the goal C H-r (a context switch) is called. This goal is solved as a normal SICStus explicit 

module call, enveloped in suited CSM state handling operations; conceptually, CSM works 

according to the following high-level specification: 

Ct-G curCtxs(CC,BC),bindCtx(G,C,B),setCtxs(C,B), 

.C:G, 

setCtxs (CC, BC). 

The predicate curCtxsl2 returns the current CSM contexts, while setCtxsl2 performs 

the context switch. In B the predicate bindCtxl3 returns the bindcontext of goal G with 

respect to context c by directly retrieving it from the G predicate descriptor (see figure 2). 

Then the sub goal : p of r (an eager call) is called in c 1. CSM implements the eager call 

operator as a context call to the current binding context: 

:G :- curBindCtx(C),Ct-G. 

Finally, predicate pI 0 in u 0 produces a lazy call to ql 0, which is consequently solved as a 

context call to the current (lazy) context (thus, the q call is bound to ql 0 definitions in ul): 

#G :- curCtx(C),Ct-G. 

Therefore, no dynamic search is performed for binding purposes. 

Suppose now that ql 0 has been declared extended in u 1 but here it fails: 

unit(uO). unit(ul). 
visible piO, qiO. visible riO, 

extended qiO. 
p #q. r :p. 

q. q fail. 

qiO. 

Then, backtracking causes the·predicate extension mechanism to be exploited after the q failure in 

u 1; thus, a proper context call to the first subcontext of [ u 1, u 0 1 is performed ( [ u 0 1 t-q) and 

another definition for ql 0 is found in uO; finally, computation succeeds. 
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Context memojzation 

When a context is created, a CSM internal knowledge-base is consulted (and updated) in order to 

record the context structure. Such a knowledge-base could be represented as a collection of high

level Prolog facts. However, for efficiency purposes, it has been implem~nted as a new CSM data 

structure, by extending the data structures of figure 2 with others like those reported in figure 3. 

context & un~ (module) descriptors 

context structure descriptors 

SICStus 
data structures 

CSM 
Knowledge iBase 
data structuree 

Figure 3 - Context structure descriptors in CSM Knowledge Base 

4. Conclusions 

Among the proposals for extending logic languages with program structuring mechanisms, 

contextual programming distinguishes itself by providing tools for building structured software 

components in a dynamic way according to application needs. 

In this work, we have provided a new view of contexts by defining them as new primitive data 

types whose instances can be interpreted in two ways: as structured binding environments to 

resolve predicate references (calls) and as frrst-class objects. 

The main advantage of this proposal lies in the opportunity to use contexts to define (prototypes 

of) software components that can be further specialized in an incremental way without restarting 

from scratch. To obtain such a goal, we have presented an implementation whose main cost is 

related to the context creation operation. In fact, contexts are built (by exploiting memoization 

techniques) as completely configured data-structures that keep track of all the predicates accessible 

in it. The cost of context creation is largely balanced by the fact that no extra-runtime overhead 

arises for contextual binding purposes, even in the case of late binding policies. 

Context data-structures, however, have not been defined in an ad-hoc manner. Rather, they have 

been defined starting from the data-structures provided by a commercial and efficient Prolog. 

system (the SICStus Prolog) in order to support modularity. 

.11/l 

Since the SICS-WAM is intrinsically based on an indirect addressing scheme via module 

descriptors, each context)nstance has been implemented as a hidden module (the context 

d~scriptor) properly configured at context creation time. The CSM contextual machine maintains 

full compatibility with SICStus Prolog version 2.1, without introducing any overhead in the case 

of conventional Pro log programs, since the SICS-W AM remains unchanged. 

In order to support the same general-purpose binding policies discussed in [7], CSM implements 

both lazy/eager binding policies and cactus/linear context extensions, by keeping track of two 

contexts in low-level registers (as in the S-WAM, whose architecture has a strong correspondence 

with the CSM one). 

However, while S-WAM represents and handles contexts by adding a new stack within theW AM, 

CS M leaves the SICS-W AM unchanged by implementing contexts in the program representation 

space. As a result, the S-WAM provides automatic mechanisms for context deallocation, while 

CSM does not. 

The price paid by the S-WAM approach is the need to re-create a context each time it is required, 

while the CSM approach needs explicit control at program level for context deletion operations. 

With respect to the concept of the context supported by the S-WAM however, the chance offered 

by the CSM to use contexts as tirst-class objects opens new perspectives from both a practical and 

a theoretical point of view. In the future, we intend to explore such new perspectives, with 

particular respect to the definition of context-based supports for the definition of objects with state 

and object-oriented logic programming languages. 
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ENVIRONMENT FOR 
OLP 

Cristina Ruggieri, Mirko Sancassani 

DS logics, Viale Silvani 1, Bologna, Italy 

Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to present the implementation of an object-oriented 
programming !'nvironment. called OLP, and of its tools. This implementation is fully 
realized in Alpes- Pro log, an extension of standard Prolog which includes Contextual 
Logic Programming and a language to define graphical objects in the X- window system. 
The OLP environment is a significant Prolog application, since it proves that the logic 
programming paradigm is not just suitable for artificial intelligence, but rather can be 
profitably used for conventional software, such as a program development environment. 

1 Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the use of a logic programming language, called 

Alpes-Prolog [Alp89] in the development of an object-oriented logic programming envi

ronment suitable for knowledge-based applications. The idea that originated this work 

was to design a programming environment which would integrate the deductive capabil

ities of logic programming with the power of the object-oriented approach to knowledge 

engineering. 
The result of this design effort is a Prolog based object-oriented language called OLP, 

whose merits and drawbacks have been discussed in [RB9la] and [RB91b]. In this paper 

we will not discuss again the design issues of extending logic programming in an object

oriented manner, but rather we will focus on how Prolog was used to implement the lan

guage environment. In particular, the paper describes two of the three main components 

of the OLP environment: the knowledge-base graphic browser and the knowledge-base 

graphic editor. The system's third component, the OLP compiler and run-time environ

ment is described in [RB91 b]. Finally, the lnst section of the paper presents a eonfigurable 

display tool, called tla.<hboard, as an example of the kind of high-le\·d prototyping tools 

which an environment like OLP can offer. 

The implementation language, Alpes-Prolog, is an extension of stamlnrd Prolog which 

includes an interface to the X-window system together wit.h a language for declaratively 

describing window objects (widgets), and a mechanism to define and dynamically compose 

different program modules (contextual logic programming [MP89] ). 
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The Prolog implementation of OLP proves that the logic progranuning paradigm is 

not simply suitable for artificial intelligence applications, but rather is a general-purpose 

programming language which can be profitably used for more traditional software appli

cations, such as a program development environment. 

The paper is organized as follows. The remaining of this section serves as a brief 

introduction to the main features of OLP. Then sections two, three and four contain 

the descriptions and implementation issues of the OLP editor, browser and dashboard 
respectively. 

1.1 A brie~ description of OLP 

The two main data structures of OLP are classes and instances of classes. Classes are 

organized in hierarchies and all hierarchies ste~ from a common predefined system class, 

called root. OLP also defines the concept of world as the logical domain to which a hi

erarchy belongs. This allows to define similar taxonomies in different knowledge domains. 

Class hierarchies are organized into trees, although OLP provides a form of multiple inher

itance, similar to that of Prolog++ [VSWW90J. Instances are included in the hierarchies 

as special cases of sub-classes, i.e. they can only occur at the leaves of the hierarchy tree. 

Classes are statically defined, as opposed to instances that can be dynamically created. 

Classes may contain definitions of attributes, methods and private methods. 

Attributes are represented by ground facts and define the dynamic state of instances 

of the class. A class definition must specify the type of all the attributes it defines. It 

may also assign default values to some attributes, local or defined in a super-class. All 

the attributes defined without explicit default values are t:iven the system default value of 

unknown. Methods are represented as Prolog clauses and defin.:> the functionalities provided 

by the class. Private methods provide a simple mechanism for data encapsulation. They 

are methods that cannot be inherited by the sub-classes and class instances, but can only 

be used locally by the class which contains their definition. 

In 0-0 systems, objects communicate by means of messages. OLP is no exception: 

messages are the interface through which objects can exchange information. In OLP a 

message corresponds to requesting the demonstration of a goal to a class or to a class 

instance. The request to a RECEIVER to prove a GOAL is expressed in terms of a message

goal of the form: RECEIVER ? GOAL. RECEIVER must be ground when the message-goal is 

invoked. The evaluation of GOAL is performed using all the methods, defined or inherited, 

available to RECEIVER. From the logic programming perspective this means that the set 

of clauses which define GOAL is the union of the clauses belonging to RECEIVER and of the 

clauses defined in (recursively) each super-class of RECEIVER. The rules for inheritance are 

based on an override semantics, according to the standard model adopted in 0-0 systems. 
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There is a special predicate, get_value, defined by the system class root, which allows 

objects to test the state of other objects. The format of the corresponding message-goal is: 

RECEIVER ? get_value(ATINAME(X)). RECEIVER, ATTNAME and VALUE must be ground 

when the msg-goal is evaluated, while X can be, in general, a logical variable. Attribute 

value inspection can be abbreviated in OBJECT ? ATINAME(X), thus making method invo

cation and attribute inspection syntactically indistinguishable. 

OLP bindings of goals to their predicate definition is by default eager [RB91a]. Late 

binding, in Smalltalk fashion, is also provided by prefixing goals with the ' operator. 

On top of this kernel language, OLP defines a few extra features that enhance its power 

and flexibility as a knowledge representation language. These inc,lude object state updates 

and meta rules. The state of an object, defined by the set of attributes it instantiates, 

can be updated through the use of the built-in predicate set_value.The corresponding 

message-goal has the form: RECEIVER ? .set_value(ATINAME(VALUE)). RECEIVER must 

be ground when the message-goal is invoked. 

Meta-rules are extensively used in knowledge-based systems to implement general con

trol knowledge. These rules do not belong to a specific class of objects, but rather to the 

system as a whole. An example of such a rule is the following: "If there exists an object 

with attribute obj ect_type set to box, then the fact exists (box) is true". To support 

meta-rules, OLP provides a set of meta-operators which perform guided searches through 

the space of existing objects: 

• class C of CL ? G which is true if G can be solved in any subclass C of the dass CL. 

• object 0 of CL ? G which asks if G can be solved in any object instance 0 of class CL. 

• grand_object 0 of CL ? G which asks if G can be solved in any object instance 0 whose 
ancestor is CL. 

• X of CL ? G which is true if G can be solved in either an instance or a subclass of CL. 

The previous example could be expressed in OLP with the following method: 

exists(box) :-object 0 of geometry? object_type(box). 

where geometry is the class to which the queried instance belongs. 

2 An editor for OLP 

The purpose of the OLP editor is to make the creation and update of OLP classes and 

instances easy and safe to the user. Using the editor, the user is required to supply only 

essential data about OLP objects without having to pay attention to how these objects 

must be syntactically written. Obviously, these data have their own syntax, for example a 
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Figure 1: the filled editor form for the class car 

m~ ..... -. -· 
il 

class name must be an atom. Thus, the editor chec1.~ possible syntax errors before savina 

the edited objects in their specified files. 
0 

In order to obtain these functionalities, we developed a self-explanatory, user-friendlv 

graphic interface that guides the user during his editing phase. This interface is simil;r 

to that of analogous tools to be found in standard AI development environments. such as 
Kee (Int85]. . 

To create a new object, the editor presents a sort of precompiled, configurable form in 

which each part of tf1e object is shown in a different input field. The user will then fill 

the empty text spaces and create new entry fields by a simple click of the mouse, in case 

the edited object requires more than one data per field. For method.•, the editor provides 

the equivalent of a white-page, where methods can be written as normal Prolog clauses. 

At any time of the editing session the user can activate a parser that checks the.svntactic 
correctness of the edited clauses. . 

The editor. of course, provides also the possibility to display or modify existing objects 

by loading them from a user specified file. The user must also supply the world and the 

name of the requested object. If an object matches the given specifications, the editor 
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puts up a window in order to display it (see figure 1). If no object is found the editor gives 

an error message. Since in OLP objects belonging to the same world can be widespread 

among several files, th~ editor maintains an internal relation between. objects and files in 

order to avoid accidental duplications. 

Like the other parts of OLP, the editor is implemented in ALPES-Prolog. With Prolog 

it is relatively easy to deal with classes and instances, since in OLP they are represented 

as Prolog terms. Thus, an object can be easily located in a file and decomposed into its 

parts, which will be shown on different fields of the editor form by using the structure 

inspection operators. We can therefore handle OLP objects without writing a new parser 

for them. 
Using Prolog we can easily parse methods as well. In fact, it is sufficient to read the 

clauses from the method.• window by using the Prolog built-in predicate read/1, with the 

methods window as current input stream (an ALPES-Prolog input features). If errors are 

found, a message is displayed in the Prolog console window. 

Another, and most important reason for using ALPES-Prolog, is that, as we have seen, 

ALPES-Prolog provides a high declarative language to deal with the graphic functionalities 

of X-Window, called ALPES Widget Definition Language (WDL) [Ru92]. Using these 

functionalities, it becomes very easy to realize graphic objects (widgets). To show the 

expressiveness and concision of the ALPES WDL, let's consider the following code which 

implements part of the editor. We chose to build the editor graphic interface using the 

set of widgets called Athena [SW88]. In ALPES, a hierarchy of widgets can be described 

with a single Prolog term known as Widget Structure Description Term (WSDT)., defining 

a complex window. 
The following is the WSDT which implements the general editor form for OLP classes: 

shell widget ID = editor(Name_mask, WL, ... ) :-
S topLevelShell/ [allovShellResize(true),title(Name_mask)] - [form-[ 

M =form/[ 
Ps sCommand/[label('Parse'),fromHoriz(Sc), 

callback(goal(save_translation(ID,class)))], ... ], 

ID =form I [vertDistance(15), fromVert(M), resizable(true)] - [ 
WL =label I [label('World'), borderWidth(l)], ... ]]]. 

A WSDT can be seen as a clause for the predicate widget/2. In our example, the 

first argument of such a predicate is the atom shell that means that the declared widget 

is a top-level window widget. The second argument allows the definition of the widget 

name, in this case editor, and of input and output parameters to be used in the widget 

description and by other editing operations. Moreover it defines the widget which is the 

Insertion Point of this window structure, in our case the form widget whose identifier is 

ID. The insertion point can be used to dinamically insert new widgets inside the form. 
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Figure 2: the editor skeleton for cla33eJ 
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The body of the WSDT describes the shape of the editor window which contains two 

form widgets whose identifiers are M and ID. The first includes the command widgets. 

If the mouse is clicked over these widgets, the associated Prolog goals will be invoked. It 

also includes a label and an editable field for the specification of the working file .. This 

widget corresponds to the top part of the window shown in figure 2, i. e. the top menu 

buttons of the editor windo\v. The second form widget contains the definitions of the /abel 

widgets for the fields of an OLP class. This widget corresponds to the left-bottom part of 

the window shown in figure 2. 

As the example shows, the ALPES WDL allows to describe widgets in a declarative wav. 

The order in which widget description subterms are written in a WSDT is not importan~. 
For example in our code, the widget whose identi!'ler is Ps refers to the widget Sc, which 

has not been declared yet. 

Note that the text widgets, which will contain the editable entries for object fields, are 

not yet defined. The editor cannot know in advance how many text widgets will be needed 

during an editing session. The solution is to use the insertion point ID to dinamicallv add 

new text widget as requested. We have seen in the \VSDT of the editor shell, th~t the 

second argument of v.idget/2 declares the widget whose identifier is ID as insertion point. 

This means that ID represents the widget at which insertions will be made. In our case it is 

the form widget located below the command menu in figure 2. Using these functionalities 

of ALPES-Prolog, the editor can easily modify at run time its initial configuration bv 

inserting new widgets as needed. • 

For example. the following is the definition of a non top-level widget, called tbox. that 

can be created dinamically within ·another (existing) widget of type form. In this case, 

the variable Parent serves as a link to the parent widget identifier. 

Parent = form widget tbox(TextType, Horiz, Vert) :-
TextType =asciiString I [horizDistance(S),fromHoriz(Horiz),fromVert(Vert), 
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editType(edit), width(385), height(19)]. 

To actually make th~ editor form appear on the screen, the following code is executed 

class:-
vidget ID = editor(class_editor, WL, ... ), 
ID vidget tbox(NT, NL, WT), 
create_translation_table(ID,NT,class), 
ID widget adw(ID,PAW, PL, NT, parent,component), 
ID widget tbox(PT, PAW, NT), ... 

The satisfaction of the first goal in the body of the clause class/0 displays on the 
screen an instance of the widget which corresponds to the skeleton of the OLP editor 
(as shown in figure 2). The satisfaction of the goal ID widget tbox (NT, NL, WT) inserts 
inside the widget whose identifier is ID, in this case the form below the command menu, an 
instance of the defined widget described by the WSDT tbox. NT becomes the identifier of 
the new widget instance while NL and WT are input parameters and are used to correctly 
position the new widget inside the parent form. 

In our example, two more widgets are utilized in a similar way: adw and abox. adw 
is a command widget, labeled add, used. to add new input fields to the editor. abox is a 
modified version of tbox which fits the special features of the attrib1tte fields. 

The call to create_translation_table/3 creates the correspondence between key
board keys, mouse buttons and Prolog predicates. In our example, the definition of cre
ate_translation_table/3 is the following: 

create_translation_table(IP,NT,Field) :-
xp_parse([key-•Return• : [ remember,xp-goal(make_repr(IP,Field))] , 

btn(up) : xp-goal(IP vproc focus(NT))], Idtr), 
NT wproc override_translations(Idtr). 

This definition binds two actions. It states that if we press the return key, the Prolog 

goal make..Iepr/2 is invoked. make..Iepr/2 checks if the string written in tbox is syntac

tically correct. It also states that when the mouse is on the widget, we can move the input 

focus to that widget by releasing any mouse button. 

The editor form for OLP instances is a semplified version of the class editor. It does 

not handle method8 and the number of fields is restricted to attrib1£te8 and components. 

Nevertheless, the instance editor provides a very useful functionality: it loads automatically 

the names of the entry fields that the user can instantiate. Thus, the user does not need to 

remember the glossary of the class to which the instance belongs. An example of instance 

editor window is shown in figure 3 where the attribute names defined in the class car are 

displayed for its instance Tipo. 

The difficulties of the Prolog implementation of the editor were in manta.ining variable 

symbolic names, atoms with apices and user-supplied indentations during the input/output 

operations between files and editor form. In fact, the standard Prolog predicate read/1 
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Figure 3: the editor form for the instance Tipo 
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replaces the original variables names with internal ones. Ivloreover, apices used to correctly 

identify atoms and non-printable characters are lost. For these reasons, loading and storing 

files using the read/1 and write/1 predicates generates hard to read and sometimes 
syntactically wrong programs. 

We solved these problems using the ALPES-Prolog predicate read/2 and defining two 

procedures: substi tute/2 and inst_var/2. The following code section shows our solution 

to the problem. Let us assume that the editor is reading an OLP method: 

... , read(Term,Variables), 
substitute(Term,ApTerm), 
inst_var(ApTerm,Variables), 
vrite(ApTerm), ... 

The execution of this code writes to the output file the' term read from the input file 

with original \"ariable names and apices where needed, without trasforming the Pro log term 

into a string. Read/2 returns in Variables the original variable names found in Term. 

The execution of the goal substi tute/2 returns the term ApTerm, where all the atoms 

in Term beginning with an uppercase character or containing dots, blanks or apostrophes 

are included bet\\·een.apices. Finally, inst_var/2 instantiates the variables in ApTerm by 

using the list Variables. The problem of non-printable characters is solved by generating 

standard indentations each time an object is written to a file. Note that we could't use 

the standard predicate writ eq/ 1, if we wanted to mantain the original variables names. 

In fact, the predicate inst_var/2 binds the variables in Term to their original names. 

Since these names begin with an uppercase letter. writeq(Term) would write all of them 
between apices. 
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Figure 4: An instance of the browser environment 
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The OLP browser is a graphic tool capable of displaying different relationship-s r~lative 

to a run-time snapshot of the data stored in the OLP knowledge bases. A stat1c v1e~v of 

these data is instead provided by the OLP editor, which has been described in the prevwus 

· 'lth o-h the browser implementation has required extensive use of the Alpes-section. _.,. ou, · d f 
Prolo.,. o-raphical functionalities, the issues involved are Yery similar to those des~nbe . or 

0 0 

• 1 f h f d larity· reahzed w1th the editor. In this section therefore. we wtl ocus on t e use o mo u , 

Alpes-Prolog contexts, in the implementation of the OLP browser. . . 

Contextual logic programming [MP89] is an extension of the logic programmmg parad1gm 

based on the ideas of context-dependent predicate definitions and variable cont.exts of proof. 

A program is· di;-ided' into unit.l, which are sets of clauses identified by a _umque name u. 

Computations take place in contexts which are ordered sequences ~f umts, cons:ructed 

using extension formulae such as u » G, where u is a unit name and G .a goal ( whtch can 

itself be an extension goal). The goal G is solved in a context, where u ts the most recent 

unit of the sequence. 

In OLP, the knowledge-base relationships which can be browsed include: 

• the set or"possible worlds defined in the user current working directory. 

• the hierarchical relationship of classes and instances defined within a specific world. 

• the set of attributes. local or inherited, accessible by each class or instance .. -\ttributc 
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values can be inspected and, for instances of classes, modified as well. This modifica

tion affects, of course, only the current run-time representation of the knowledge-base 

and is equivalent to the execution of a set_value predicate. 

• the component hierarchy defined between class instances. 

• the relationship determined by attribute whose values are OLP object instances. 

A few examples of OLP browsers are shown in figures 4. The interesting aspect of this 

browser is that most of the above functionalities are realized by specializing the generic 

graphical browser of the Alpes-Prolog environment. The generic browser architecture 

clearly separates two aspects of browsing: a graph structure manipulator and the informa

tion to be browsed. This de-coupling allows several different knowledge domains, defining 

different data relashionships, to be displayed using the same generic graph structure. 

In Alpes-Prolog this architecture was implemented taking advantage of the capabili

ties of contextual logic programming. The browser generic skeleton is defined in a unit 

named ib. Therefore the initial browser invocation, as well as any widget callback goals, 

must explicitly extend the context with this unit. The specifications of a relationship to 

be browsed are instead contained in application units, which are used to instantiate the 

generic graph manipulator to a specific browser for that relation. For example, the initial 

invocation of the OLP hierarchical browser is the following Alpes-Prolog goal: 

ib >> browser(inheritance(root, Node), Node). 

where Node is the name of the world whose class and in5:ance hierarchy we want to browse. 

Inheritance is the name of the application unit which ~c-fines the specifications of the 
inheritance relation. 

The specifications to be defined in an application unit are the following Prolog predi
cates: 

• links (Father, Children) which defines how to compute the b~owsed relation. 

• root (Node) whic.h defines the name of the node to be considered as the root of the 
browsed relation. 

• type(Menu, Lines, Creation_Goal) which specifies the entries for each type of 

menu associated to nodes of the client application. 

• node(Node, Label,Menu) which defines the node name, the label with which it 
should be displayed, and the menu associated. 

As an example, the following is the OLP inheritance unit: 
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unit inheritance(Root, World). 
requires frames_br(Root, World). 

root(Root) :- nonvar(Root), !. 
root(root). 

links(Parent, Children) :• 
findall(Child, 

World >> ( is_instance(Parent, Child) 
Children). 

type(class, ['Class Info' - shov_class_info, 
'Attributes• - show_attributes, 

is_subclass(Parent, Child)), 

'Rules' - show_methods ], node_type(border)). 
type (.instance, [ • Attributes • - show_attributes, 

•components' - browse_components], node_type(simple)). 

node(N, N, instance) :-
(World>> is_instance(_, N), !; World>> composed_by(N, _ ) ). 

node(N, N, class) :-World>> is_subclass(_, N), !. 
node(N, N, class) : - root(N). 

The two clauses for root indicate the name of the node to be put at the root of the 

inheritance hierarchy. If a specific name is not supplied, the default is assumed to be the 

name root. 

The clause for the 1ink/2 predicate specifies that an inheritance relationship exists 

between a class and its instance (predicate is_instance) and between a class and one of 

its subclasses ( predicate is_subclass) within the specified World. Notice that World is 

passed as a parameter to the unit. 

'The clauses for type/3 define two types of nodes: nodes for classes and nodes for 

instances. Their graphic layout is different: the former are represented with a border, 

the latter without. This is shown in figure 4. The second argument of type is the list 

of customized menu entries to be associated to that type of node. Each element of the 

list has two components: the menu entry and the Prolog goal to be invoked when the 

corresponding menu entry is selected. The Prolog predicates corresponding to these goals 

are defined in the auxiliary unit frames_br which is included in the execution context of 

inheritance as a consequence of the declaration requires/1 

Finally, the clauses for node specify how nodes of the two classes defined by type 

should be recognized. More precisely it states that instance nodes are in an is_instance 

relationship or in a cornposed_by relationship with some other node in World, while class 

nodes are in a subclass relationship or are the root node. 

The only requirement for using the generic browser skeleton of Alpes-Prolog is that the 

information to be displayed by the browser must be conceptually expressible as a binary 
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relation. This is indeed true in most cases. As we can see from figure 4, the standard 

generic displayer uses a rooted tree view of this binary relation. Nodes with more than one 

father, that in a tree representation will appear more than once, are correctly recognized 

as identical nodes and marked as aliases of one another. This structure achieves enough 

generality to represent arbitrary relationships equivalent to a graph, by means of a tree. 

However, there are some cases in which the relationship to browse does not fit in this 

schema. In OLP, this is the case of the attribute browser. From figure 4 it is indeed evident 

that the structure of the attribute relationship is not represented with a graph. In this 

case we therefore had to define the whole browser, including its graphic interface. 

4 An OLP tool: the dashboard 

The 0-0 features of OLP and its integration with the Alpes-Prolog environment make 

it very easy to design and realize configurable OLP-tools. A configurable tool provides a 

ready-to-use solution to an implementation problem. An OLP-programmer can use it to 

realize parts of an application easily and quickly without dealing with all the details. 

The purpose of this section is to present an OLP-tool, called dashboard (figure 5/b) . 

A dashboard is a graphic display in the form of a matrix. It displays in a visual fashion the 

current status of an attribute value belonging to OLP objects. In fact, each entry of the 

matrix is intended as a warning light and can be lit up in different colours. Each warning 

light monitors an attribute value: different colours correspond to different value ranges of 

the attribute value. The coordinates of a warning light identify the attribute to which the 
light refers. 

The purpose of the dashboard is to help the realization of part of the user interface in 

an OLP application. It can be used where there is a need to display in a self-explanatory 

and easy-to-read way the results of a computation. Graphical displays are powerful tools 
for achieving these features. 

Designing the dashboard, we focused our attention on three main features: 

• configurability: this tool must solve not a single but a class of problems. 

• easiness to use: the use of such a tool must be convenient to the programmer. Its 

configuration and its utilization must be trivial. 

• transparency to the ttser: the use of the dashboard must not involve knowledge of 

the environment in which the tool has been implemented. 

In fact, the use of the dashboard is very simple. The programmer can create a dash

board instance by calling the Prolog predicate create_dashboard/1. He can then display 

the current dashboard state by calling the predicate display.dashboard/1. 
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Figure 5: a)The dashboard widget b)A dashboard instance 
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To describe the functionalities and possible uses of the dashboard tool, let us consider 

a simple example. Let's suppose we have an OLP diagnostic application which monitors 

anomalies that can occur in a set of given devices. The dashboard instance shown in 

figure 5/b monitors three possible anomalies of temperature sensors: a notably higher 

temperature with respect to the average temperature measured by all the sensors, a notably 

lower temperature with respect to the same average and an off-scale temperature. \Ve call 

these three anomaly types respectively: low-average, above-average and off-scale. This 

dashboard instance has two rows and three columns. Each column represents an anomaly 

type and each row represents a device in which the anomaly can occur. The value of 

the monitored attribute represents the number of times the anomaly has occurred. The 

warning lights whose coordinates are the couple (i,j) describe the course of anomaly j for 

device i. In our example, low _ay (lmv-average ), abo_av (above-average) and off..sc (off

scale) are the a.•1.omaly names and sensl, sens2 are the device names. In the following, 

we refer to this example in order to make the dashboard description more intuitive. We 

remark however, that the dashboard itself is completely configurable and can be used for 

different purposes. 

The warning lights may Le displayed in three different colours depending on the dura

tion of the occurred anomaly. Furthermore, each column has associated a button called 

action button (low_av, abo_av and off_sc in figure 5/b). By selecting this button with 

the mouse, a user can invoke the execution of the corresponding user-defined predicate 

called take.action/0. 

Like the other parts of OLP, the dashboard has been implemented in Alpes-Prolog. Two 

main features of Alpes-Prolog have turned out very useful in the dashboard realization: 

the context extension. mechanism and the Prolog X-window interface. In the following, we 

describe how these functionalities have been exploited. 

The problem of the dashboard configuration has been easily solved by the use of Alpes 

context extension mechanism. Configuring a dashboard means declaring ·its I}ame, the 

labels of its rows and columns, the name of the attribute to be monitored and its threshold 

values, the name of OLP's instances where the attribute is defined. 

Moreover, the programmer can give in the corrisponding OLP classes different defi

nitions of the predicate take.action/0, as a usual OLP method. At run time, an OLP 
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instance will be associated to each column of the dashboard Th1's · t h' h . ms ance, w JC rep-
~esen~s the ano~~y, contains the attribute describing the duration of the anomaly and 

mhents the defimt10n of the user defined predicate take_action/0. 

The user needs to declare only one attribute name for all the anomalies he wants to 

monitor. The dashboard refers then to the correct attribute and take a t · /0 d - c ~on proce ure 
definition by exploiting the Alpes-Prolog context extension features. 

All the. dashb~ard configuration parameters are declared in a Alpes-Prolog unit, called 

configuration u.mt. This unit will be associated at run-time with a dashboard instance. 

Let us consider the configuration unit for the dashboard instance shown in figure 5/b: 

unit(dash_temp). 

dashboard(temperatute_sensors). 
columns( [low_av., abo_av, off .. sc]). 
rovs <tsens 1, sens2] ) .. 
counters(sensor(~0,20,30)). 

calls ( [l"~v_averag'lt, above_average ,. ·off _scale]). 

dashboard/! defines the name of the dashboard, which will be displayed as header of 

the dashboard window. This name becomes then the identifier of the dashboard instance 

lin'es/1 and columns/1 describe the dashboard lay-out. Their arguments are lists 0~ 
atoms. The name and the number of list elements represent respectively the name and the 

number of ~ashboard rows and columns. As we have seen, each anomaly can be pointed 

out by testmg the value of an attribute. More precisely, it must be the second argument 

of a Prolog user-defined predicate which we call counter predicate. The first argument of 

the counter is an integer and identifies the device to which the attribute refers. When a 

dashboard instance is displayed, a warning light will be lit up if the value of this attribute 

exceeds user-defined thresholds. The configuration predicate counters/1 is used to declare 

the name of the counter predicate and the values of the thresholds. 
Its general form is: 

counters(counter_name(threshold1,threshold2,threshold3)). 

As we have seen, the user declares only one counter name. The user specifies then 

three thresholds defining four value ranges. Each range corresponds to a different colour 

in which the warning lights will be displayed. In our example, the name of the counter is 

sensor and the thresholds value are 10,20 and 30. The predicate calls/1 declares the 

name of the OLP instances in which the predicate take_action/0 and the counters are 

described or inherited. The argument of calls/ 1 is a list of atoms. Obviously, the number 

of atoms in this list must be equal to the number of atoms in the predicate columns/1. 

The OLP object whose name has position i in the calls list will be associated with the 

anomaly whose name has the same position in the column list. 
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Let's remark the declarative nature of the configuration unit, since it contains no details 

on the actual computation which should take place to obtain the final display. 

Using the dashboard' is even simpler. Once the configuration unit has been loaded, a 

dashboard can be created simply by calling the goal: 

create_dashboard(definition_unit_name) 

Then, a dashboard can be displayed simply by calling the goal: 

display_dashboard(definition_unit_name) 

By using the definition unit, the programmer does not need to specify a great number 

of parameters each time he wants to use the dashboard. 

For instance, the execution of the following simple Prolog code displays dynamically 

the progress of possible anomalies for the example described above: 

create:- create_dashboard(dash_temp),up_date. 
up_date :-repeat, run_one_system_cycle, display_dashboard(da$h_temp), fail. 

In the diagnostic application example, the call to the predicate run_one..system_cycle 

activates one cycle of the application diagnosis system. During this cycle, the system 

checks the sensors and updates the values of the corresponding instance attributes. 

To implement the dashboard we used once again Alpes-Prolog \VDL and in particular 

its inBertion point feature. As we have seen in the editor section, insertion point pro

vides the programmer with an easy mechanism to configure widgets at run time. Since a 

dashboard lay-out is determined by its configuration unit, action buttons, row labels and 

waming lights are all dinamically inserted into a statically-defined dashboard shell on the 

basis of the definitions encoded in the configuration unit. 

To actually make the dashboard appear on the screen, the following code is executed : 

create_dashboard(Conf_Unit) :-
Conf_Unit >> (dashboard(Dashboard_name), columns(Action_buttons), 

rovs(Rov_labels), calls(OLPinstances)), 
make_dashboard(Dashboard_name,Action_buttons,Rov_labels,OLPinstances). 

The goal create_dashboard displays the initial dashboard instance lay-out on the 

screen. Its first goal extends the current context with the config1tration unit ConLUnit, 

and reads the configuration parameters from it. Then the goal make_dashboard/4 is 

called. Its parameters are respectively: the name of the dashboard, the list of action 

button names, the list of labels for the dashboard rows, and the names of OLP instances 

where the attributes to be monitored are defined. The execution terminates successfully 

when all action buttons, labels and warning lights have been drawn. 

Finally, we would like to remark the expressive power of ALPES-Prolog which allowed 

the dashboard program to remain under 100 lines of code. 
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5 Conclusions 

The implementation of OLP, its run-time efficiency, ease of use and flexibility demonstrates 

that Prolog, when extended with standard software engineering tools (modules, graphic 

interfaces etc.) is a general-purpose language which can be profitably used for developing 

conventional software applications, such as a program development environment. 

The advantages of using Prolog over more conventional languages are twofold. On the 

one hand, implementors can concentrate on the design issues rather than on implementa

tion details, since the language is sufficiently expressive. The widget definition terms or 

the read/1 Prolog predicate are good examples of this point. 

On the other hand, the resulting application can be easily customized, specialized or 

improved by its users, since Prolog code is easier to understand than code written in more 

conventional languages. vVe hope to have shown this point throughout the paper. Th:s 

is particularly imp_ortant in a programming environment, where each program developet 

generally likes to add his own ''personal" improvement to the system. 

OLP has been used at DS logics for the implementation of an expert system for Unix 

performance monitoring [AR91]. The feedback we have recei\·ed from these users was 

rather positive, although some .problems with the current implementation were pointed 

out. The first improvement we will study a solution for is the development of a tracer 

capable of hiding the details of the OLP translation into contextual logic programming. 
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A Declarative X-Window Interface for Pro log 

Francesco Russo 

DS logics, Viale Silvani 1, Bologna, Italy 

Abstract 

This paper presents the X-Window interface developed for the Appeal logic pro
gramming environment. The key point which distinguishes the Appeal interface from 
other commercial ones is that it provides a declarative way of specifying and manipulat
ing graphic objects, easy to use and well suited to the Logic Programming paradigm. 
To this end, Appeal provides a declarative language - the Widget Description Lan
guage (WDL)- through which programmers can specify, create and send messages to 
widgets in a structured and declarative style, associating the execution of prolog code 
to relevant interaction events. Objects described by the WDL can be simply used as 
building blocks to compose more complex objects. No performance penalty is payed, 
since WDL descriptions are automatically compiled into procedural code. The Appeal 
interface gives full access to the functionalities of the X Window System at the toolkit 
level, and allows the use of any available toolkit. Interface to the Athena and Motif 
toolkits is already provided. 

1 Introduction 

A key point in any computer application is the interaction process between users and pro

grams, to the extent that often the interface to a program ends up being the deciding factor 

of its usefulness. The consideration of this point has led, in the last years, to the birth of tools 

and methodologies for the development of user-friendly graphical interfaces, in windowing 

environments which let users to interact with applications in more intuitive and effective 

ways. Even if powerful tools are now available, the development of a really effective user 

interface remains a critical task, which can require many iterations through prototyping, 

testing and correction phases [Kri87J. Rapid prototyping environments can help in speeding 

this process only if the interface programming tools they provide are really practical and 

well integrated in the supported programming language paradigm. 

These considerations clearly apply to logic programming environments too. Unfortunately, 

while prolog can be a wonderful rapid prototyping language, and even if interface packages to 

graphic windowing systems are now available for many commercial prologs, the requirements 

stated above are far from being satisfied. All the commercially available prolog interfaces 

to windowing systems force indeed an absolutely procedural programming style, require the 
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development of long and hardly modifiable pieces of code even to achieve simple tasks and 

are far from being intuitive and easy to use for a prolog programmer. 

The need for a more declarative and easy way of developing graphic user interfaces in a pro log 

environment has guided the design process of the X Window System interface in Appeal, a 

logic programming environment integrating object-oriented language extensions which was 

prototyped within the Alpes Esprit project (Alp89] and has now been reimplemented on the 

SICStus prolog compiler. 

The design goals which characterize the Appeal X Window interface are the following: 

• To provide a convenient, declarative way of specifying, manipulating and combining 

widgets into ~omplex structures, well suited to the Logic Programming paradigm. 

This is the key point which differentiates the Appeal interface from other graphics 

interfaces for prolog, which retain the procedural and cumbersome development style 

of procedural languages. To this end, Appeal provides a declarative language - the 

Widget Description Language - which enables users to: 

- specify, create and send messages to widgets in a structured and declarative style; 

associate the execution of prolog code to relevant interaction events, both with 

the callback and the translation table mechanisms; 

- easily define complex objects which can be reused as building blocks for interface 

applications (new user-defined widget classes). 

• To give prolog programmers full access to the functionalities of the X Window Sys

tem (the current standard in windowing) at the toolkit level, using the low-level XLib 

(GSN88] calls only when absolutely necessary. Interfacing the toolkit level allows a 

much more concise, easy and object oriented way of programming, and enforces a uni

form and consistent interface style. Rich and flexible toolkits, like OSF Motif, already 

allow the development of complex interfaces without having to resort to Xlib program

ming. Interface to many X-lib calls is however provided by the Appeal interface, and 

a graphic widget has been developed to easily incorporate graphics in an application. 

• To allow the use of any desired toolkit and of user-implemented widgets in the same 

declarative framework provided by the WDL. Supporting software and an interface 

methodology are provided to this end, and have already been used to interface the 

Motif (Fou90] and the Athena [SW88] widget sets, as well as some other homebrew 

widgets (a graphic and a tree-displayer widget). 

The next section presents some basic concepts about X Windows and X Toolkit program

ming, on which the Appeal interface is based (it can be skipped by any reader familiar with 
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these topics). Sections three, four and five respectively describe the Appeal programming 

model, its language and how it can be extended to new widget sets. 

2 The X Window system and the X Toolkit 

The X Window system is a hardware-independent, network-transparent windowing system 

for graphics workstations, now affirmed as the industry standard. It is based on a network 

protocol, built on the client-server model. The X server is the server program that runs 

on a workstation, managing multiple input and output areas, called windows, on its screen 

and multiplexing the use of the screen, the keyboard and the mouse between several client 

programs on the network. The clients themselves can speak to multiple servers and can open 

windows on multiple displays as long as the host to which the display is connected runs an 

X server. These features make X the appropriate choice for a heterogeneous environment 

with different machines connected through a network. 

In a X applications, a client sends requests to and receives messages from the server through 

calls to a library of C functions called Xlib. Messages from a X server represent events that 

are generated explicitly by the user via the keyboard and the mouse and implicitly as a 

result of a user action. A user action could be for example moving a window causing another 

window to be exposed or obscured. Client programs specify the class of input events they 

are interested in, and the X server dispatches these events to them. 

Programming a window-based interface (in X as in any other window system) is rather 

different from standard interface programming. In traditional character-based interfaces, 

the control of the interaction process is always hold by the application, which guides the 

sequence of interactions in a rigid way. In a window system, by contrast, a user can move 

between different windows and different applications on the screen. The subject of control 

here is actually the user, while applications must be constructed so as to be able to respond 

to different possible events (this control model is thus called event d1·iven). 

A typical X application is therefore built by two main parts: a g~neral initialization that sets 

up the initial objects on the screen for the application, and an event loop that invokes the 

appropriate "responding" functions as the various events arrive. Programming an application 

at the Xlib level is a rather complex task, both because the primitives available to create 

objects on the screen are very low-level and because the program has to respond to a wide 

set of events (just as an example, the application is in charge of redrawing the content of a. 

window each time it gets exposed on the screen). 

To simplify the development of user interfaces in the X-window system, X includes a. Toolkit 

which makes available a.nd ready to use to X programmers a wide set of typical interface 
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building blocks, called widgets, like menus, command buttons, edit fields, scrolled windows 

etc, which can be composed to build an application [MAS88). 

The X Toolkit is composed of two parts: the /ntrinsics library package (Xt) and a widget set 

(many consistent widget sets are now available). The lntrinsics is a library package layered 

on top of the X Window library (XIib), which provides the base mechanisms necessary to 

build a wide variety of widget sets and application environments. 

A widget is the fundamental abstraction and data type of the X Toolkit. It is a combination 

of an X window and its associated input/output semantics, is dynamically allocated and 

contains state information. Some widgets display information (for example text or graphics), 

and others are merely containers for other widgets. Every widget belongs to exactly one 

widget class that is statically allocated and initialized, and that defines operations allowable 

on widgets of that class. Logically, a widget class is the procedures and data that is associated 

with all widgets belonging to that class. 

Widgets are usually composed together forming a tree structure, were leafs are widgets per

forming a specific interaction task (command buttons through which actions can be invoked, 

edit fields, lists of options etc), nodes are container widgets which manage the layout of their 

children and the root is a shell widget which contains the whole structure and handles the 

interaction with the window manager. 

A widget is for the most part independent from the application. The lntrinsics dispatch 

events to a widget instance which performs the appropriate actions, according to the design 

of its class, without the application help. For example widgets redraw themselves when 

they are exposed after being covered (entirely or partially) by another widget. On the other 

hand, widgets must be configurable and react to certain actions according to the application 

specifications. 

The appearance and behaviour of a widget can be controlled by an application through a 

wide set of widget resources. Each widget class defines a set of resources which can be set 

when creating (or modifying) a specific instance of that class, so allowing great flexibility in 

the control of its characteristics and reactions to user actions. For example, resources are 

available to specify position and dimensions of widgets, colors and fonts, labels and pixmaps 

used to present images, layout constraints for child widgets inside a container one. 

The connection between widget interaction and execution of application code, and thus the 

evolution of the interaction process, is controlled by two basic widget resources. The first, 

and most common one, is the callback type resource, through which most widgets allow 

to register application routines which will be executed in correspondence of a predefined, 

specific event (like pressing the mouse button on a command widget). 

The second one is based on the event/action mechanism. Action routines are called directly 
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by the Intrinsics in response to events specified by a translation table that associates events 

with actions. Each widget has a pre-defined set of actions, some already associated with 

specific events. For exampfe the Athena text widget has a set of editing actions, associated 

to key and mouse strokes. An application can also add actions to a widget, or modify the 

widget's default translation table in order to change the actions associated to a particular 

event. 

3 Appeal Architecture and Programming Model 

The development model for an application based on the X Toolkit usually separates the 

interface construction part and the application specific procedural part. A typical toolkit 

application is composed by an initialization phase and an event-handling loop. In the initial

ization, a starting set of objects is composed and displayed on the screen, through calls to Xt 

routines which create widgets, set their resources and register application code with them. 

The event-handling loop is responsible for dispatching incoming X events to the appropriate 

widgets, which will then react performing their builtin behaviour or invoking the registered 

application-specific procedures. These procedures can, in turn, create new objects or modify 

(or destroy) existing ones, allowing the evolution of the interaction. 

The same abstract programming model applies to Appeal, but with relevant differences both 

in the widget construction and in the event handling phases: 

• Widget construction is achieved in Appeal simply through a concise, declarative de

scription of the widget hierarchical structure and of their attributes, which takes the 

form of a prolog term (according to the WDL syntax, fully described in the next chap

ter). Such descriptions are automatically compiled in a sequence of.procedural calls to 

the Xt routines when prolog source code is loaded in the system. Naturally, through 

widget attributes it is possible to register, both with the callback and the translation 

table mechanisms, prolog goals to be executed in correspondence of X events. 

• The event handling loop is actually split in two parts: a lower Xt level one and a higher, 

prolog level one. The lower level loop, hidden from the prolog programmer and always 

active, performs the Xt level event gathering and dispatching. This activity is executed 

in an "asynchronous" way (w.r.t. the normal prolog execution flow), so ensuring the 

normal reaction of widgets to events even during a long prolog computation. At this 

level, events which have associated a prolog callback goal simply cause the insertion, in 

a "prolog event queue", of the pro log term representing the goal. The higher level loop 

is fully implemented in prolog, by Appeal predicates, and is responsible for extracting 

prolog goals from this queue and executing them. Normally, an Appeal programmer 
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doesn't have to worry about extracting and executing callback goals from the queue, 

since when the Appeal main console is active this task is automatically performed. 

Only when developing a standalone application which doesn't use the console, the 

programmer will have to insert a call to the prolog event handling predicate at the end 

of the widget construction phase. 

4 The Widget Description Language 

The X Toolkit, being written in a procedural language (C), provides a procedural interface 

as its only means of creating graphical objects (Widgets). While it is feasible to use this 

approach in a Prolog interface (this is actually the only approach provided by other inter

faces), the solution is not completely satisfactory, as the declarative and descriptive nature 

of Prolog would be lost. 

The effort of providing a more declarative and concise programming style led in Appeal 

to the definition of a Widget Description Language (WDL). The WDL was intended to 

provide a means of specifying, creating and sending messages to widgets well suited to the 

Logic Programming paradigm, while retaining some of the object-oriented aspects of the 

underlying system. 

In WDL patterns of widgets may be described as a single Prolog term. Such a term will 

be known as a Widget Structure Description Term (WSDT). In a WSDT term we have a 

correspondence between subterms and widgets, where each subterm describe the attributes 

of a widget, while the subterm hierarchy reflects the hiero,•chical structure of the widget tree. 

A WDL description of a widget structure is transformed, i:y the WDL compiler, in the 

procedural sequence of calls to the lntrinsics routines which actually build the widgets. This 

compilation occurs automatically when the code is loaded, using the "term_expansion" hook 

provided by any standard prolog. No performance penalty is thus payed for the use of WDL: 

on the contrary, since the WDL compiler performs type checking and conversions on widget 

resources, and builds the structures to be passed to Intrinsics calls at compile time, the 

resulting code is optimized and allows fast instantiation of the new widget structure. 

4.1 WDL Examples 

Before defining precisely the syntax and semantics of WDL we will show here some examples 

of widget definitions, which will give the user a flavor of the language. These examples will 

be explained in more details in the remaining parts of this paper. All the following examples 

refer to the Motif widget set. 
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4.1.1 A simple example 

This example opens a sh~ll widget with a label saying "Hello World" in it. 

shell widget hello :-

5 ~ application5hell I title(hi) -

[ 'Hello World' : xmLabel ] . 

The header of the widget declaration specifies that the widget definition refers to a top-level 

widget shell whose type name is hello. The right hand side is the Prolog term which 

defines the widget structure. To create the widget the goal shell widget hello should be 

given. 

4.1.2 A more complex widget example 

This example is similar to the previous one, except that the widget contains an active 

PushButton widget instead of a passive Label widget. The activateCallback attribute for 

a command widget specifies a prolog goal which is activated when the command button is 

clicked with the mouse. The Appeai-Prolog goal 5 wproc destroy will be executed, with 

the variable 5 instantiated to the application shell ID. The effect is that the widget will 

self-destruct. 

shell widget goodbye :-

5 = application5hell I title('Bye') -

] . 

bye: xmPushButton I 
[ label5tring('Goodbye cruel world!'), 

activateCallback( goal(5 wproc destroy) ) ] 

4.1.3 A canned command box 

The following example shows a more complex header for a widget declaration. It is a spec

ification for a RowColumn widget (one. of the Motif container widget classes) containing a 

Label widget and several PushButton widgets. The widget is designed to be inserted in 

some other widget. The widget type name is a general term containing a variable used to 

retrieve information from the body's WSDT. In this case it will contain the identifi(•r of the 

child widget of type RowColumn. 
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Parent widget mybox(BOX_ID) :-

BDX_ID = xmRowColumn - [ 

] . 

foo: xmLabel I foreground(red), 

'Button 1': xmPushButton I activateCallback(goal(g_one)), 

'Button 2': xmPushButton I activateCallback(goal(g_two)), 

'Disabled': B3=xmPushButton I [ 
activateCallback(goal((B3 wset sensitive(false), g_three))), 

sensitive(false) ], 

'Enable': xmPushButton I 
~ctivateCallback(goal(B3 wset sensitive(true), 

labelString('Button 3') ]) ) 

Creating an instance of this WSDT will create a widget named "mybox". This can be 

achieved by the goal: . . . ParentiD widget mybox(BoxiD), .... 

Notice that the variable BOX_ID, which is shared between the head of the definition and its 

body may be used as a handle to refer to the RowColumn widget. Notice also the operator 

wset used within the callbacks associated to the third and fourth push buttons. This operator 

allows to modify attributes of existing widgets at run-time. 

4.1.4 A re-usable widget shell 

The following is an example of a more complex use of t}le header in a widget declaration. 

This widget will create a 500 by 200 pixel ScrolledWindo~o.• widget inside of which other 

widgets may be later created. We say that the ScrolledWindow widget is an insertion point 

for other widgets. The ScrolledWindow widget is enclosed in a MainWindow widget, whose 

associated menuBar contains a "close" Button by means of which the shell can be destroyed. 

shell widget I= wrapper(Name, HelpGoal) :

Name: S= applicationShell I title(Name) -

[ xmMainWindow I defer menuBar(MB) -

MB= xmRowColurnn I [ rowColumnType(menu_bar), 

defer menuHelpWidget(HELP) ] -

xmPushButton I [ labelString('Close'), 

activateCallback(goal(S wproc destroy))], 

'Help': HELP=xmPushButton I activateCallback(goal(HelpGoal)) 
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] 

] . 

], 

I= xmScrolledWindow I [ width(300), height(200), 

scrollingPolicy(automatic), 

scrollBarDisplayPolicy(static) ] 

This widget is more complex, and illustrates some more features of the WDL: 

1. The header contains an insertion point I, meaning that this WSDT is to behave like a 

user-defined composite· widget. The I argument corresponds .to tlte ID of the widget 

at which insertions may be made, in this case the ScrolledWindow widget. 

2. The Name argument can be used to specify the title of the top shell instance at creation 

time, while through the HelpGoal argument a goal can be specified to be executed 

when help is requested. 

3. The Close command's action is to destroy the top-level shell that encloses all of this. 

4. The defer qualifier can be applied to a resource specification to ensure that the re

source will only be set after the widget and all its children have been created. 

The advantage of doing such wrappers is that it makes it easy for the programmer to provide 

a consistent look across several components of a given application's interface. Of course, such 

a widget may be created using the following instantiation: 

I ?-shell widget wrapper(hello, helpgoal). 

Alternatively, and to construct something more substantial, we could make use of the fact 

that widget wrapperl1 was defined with an insertion point. The following example illustrates 
this point: 

I ?-shell widget ID=wrapper(hello, helpgoal), 

ID widget [ 'Hello World': xmLabel ]. 

ID = 1294414 

yes 

The first goal instantiates the variable ID to the identifier of the ScrolledWindow widget. 

The second goal instantiates a widget of type Label inside the ScrolledWindow. Note that 

the Label widget is defined 'on the fly', i.e. it is not precompiled. The result of executing 
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jC""" ~ ...................................... ------------------------~ 

Figure 1: "composite" widget 

this invocation would place a label saying "Hello World" inside the previously described 

container widget. 

A relevant feature of the WDL is that user-defined widget structures like those presented 

above can be used as building blocks to construct more complex applications, as in the 

following example, where the wrapper and the mybox widgets are combined together: 

shell widget composite(Name, HelpGoal, Box) 

wrapper(Name, HelpGoal) - [ mybox(Box) ] . 

Here is exploited the fact that the wrapper widget was defined with an insertion point 

(this makes possible the insertion of children in it in WSDT), while mybox was designed 

to be inserted in some other widget. User-defined widget structures really becomes, in the 

WDL, new complex widget classes which can be used, together with primitive ones, in the 

construction of interfaces. It should be evident how much this feature can speed the interface 

development process. 

The execution of the goal: 

?- shell widget composite(composite, helpgoal, B). 

B = 1294546 

yes 

will pop on the screen the widget shown in figure 1. 
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4.2 Widget Definitions 

Widgets may be defined by an Appeai-Prolog construct that looks like a clause for the 

widget/2 predicate. The form of these declarations is the following: 

Declaration _, Head :- Body 

Head _, Parent widget Key 

Body_, WSDT 

The "Head" identifies the widget type, while the "Body" is the Appeai-Prolog term (WSDT) 

that describes that widget type structure and its attributes. The syntax defining the "Head" 

and the "Body" of a widget declaration is the following: 

Parent 

Key 

describes the position in the widget hierarchy where the widget of the type being 

defined should be inserted. If the widget being defined is the root of the hierarchy, 

i.e., it's a top-level window widget, then "Parent" should be shell (See the hello 

widget example). If the widget is to be used as a popup shell, then it should be 

popup (or popup(!) if you want to specify the widget I to which the popup has to be 

attached). Otherwise, the widget is a non-top-level widget, that can be created within 

another (existing) widget. In tl~is case, Parent is a Variable which can be instantiated 

to the parent widget ID at creation time (see the re-usable widget shell example). 

Finally, the form Vm·iable = Atomwidge!Cla .. can be used for optimization purposes. It 

tells the WDL compiler that widgets of the type being defined will only be inserted 

inside widgets of the specified widget class. This hint may result in faster code being 

generated, as checks for constraint arguments will be made at compile time rather than 

at runtime (ie. when an instance of this widget gets created). 

Is an arbitrary term, whose main functor will be used to identify the widget type being 

defined. In the simplest case this term is just an atom (see the hello widget example). 

Usually it will share some variables with the body's WSDT, as a means of passing 

parameters or retrieving information (see the canned command box and the reusable 

widget shell examples). The more complex cases use the form VariablelnsertionPoint 

= Term. This must be a variable shared with the body and it will represent the 

widget at which insertions will be made (see the re-usable shell widget example). 

Notice that this is different from simply using a variable in the Key term. We will call 

insertion point widget, inside a widget definition, the ID of a composite widget which 

is supposed to have more children inserted subsequently. Widget definitions with an 

insertion point can be used as container classes in other WSDT. 
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4.3 WSDT Syntax 

The structure of a widget definition (the WSDT) may be thought of as representing a user

defined widget class1 • It encapsulates in a single Prolog term the structural aspects of the 

widget (ie. the "is child of" relation), as well as most of the procedural aspects, through the 

use of the "Procs" part of a WSDT. 

A WSDT is described by the following grammar: 

WSDT -+ Identification Class Arguments Children Procs. 

Identification-+ Name ID. 

Name-+ Term : I A. 

ID -+ Variable = I A . 

Class -+ Atomw;dgeiClau• 

Class -+ Atomu,erClau ( User Args ) . 

Arguments -+ I ArgList I A . 
Arg-+ AtomArgumeniName ( Termvalue ). 

Children -+ - ChildList I A . 
Child -+ WSDT . 

Procs -+ + ProcList I A . 

Name 

ID 

Is the name of the widget. If omitted it will be the atom "-". Most of the time the 

name can be left out. However, if you want the user to be able to specify default 

attribute values using the X Resource Manager, you must provide a name. 

Is a place-holder for the widget ID, when it will be created. This will be necessary when 

the widget's ID must be known somewhere else, for instance as a constraint resource, 

or if it is to be used as a top-level widget. 

Class 

Is an atom designating the widget class. Alternatively, if this is not a built-in class, it 

will be treated as a user-defined class, corresponding to an invocation of another user

defined widget. The invoked widget will have its parent and insertion point bound to 

the natural values, ie. a user-defined specification here can be used as a parent widget. 

The attribute unmanaged can be prefixed as an operator to a primitive class, meaning 

that the widget has to be created but not initially managed by the parent (this can be 

1The analogy is not entirely true as the mechanisms for manipulating it are not the same (ie. no wget, 
wset or wproc). 
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needed for popup shells or container widgets initially empty). By default, all widgets 

will be managed. 

Arguments 

Is an argument list. It consists of a list of terms whose functor (note that this must be 

of arity one) will specify the argument name (which has to belong to the arguments 

defined by the particular widget class or by one of its superclasses ), while the argument 

to that functor will represent the argument value, a Prolog term of a type appropriate 

for the argument. 

Notice that the Appeal interface already provides type converters for the argument 

types used by the lntrinsics and the Athena and Motif widget sets. This allows to 

specify argument values in the most convenient way for the programmer, while the 

WDL compiler will invoke the appropriate routine to convert them to the type required 

by the Intrinsics. For example, users can specify fonts, pixmaps, colors etc. just by 

their name, use symbols for enumerated types and so on. 

It must be noted that although most widget arguments are evaluated before the wid

get is created, some argument types are deferred, and only get set after the widget is 

created. This is the case for arguments of type callback, because it may be useful to 

specify things such as the widget ID inside the argument value, which would remain 

unbound should the argument be evaluated before the widget is created, or for argu

ments whose values are passed, at instantiation time, via parameters in the widget 

head term. 

Children 

Is a list of WSDT's, corresponding to the children of the widget being declared. This 

only makes sense if Class is a subclass of composite, thereby allowing the widget to 

have descendants in the instance hierarchy. 

Procs 

The procedural part of the WSDT is a list of actions that will be taken after the widget 

has been created. Each element of the list may be either a call to a wproc, wget or 

wset predicate (see the next section), a widget invocation, or any other arbitrary 

Prolog goal. It should be noted that all of these forms (with the exception of course 

of the "arbitrary goal") specify an implicit widget argument, namely the one that is 

being defined. 
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4.4 Widget Procedural Interface 

While WDL widget descriptions are the best way to define and instantiate widget structures, 

other functions are needed to manipulate the created widgets at run time. Appeal provides 

a simple set of widget operators to perform these tasks: 

WidgetiD wget ArgList 

This operator allows to get argument values from a widget. ArgList is a (list of) 

arguments, each with the form: 

Arg --> AtomArgumentName ( Variable ) . 

The variable will be bound to the value of the widget attribute, converted from its 

internal (C) form to the more convenient prolog form. 

WidgetiDList wset ArgList 

This operator allows to set argument values into a (list of) widgets. ArgList is a (list 

of) arguments, each with the form: 

Arg --> AtomArgumentName ( Term value ) . 

WidgetiDList wproc TermProc 

Most widgets provided in the X Toolkit rely on the argument passing built-in primitives 

wget and wset to inquire about and alter their state. However, some manipulation 

functions are not well suited to this kind of appr'>ach. This applies for example to 

functions for destroying a widget, or managing it (set- [MAS88]). To respond to this 

need, and without adding a very large number of built-in predicates, Appeal uses 

the built-in predicate wprocl2, which applies the procedure specificated by the term 

TermProc to a widget. 

Appropriate TermProc terms are defined in Appeal to apply all of the Toolkit Intrin

sics and widget set specific functions to widgets. These procedures also operate type 

checking on the widget class and all the necessary type conversions before calling the 

external C functions. Besides primitive procedures, many auxiliary convenience ones 

are defined by Appeal to speed up the development process. 

4.5 Translation tables 

The Appeal interface provides a mechanism to dynamically associate actions to events in 

a declarative way. Translations are described by means of a Prolog term representing a 

translation table. Before passing this table to the widget, it must be converted into a suitable 
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internal form using the built-in predicate xp_parse (Table, IntForm). A translation table 

is specified in Appeal with a list of EventSequence : ActionSequence elements, where 

EventSequence is a term describing an X Event sequence (a combination of key-stroke, 

button, pointer, focus or expose events), and ActionSequence is a list of terms indicating 

what action procedures are to be called when the event sequence is matched. The action 

procedures are predefined from Prolog's point of view, and depend on the widget referred. 

Appeal does provide a number of new convenient action procedures, which can be specified 

for example to popup a widget at the current cursor position, do drag a widget with the 

mouse, to move or resize a widget, to add and remove grabs, to raise,lower, map and unmap 

widgets and, of course, to activate the execution of a prolog goal. 

An example of use of the translation table mechanism is shown in the following piece of code: 

shell widget popupbutt(Popup) :-

S = applicationShell I title(test) - [ 

] 0 

xmLabel I labelString('Click 

xt_parse([ btn(l,down) : 

btn(3,down) : 

the first button') + 

popup-at(Popup, cursor), 

goal(S wproc destroy) ], 

override_translations(Translations) ] 

Translation), 

This code creates a shell with a label widget inside it. A label widget is usually a "passive" 

widget, used just to display information, and does not provide any predefined callback re

source. Using translation tables it is however possible to modify its behaviour and make it 

an active widget. In the example, a translation table is created and associated to the widget, 

specifying that the shell Popup, passed as an argument, should be popped up at the cursor 

position when the first mouse button is pressed on the label, while pressing the third button 

will cause the destruction of the widget. 

5 Interfacing a Widget Set 

The Appeal environment provides tools and a methodology to interface any new (commercial 

or user-developed) widget set. The currently available interfaces to the Athena and Motif 

(and Appeal specific) widget sets are not "hardwired" into Appeal, but have been imple

mented using this same methodology. It is thus possible - and rather straightforward - for 

Appeal users to exploit the declarative WDL programming style with any widget set they 

prefer or to extend it with special purpose, own developed widgets. 

The Appeal methodology for interfacing a new widget set requires the user to provide a 

standard set of both Prolog and C code files, structured as follows: 
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• Prolog code with foreign predicate declarations, required to dynamically load all the 

external C routines. 

• Prolog code defining the new (if any) data types used by the widget set and type 

converters between their prolog representation and the C code representation. Appeal 

already provides type definitions and converters for all the base Intrinsics types. Appeal 

also provides a syntax for defining types (for examples enumerated or structure types) 

and set/get operators which allow direct access to in-core C structures as Prolog terms. 

• Prolog code defining auxiliary functions operating on widgets, to be used in the proce

dural interface as wproc Terms. Inspecting and setting widget attributes through the 

vget and vset operators does not require additional code (besides definition of type 

converters if new argument types are introduced). Definition of new wprocs has to 

conform to a predefined syntax. 

• C code defining a table which contains pointers to the widget classes defined in the 

new set and a function returning the address of this table. The Appeal interface code 

will automatically extract from the widget class structures informations such as the 

class name, the names and types of widget arguments for each class and so on. 

The above is the minimum structure of a widget set interface (of course there may be 

other files, providing additional functions). It will usually be structured in a set of files 

in a single directory, so that the interface can be loaded through the Appeal prolog goal 
load_set (Directory). 

6 Conclusions 

These experiences have practically shown the advantages of the Appeal graphic interface in 

terms of clarity, ease of development, rapidity in application prototyping and modification. 

The expressiveness of the WDL allows programmers to concentrate on the design issues, and 

the possibility of defining new widget classes enables reuse, specialization and customization 

of the developed software. 
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Abstract 

We describe a Prolog implementation of'a natural language parser of Italian sentences, that has been 

interfaced to a linguistic education system. It is designed on a linguistic model, that has been 

developed to supporl language learning in children and more precisely to help language impaired 

children to acquire a correct knowledge of language structures. The parser main features are the lexicon 

morphology and the error analysis (location and error type detection). The parser is a module, tliat can 

be interfaced to systems where natural language processing is needed. 

1. Introduction 

This paper describes a parser of Italian sentences, that has been interfaced to a linguistic education 

system. Users interacts with the environment producing sentences, which are processed from a 

syntactic, a semantic and a morphological point of view. The syntactic analysis is based on a 

context-free grammar model and the logic grammars introduced by Pereira and Warren LCoe87]. 

The semantic analysis is based on the Parisi-Antinucci model [PAn73] and the morphological one 

is a rather complete treatment of Italian morphology. Important features of the parser are the 

processing of inflexional morphology, which is rather heavy in Italian as in most of latin 

languages, and the error analysis and recovery, for which an original techinique has been 

developed. 

This work has been developed in the Project SEMELE, financially supported by MURST (Ministero per 

l'Universita e Ia Ricerca Scientifica e Tecnologica). The project is taken on in cooperation with the Istituto di 

Psicologia of Universitil degli Studi di Milano. 
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Gradenigo 6/A. 35131 Padova. 

We would like to acknowledge O.Aibanese, Istituto di Psicologia, who starled the educational project with language 

impaired children and N.Sabadini. who provided fruitful suggestions for the parser design. 
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The parser has been designed as a module, to be interfaced to systems requiring natural language 

communication. The error treatment together with the inflexional morphology treatment are 

suitable for man-machine interfaces. where users are not forced to use a strict formal language. 

The parser prototype is implemented in Prolog II forMS DOS machines [CMe84]. 

Some of the design choices are dependent on the original motivation to start the work; namely to 

build a natural language interface to an educational environment, to help language impaired 

children in acquiring correct knowledge of language structures. To this goal an adventure game 

has been developed, requiring written sentence production as input [AAB91]. The game is based 

on a fairy tale and the correct sentences are performed in the game context, causing the story 

telling. 

2. The linguistic model 

The parser semantic analysis is based on the grammar model introduced by Parisi and Antinucci 

[PAn73], in a revision for educational purposes due to Albanese, that accounts for the semantic 

development of child language, introducing three levels of sentence structure complexity [PAn76] 

and statistical data on deaf children [AA V83]. The Parisi-Antinucci grammar model refers to the 

Generative Semantics trend, see [McC68] [Bac68] [Lak71] for instance, and is influenced by the 

Case Grammar Theory [Fil68], as it can be more readily seen in [PCa76]. The modifications 

introduced by Albanese are useful in the educational practice, because they deal with some relevant 

aspects of natural language, the communicative intentions and the semantic structure. which can be 

difficult to treat in more conventional educational setting [AA V85]. 

In the context of communicative intentions, the model refers to Austin's theory about 

Performatives. the tools used by the speakers to communicate the speech act goals [Aus62] 

[Sea69]. According to Austin, there are two types of Performatives, implicit and explicit ones, and 

three possible communicative intentions in the speech act, affermative. imperative and interrogative 

ones. The parser implementation allows only implicit affermative performative, as in You are 

eating an apple, as opposed to I say 'that you are eating an apple, which is performed in an 

explicit affermative way. In the present interface to the educational system. this is not a constraint 

because the story telling is performed by the child himself. 

As for the semantic sentence structure. the model identifies three basic structures: the Nucleus, the 

Modifier and the Adverbial. The Nucleus consists in Predicate and Arguments, as required in 

number and semantic type by the predicate. The model distiguishes three groups of predicates: 

predicates with one, two or three arguments, according to the predicate meaning. The Modifier can 

be used by the speaker to specify properties of the arguments and the Adverbial can be used to 

'characterize the entire Nucleus. An argument can have more than one modifier, and for each of 

them we can define an Associated Structure, which describes that Argument's property, as in the 

following examples: 

Kate is enjoying the !JQJ. summer (hot is the modifier of the second argument) 
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the summer is hot is the structure associated to the second argument. 

In the model, that we implement. three sentence structure levels are introduced. At the first level, 

we find Simple Sentence~. consisting in the sentence nucleus and possibly some modifiers for 

each argument and in case some adverbials, referring to the nucleus. As an example, a simple 

sentence is: 

Today the beautiful Kate looks for a green bathing-suit. 

Nucleus: 

Adverbial: 
Modifier 1° Argument: 
Modifier 2° Argument: 
Modifier Associated Struct.: 

look (the predicate), 
Kate (first argument) and bathing-suit (second argument) 
today, that has one argument. the nucleus 
beautiful 
green 
is_ beautiful Kate, is _Jireen bathing-suit 

The other sentence structure levels are recursively defined on the first one. The system parser 

accepts only the sentences of the first level, so called the Simple Sentences. 

The three level sentence structure is suggested by the experimental evidence of child language 

development: at first the child formulates only nuclear sentences, to go on, at age two, with simple 

sentences, enriched by adverbials and modifiers; only after the third year the child acquire complex 

sentences, using all the language structures. From this stage on the language development has no 

discontinuity: the acquired language structures are combined in more and more complex ways, and 

no new structure is learnt [AAV85]. 

3. The parser model 

The parser performs three types of analysis: syntactic, morphological and semantic. 

It is common opinion that context-free grammars are useful tools for formalizing aspects of the 

natural language [Cho65]. In the literature, one can find examples of natural language parser 

implementations based on this formalism, for instance see [Gri73] for English or [AdM83] for 

Italian. Our parser is implemented as a Prolog rule-based system [PSh87]. For the syntactic 

analysis Prolog back-tracking is exploited. 

The morphological analysis consists in three parts: inflexional morphology. attribute concordance, 

and preposition concordance. For each part we exploit the Prolog matching tecnique. 

To perform the semantic analysis we implement a noun category taxonomy. To each noun we 

associate a semantic category. while to the other meaninful lexical entries we associate the 

categories required for their arguments. For instance predicate eat requires two arguments, the 

first one belonging to the category animate, the second one to the category food. Also for this 

analysis we rely on Prolog pattern matching. 

At first the parser operates string tokenization without previous lexical analysis, except for words 

with apostrophe, which is eliminated separating them into the correspondent lexical entri"s. Then 

the parser performs the recognition process for lexical entries, syntactic structure, semantic 
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structure and concordances. Lexical entries are stored in a data-base, together with their relevant 

informations: the semantic categories, the syntactic category and morphological attributes. 

The parsing strategy for sentence structure analysis is top-down, non deterministic and analysis 

versus is the conventional one, from left to right. The parser carries out the analysis in one pass. 

The three analysis, syntactic, semantic and morphological one, are performed simultaneously for 

each string. 

We could not adopt the Definite Clause Grammar formalism [PWa80] (see also [Coe87] for a 

short introduction to DCG), which is an extension of context-free grammars that can likewise be 

translated into Pro log clauses, although it provides an efficient and elegant parsing mechanism. In 

fact, a DCG fol1)1alism can not treat inflexional morphology and can not implement error type 

classification, that requires a local message handling. Both these aspects are important for the 

system educational purposes. 

3.1 The semantic category taxonomy 
The semantic category taxonomy is a hierarchical classification of noun lexical entries and is 

implemented by a double-labeled multipartitioned n-ary tree. 

For some semantic categories there can be more criteria of classification in subcategories. For 

example the category animal, subcategory of animate, could be further divided by the criterion of 

the animal habitat (earth, trees, sea, and so on) and by the criterion of its habitual food (vegetals, 

flesh, and so on) and by some other ones. This is the reason for implementing the classification as 

a multipartitioned n-ary tree. 

Moreover we use, for any node in the tree, that is a category, a double label, in order to improve 

computational efficiency. The first label is the k-th prime number, if the node is the k-th in the in

order tree visit. The second label is a univocal path code: the ;>roduct of all the first labels in the 

path from the root to the node. When we try to match a predicate ,•,ith its argument we verify the 

semantic consistency by checking if the first label of the category required by the predicate divides 

the second label of the argument category. Otherwise the semantic consistency is not verified: 

The semantic internal representation of a sentence is interpreted in the application context and 

therefore is the application that eventually verifies the sentence context consistency. It is possible 

that the semantic analysis fails, but that in the context the sentence is still semantically consistent. 

For instance in the present application context, it is perfectly acceptable that objects or animals are 

humanized and can have human prerogatives. Many fairy tales use this invention, and we read 

about talking cats or mirrors with intelligent features. The contextual semantic analysis is possible 

by means of a protocol that the parser uses to asses the semantic interpretation of linguistic 

productions. 

3.2 Data base organization 
The lexical data-base is structured in modules: Nouns, Adjectives, Adverbs, Regular and Irregular 

Verbs, EmptyWords (articles, prepositions, articulated prepositions and so on). In a data-base we 
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have a choice between recording roots and different inflexions separately or recording each 

complete lexical entry. For instance to store the verb to walk one could store the root walk and 

the inflexions -ing, -ed, -si or the four complete entries walks, walking, walked and walk. For 

computational cost considerations, it is convenient to adopt the first choice when the matching cost 

between root and inflexion is lower than the entry direct search in data-base. And this of course 

depends on the unification algorithm cost, the data-base size and the lexical entry flexion 

regularity. We adopt the first choice for verbs, mainly because the data-base size is large, for 

adjectives and adverbs, because lexical entry flexion is mostly regular. The second choice is for 

the noun and irregular verb data-base. For entries of the Empty Words data-base, prepositions and 

articles, there is not such a problem. 

The parser treats inflexional morphology by applying a lexical unification algorithm to each 

substring, which is a lexical entry candidate. It must be said that dealing with Italian verbs is a 

complex matter. Mainly because there are many verbal inflexions, about fifteen, and for each 

verbal root we have more than twenty different forms; and because many verbs are irregular and 

many of them modify the root regularly. Moreover because there are not as many polisemic verbs 

as in English for instance, where one can find several verbs such as to set, to let, to get and so on. 

Our choice in storing the irregular verbal entries allowed us to reduce the number of entries from 

about 30 down to 2 thousands. 

The semantic category, used to perform the semantic analysis, is associated to the root for verbs, 

adverbs and adjectives, whereas they are associated to the lexical entries themselves for the nouns. 

The modules are Prolog fact data-bases. The clause has as its functor the syntactic category name; 

for instance a noun lexical entry X is recorded as the fact: . 

noun (X , gender, number, semantic category). 

4. The Prolog implementation 

Language analysis is implemented by using classical Prolog features: unification, rule-based 

system designing, back-tracking and data-base consulting. The parser structure takes the fonn of a 

rule-based system, by which we carry out the syntactic, semantic and morphological analysis in 

one pass. 

The rule-based system is organized at four different levels: sentence, phrase, noun sub-phrase and 

lexical entry. The parser performs the analysis non deterministically dividing the input at each 

level and recursively calling the rule-based system to analyze the sentence components, looking for 

the correct structure, in a given set of acceptable ones. For instance, a sentence structure schema is 

Noun Phrase+ VerbalForm+NounPhrase, or NounPhrase+ VerbalForm+Adverbial+NounPhrase, 

as in The little son of my brother eats greedily a big red apple. 

At the level of sentence analysis we find the rules about the sentence structure, which implement 

syntactic, semantic and morphological controls. The call of lower level predicates produces, as 

side effect, instantiation of free variables, which are then matched in the semantic and 
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morphological sentence analysis. More precisely they are the semantic type of the arguments, the 

semantic types required by the predicate, the morphological attributes of the arguments and those 

of the verbal form, the semantic types required by the adverbials. 

The rule system consists in about 200 clauses, that implement the linguistic rules. 

We give examples of Prolog clauses, that implement some rules at different levels. At the top level 

a sentence could be checked with the following rule: 

is_a_sentence (String) :-
could_separate (String, [ NPt. VF, NPz, NP3, A ] ), 
is_a_NP (NP~> ST" [Gt. N" Pil ), 
is_a_ VF (VF, RVST1; RVSTz, RVST3, [G, N, P]), 
is_a_NP (NPz, STz, _ ), 
is_a_NP (NP3, ST3, _ ), 
is_an_A (A, RASTt. RASTz, RAST3), 
sem_concordance (RVST" RVSTz, RVST3, STt. ST2, ST3), 

· sem_concordance (RASTt. RAST2. RAST3, STt. STz, ST3), 
morpho_concordance (Gt. Nt. Pt. G, N, P ). 

where NP stands for NounPhrase, VF for VerbalForm, A for Adverbial, 
STi for SemanticalType, RV stands for Required by Verb, and RA for Required by Adverbial, 
G, N, P stand for Gender, Number and Person, the morphological attributes. 

The lower level rules have similar structure. At the phrase level we have syntactic, semantic and 

morphological controls too. An example is given by the rule that checks an active verbal form of 

compound tense, as I have eaten : 

is_a_ VF (VF, STt. STz, ST3, [G, N, P]) :
could_separate (VF, [ [Aux], [Verb] ] ), 
is_an_aux (Aux, Inf, _ , _ , P ), 
is_a_svf (Verb, STt. STz, ST3, participle, vast, G, N, _, lnf). 

where [G, N, P] is a list with Gender, Number and i'~rson, which are the verbal 
morphological attributes; svf in the functor is_a_svf stands for simple verbal form. 

At the noun subphrase level we still find the syntactic, semantic and morphological controls. The 

noun subphrases are: morphological prefixed part (MPP), prefixed modifier part (PMP), semantic 

part (SP), morphological suffixed part (MSP), suffixed modifier part (SMP). For instance a noun 

phrase could be II bel figlio di mio fratello (my brother's nice son) shows a MPP il , a PMP bel , 

a SP figlio , a SMP di mio fratello . 

We give now some examples of subphrase rules. 

/* One of the rules to check a morphological prefixed part */ 

is_a_MPP (MPP, G, N ) :-
is_an_article (MPP, G, N ). 

/* One of the rules to check a prefixed modifier part */ 

is_a_PMP ( [H I [ e I L] ], G, N, ST) :
is_an_adjective (H, Gt. Nt. ST1), 
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is_a_PMP (L, G2, N2, ST2), 
def_morpho_attr (G~o N~o G2, N2, G, N), 
def_sem_type (STh ST2, ST). 

I* One of t11e rules to c;heck a semantic part *I 

is_a_SP (SP, G, N, P, ST) :
is_a_noun (SP, G, N, P, ST). 

I* One of tl1e rules to check a morphological suffixed part *I 

is_a_MSP (fa). I* to take care of adverbials as due annifa (two yrs ago) *I 

I* One of t11e rules to check a suffixed modifier part *I 

is_a_SMP ( [di I NP], G, N, ST) :
is_a_NP (NP, _ , _ ), 
universal_gen (G), 
universal_num (N), 
universal_type (ST). 

where universal__xxx is a predicate which unifies its argument to a conventional neutral v·alue. 

The parser has two important features: infexional morphology processing and error recover 

capabilities. 

The inflexional morphology of Italian is very complex, as we said. The parser can verify 

morphological correctness of lexical entries by using a specific strategy, along the lines of tlle 

following algorithm: 

* Search t11e lexical entry (LE) in data-base of irregular f01ms (DIF). If it is found, then stop. 

* If LE e DIF divide LE in two candidates, root (R) and inflexion (I). Search R in data-base 

of irregular roots (DIR) and I in data-base of irregular inflexions (DII). If they match, then 

stop. 

* If LE !1' DIF, R e DIR, I e DII search R in data-base of regular roots (DRR) and I in data·· 

base of regular inflexions (DRI). 

For example the lexical entry vado (I go) is found in DIF. The lexical entry presi (I took) is 

divided at first in pres-i, and both searches of Rand I fail; LEis then divided in pre-si, and this 

time R is found in DIR and I is found in DII. As last example, the lexical entry gioc-arono, is 
found in DRR and DRI. 

The inflexional morphology process is quite interesting in order to provide the system of 

appropriate eJTor message handling capabilities. When the parser verifies that a string is incmrect, 

it can detect the e1ror type. For example the parser distinguishes between these two morphological 

errors: telefon-etti (I phoned, verbal form of the regular verb telefon-are) is not a correct lexical 

entry, because there is an error in inflexion, it should be telefon-ai; whereas attend-etti (I waited, 

verbal form of the irregular verb attend-ere) is not correct because there is an enor in the root 
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modification, it should be atte-si. The example is clearer if the reader knows that, for instance, 

ricev-etti (I received, verbal form of the regular verb ricev-ere) is a correct lexical form. 

We give two examples of rules for inflexional morphology analysis. 

I* The rule to check a regular simple verbal form *I 

is_a_svf (Verb, ST~o ST2, ST3, Mood, Time, G, N, P, Aux) :
could_divide (Verb, [ R, I]), 
reg_verbal_root (R, ST~o STz, ST3, Aux, Conj), 
reg__verbal_inflex (I, Mood, Time, G, N, P, Conj). 

I* The rule to check a regular adjective *I 

is_an_adj (Adj, ST, G, N) :
could_divide (Adj, [ R, I ] ), 
reg__adj_root (R, ST ), 
reg__adj_inflex (I, G , N , _ ). 

where Rand I stand for root and inflexion as above, and Conj stands for conjugation. 

Another important feature is the error treatment. The parser locates an error in strings, decides 

upon its type and tries to correct it, when no ambiguity is involved. The error detection, location 

and typing is scarcely tretated in literature. More precisely this problem has been tackled only for 

deterministic languages [Cor89], in order to improve compiler messaging, for instance. 

The error treatment is implemented by using an error type classification based on the linguistic 

model. Locally, for each rule, there are different recovery code blocks, depending on the rule 

violations. A correction code block implements a correction strategy, for some e:rrors. Generally 

the block contains an error message to be displayed. The correction strategy can be applied only if 

no ambiguity is involved and no semantic errors are found. 

We designed an algorithm for error type detection in context-free language parsing, based on 

traditional techniques [HU69]. The error type treatment in the parser is a weak implementation of 

this algorithm, which could not be fully applied in the present interface, because of the system 

educational requirement of keeping the error type classification strongly consistent with the 

linguistic model. The algorithm computational cost is 0(n4). 

These parser features are useful, we think, for natural language men-machine interface, because 

they allow a relaxed natural language processing. Namely we do not limit users to a strict formal 

language. 

The parser is interfaced to the SEMELE system [AAB9l], which is a learning environment for 

language impaired children. 
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ABSTRACT 

Este papel prcscnta un cntomo de espccificaci6n fonnal y prototipado basado en el lenguaje FMOL. 

que pcrmite Ia cspccificaci6n y animaci6n de csqucmas conccptualcs de forma grafica dcntro del 

paradigma de programaci6n automatica. 

1.-INTRODUCCION 

Una de las componentes fundamentales de los productos CASE es lo que se ha dado en llamar 

entomo graft co de desarrollo, que proporciona a! usuario una interfaz comoda y facil de mane jar, 

ya que se apoya en las facilidades a nivel hardware de que se dispone actualmente. Otra 

caracterfstica a destacar es Ia utilizacion del Paradigma de Produccion Automatic a que surge como 

una alternativa a! Paracligma Clasico o en Cascada de desarrollo de software y que pennite que en 

Ia fase de especificacion de requerimientos se obtenga como resultado una especificacion formal 

ejecutable. Todo ello unido a Ia utilizacion del modelo orientado a objetos para representar 

Sistemas de Informacion como sociedades de objetos que de algun modo se relacionan entre sf, 

constituye el punto de partida de un entorno de especificacion formal y prototipado rapido basado 

en ellenguaje FMOL. 

2.-EL LENGUAJE 

Un Esquema Conceptual sera considerado desde nuestro punto de vista como Ia definicion de Ia 

sociedad de objetos que interactuan entre sf y que constituyen el Sistema de Informacion. Un 

objeto evoluciona en su existencia a base de sucesivos cambios de estado o, lo que es lo mismo, a 

base de sucesiones de eventos afectando a dicho objeto. Los objetos pueden interaccionar via 

compm1icion de eventos. 

FMOL es un lenguaje destinado a Ia especificacion formal de Sistemas de Informacion basado en 

Ia logica ecuacional descrito en [5, 6]. Objetos similar~s se agrupan en clases. que definimos 

siguiendo a [7] como una cuadtupla ( X,A,/\,ob), donde 
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• Xes un con junto de eventos 

• A es un conjunto de atributos tipados 
•I\ C x* es un con junto de cic/os de vida o secuencias de eventos admisibles. 

• ob es 1afunci6n de observaci6n que, para una traza dada, nos pennite conocer el estado 

de un objeto. 

A continuaci6n se presenta un fragmento de ·una especificaci6n en FMOL del ESQUEMA 

CONCEPTUAL de una biblioteca. Suponemos que en dicha biblioteca existen libros y socios, que 

se relacionan entre. sf a traves de prestarnos. 

clase libro; 
atributos_constantes 

codigo:string clave; 
titulo:string; 

atributos_variables 
disponible{x:libro):bool; 
ecuaciones s:socio 

disponible{x)=true 
siT= Tt'altal{x) 

sino diponible{x) en T1; 
disponible{x)=false 

siT= Tt'prestar{x,s); 
disponible(x)=true 

si T = Tt'devolover(x,s); 
fin_ecuaciones; 

es_de_b{x:libro):bool 
ecuaciones 
es_de_b(X)= True 

si T = Tt.alta_l{x) 
sino es_de_b(x) en Tt 

fin_ecuaciones 
eventos_propios 
alta_l(x:libro) new; 
baja_l{x:libro) destroy; 

eventos _ compartidos( socio) 
prestar(x:libro s:socio); 
devolver(x:libro s:socio); 
trazas 
T = Tt.alta_l(x) si not es_de_b{x); 
T = Tt.baja_l(x) si es_de_b(x) and 

disponible(x) 
fin_clase_libro; 

3.-EL ENTORNO FMOL 

Espccificaci6n cquivalcnte en Axis de Ia bibliotcca (fragmcnto) 

SPEC bibliotcca 
SORTS bibliotcca libro socio 
OPS nil :->bibliotcca 

claselibro:id id -> libro 
-: id ->libro 
disponible: libro bibliotcca -> boo! 
esdeb: libro bibliotcca -> boo! 
altai: libro biblioteca -> bibliotcca %%evcnto de libro 

bajal: libro bibliotcca -> bibliotcca 
prcstar: libro socio bibliotcca -> bibliotcca 
devolver: libro socio biblioteca -> bibliotcca 
pcaltal: libro bibliotcca ->boo! %%precondicioncs y trazas 
pcbajal: libro biblioteca ->boo! 
pcprestar: libro socio bibliotcca ->boo! 
pcdcvolvcr: libro socio bibliotcca -> boo! 

FORALL x,y:libro 
s.t:socio 

bl,b2:biblioteca 
AXIOMS for pcaltal: 

pcaltal(x,bl)=not esdeb(x,bl) 
AXIOMS for altas: 

altas(s,bl)=bl IF not pcaltas(s,bl) 
AXIOMS for bajas: 

bajas(s.bl)=bl IF not pcbajas(s,bl) 
AXIOMS for disponible: 

disponiblc(x,nil)=falsc 
disponiblc( x,prestar(y ,s,b I))= 

IF (pcprcstar(y,s,bl)) and (y==x) 
THEN false 
ELSE disponible(x.bl) END IF 

disponible(x,altal(y,bl))=IF pcaltal(y.bl) and (y==x) 
THEN true ELSE disponible(x,bl) END IF 

. T 
1 

I 
I 
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En ellenguage FMOL las especificaciones son ejecutables gracias a Ia semantic a operacional de Ia 

que esta dotada Ia 16gica ecuacional, disponiendo asl de un prototipo del sistema. La siguieme 

figura muestra Ia estructuras,lel entorno FMOL. 

El EDITOR permite construir especificaciones graficas de los Sistemas de Informacion a 

desarrollar, generando de modo automatico una especificaci6n formal en FMOL. 

Axis es un lenguaje de especificaci6n algebraica [3] basado en Ia reescritura de terminos ([4]), 

utilizado en FMOL como lenguaje objeto y cuya ejecutabilidad se aprovecha para Ia animaci6n de 

las especificaciones FMOL. 

El TRADUCTOR transforma especificaciones escritas en FMOL en presentaciones Axis que son 

las real mente ejecutadas. 

El EJECUTADOR es el animador de especificaciones. En el, el Usuario puede ir generando 

eventos, consultando atributos, ... , de modo que se simula Ia evoluci6n de lo que al final del 

proceso de desmTollo sera el programa. El ejecutador interactua durante Ia animaci6n con el 

sistema Axis, al que envla ordenes y del que recibe respuestas a traves de un bu:r5n (pipe). Existe 

una version gnifica de dicho ejecutador, que funciona de manera similar al editor descrito mas 

adelante en este articulo. 

EDITOR 
TRADUCTOR 

AXIS 

EJECUTADOR 

4.-HERRAMIENTAS GRAFICAS 

El entorno grafico es una capa que se ha constmido sobre una primera version de FMOL yen Ia 

cual, Ia edicion de especificaciones se llevaba a cabo con un editor de textos. y Ia ejecucion sobre 

una serie de menues. Basicamente esta capa pretende suavizar Ia interfaz hombre-maquina, 

liberando a los especificadores de Ia rigidez que impone Ia sintaxis de un lenguaje fmmal. 

4.1.-ESPECIFICACION GRAFICA DE SISTEMAS DE INFORM.ACTON 
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Nos centraremos en Ia presentaci6n del Editor Gnifico, implementado en BIM Prolog [2] sobre 

maquinas Sun 3/xx en Ia Universidad Politecnica de Valencia. Dicho editor muestra al usuario una 

ventana dividida en cuatro subventanas como se muestra en Ia siguiente figura. 

La Ventana de Menu presenta las opciones basicas a realizar con las especificaciones creadas. La 

opci6n generar permite, una vez creada Ia especificaci6n grafica, obtener automaticamente Ia 

especificaci6n textual de FMOL. 

En Ia Ventana de Mensajes van apareciendo mensajes de ayuda a lo largo de Ia edici6n. 

La Ventana del Diryctorio realiza las funciones defile browser, es decir, en ella aparecen todas las 

especificaciones graficas que tenga el usuario almacenadas en ficheros dentro del directorio de 

trabajo. 

En Ia Ventana de Edici6n tiene Iugar Ia edici6n de las especificaciones. Lleva asociado un menu 

que aparece al pulsar un bot6n del raton, y que recoge las acciones propias de Ia edici6n como se 

muestra en Ia figura. 

NOMBREESOUEMA: 

OPCIONES: 

CARGAR 
SALVi\R 
GENERAR 
IMPRIMIR 
BORRAR 
LIMPIAR 
SALIR 

BIBLIO.OBLOG 

AUTOS.OBLOG 

ALMACEN.OBLOG 

MENSAJES:: 

NOMBRE DE OBJETO: 

Una especificaci6n grafica es un diagrama al estilo de los diagramas de disefio en el que se 

representan mediante ciertos sfmbolos los diversos componentes de un esquema conceptual, asf 

como las relaciones entre ellos. 
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A continuaci6n se muestra !a especificacion grafica correspondiente al esquema conceptual de Ia 

biblioteca. 

Las clases se representan mediante rectangulos etiquetados por el nombre de las mismas. 

Enlazadas con elias mediante lineas aparecen tanto los atributos como los eventos. Los atributos se 

representan por 6valos etiquetados con su nombre y tipo. Si un atributo aparece ademas etiquetado 

con un *, dicho atributo es la clave identificativa de las instancias de la clase. 

Un atributo variable se distingue de otro constante en que el 6valo que lo representa esta trazado 

con una lfnea doble, mientras que es simple para los constantes. Ademas, dado que para cada 

atributo variable hay que especificar las ecuaciones que nos definen su valor a lo largo de la 

evoluci6n del sistema, se asocia a cada sfmbolo de atributo variable una ventana de edici6n textual, 

que se activa al seleccionar dicho sfmbolo, y en Ia que el especificador escrible las ecuaciones de 

evaluaci6n para el atributo en cuesti6n. 

Los eventos, por su parte, se representan por cuadrados marcado con dos flechas, y vienen 

etiquetados con el nombre de cada even to. Si un even to es propio de una clase estara s61o a ella a 

traves de una lfnea, mientras que si es compartido entre varias, una linea le unira a cada una de las 

clases. Asociado a cada evento existe una ventana textual en !a que se especifican las 

precondiciones para dicho even to. 
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Por ultimo, las relaciones se representan a traves de rombos etiquetados con el nombre de Ia 

relaci6n, y estan unidas por lfneas a las clases cuya interacci6n da Iugar a Ia creacion de las 

instancias de Ia relaci6n. AI igual que las clases pueden tener atributos constantes y variables, asf 

como eventos. Todos ello se representan de Ia manera descrita para las clases. 

4.2.-ANIMACION DE ESQUEMA§ CONCEPTUALES 

La animaci6n de los esquemas conceptuales grMicos se realiza de Ia siguente forma: 

• La ocurrencia del evento se consigue sin mas que pulsar el boton de raton sobre el evento 

deseado, de modo q~e el animador se encargue a continuacion de solicitar al usuario los 

parametros necesarios. 

•Para consultar valores de atributos, basta igualmente con pinchar sobre el atributo deseado e 

introducir el identificador de objteo para conocer su valor para dicho objeto. Lo mismo ocurre con 

las relaciones. 

• Otras operaciones auxiliares, como salvar Ia historia de un esquema,recuperarla, etc .. se pueden 

llevar a cabo con Ia ayuda de cierros men des. 
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5.-CONCLliSIONES 

Hemos presentado un entomo grafico de especificacion y prototipado de sistemas de informacion 

que recoge las ultimas tendencias de Ia Ingenierfa del Software (Paradigma de Programacion 

Automatica y CASE), de los Sistemas de Informacion (Lenguajes de Especificacion de Esquemas 

Conceptuales Orientados a Objetos), y de Ia Interaccion Hombre-Maquina en el entendimiento de 

que esas tres lfneas de investigacion esran fntimamente relacionadas. 

Posteriores mejoras del entomo incluyen, entre ou·as: 

• Profundizacion en los aspectos formales de Ia especificacion de Sistemas de Infom1acion. 

• Ampliacion de Ia capacidad expresiva dellenguaje, incorporando objetos activos, resuicciones de 

integridad estaticas y dinamicas, ... 

• Mejora del entorno grafica, asf como un intento de formalizaci6n del mismo a traves del propio 

lenguaje. 
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Abstract 

In this paper we present an extension of the narrowing algorithm to deal with sys
tems of equations and disequations in conditional equational theories whose clauses 
allow disequations in their bodies. We extend to these normal theories some classical 
results for term rewriting systems defined over equational theories. We thus show oome 
techniques to prove that a normal theory is confluent and terminating. Then we give 
a formal operational semantics for our narrowing algorithm following an approach sim
ilar to that recently defined by Stuckey for Constructive Negation in Constraint Logic 
Programming. 
Keywords: Equational programming, constructive negation, term rewriting syst!'ms, 
narrowing. 

1 Introduction 

In this paper we are concerned with an algorithm specialized in solving equations and dis
equations with respect to a normal eqwLtional theory, i.e. a conditional equational theory 
which allows disequations in the conditions of the clauses. The ability to deal with disequa
tions is not only of theoretical interest but also desirable in practice. Different approaches 
to handle disequations have been proposed. For instance, in the framework of logic pro
grammig [9] solves disequations in the algebra of rational trees for the semantic definition 
of Prolog II. [23] proves the solvability of systems of equations and disequations on the 
Herbrand universe. In this paper we solve disequations with a constmctive algorithm fol
lowing an approach similar to that recently defined by Stuckey for Constructive Negation 
in Constraint Logic Programming [35]. 
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The introduction of negation in the framework of logic programming has been widely 
investigated [8,22,25]. Negation as failure (NAF) is the mechanism traditionally used in 
logic programming to implement negation. However, NAF can only handle ground nega
tive subgoals since it cannot generate any new bindings for query variables. Constructive 
Negation [6,7,35] can be used to find answers for negative subgoals in the same way as for 
positive ones. The basic idea is that the answer for a negative goal is simply the negation of 
the set of answers for its positive version. In order to evaluate "'Q a subderivation with Q as 
the top query is executed until it reduces to a simplified formula F. Then, a normalisation 
and negation procedure is applied to F to compute the simplified formula for "-'Q. This 
operational mechanism subsumes negation as failure. 

We present a constructive algorithm which relies on a modified narrowing algorithm to 
solve equations and disequations with respect to a normal equality theory. Equations and 
disequations are handled in a similar way, following the idea that a simplified form of a 
negated formula can be obtained from its complementary positive one. We show that the 
solution to a conjunction of equations and disequations in a normal theory with completely 
defined function symbols is a system of (possibly quantified and/or negated) eonjunctions of 
equations and disequations where the symbols of equality and disequality are syntactically 
interpreted. 

We first extend to normal theories some classical results for term rewriting systems 
defined over equational theories. We thus show some techniques to prove that a normal 
theory is eonfluent and terminating. Then we give a formal operational semantics for our 
narrowing algorithm. In the full version of the paper [11] we give the proofs which have 
been omitted for space reasons. In [11] we also define the concept of stratified equational 
logic program in a style similar to [3] for Logic Programming and show that the operational 
semantics is sound with respect to a least fixpoint semantics. 

2 Preliminaries 

In this section we briefly review some basic concepts about equations, conditional rewrite 
systems, £-unification. For any concept which is not explicitly defined the reader may refer 
to [34]. 

We will use the symbols V, E and II to denote the sets of variables, function symbols 
and predicate symbols respectively. r(E) and r(E U V) denote the sets of ground terms and 
terms built on E and V, respectively. r(E) is usually called the Herbrand Universe ('HE) 
over E and it will be denoted by 'H. The set of variables occurring in a term t is denoted 
V ar( t ). This notation extends naturally to other syntactic objects. 

A substitution is defined as an almost identical mapping from the set of variables V 
into the set of terms r(E U V). Let 8 be a substitution and let W ~ V be a set of 
variables. We define the restriction of 8 to W by 8 T w( x) = x8 if x E W, otherwise 
8 T w(x) = x. A substitution 8 = {xdt1, ... , xnftn} can be represented by a conjunction of 
equations iJ = (x1 = t 1, ... ,xn = tn)· iJ is called the equational representation of 8. The 
empty substitution is denoted by c and its equational representation is 0. The notions of 
application and composition are defined in the usual way [23,29]. 

Two terms t and s are unifiable iff there exists a substitution 8 such that t8 = s8. 8 
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is called an unifier oft = s. We say that 8 is a most general unifier ( mgu) oft = s iff for 
every unifier 8' oft = s, 36 such that 8' = 86. These definitions can be extended in the 
obvious way to sets of equations. 

A ~equence of terms t1, ... , tn will be denoted by f. By considering the usual repre
sentatiOn of a t:rm by a labelled tree,_ the occurrences are sequences of integers denoting 
an access path m a term. O(t) and O(t) denote respectively the set of occurrences and 
non-variable occurrences oft. By t[u <- t'] we denote the replacement of the subterm oft at 
the occurrence u by the term t'. The definitions of occurrence sets, non-variable occurrence 
set, subterms and subterm replacement naturally extend to systems of equations [18]. 

Let -+ be a binary relation on a set S. Then -+* denotes the transitive-reflexive closure 
of-+. The relation -+ is called confluent iff V sh s2 , s3 E S such that s1 -+* s 2 and s1 --.• 
s3, 3 s E S such that s2 --.• s and s3 --.• s. The relation --. is called noetherian if there is 
no infinite chain s1 --. s2 --. s3 --. •••• 

A Horn equational theory E is a finite set of equational Horn clauses of the form 1 = 
r <- eh ... , en. with n 2:: 0 where e; is an equation, 1 :S i :S n. The E-equation in the 
head is implicitely oriented from left to right and the literals e; in the body are ordinary 
non-oriented E-equations. A E-disequation is a formula s =I t where s, t are terms. Th~ 
prefix E will be usually dropped when clear from the context. 

Each Horn equality theory E generates a smallest congruence (=e) over the set of terms 
r(E U V). We will denote by 'H/E the finest partition r(E)/=& induced by£ over the set 
of ground terms r(E). A Horn equational theory E can be viewed as a conditional term 
rewriting system R, where the rules are the heads and the conditions are the respective 
bodies. If all clauses in E have an empty body then E and R are unconditional, otherwise 
they. a.re condi~ional. The equational theory E is said to be canonical if the binary one-step 
rewntmg relation _. R defined by R is noetherian and confluent. Confluency can be ensured 
by syntactical characterizations [4,28]. We now recall the eoncept of £-unification, i.e. the 
problem of existence of a common instance of two terms under an equational theory£. 

Le~ t = s be an equation. A. substitution a is called an £-unifier oft = s iff E 1= ta = sa, 
or eqmvalenty, ta =e sa. In thts case, t and s are said £-unifiable. A pre-order on terms is 
defined as t:Ses iff t =e sa for some substitution a. Let W ~ V. The pre-order on terms is 
extended to su~stitutions as follows: a substitution 8 is more general than a on W, denoted 
by a :Se B(W], 1ff a =e B..\[WJ for some substitution ..\. W will be omitted if equal to V. 

An £-unifier a fort= s is called a most general £-unifier (E-mgu) if for any £-unifier 6 
oft= s, 6 :Sea. 

An £-unification algorithm is complete if it generates a complete set of £-unifiers for all 
£-unifiable input terms. Complete unification algorithms are known for various theories. 
Narrowing is a complete unification algorithm for unconditional canonical theories [17) and 
conditional canonical theories satisfying different restrictions [18). 

Let E be a Horn equational theory. A function symbol f E E is irreducible iff there is 
no clause (l = r : -e~, ... , en) E E such that l E V or f occurs as the outermost function 
symbol in 1. f is a defined function symbol if it is not irreducible. 

In theories where the above distinction is made the signature E is partitioned in the set 
of irreducible symbols (called constructors), C, and the set of defined function symbols, F. 

Let E be a Horn equational theory and f be a defined function symbol. Then f is said 
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to be completely defined (everywhere defined [5]) over its domain iff it does not occur in any 
ground term in normal form.' £ is said to be completely defined iff each defined function 
symbol is completely defined. In a completely defined theory the set of normal ground 
terms is the set of terms over C ( r( C)). 

A completely defined Horn equational theory £ will be called a Horn equational theory 
with constructors iff a further condition is satisfied: each equation in the left hand side 
of the head of any clause is of the form /( t 1 , t2 , • •• , tn) = t where f E F and no defined 
symbols occur in any of t11 .. . , tn. 

3 Normal Equational Theories 

In the following we consider conjunctions of equations and disequations whose solvability 
will be checked with respect to a normal equational theory e-. Roughly speaking, a normal 
equational theory is an equational theory whose clauses may contain negation in their body. 
Formally: 

DEFINITION 3.1. A normal equational clause is a clause of the form 
t = s: -et, ... ,em,dt, ... ,dn. 

where the equation in the head is implicitely oriented from left to right, et, .. . , em are 
non-oriented equations, d1 , ... , dn are non-oriented disequations and m, n :2: 0. 

DEFINITION 3.2. A normal equational theory e- is a finite set of normal equational clauses. 

When the bodies of the clauses in the theory e- do not contain disequations then e
is a Horn equational theory. In the following we assume that the theory obtained from a 
normal equation theory e- by erasing all disequations is a Horn equational theory with 
constructors. 

DEFINITION 3.3. A goal is a clause of the form : -el> ... , em, d11 ... , dn., where e1, ... , em 
are equations, d1, ••• , dn are disequations and m, n :2: 0. 

DEFINITION 3.4. A system of equations and disequations is a (possibly quantified and/or 
negated) conjunction of equations and disequations. We sometimes denote by ~ 0 an 
unsatisfiable system of equations and disequations. 

DEFINITION 3.5. A normal subgoal is recursively defined as either 

• an equation, 

• or ~ 3(g~, ... , gn with E) where g;, i = 1, ... n, is a normal subgoal, E is a sys
tem of equations and disequations and 3 existentially quantifies some (possibly none) 
variables in (g11 ... , gn with E). Notice that (g 11 ... , gn with E) is shorthand for 
(gt II ... II gn II E). 

3RO 

The normal sub goals of the form "' 3(g1, ••• , gn with E) are referred to as negated 
subgoals. The rest of subgoals, the equations, are called non-negated subgoals. We define 
the complementary subgodl for a negated subgoal ~ 3(g1, ••• ,gnwithE) as (gt, ... , gnwithE). 

DEFINITION 3.6. A normal goal is a conjunction of normal subgoals. 

Notice that a disequation, t :f. s, can be shown as the normal subgoal ~ (t = s with0) 
and a goal c can be shown as a normal goal g where each disequation, t :f. s, of c has the 
form~ (t = s with 0) in g. 

EXAMPLE 1. Let us consider a normal equational theory which defines the non-negative 
rational numbers represented as pairs of natural numbers {31}. /, +, * are rational valued 
function symbols denoting division, addition and multiplication respectively, and +N, *N are 
the natural valued addition and multiplication functions. 

e- = { 0/m = 0 : -m :f. 0. 
m/c = n/d: -m *N d = c *N n,c :f. O,d :f. 0. 
(m/c) + (n/d) = ((m *N d) +N (c *N n))/(c *N d). 
(m/c) * (n/d) = (m *N n)/(c *N d).} 

DEFINITION 3. 7. Let e- be a normal equational theory and g be a normal goal. An answer 
for g wrt e- is a system of equations and disequations E such that for all substitution fJ, if 
e- I= EfJ then e- I= gfJ. 

A normal equational theory e- can be viewed as a conditional term rewriting system 
Rc-, where the rules are the heads and the conditions containing disequations are the 
respective bodies, with the following restriction: For any t = s : - B E Rt:-, V ar( s) U 
Var(B) ~ Var(t). This restriction does not allow the presence of extra-variables in the 
rules. Throughout, we assume that e- and hence Rt:- have not extra-variables. 

In the following we extend some classical results for conditional term rewriting systems 
to conditional term rewriting systems with negation in the conditions. In order to define 
the reduction relation induced by Rc- we interpret operationally the = and :f. symbols in 
the conditions of the rules. We interpret = as !, i.e. reducibility to a common reduct, and 
:f. as ,Y, i.e. non-reducibility to a common reduct. 

DEFINITION 3.8. -> Re- reduction relation. 
A term t "--> Rt- -reduces" to a term s at occurrence u, denoted by t --> Re- s, iff: 

3(t' = s': -Ut = vl, ... ,urn= Vm,u~ :f. v;, . .. ,u~ :f. v~) E Rt:- such that 
3 a substitution u and 3u E O(t): tfu = t'u and s = t[u <-- s'u] such that 
Vi E {1, ... , m} 3 w; : u;u-->~,- w;, v;u-->~,- w; and 
V j E {1, ... , n} ,ll wj : uju-->~,- wj and vju-->~,- wj 
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Notice that when n = 0 this definition correspond to the standard reduction relation for 
conditional term rewriting systems without negation. 

DEFINITION 3.9. A term rewriting system Re~ is said to be a canonical term rewriting 
system iff Re- is noetherian and coniiuent. &- is canonical if Re- is canonical. 

In order to prove that a term rewriting system is canonical there are some standard 
techniques that we now extend to normal theories. Let us first consider how to prove that a 
reduction relation --+ Re- is noetherian. The noetherian property depends on the termination 
of the evaluation of the conditions in each rule. The standard method to prove termination 
is based on simplification orderings [10,21]. 

DEFINITION 3.10. A simplification ordering is a well-founded ordering > on r(~ U V) 
such that: (1) f( ••. ,t, ... ) > t (subterm prop(;)rty) and (2) ift > t' then f( ... ,t, ... ) > 
f( ... , t', ... ) (replacement property). 

[21] has proven that the t(;)rmination property of a conditional t(;)rm rewriting system 
holds when any rule is such that its condition is 'simpler' (in the sense defined by a simplifi
cation ordering) than its head. We extend this result to conditional term rewriting systems 
with negation in the conditions. 

DEFINITION 3.11. Let r be a term, u E O(r), u a substitution and (t = s : -u1 = 
Vt, .... um = Vm,u; f. v~, ... ,u~ f. v~) ERe-. r '->Re- r' ifr/u = tu and r' = u;u or 
r' = v;u orr'= uju orr'= vju with i E {1, ... ,m},j E {1, ... ,n}. 

This means that evaluating r using a rule of Re- may lead to evaluate r'. Thus, we 
should prove the termination of --+ Re- U '-> Re- in order to ensure that Re- is terminating. 

THEOREM 3.12. Let Re- be a conditional term rewriting system and> a simplification 
ordering over a set of terms r(~). If 

for every (t = s: -Ut = vlt ... , Um = Vm, u; f= vL ... , u~- f. v~) ERe
and for every substitution u, tu > su and 
Vi E {1, ... , m} tu > u;u and tu > vw and 
V j E {1, ... ,n} tu > uju andtu > vju 

then --+Re- U '-+Re- is noetherian. 

Let us now consider how to prove that a term rewriting system Re- is confluent. The 
following definition introduces the notion of conditional critical pair. 

DEFINITION 3.13. Let R be a conditional term rewriting system. Let t = s : -B and 
t' = s' : -B' E R. We say that (the left-hand side) t overlaps (the left-hand side) t' if there 
is a non-variable occurrence u in t such that tju and t' are unifiable with (most general) 
unifier u. The rule su = t[u +-- s']u: -Bu, B'u is called a conditional critical pair. 
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Notice that if t overlaps t' then tu can be rewritten to either su or t[u +-- s']u. 
It is possible to prove that a conditional term rewriting system is confluent, even in 

the case of non-termination, if it satisfies the following properties [4]: (1) left-linearity: no 
variable occurs more than once in the left hand side of the head. (2) Non-ambiguity: there 
is no superposition between rules (i.e. there are no conditional critical pairs). 

We can show that these properties also guarantee the confluency of Re-. 

LEMMA 3.14. A left-linear and non-ambiguous conditional term rewriting system Re- is 
confluent. 

In the premises of Theorem 3.12, if Re- is confluent then normal forms exist, are unique 
and equality and disequality may be decided by rewriting (i.e. t =Re- s iff t and s have the 
same normal form. 

EXAMPLE 2. A canonical normal equational theory. 
The following theory&- {31} defines the store write and access functions denoted by the 

symbols_[_+-- _] and-[-] respectively. 

&- = { 
el) 
e2) 
e3) 
e4) 

V[I +-- X][J +-- Y] 
V[I +-- X][J +-- Y] 
V(I +-- X][I] 
V(I +-- X][J] 

V[I +-- Y] : -I= J. 
V(J +-- Y][I +--X] : -I< J. 
X. 
V(J] : -I f. J. } 

where Vis a store whose elements belong to some domain D; I, J are natural valued variables 
which represent positions in the store and X is a D valued variable. 

Narrowing has been proved complete for canonical theories without extra-variables [20]. 
In the following we refer to canonical normal theories. 

4 Operational semantics 

In this section we present our approach to solve normal goals in a canonical normal equa
tional theory £'"-. Our operational mechanism, an Innermost Conditional Narrowing with 
Constructive Negation, is an adaptation of the Innermost Conditional Narrowing Algorithm 
which explores (a prefix of) a search tree as defined in [5] for the non-conditional case and 
extended in [1,2] to the conditional case to solve incremental combinations of equations. 

4.1 Equational Constructive Negation 

The conditional narrowing algorithm can be extended to solve negated subgoals in a con
structive way. Roughly speaking, when a negated subgoal is selected to be solved a sub
derivation for the complementary subgoal is invoked. Then the first level nodes of the 
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derivation (search) tree are considered. From these nodes and the substitutions applied 
in each derivation we define the derivation tree for the negated subgoal. In what follows, 
we use the notation c withE to denote a node of the derivation tree (a sub-goal), where 
c is a normal goal which represents the subgoals to be solved yet and E is a system of 
equations and disequations representing the substitutions applied so far. To solve a goal c 

the algorithm starts with the sub-goal cwith0. A derivation of cis a path on the derivation 
tree for c with 0. A derivation is ~ucce~~Jul if it is finite and ends with a sub-goal of the 
form 0 withE, where E is an answer for c. A derivation is finitely failed if it is finite and 
not successful. We will often represent the set of nodes of a derivation tree as a disjunction. 
We will use E . E' to denote the conjunction of the systems of equations and disequations 
E and E'. First, we introduce our concept of frontier of a (derivation) tree. 

DEFINITION 4.1. The frontier of a (derivation) tree is the set of the nodes at depth one. 

Let us define the constructive negation algorithm to solve negated subgoals with respect 
to normal equational theories. 

DEFINITION 4.2. Equational Constructive Negation Rule 
Let s =,.._, 3Z(9 with E) be a selected negated subgoal to be solved. Then the derivation 
tree for s (at depth one) is defined as follows: 

• If 9 bas no narr~wable occurrences and does not syntactically unify then the derivation 
tree for s is empty. 

• If 9 has no narrowable occurrences and syntactically unifies with mgu a then the 
derivation tree for s has as node 0 with V ,.._, E ·;: if 3Z E · 8- is solvable. 

o Otherwise, let (91 with E · B1 j Var(•)• •.• , (9m with S · Bm j Var(•)) be the frontier of 
the derivation tree for 9 with E, where 9i is a normal goal and B; is the idempotent 
substitution applied in the reduction from 9 to 9i· Consider the disjunction: 

where E; is E · B; j Var(•) andY;, 1 :S: i :S: m, denotes the variables in (g; withE;) which 
do not appear in (9 with E). Then apply the following rules {35}: 

1. Negation of the disjunction. Apply the following De Morgan law: 

m m 

,.._, V 3 .i, fj (9i with E;) = 1\ ,.._, 3 .i, fj (gi with Ei) 
j=l j=l 

2. Transformation of each conjunction. Then, apply the rule of decomposition: 
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Finally, take the following disjunction, obtained as disjunctive normal form of the 
formulae resulting from (2), 

[0 with v.i, y! ,.._, E!, ... 'v.i, Ym ,.._,Em] v 
V'!;= 1 ["' (g;, withE;,) with 1\'J'=t:#i, VZ, fj "'E;] v 

V'!;.i,=l:i,<i, ["'(%withE;,),"' (9;, withE;,) 
with /\']'=1#;,,;, VZ, fj"' E;] V 

The general form of each node of the frontier of the derivation tree for the negated 
subgoal "' 3(9 with E), obtained applying the equational constructive negation rule, is a 
conjunction of subgoals yet to be solved. In the first node of this frontier, 0 with VZ, Y1 ,.._, 

Et, ... 'v.i, Ym "' Em, the conjunction of subgoals to be solved is empty. Therefore, if the 
system v.i, }j "' E~o ... 'vi, Ym ,.._, Em is solvable then this system is an answer for the 
negated subgoal. 1

• Indeed, for each application of the equational constructive negation 
rule the system of equations and disequations in the first node of this frontier is a possible 
answer for the negated subgoal. Solving the negation in this constructive way guarantees 
that if a negated subgoal has solution then it is always found in a finite number of derivation 
steps. The other nodes of the frontier contain subgoals to be solved and (in their with parts) 
an information about the answers to the negated subgoal. Let us define the operational 
mechanism to solve normal goals wrt normal equational theories. 

DEFINITION 4.3. Operational mechanism solving normal goals. 
In a derivation tree for a sub-goal (c withE) where c = c~o ... , Cn is a normal goal, and c; 
a selected normal sub goal of c to be solved, the children of ( c withE) are given by: 

• If c; is a negated subgoal then the equational constructive negation rule is applied. If 
the derivation tree for c; is empty then the unique child is c1, ... , Cj-Io Cj+l, ... , c,. 
with E. 
Otherwise, if Nf=1 9i withE;) represents the frontier of the derivation tree for c;, tJJen 
the disjunction Vf=l c; withE· E; represents the p children of ( c with E), where C: is 
the normal goal obtained replacing c; by g; in c. 

• If c; is an equation then the children for ( c with E) ru·e given by the standard 
conditional narrowing. 

The procedure to solve constructively negation in canonical normal equational theories 
naturally introduces negation and quantification in the answer system for a normal goal. 

1 We notice that by referring to theories with constructors, the answers may be seen as systems of syntactic 
equations and disequations. Thus we can use well known algorithms (such as [26]) to check if t.he answer is 
solvable 
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Thus, the answer for a normal goal is a system of equations ~d disequations where equations 
have the form x = t or V x = t, disequations have the form V x =I t or x =I t, x is a variable 
and tis a term distinct from x. 

EXAMPLE 3. Consider the following normal equational theory which defines the sum of 
natural numbers: 

£~={ O+y 
s(x) + y 

y. 
s(x+y).} 

and the goal c = x + y =I 0, represented by the normal goal ~ (x + y = 0 with 0). The 
algorithm starts with the sub-goalg =~ (x + y = 0 with 0) with 0. 

The sub-derivation for the complementary subgoal of"" (x + y = 0 with 0), has two 
nodes at depth one of the search tree 

{(y = 0 with x = 0), (s(x' + y) = 0 with x = s(x'))}. 

The application of the equational constructive negation rule gives the following search 
tree for the negated subgoal ~ (x + y = 0 with 0): 

(0 with x =I 0, Vx' x =I s(x')) V 
("" (y = 0 with x = 0) with Vx' x =I s(x')) V 
("' 3x'(s(x' + y) = 0 with x = s(x')) with x =I 0) V 
("' (y = 0 with x = 0), "'3x'(s(x' + y) = 0 with x = s(x')) with 0) 

The search tree at depth one for g coincides with the search tree for the negated subgoal 
~ (x + y = 0 with 0), where the first node is pruned siiJ,•e the system x =I 0, Vx' x =I s(x') is 
not solvable over the domain of natural numbers. Thus, t.'>e three nodes of the search tree 
at depth one for g are 

(i) "'(y = 0 with x = 0) with Vx' x =I s(x') 
(ii) "'3x'(s(x' + y) = 0 with x = s(x')) with x =I 0 
(iii) "'(y = 0 with x = 0), "'3x'(s(x' + y) = 0 with x = s(x')) with 0 

The next derivation step for the first node has~ (y = 0 with x = 0) as goal to be solved. Its 
search tree has an unique node 0 with ~ (x = 0, y = 0) since in the complementary sub
goal, y = 0 with x = 0, the equation y = 0 has no narrowable occurrences and syntactically 
unifies with mgu iJ = (y = 0). 

Hence, the node of the search tree for the selected sub-goal ( i) is 

(i.l) 0 with Vx' x =I s(x'),~ (x = O,y = 0) 

which system of equations and disequations is the first answer to x + y =I 0. Let us 
notice that this system represents an infinite set of solutions of the form x = 0, y = s( n) 
where n EN. 
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4.2 Innermost Conditional Narrowing with Constructive Negation 

In this section we present a conditional narrowing algorithm to solve normal goals, which 
handles the negative subgoals following the approach presented in section 4.1, using an 
innermost strategy to select the occurrence to be narrowed. This algorithm is presented 
as a transition system, called Innermost Conditional.N arrowing Calculus with constructive 
negation (IC.NCcn), following the structural operational semantic approach introduced by 
Plotkin [32). Let us extend the notion of occurrence set. 

DEFINITION 4.4. Narrowable occurrence set of a normal goal (Ong). 
Let g be a normal goal. Then, Ong(g) is the pair of sets (Ue;Eg {i.u : u E O(e;)}, {j : 

d; E g}) where every e; is an equation and every dj is a negated subgoal. 

In the following, we shall denote the first (respectively, second} component of Ong by 
01 (02)· Let us now define the states of our transition system. 

DEFINITION 4.5. A IC.NCcn-state is a tuple (S, L), where Sis a list of systems of equations 
and disequations and L is a (possibly empty) list of narrowing sub-goals. 

DEFINITION 4.6. Initial IC.NCcn-state. 
Let g be a normal goal. Then ([ ), [g with (0, Ong(g )))) is an initial IC.NCcn-state. 

DEFINITION 4.7. Terminal IC.NCcn-states. 
A terminal IC.NCcn-state is a state of the form (S, L) where Sis non empty. 

The first component of an IC.NCcn-state represents the list of answers for the goal in 
the initial state and the second component represents the list of the nodes of the search tree 
yet to be narrowed. 

Roughly speaking, in order to solve a normal goal g the algorithm selects an innermost 
occurrence of the sub-goal. ~f this occurrence belongs to an equation then standard narrow
ing is performed and the resulting list of the nodes of the search tree is added to the current 
list of sub-goals. If the selected occurrence belongs to a negated subgoal then equational 
constructive negation rule is applied. Each element obtained replaces the selected negated 
subgoal in the actual sub-goal obtaining the new sub-goals. The list of these sub-goals is 
then simplified and added to the current list of sub-goals. When a terminal state (S, L) is 
achieved each system of equations and disequations E of the listS is a solution for g. The 
IC.NCcn calculus is defined by means of a stratified transition system. -+EcN formalizes the 
rules for constructive negation. ->v,B is built over -+EcN and formalizes the rules for the 
selection of subterms and expansion of the narrowing tree. ->xcNc,n is built over ->v,B, con
trols the expansion of the search tree (by means of -. v,B, rule (7}) and returns the answers 
for the initial subgoal (rules (6), (8)}. The states of the ->EcN and -+v,B transition systems 
are lists of normal subgoals. Fonnally: 
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DEFINITION 4.8. ICNCcn transition relation2
• 

Unification Rules for Constructive Negation 

(1) 

(2) 

c does not syntactically unify V "'solvable(3Z E · &) 
...., 3 Z(c with (E,0)) -+EciV [) 

c syntactically unifies with mgu u A solvable(3Z E · &) 

"'3 Z(c with (E, 0)) -+Em [0 with '</Z "'(E ·a)] 

Constructive Negation Rule 

(3) 

c with (E,O) ->vca LA 
e..c_n(L,"' 3 Z(c with (E,O))) = L' 

"'3 Z(c with (E,O)) -+Em L' 

Don't-care Branching Rules 

Equations 

tlo =don't- care(01,02) A uo E 01 A 
s.toJ({(u0 ,k,u): narred(c,uo,k,O')}) = [(uo,k;,O';)]i=1 

(4) 

Disequations 

uo = don't- care( 01. 0 2) A uo E 02 A select( uo, c) =- 3 Z (g with ( E', 0')) A 

(5) 
"' 3 Z(g with (E', 0')) -+EciV [g; with Eili-1 

Unification Rule for Equations 

(6) 
c syntactically unifies with mgu 0' A solvable(E ·a) 

(S, c with (E, 0) • L) -+zciVccn (E ·a • S, L) 

Narrowing Rules 

c with (E,O) -DeB L' 
(7) (S, c with (E, 0) • L} -+zc/Vccn (S, L o L') 

(8) (S, 0 with (E, 0) • L} ->zmccn (E • S, L) 

where: 

2We assume that in the following rules 0 and c are non empty 
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1. narred(c,u,k,<T)¢>( uEOng(c) A (/~o=rk:-Bk)E£- A O'=mgu(cfu,lk) )where cis 
a normal goal. The set of variables in c and in the clauses are assumed disjoint. 

2. solvable(E) is true if E is a solvable system of equations and disequations. As we have 
mentioned in Section 4.1 there exist known algorithms [26] checking the solvability of these 
systems. 

3. e_c..Il(L,g) transform the list L which represents the nodes of the search tree at depth one 
for the complementary subgoal of g into another list which represents the nodes of the search 
tree for the negated subgoal g, following the process described in the equational constructive 
negation rule (Definition 4.2). 

4. don't-care(01.02) selects an innermost occurrence in 01 U 02. 

5.llcll=nifc=c1,···•Cn. 

6. select( u0 , c) selects the sub-goal "' (g with (E, 0)) in position u0 of c. 

7. oc(u, c, k, slt S2) = (51 "' { u} u { u.v: v E O(r~o)} u {(II c II +j).v: j.v E Ot(Bk)}, 
s2 u {II c 11 +i : i e 02(Bk)}) 

adds to 51 the narrowable occurrences of Tk and non-negated subgoals in B~o and adds to S2 
the occurrences of the negated subgoals in B~o, where Tk and Bk are the right-hand side and 
the condition of the applied rule k in the derivation at the occurrence u of c, respectively. 

8. oc-nc(u,g,SI.S2) = ({v: v E Sbv < u} u {v+ II g II -1: v E Sbv > u},{v: v E s2,v < 
u} u {u- 1 + j: j E 02(g)} u {II g II -1+ j: j E s2,j > u}) 
builds the occurrence set of a subgoal adding the set of occurrences of g. 

9. • (front and rear of a list), o (concatenation of two lists) and s_toJ (list of elements of a set) 
are defined as follows: · 

g• [] = [g] 
91 • [g;1:;,.2 = [g;Ji=l 

[ 1 o L = L s_toJ(0) = [ 1 
(g a L) o L' = g a ( L o L') s_toJ( { r;; 1 ::; i ::; n}) = [r;]i=1 

The strategy defined by the ICNCcn calculus is sound. 

THEOREM 4.9. (Soundness of the ICNCcn calculus) 
Let c be a normal goal and c- the normal theory with respect to which the ICNCcn calculus 
is defined. If((],(c with (0,0ng(c))),O} '""";cNccn ((EI. ... ,En),L,n} then E;,i = l, ... ,n 
represents an answer for c. 

5 Conclusion and further research 

We have presented an algorithm based on constructive negation which extends narrowing to 
deal with systems of equations and disequations. We have extended some classical results 
for proving that normal theories are confluent and terminating. Then we have given a 
formal operational semantics for the modified narrowing algorithm. In the full paper [11) 
we define stratified equational logic programs and show the soundness of the operational 
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semantics with respect to a least fixpoint semantics. We are currently investigating the 
correctness of this calculus wrt complete theories. We are also investigating the completeness 
of our computation rule and how to use our extended narrower as a kernel for a language 
which integrates equational and logic programming as an instance of the Constraint Logic 
Programming Scheme [19,1,2]. For the completeness theorem, the assumption that the 
normal theory is canonical is essential. 
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Abstract 

A module system for the declarative programming language BABEL is proposed, together with a way for 

building a prototype. The system supports the construction of hierarchically-structured programs from 

parametericed components and provides a form of structural data abstraction. Formal semantics for the 

system has been given in a constructive way, and a algorithm which translates modular programs into 

conventional programs is presented. Posibilities of separate compilation has been also considered. 

1. Introduction 

The language BABEL was proposed in [11] and (12] to achieve integration of functional and logic 

programming in a flexible and mathematically well founded way. It is based on a constructor discipline 

and uses narrowing as an evaluation mechanism. The original version of BABEL was first order and 

untyped. At the present, BABEL supports polymorphic types and higher order functions without higher 

order logic variables. In (7] an innermost abstract machine for current BABEL was designed, and a lazy 

one is presented in [10]. A theoretical presentation of higher order BABEL, including higher order 

variables ((6]), was recently presented. 

Module systems and data abstraction are powerful methods for managing the complexity of large 

programs. Both facilities comprise important features of modem imperative programming languages like 

Modula-2 ((14]) or Ada ([1]), and also for high level declarative languages like ML ([8]) and Prolog 

((13]). 

In this paper we present a module system for the declarative language BABEL, that also supports 

structural data abstraction. The system supports the construction of programs from generic, or 

parametericed, components in a hierarchical manner. It has been implemented by a preprocessor which 

1This work has been funded by the Spanish PRONTIC Project TIC 89/0104. 
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maps modularized BABEL programs into conventional BABEL programs. The implementation allows 

also separate compilation of modules. Moreover, the preprocessor provides a formal semantics of the 

module system. 

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give a short rewiew of the language BABEL 

from a programmer's point of view. The module system will be described in section 3. In section 4 we 

present the algorithm that preprocessor is based upon. 

2. The pure functional logic language BABEL 

In this section we introduce the major elements of the language BABEL. A more formal definition of 

syntax and semantics can be found in [11] and [12]. 

A BABEL program consists of a set of declaration sections and a goal. There are four kinds of 

declaration sections: 

1. datatype: declaration of type and data constructors, e.g. 

datatype list A:= nil I cons A (list A). 

This declaration defines the type constructor list with the type variable A as parameter, and the typed 

data constructor nil and cons which have associated the constructed polymorphic types t: list A 

and cons: A -> list A -> list A. list is a predefined type, and BABEL allows a 

PROLOG-like syntax for lists. 

The constructed polymorphic types (cpt) have the following sintax: 

t : := A I tc I (tc tl. •• tn) 

where tc is a ranked type constructor, A a type variable and each ti a cpt. 

2. type: declaration of type constructors by renaming, e.g. 

type sequence A := list A. 

The new type is considered identical to the old one on the right hand side of the declaration. 

3. fun: declaration of typed symbol function and defining rules for it, e.g. 
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fun map : (A -> B) -> list A -> list B. 
map F [] := [). 
map F [XIXs) := [F X I map F Xs). 

The declared type for a function symbol must be an higher-order polymorphic types according with the 

following sintax: 

t ::=A I tc I (tc tl ••• tn) I (t' -> t") 

The symbol ·> asociates to the right, and brackets are omitted accordingly. 

A defining rule for a typed symbol function f : tl -> • • • -> tn -> t (where t is not 

of the form t -> t' ), must have the form: 

f p, • •. p,. :• {b -> } e 
optional guard body 

right hand side (rhs) left hand side (lhs) 

where each p 1 must be a pattern, the guard b a boolean expression, and the body e an expression, 

according to the following sintax: 

Patterns p E Ptr 
p ::=X 

I ~c tl. •• tn) 

Expressions b, e E Exp, 
e : := p 

c 
f 
(e e') 
(b -> e) 

(b -> el # e2) 

\ variable 
\ constant constructor 
\ construction, n>O 

where "b" is reserved for boolean expressions 
\ pattern 
\ constructor symbol 
\ function symbol 
\application, meaning "e applied toe'" 
% guarded expression, meaning 
\ 'if b then e else undefined' 
\ conditional expression, meaning 
\ 'if b then el else e2 • 

Expressions should be well-typed. We omit the description of type inference system for expressions (cfr. 

[9] and [2]). Application is left associative and parenthesis are omitted accordingly. Note that partial 

application is allowed both for constructors and function symbols. 

A set of defining rules for a fixed f, with arity n, must have the same arity m < n and it has to 

satisfy conditions as: left linearity, well typedness, restrictions on free variables and nonambiguity ( cq7]). 

The intuitive meaning of a rule is: "the lhs reduces to the body", provided that the guard can be 

satisfied, i.e., evaluated to true for some computed values of its free variables (which thus behave as 

logic variables). Restriction on free varibales guarantees that bodies depend only on the variables coming 

from the lhs (as required by the determinism of functions) and that no higher order variables will have 
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to be handled as logic variables during the satisfaction of the guard. 

4. pred: declaration of typed symbol predicate and defining clauses for it, e.g. 

pred append : list A * list A * list A. 
append [] Ys Zs :- Ys = zs. 
append [XIXs] Ys [ZiZs] :- X = z , append Xs Ys Zs. 

The predicate declarations are syntactical sugar for declarations of boolean valued functions. The 

append predicate has the same meaning than the function: 

fun append : list A -> list A -> list A -> bool. 
append [] Ys Zs := Ys = Zs ->true. 
append [XIXs] Ys [ZiZs] := (X= Z , append Xs Ys Zs) -> true. 

More generally, Horn clauses can be translated to BABEL rules (cfr [7]). 

The goal of a BABEL program has the form eval <BABEL expression>, e.g. 

eval (map (append [1]). [[X, 5]]) = [[1, 4, Y]]. 

Execution would yield the boolean value true with variable bindings {X/ 4, Y I 5} as solution. 

A goal for a BABEL program is an expression e · E Exp which includes no higher order 

variables. BABEL's operational semantics solves goals by means of narrowing. Informally, "to narrow" 

an expression e means to apply the minimal substitution that makes it reducible, and then to reduce it. 

The minimal substitution is found by unification with the lhs of a rule. A new expression el and an 

"answer substitution" binding some variables from e are the outcome of one narrowing step. So, to solve 

a goal e, this process is repeated until a normal form e' is reached or a failure occurs. If the 

computation is successful, then e' is taken as the "result" of the evaluation, and the composition of the 

answer substituion of the single steps, restricted to the variables occurring in e is regarded as the 

"answer". The normal forms are the patterns and partial applications of constructors and function 

symbols. 
Currently there are some predefined primitives supported by BABEL's implementation for the 

standard types: bool, list A, char and int. 

3. The module system 

There are two kinds of BABEL modules: those which are collections of types and functions that may be 

used when designing another BABEL module, and those having basically a BABEL expression to be 
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evaluated (i.e., a goal). The first ones, which will be refered as modules for short, are just the kef\\el.of · 

the module system, and thus trated widely next. The second ones, named blackboards, will be 

considerated later. 

In a BABEL module there are two different parts (conceptually and fisically): signature or 

interface and implementation. Signatures specify the contents of modules, and they consist of a set of 

declarations (types declarations -type, datatype and abstype- and function types declarations -fun and 

pred without rules-) defining what is available within the module, ready to be exported outside it. 

Implementations set rules for all the functions and predicates declared in signatures and, if needed, a 

encapsulated set of new declarations (types and full functions and predicates) may be given, but only with 

local scope. Furthermore, as we will see later, declarations of abstract data types may occur in signatures, 

and this requires to stablish a "concrete" --and hiden-- BABEL type for them into the implementation. 

3.1. Signatures 

A BABEL signature has the following sintaxis and declaration (we will introduce module declarations 

in this schematic way): 

sig <SigName>. 
par am 

fun ••• 

pred ••• 
endparam 
use <NomSig1>, <NomSig2>, ••• , <NomSig.>. 
from <NomSig> <Item1>, <Item2>, ••• , <Item.>. 
type ••• % 

data type 
% Usual BABEL types 
% 

% 
abstype at <Typeident> with % BABEL 

fun ••• 

pred 

endwith 
fun ••• 

pred ••• 

endsig <SigName>. 

% Abstrac 
% Data 
% Types 
% 

% Usual BABEL types 
% of functions and 
% predicates 
% 
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% Import secctions 
% (shown below) 

i 

'n' 

.

.. ··· ... 

I 
I 
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To design signatures some considerations may be borne in mind. 

Sl.There must be a signature name, placed where it is shown in the scheme, which will be the same for 

the corresponding implementation. 

Sl.Type declaration (type, datatype, fun and pred) must be complete. 

S3.For declarating types and datatypes, no abstypes are allowed to use. 

S4.Each identifier used into the signature must be a declared, imported (how it is related below), or a 

built-in one. 

SS.Everything into the module wanted to be available to the outside world must be declared just into the 

signature, and everything declared here is automatically made available outside. 

S6.When a module is ~eing designed, the signatures of those ones needed for it, must already be built 

(either edited or compilated, it depends on the environment). The implementations are not required. 

3.2. Abstract data types 

Abstrast data types (ADT) facilities allow us type declarations where the operations concerning the formal 

type specification are delimited. Furthermore, when ADT declarations are made into signatures, the way 

in which types are implemented is hiden inside the implemetation, and future changes in it will be posible 

then, without claiming changes in the modular hierarchy. 

A witb ••• endwitb bracket must be used, after the abstype declaration, for delimiting 

the operations of the type. Inside these brackets, functions and predicates declarations are made in the 

usual way --without rules, if a signature is being designed--. Another considerations are the following: 

S7.The construction of the ADT can not appear in the signature, and it must be made into the 

implementation, as we show below. 

S8.When ADT's are used to declare another one, this must be declared abstract too. 

S9.In all ADT declarations must be a no empty witb . •. • • endwitb section, just after the type 

declaration. 

SlO.Access to ADT construction is only allowed when rules for its operations --appearing in the wi tb 

• • • endwi th secction-- are being stablished, inside the implementation. 

3.3. Implementations 

The scheme for implementations is the following: 
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I mod <Nameimp>. · 
type ••• 
datatype ••• 
abstype ••• 
fun ••• 
pred ••• 

use ••• 
from ••• 

abstype ••• with 
rules 

endwith 

rules ••• 

endmod <Nameimp>. 

% 

% Local 
i declarations 
% (No necessarily in this order) 
% 

% Import 
% secctions 

% Full ADT declarations 
% for those ones from 
% the signature 

% rest of rules for functions and 
% predicates from the signature 

In a modular hierarchy, every module needs an implementation, but this must be available only when a 

BABEL expresion is going to be evaluated, as we will see soon. Considerations to bear in mind are: 

Ml.The name of the implementation must be the same one of its signature. 

M2.None of the secctions in the implementation are obligatory to appear. However, the implemetation 

itself shall must exit, even if empty. 

M3.Local indentifiers for functions, predicates and types can not coincide with those ones declared in 

the signature. 

M4.Restriction S4 is extended with the posibility of using identifiers declared in the signature. 

MS.Concrete types (no ADT's ones) and functions types declared in the signature can not be redeclared 

into the implementation. 

M6.When designing a implementation, its signature must be available (edited or compiled, depending 

on environments). 

M7.There is no specific order among sections. Setting secctions with ••• endwith just after their 

own ADT declarations is the only restriction. 

M8.Rules for a function or predicate must appear only into a rules secction. 

3.4. Using modules. Modular hierarchies 

There are two ways for using modules when designing other ones: making available the whole used 
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module or only part of it. With a use secction into a signature or implementation, all the modules 

appearing in it are made availables. If only part of the used module is needed, we can use a from 

secction containing the list of items we need from it (see schemes for sintaxis). 

Restrictions: 

Il.An import secction must appear before using what there is into it. 

12.Everythig imported into signatures is available into the corresponding implementation. 

I3.ldentifiers qualification '<SignName>.<ldentName>' is posible for avoiding ambiguities. 

I4.Which is imported within signatures is not available outside them (reexporting in not posible). 

IS.Whenever a datatype is imported, its constructors are imported automaticaly. 

16.Importing of a ADT does not suppose the automatic importing of its operations. 

3.5. Parameterization 

Despite language BABEL gives genericity to the system, BABEL modules can be parameterised. This 

is a very useful way for strengthening reusability and getting more structuration. Many other reasons can 

be found in [ 4]. Formal parameters can be stablished, and instantiated with actual ones when the module 

is used. Either funcions or predicates may be declared, in the usual way, as parameters within a param 

• • • endparam secction into the signature of the module. The instantiating of paramenters must be 

done when the parameterised module is named in a use or from section: 

use <NombSigPar 1> [parform11 := paract11 , • • • I parform1" := paract1"] 

<NombSigPar2> [parform21 := paract21 , ... , parform2H : = paract2H] 

from <NombSigPar> (parform1 := paract1 , " • • I parform" := par act"] 

<Item1>, <Item2>, ... 

Restrictions: 

Pl. There can be only one param • • • endparam seccion. 

P2.Formal parameters are no exportables outside the parameterised module. 

P3.Actual parameters must have the same type that the formal ones, or a instatiation of these. 

P4.Each actual parameter must be a declarated, imported or builtin function or predicate 

PS.If a parameterised module is nedeed for making a signature, parameters instatiation must be set in tl-.e 

corresponding implementation. 

P6.All parameters of a parameterised module must be instantiated, and only one time, when it is used 

for making another module. 
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3.6. Example. Sorting colors 

sig colors. 
abstype color with fun white : color. 

fun red : color. 
fun blue : color. 
fun yellow : color. 
fun mix : int -> color -> int -> color -> color. 

endwith 
fun black : color. 
pred withred : color. 
pred lessc: color * color. 

from sequence sequence. % type sequence is in module sequence 
fun sort_colors: sequence color -> sequence color. 

endsig colors. 

mod colors. 
fun prop : int -> int -> int -> int -> int. 
prop Pl Cl P2 C2 := ((Pl * Cl) + (P2 * C2)) div (Pl + P2). 
abstype color := blend int int int with 

rules white. 
white := blend 0 0 o. 

rules red. 
red := blend 5 0 0. 

rules mix. 
mix Nl (blend Rl Bl Yl) N2 (blend R2 B2 Y2) 
:=blend (prop Nl Rl N2 R2) (prop Nl Bl N2 B2) (prop Nl Yl N2 Y2). 

eridwith 
rules lessc. 
lessc Cl C2 := 
from sequence [less := lessc) sort. 
rules sort_colors. 

sort_colors LC := sort LC. 
rules black. 

% sequence is a parametericed 
% module 

black:= mix 1 red 2 (mix 1 blue 1 yellow). 

endmod colors. 
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3.7. Evaluating expresions within modules 

A BABEL program which is built as a modular hierarchy gives us an easy way for updating and 

extending. Nevertheless, like in pure BABEL, a way to evaluate BABEL expresions must be introduced. 

A BABEL blackboard is a module having a BABEL expresion to be evaluated. In fact, it is just a pure 

BABEL program laying at the top of a modular hierarchy. Therefore, in order to keep modular style up, 
I 

we are going to see such programs like implementations with empty signature, but with a BABEL 

expreslon. A blackboard is named .with the following declaration: 

bck <BlackboardName>. 
% Import sections, just as in implementations. 
% Declarations, as in pure BABEL programs. 
% Evaluation section: 
eval <BABEL Expresion>. 

endbck <BlackboardName>. 

Notice that, apart from bck • • endbck brackets, the import sections are the only difference between 

blakboards and BABEL programs. Thus, when a blackboard is compilated, code for the abstract BABEL 

machine (BAM) must be produced. Furthermore, the correct order in which modules in the hierarchy 

were built must also be checked. 

4. The translation algorithm 

To provide the module system with formal semantics, a co:'lstructive way has been chosen. We will 

present an algorithm which maps modular BABEL programs 01ackboards at the top of a modular 

hierarchy) into pure BABEL programs. Thus, a preprocesor can be easily implemented from the 

algorithm. Moreover, posibilities of separate compilation for signatures and implementations, and 

consequently for modules, are considered. In [3) a similar work is made for a modular Prolog, although 

questions of separating interfaces from implementations or separate compilation are not raised. 

4.1. The algorithm 

To describe the algorithm, we are going to use the following notations and subprocedures: 

ENV: environment SIG U MOD consisting of a set of signatures SIG and a set of implememtations IMP 

with signature in SIG. There is only one version of each signature and each implementation that is 
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in ENV. All these versions do not chage while preprocessing is being carried out. 

name(o), name(~t): name for a signature o E SIG or implementation It E MOD. 

PBP = {pBP.}oaauoo(o)• with pBP. set of incomplete BABEL sections (fun or.pred without rules; or 

abstype) from signature na~ed s. 

PBP. as PBP, but corresponding to signature with names. 

SDQ ... {DQ.} ....... <ol• with DQ. set of qualified identifiers into the signature named s. 

BPS: set of pure BABEL sections. The only kind of sections to get. 

transform(t,DQ,m, t 1 ):qualify the identifiers in t producing t 1 as they are in DQ or, othernise, 

with name m. 

emptysets (SH SH ••• , S11 ): updates every set S1 with empty. 

update(S1 /TH ••• , s.IT11): update ervery set S1 with S1 U T
1

• 

update& check (US, US 1 
) : update US with US U US 1

, checking that the same version of signature 

was used for those ones with name in both US and US' • 

local (m, P, P 1 
) : renames, inside a implementation named m, the identifiers appearing in p. So, 

ambiguities when actualizating parameters for a signature in more than one implementation (including 

blackboard) are avoiled. 

prep1 w ( B, BP): gets a pure BABEL program BP from a modular one, starting at blackboard B • 

prepSig.w(s, BP., PBP., PFOR., DQ.): gets, from a signature named s, a pure BABEL 

program (without goal) BD. and the sets BP •, PBP •, PFOR,, DQ. needed afterwards. 

prepMod.w(m, pBP., DQ., BP.,): gets, from a implementation named m, a pure BABEL program 

(without goal) BP ... For that, the sets pBP. and DQ. obtained beforehand from the corresponding 

signature s, are needed. 

prep8w(B, BP); 
begin 
emptysets(BP, PBP, PFOR, PACT, US); 
update(DQ/{ n In buildin indentifier }); 
%%%A blackboard is B = bck b. sec1 sec2 ••• seen endbck b. 
fi2!!l sec1 ,!Q seen do 

if seci E BPS then transform(sec1 , DQ, b, sec'i);update(BP/{sec 1
1
}); 

elsif sec1 == use sl PACT.11 ••• , sN PACT.N then % PACT. may be 0 for some s 
fi2!!l sl PACT.1 to sN PACT.N do 

transform(PACT•i' DQ, si, PACT' .d; 
prepSig,NV ( si, BP 811 PFOR,it PBP a it USa it SDQ.d ; 
update(PACT/ {PACT'.;}, BP/BP.it PBP/PBP.u PFOR/PFOR,u SDQ/SDQot, USoi/ {si}); 
Update&check(US, US.i ) ; 

for each name si.n occurring in BP.1 SQ. update(DQ/{si.n}) £.!!; 
od; 
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elsif seci = ~ s PACT. SI ~ % SI: set of identifiers 
transform(PACT., DQ, s, PACT'.); 
prepSig~(s, BP., PFOR_, PBP., us., SDQ.); 
update(BPIBP., PACTI{PACT'.}, PBPIPBP., PFORIPFOR., SDQISDQ., US.I{s}); 
update&check(US, us.); 
for each i E SI 92 
ll s.i is a name in BP. then update(DQI{s.i}); 
~ error("no i in o (name(o) .. s)") fi; 

.Q.!!; 
for each s E US do UUU loading implementations 

if there is not f.L E MOD I m = name(f.L) ~ error("m not found") 

~ 
prepMod~(m,. pBP., DQ., BP,.); 
for each s.n := s' .n' E PACT'. 92 

if s.n is not in PFOR, ~ error("n no parameter of s') 
else for each name s.n occurring in BP,. replace it for s'.n' 11: 

.29.: 
update ( BP /BP ,.1 ; 

fi; 
.29.: 
if there are errors~ update(BPI0); fi; 

~~ 

prepSig8.,(s, BP,, PFOR., PBP., US., SDQ.); 

begin 
emptysets(BP., pBP., PBP., SDQ., PFOR., US.); 
update(DQ.I{ n In buildin indentifier }); 

%%%A signature is o 3 sig s. sec, sec2 ••• seen endsig s. 
from sec, SQ. seen do 
if seci E BPS~ transform(secu DQ., s, sec't); update(BP.I{sec'i}); 
elsif seci = use sl PACT.11 ••• , sN PACT.u then 

from sl PACT01 SQ. sN PACT.8 92 
if PACToi <> 0 then error("incorrect actual parameters") 

~ 

od; 

prepSig•w ( si, BP ail PFOR.u PBP au US.u SDQ.d ; 
update(BP.IBPoi, PBP.IPBP•i' PFOR.IPFOR.u SDQ./SDQ.u USsil {si}); 
update&check(US., USoi ) ; 
for each name si.n occurring in BP81 do update(DQ.I {si.n}) od; 

fi; 

elsif seci 
if PACTv 

= from v PACTv SI ~ % SI: set of identifiers 
<> 0 then error("incorrect act. parmts.") 
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prepSigzw{V, BPv, PFOR., PBPv, USv, SDQv); 
update (BP.IBPv, PBP8 IPBPv, I?FOR_IPFOR., SDQ,ISDQv, USvl {s}); 
update&check(Us., USv): 

for each i E SI do 

od 

if v.i is a name in BPv then update(DQ.I{v.i}) 
else error("no i in o (name(o) = v")) fi 

elsif seci = param PFOR'. enclparam then 

transform(PFOR '•' DQ., s, PFOR".); update(PFOR.I {PFOR".1; 

elsif seci "' abstype t with~ transform(t,DQ., s, t') ;update(pBP.I {t'}); 
~ seci = fun F then transform(F,DQ.,s,F'); update(pBP.I {F'}); % F=f:Tf 
elsif seci = pred P ~ transform(F,DQ.,s,F'); update(pBP.I{F'});% P=p:TP 
elsif seci = enclwith then nothing 

1i 
od 
update(SDQ.I {DQ.} ,PBP.I {pBP.}); 

~· 

prepMocl.w(m, PBP,, DQ., BP.,); 
begin 
emptysets(BP,.,BBP,PFOR,PACT,US); 
%%%A implementation is f.L =mod. sec, ••• seen enclbck b. 
from sec, to sec8 92 
if seci E BPS~ transform(secu DQ., s, sec'!);update(BP,,/{sec'i}); 
elsif seci = use sl PACT., ••• , sN PACT08 ~ 

YQl!! sl PACT.1 to sN PACT08 do 
transform(PACToi, DQ., s, PACT' .d; 
prepSig2w(si, BP.u PFOR.u PBPoi, usait SDQ.d; 
if PACT.i <> 0 ~ local(m,BP.uBP' 8 d else BP'•i- BPai fi; 
update(PACTI {PACT' oi} ,BP.,/BP 'ot 1 PBPIPBP0 uPFOR/PFOR.it SDQISDO.u USail {si}); 
update&check(US, US,d; 
for each name si.n occurring in BPai 92 update(DQ,I{si.n}) od; 

od; 

~ se·ci = from v PACTv SI then % SI: set of identifiers 
transform(PACTv, DQ., s, PACT'v)1 
prepSigsw(v, BPv, PFOR., PBPv, USv, SDQv); 
if PACTv <> 0 then local(m:s, BPv, BP'vl else update(BP'viBPvl: fi; 
update(PACTI{PACT'v},BP,.IBP'v 1 PBPIPBP.,PFORI{PFORy},SDQISDQv,USvl{v}); 
update&check(US, USv)i 
for each i E SI do 

if v.i is a name in BPv ~ update(DQ.I{v.i}) 
~ error( "no i in o (name(o) = v")) fi 

od; 
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elsif sec1 = abstype t:T. with .1<.rum 
trl\nsfor.m(t:T.,DQ., s, t':T',)1 update(BPm/{t':T',}); 
if t• E pBP. then pBP. ,._ pBP. - {t'} fi 

elsif sec1 = endwitb .1<.rum nothing 
elsif sec1 "" rules q. R .1<.rum % q: function or predicate, 

% R set of BABEL rules for q 
transform(q. R,DQ.,s,q'. R')1 
if q' :Tq. E pBP. then error( "no· q in· s") 
~ pBP • .__ pBP0 - {q' :Tq.};update(BP,,/{q' :Tq•• R'} fi 

fi 
· od 

for each v E us do %%%%% loading of implementations 
if there is not 'it E MOD I k = name(1t) .1<.rum error( "k not found") 
else prepMod....,(k, pBPv, DQv, BPk); 

fi; 
.Q.!!; 

for each v.n := v'.n' E PACT'v do 
il v.n is not in PFORv .1:.rum error( "n no parameter of v") 
else for each name v.n occurring in BPk replace it for v'.n' fi; 
if PACTv <> 0 then local (m, BPkf BP' k) else BP 'k ,__ BPk fi; 

update(BP.,/BP 'kl; 

if pBP0 <> 0 ~ error(" incomplete implementation m") fi; 

ru!9.; 

4.2. Separate compilation considerations 

While preprocessing, every signature and implementation in ENV may be either edited (i.e. as a text file) or 

compilated. The latter means that types have been checked and, in the case of implementations, BAM code 

for rules has already been generated. Moreover, recursive calls could also be done. 

When compiling a implementation some other ones needed for it cannot be built yet. Due to this, 

loading of implementations will not occur then. This, however, can be made when a blackboard is compilated. 

We do that in the actual prototype, which is built from the compiler for pure BABEL described in [5] and 

that is embeded in the system. 
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Abstract 

In this paper we present an automatic compile-time parallelism procedure for BABEL pro
grams. From a BABEL rule, we generate a conditional dependency graph (CDC) which shows 
execution dependencies between parallel evaluable units. We transform the CDC into another 
one that embodies two optimizations: the first one based on the presence of free variables, and 
the second one, based on the granularity information of potentially parallel evaluable units. We 
propose three strategies for transforming CDC's into execution graph expressions (ECE). ECE's 
explicitly express the identified parallelism in a BABEL rule. The BABEL rule is transformed 
into a BABEL parallel rule that embodies such ECE. 

1 Introduction 

Functional programming languages are based on equational logic and lambda calculus. Tltey offer 
higher order functions and declared types. Their execution model is based on the reduction princi
ple. Operational semantics can be eager (innermost reduction) or lazy ( outa reduction). Innermost 
reduction tries to call each function when all of their arguments are evaluated. Outer rt>duction 
only demands argument evaluation when it is needed for function call. A parallel execution model 
for an innermost reduction mechanism is very simple: argument evaluation can be achieved in 
parallel due to the independence between arguments and the strictness of functions 2• 

On the other hand, logic programming languages rely on first order predicate logic: offer the 
power of logical variable, unification, and indeterminism. Their (more complex) execution model 
is based on resolution. Operational semantics of Prolog (best representativeoof logic programming 
languages) is based on SLD-resolution. Several parallel execution models have been proposed for 
such languages. The independent AND parallel execution model (lAP) [1] exploits the parallel 
execution of goals provided they are independent. Two goals are independent if they don't share 
common logical variables. This restriction is needed to avoid the instantiation of a logical variable 
to difrerent values. 

There have been proposed many languages for combining the advantages of functional and 
logic programming languages [2,6,8,7,9,10]. BABEL [2] is a programmiug language that embodies 
the functional and logical paradigms. Operational semantics is based on llli/Towing. Narrowing 
subsumes SLD-resolution and reduction. Narrowing takes care of rewriting of terms :tnd unifiration. 
As far as we know, only a few parallel execution models have been proposed for B,\BEL [1·1.1:!]. 

'This work was funded by the PRONTIC project TIC Bll/0101. 
2 Strictness of a function means that a function application yields a defined result only if all t.he ar~nments have 

defined values 
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A parallel exenuti\n model for BABEL like lAP, must be defined considering variable sharing, 
since logical variables are the unique objects that introduce evaluation dependencies between argu
ments. Parallelism in functional-logic programming languages (as in logic programming languages 
too) must not be exploited in a b!.ind way. The overhead associated with the parallel scheduling of a 
determinate task may be higher than the gain achieved by the parallel execution of tasks. Analyses 
that reflect that situation are known as granularity analyses. In [14], an AND parallel execution 
model for BABEL is proposed3 • They achieve more parallelism than lAP, but the run-time over
head due to synchronization of tasks must be paid. [13] avoids the intercommunication between 
tasks involving instantiation of shared variables. However, they only give a brief description of 
their parallel system. 

In this work, we propose a method to identify and express parallelism of the first order BA
BEL functional-logic programming language4 • We are only interested in parallelizing independent 
expressions, that is, expressions with no common variables. We take into account global anal
ysis information inferred from abstract interpretation about dependence between variables. The 
method embodies granularity analysis results in order to discard expressions with small work load. 
In general, there are several possible parallel expressions for a BABEL rule. We propose a few 
strategies to obtain such parallel expressions. 

2 Introducing BABEL 

As preliminaries, we will briefly present a first order untyped functional language version of BABEL. 
On the basis of constructor discipline, its operational semantics is innermost narrowing. 

The following syntactic domains are distinguished: 

• Variables X,}', Z ... E V ar 

• Terms s, t, ... E Term: 
t X % Variable 

c(t1 , ••• ,tn) % c constant or constructor symbol 

• Expressions M, N ... E Exp : 
M .. - t % t E Term 

c(MJ, ... ,Mn) 
f(Mb···,Mn) 

(B-+ M) 
(B-+ MIDM2) 

% c constant or constructor symbol 
% f function symbol 
% guarded expression 
% conditional expression 

(B-+ M) and (B-+ M1DM2) are intended to mean "if B then M else not defined" and "if B 
then M1 else M2", respectively. A BABEL program is a (non empty) set of function definitions. 
A function definition is a sort of rules. The left hand side (lhs) of a rule is the head, the right hand 
side ( rhs) is an expression which has an optional guard (B) and the body ( M). Each defining rule 
for f must have the form: 

f(t~. ... ,tn) := {B ->}M 

and satisfy the following conditions: 

I. Data Pattern: ti E Term. 
3 Although the parallelism involved in a functional-logic language like BABEL is a generalization of AND paral

lelism, we will still call it so. 
4 There is no loss of generality at all in considering a first order language instead of a higher order one. A higher 

order programming language may be reduced to a first order one (See [11,12]) 
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2. Left Linear-ity:./{ '•·.:., in·) doesn '!.q>_ntains m11ltiple ~ria;ble occur~ences: 

3. Restrictions on fr·ce va~iables: Any va~iable that occuFs only in "th~ rhs is called free. Free 
variables are allowed 'to occur in the guard, but not in the body., 

4. Non ambiguity: Two rules of a function definition cannot return different values for the same 
arguments. 

The following built in logical functions are embedded into the language: 
(false II X):= false (true V X):= true -,false:= true 
(X II fal.~c) :=false (XV true):= true -,true:= false 
(true II true):= true (false V false):= false 

The languag<' also includes weak equality (See [3]). 
Eager evaluation mechanism evaluates the arguments of functions and constructors in a leftmost 

innermost way. Arguments are evaluated before function application. However, this is not desirable 
in general. In particular, this is true for the evaluation of conditional and logical built in functions, 
which may lead to non termination. We will present a framework to deal with strict functions and 
we will show how it can be extended to manage those special non strict functions. 

3 

Example 1 A BABEL function definition for append 
The classical procedure for append is written in BABEL like a functional definition: 

append(O,X.•) := Xs. 
append([XIXs],Ys) := [XIappend(Xs,Ys)]. 

However, it can be used in a Prolog-like fashion, because of the use of logical variable. Therefore, we 
can ask for append two lists, compute list differences, or to test sub lists of lists. Moreover, PROLOG 
programs can be straightforwardly translated into BABEL programs. The following PROLOG procedure: 

append(O, X s, X s). 
append([XIXs], Ys,[XIZs]) :- append(Xs,Ys,Zs). 
is translated into: 
append(O,Ys,Zs) := Zs= Ys-true. 
append([XIXs], Ys,[ZIZs]) := (Z = X 1\ append(Xs, }'s, Zs))- true. 

Parallelizing BABEL 

We identify potentially parallel evaluable units (PEU's) looking for independence between subex
pressions (functions) of the rhs. Several subexpressions may be executed in parallel if: 

I. they don't share logical variables at run-time, and 

2. evaluation of a subexpression doesn't depend on evaluation of another one 

A PEU is an assignment of an auxiliary variable (Ai E AVar) to a function. The arguments of 
this function may be in Var, Term or AVar. There is a PEU for every function symbol of a rhs, 
except for the root function 5 (if exists). This can be seen as a flattening of the expression. 

Example 2 PEU's associated to a rhs 
rhs = d(a(X, b(Y)), c(X, Y), t(X)) ,where a, b, c, and dare function symbols, and t constructor symbol. 
Its PEU's are: A, := b(Y) A2 := a(X, A,) A3 := c(X, Y) 

'Note that there is no need for a PEU for the root function of a rhs. It never can be evaluated in parallel with 
another one of the rule due to the evaluation dependence between them. 
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From PEU's associated to an expression, we build the conditional dependency graph ( CDG) 
which expresses the opportunities of parallelism of the expression. We transform the CDG into 
another one that implicitly embodies two optimizations. The first one is derived from the presence 
of free variables in BABEL rules. The second one is derived from granularity information related 
to each function. 

The transformed CDG will be translated to an execution graph expression (EG£). EGE's ex
plicitly express the parallelism of a rule. CDC's are translated into EGE's by means of some 
transformation strategies. 

This compilation framework (EGE's, obtaining procedure of CDG, execution model, transfor
mation rules and other functions) is an extension over BABEL of the work of D . .Jacobs and A. 

Langen (4]. 

4 Conditional Dependency Graph 

4.1 Definition and Execution Model 

We first will define as preliminaries the dependency between auxiliary vari~bles: 

• A; is dependent from Aj, i f: j, if Aj appears inside the subexpression assigned to A; (transitive 

relation). 

• A; is conditionally dependent from Aj,i f: j, if A; and Aj are assigned to subexpressions 
containing logical variables (transitive, symmetric relation). 

For the example 2 we get: 
A2 is dependent from A1 A2 is conditionally dependent from fl1 

A3 is conditionally dependent from 111 f13 is conditionally dependent from fl2 

A conditional dependency graph ( CDG) related to a rule L := R is defined as the CDG asso
ciated to the rhs R. A CDG is an acyclic directed graph. Its nodes are the PEU's associated to 

R. 
A natural order over PEU's of R is defined. This order is induced by the inner·most evaluation 

mechanism. We say that a PEU u is previous to (or is to the left of) another one ("v) if innef'Tnost 
evaluation mechanism evaluates the subexpression related to u before the snbexpression related to 
v in the sequential evaluation procedure for R. 

Let u :: Aj := Ej, and v :: A; := E; be PEU's. There are unconditional edges (labeled with 
false) from u to v if: A; is dependent from Aj, and vis previous to u. There are conditional edges 
(labeled with a simple condition c) from u to v if: A; is conditionally dependent from Aj, and v is 
previous to u. These edges are labeled with the following simple conditions: 

1. IXX,VX such that X E A;,X E ilj. (X E A; if logical variable X appears inside the 
subexpression assigned to the auxiliary variable A;). 

2. IXY, VX such that X E A;, X 1/. Aj, and VY such that Y 1/. A;, Y E Aj6
. 

Note that, in general, there are several edges labeled with simple conditions between two PEU's. 
The conjunction of that simple conditions is the condition of dependency between that PEU's. 

A CDG is represented by the tuple < V, E > that defines it with a set of nodes V and a set of 
edges E. Edges are triples< u,c,v >,where u,v E V, and cis a simple condition. The CDG and 
its execution mod~! are analogous to that presented in (4] and (5]. 

6The inclusion of JXX avoids the need for edges labeled as JXY between A; and A1 , given X E A;,X E A;, and 

Y such that YEA;, Y if_ A1 • 
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Example 3 CDG associated to the em rhs of a BABEL rule 
The rhs of the rule h(X, Y) := f(a(X), b(l"'), c, d(X, Y)). (where a, b, c, d, f, and /, are function symbols) 
has the following CDC: · 

A,:= b(Y) 
]I')' 

A, :=d(X,Y) 

4.2 Transforming initial CDG 

The goal of this transformation is to embody useful information into the initial CDG associated to 
a BABEL rule. This will allow us to generate efficient EGE's. We keep this transformation isolated 
from EGE generation. 

4.2.1 Free variable-based transformation (Jvt) 

Let VI and v2 be PEU's (we will also refer to them as nodes of a CDG). Suppose that X is a free 
variable occurring in both VI and v2 , and X has first occurrence in vi 7

• The independence of X 
from other variables only becomes known when VI has finished. In general, as we saw above, a 
CDG involves edges with tests over this kind of variables. As we will soon see, some strategies 
generate EGE's using tests over the conditions involving such logical variables. We must not allow 
that an EGEgeneration strategy involves an independence test over the first occurrence of X. The 
way in which we avoid it is by substituting the conditions over the edges involving first occurrences 
of logical variables. The conditions are substituted by false conditions. 

evt(f) = r' ,where r =< V, E >, r' =< V, E' > 

E' ={< v;,IXY,vi >E E such that X E t',occ(X,f) > 1}U 
{< v;,false,vi > such that X E t',< v;,IXY,vj >E t',occ(X,r) = 1} 

t' is the set of free variables in r 
occ( X, f) is the function that returns the i-nth occurrence of logical variable X in the natural 

order of nodes from f (nat(r) =< VJ. ••• , Vn >, i = 1 .. . 11). 

4.2.2 Transformation based on granularity information (tgi) 

Scheduling time of a parallel task cannot be greater than the gain achieved by its parallelization. 
A task is associated to a PEU. We assume that there is a previous global granularity analysis. 
The nodes with no work load greater than a threshold have been annotated as fine grain nodes, 
and the remaining ones as coarse grain nodes. We avoid generation of EGE's that parallelizes fine 
grain nodes. We do it by means of a new CDG transformation. We link fine grain nodes to form 
sequential expressions between them. The form in which we link those nodes affects the conditional 
dependence between other groups of nodes. For the sake of simplicity, we will link nodes based on 
the natural order. 

Let C (resp. F) be the set of coarse (resp. fine) grain nodes of a CDG r. In general; we find 
nodes in C alternating with nodes in F. We split a group G of nodes in F in two sub groups GI> 
and G2 . Let u; be the first node inC to the left of G8. We associate G1 to the node u;. Let Uj 

7 A logical variable X has first occurrence in a node Ai = E, if there is no previous node containing X. 
8 We speak about to the left of a set (resp. to the right of a set) as the extension to sets of to the left of a node 

(resp. to the right of a node) 
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b~ the first node inC to the right of G. We associate G2 to the node llj. Let (}I = Gt U tt; and 
G2 = G2 U u;. Nodes belonging to G1 and G2 are selected such that the conditions labeling the 
edges between G1 and G2 are low cost tests. The reason of that choice is the following: When 
generating EGE's, if conditional expressions involving tests between (l 1 and (;2 are generated, we 
look for fast evaluable tests in such expressions. This is an approach to the more general problem 
of considering an arbitrary order in node grouping. 

:.(:)~=~:(:)>,where r =< V,E > =~~: ~; 
E U link({vt, ... , v;}) U slink( {vi, ... , vn}) VJ, ... , Vi-I E F, u; E C 
E U slink( { v1, ••. , vn}) otherwise 

E' = E"- {< Vi,C,Vj ·>E E such that <Vi, false, Vj >E E',c "I false} 
{} 

if -dvi E F, vi E V 
/ink( {Vi-I, ... , Vn}) 

if Vi, ... , Vn E F, Vi = leftmost(V, F) 
link( {Vi-I, Vi}) U slink( {Vi+ I• ... , vn}) 

if v; = leftmost(V,F),v;+l E C, 
slink(V) = weight( {v;_J}, {v;, v;+t});.:: weight( {Vi-I, vi}, { v;+t}) 

/ink( { Vj, Vj+J}) U slink( {Vi+ 1, .•. , Vn}) 
ifv; = leftmost(V,F),vi+l E C, 

weight( { v;_J}, {Vi, Vi+J}) < weight( { Vi-1, Vi}, { v;+t}) 
link( {Vi-I, ... , Vi-I}) U link( { v,, ... , Vk+l}) U slink( {vk+I, ... , Vn}) 

if v; = leftmost(V,F), vi, ... , Vk E F, Vk+l E C, k > i, 
weight({vi-J, ... ,v,_1},{v, ... ,vk+d),(i ~I~ k > 1) is minimal 

link(V) = {< v1 ,Jalse,v2 >}Ulink({v2, ... ,vn}),nat(V) =< V~o ... ,v,. > 
leftmost(V, N) returns the leftmost node Vi in V, such that Vi E N. 
weight(V~o V2) is the function which computes the "weight" of the conditions labeling the edges 

linking the sets VI and v2. 
A ground test over a logical variable is (in general) less cost than an independence test over two 

different logical variables. Because of the impossibility at run time of the knowledge about the cost 
relation between a simple independence condition and a ground condition (conjunction of simple 
ground conditions), we will always assign to a simple independence condition a greater "weight" 
than to an any number of simple ground conditions. 

5 Execution Graph Expressions 

An extension over BABEL of EC:E's proposed in [4] is: A PEU is an EC:E. For EGE's Et, ... , Ek 
and the condition P (conjunction of simple conditions over logical variables), the following are also 
EGE's; (par Et ... Ek), (seq E1 ... Ek), (if P Et E2), ( cpar P Et ... Ek) 

There are provided three basic tests over logical variables: 

1. IXY is evaluated to true (resp. false) if logical variables X and Y are indepettdent (resp. 
dependent) 

2. I X X is evaluated to true (resp. false) if the term to which is bound to is (resp. non) ground 

3. false is evaluated to itself 

Two logical variables are dependent (resp. independent) if the terms to which they are bound to 
(resp. don't) share common variables at run-time. 
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Execution of an EGE proceeds in a top-down and left-to-right fashion. par expression concur
rcutly execut!'s its arguments. seq expression sequentially executes its arguments. if .expression 
executes £ 1 or £ 2 depending''on the result of the evaluation of P to true or to false respectively. 
cpar is a shorthand for if P (par Et ... Ek) (seq Et ... Ek)· 

6 Transforming the CDG into an EGE 

CDC:'s are transformed into EC:E's by means of the application of transformation rules. Transfor
mation strategy directs rule application. 

6.1 Framework for Transforming CDG's into EGE's 

In every step of transformation rule application some facts about logical variables become known. 
An ECDC: is a CDG augmented with a set of facts9 • 

6.1.1 Facts and Contexts 

A fact is a relation between two logical variables. That relation represents independence between 
such variables. I XY 10 (resp. DXY) represents independence (resp. dependence) between x· and 
Y. A context C for a. CDG r is a. set of facts which are true before the evaluation of r. 

6.1.2 Managing contexts and CDG simplification functions 

l. 1Haintained facts function 

This function returns the facts that are known as true at compile time after the evaluation of 
an expression under a context. This function takes care of known facts derived from a global 
analysis. We consider that we have such information as descriptions of the arguments of 
functions. Such descriptions are based on the gmundness or unknowness of the terms (modes) 
bound to logical variables at run time. We assume that the program has been specialized 
to distinguish the calling to the same function with different argument modes. There are so 
many specialized functions for a given function as different calling argument modes to such 
function. In the global analysis, it has been created a table that contains an entry for every 
different calling to all the functions of a program. Every entry contains the modes of the 
logical variables of a function after the evaluation of such function. Those modes are recorded 
in the entry as abstract substitutions: X ....... g or X ,.... d. Abstract substitution X ....... g means 
that log_ical variable X will be bound at run time to a ground term. Abstract substitution 
X <- d means that logical variable X will be bound at run time to an unknown term. ml( F) 
is the set of abstract snbstitutions derived from the global analysis over a program to which 
F function belongs. 

mf extends the context C with independence facts derived from the knowledge of groundtwss 
of terms bound to logical variabl!'s. mf removes from the context C facts that couldn't be 
ensured as true after the evaluation of a function. 

mf(C, F)= {!Xv such that X<- g E mt(F)}vvEVF 
U{FXY such that X<- g f/_ mt(F), }' ....... g if_ mt(F),IXVp E C,IY\lp E C}vFXYec 

9This framework is an extension of the work of D. Jacobs and A. Langen [·l] in Lohic Programming. Termiuology 

is also close to theirs 
10 \Ve use the same notation for fact.s a.s for con<iitions. The meaning of I XY is deduced from the environnwnt 
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Where Vp is the set of logical variables offunction F, F Xl' denotes a generic fact about logical 
variables X andY (i.e. IXY or DXY), Cis a context, and IXVp denotes Ao~,,;Ev(/Xv; E C) 

2. Post function 

It returns the set of maintained facts after the evaluation of a CDC under a context. It is 
computed as the maintained facts after the execution of the nodes of that CDG in the natural 
order. 

3. Simplify function 

It returns a CDG r simplified under a context C. Simplification consists on the removing of 
edges from r whose conditions may be evaluated to true under C. 

6.1.3 Transformation rules· 

A HE is an EGE whose elementary components are PEU's or ECDG's. liE's are needed in the 
generation process of EGE's. 

The transformation rules are: 

1. Split transformation rule: 

This rule returns a hybrid expression from the splitting of ECDG=: in two subgraphs ft and f2. 
There must not be edges from f2 to ft. This rule introduces seq, par, and cpar expressions. 
If there are no edges at all between f 1 and f 2, then the EGE's £ 1 and <2 corresponding toft 
and f 2 can be executed in parallel. If edges between f 1 and f2 cannot be satisfied under the 
context, then £ 1 and c: 2 must be sequentially executed. If the conditions labeling the edges 
between f 1 and f 2 cannot be evaluated to true or false, then these conditions must be tested 
at run time to decide whether to parallel execute of ft and f2 or to sequentially execute ft 
and r2. 

2. If transformation rule: 

This rule is applied to a simple condition and an ECD&. It generates two graphs simplified 
under the facts derivable from that simple condition. It rett.:rns an if expression. The first 
argument of if expression is the simple condition. The second argument is the graph simplified 
under the set of facts derived from assuming that the simple condition is true. The same for 
the third argument assuming that the simple condition is false. 

6.2 Strategies for transforming a CDG into an EGE 

There are two opposite factors that we are considering. The first one is the exploiting of maximal 
parallelism of a BABEL rule. The second one is in minimizing the overhead associated to the 
parallelism identification at run time. In general, the former involves the evaluation of complex 
tests at run time. The latter involves to consider simple tests, and so identifying a less number of 
parallelism opportunities. We propose three strategies under such factors. 

1. Unconditional Parallelism. The EGEdoesn't presents ground or independence tests (avoiding 
if and cpar expressions). It is only make use of knowledge of variable independence at compile 
time. 

2. Maximal Parallelism. The EGE expresses all the parallelism opportunities of PEU's. This is 
done considering the possible values of conditions over variables. 
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3. Grounrlness-lxtse~l Pamllelism. The EGEonly involves ground conditions over variables. Com
plexity is intermediate and there is no high run time overhead. 

Before applying any strategy over an ECDG, we can identify sets of nodes which must be 
sequentially or parall!'l executed. This is presented in the following subsection. 

6.2.1 Unconditional Parallelism Identification 

Connected components of an ECDG =: may be parallel exec:uted, !Jro'Vided there are no edges 
between them. Let U be the set of nodes !t; with no incoming edges, and unsatisfiable outcoming 
edges under a context C 11 • Let N be the set of nodes with in coining edges from U. u; nodes may 
be parallel executed between them. The set of nodes N must wait for the execution of the set of 
nodes U12.Therefore, we schedule in parallel nodes in U, and sequentially with nodes inN. 

This unconditional parallelism identification step is recursively applied to all the sets N. The 
procedure must be stopped when there are edges which cannot be evaluated to false. At this 
point, we apply the different parallelism identification strategies. 

Description of the unconditional parallelism identification step (ups) applied to an ECDG;:: 

und::.:::~a)t:gy{h i~ as follows: :~ ~ l::e no connected components 

par £ 1 ... En otherwise 
Application of spl-it rule over the f; connected components from ;:: returns a par expression: 
split(=:, f 1 , ... , f,.) =par::::; ... ::::~, I';=< V;, E; > 
The result that ups returns as argument of the par expression are the EGE',, £; computed for 

ECDG's ::::'1, ••• ,::::~. 
Being:::::;=< r;,q >,we compute£; as: 

{ 

v; if r; contains an unique node v; 

<:; = seq £;1 £;2 if con(x,Ci) =false 
h(=:;) otherwise 

con is the conjunction evaluation function of a set x of atomic conditions under a conte~t C: · 
con(x,C) = 1\c;Ex{eva/(c;, C)}, and eva/ is the evaluation function of a condition c under a context 
C: 

{ 

false if c = IXY, DXY E C 
eval(c,C) = true if c = IXY, /X}' E C 

c otherwise 

spl-it(=:;, rd' f;2) = seq ::::h :::::2 
f;t =<Vii.{}>, Vit = {v E V; such that < u,c,v >¢ E;} 

{ 
Vi2 = V; - Vit 

f;2 =< V;1, E;2 > { E;2 = e such that e E E;, e f:< u, c, v >,VuE Vii} 
X= {c such that e E E;,e =< u,c,v >,u E V;t} 
c;t is computed applying split rule to the subgraphs with only one node. It will give as result 

a par expression between them. 
Eit = split(=:it, fi1

t, ~ .. , f~~t) 
r;j =< {vj},C!1 > such that Vj E l--i'1 
£i2 = ttps(=:;2 , h) 

11 We say that a. set x of simple conditions is unsatisfiable under a. context C if con(x, C):::::: fnlse (con defined 
later). 

"This may lead in a loss of parallelism as showed in [4], and identified in [5] 
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6.2.2 Strategies description 

A strategy h is a function which. returns an EGE c from an ECDG < f, C > ( c = h( < f, C >). 
All the strategies perform a call to the unconditional parallelism identification step under the 

directives h, of the strategy. h, is applied when ups is stopped by satisfiable conditions of the 
graph. Functional description of a strategy s over an ECDG :=: is in general: s(:=:) = ups(=:, h,) 

1. Unconditional Pamllelism Stmtegy (up). 

The method is an instance of unconditional parallelism step, when the conditions labeling 
edges are considered unsatisfiable. This strategy may be considered as ups when co11 function 
returns false in all cases13 . Functional description of the algorithm is as follows: 

up(=:)= ups(=:, hup), hup(=:) =seq C) c2,:::: =< r, c >, r =< 1', E > 

seq expression is the result of applying split rule over two sub graphs of:=:'. The graph :=:' 
is the result of transforming:=: in another one in which only the conditions which avoid the 
execution of ups are substituted by false. f1 is the graph of nodes of:=: with no incoming 
edges. f 2 is the graph of remaining nodes of:=:. 

sp1it(:=:',f1,f2) =seq:=:~:=:~ 

::::1 =< r),c) >,r) =< ~'~>EI > { 
\11 = {v; such that < Vj,Cj;,v; >1/. E,Vvj E I'} 
E1 = {} 

{ 
1'2=1'-1'1 

::::2 =< f2,C2 >,f2 =< I'2,E2 > E2 = {< u,c,v >E E such that u 1/. 1'1} 

::::' =< r',c > 

r' =< V',E' > { 
I''= " 
E'= {<v;,C;j,Vj> suchthatv;f/.1'1,<v;,c;;,vj>EE}U 

{< v;,false,vi > such that v; E I'J,Vj E V2,< v;,c;;,Vj >E E} 

The arguments of the seq expression (c1 and c2 expressions) are the result of the recursive 
application of ups over the ECDG's which are the resui~ of split ruie application, under up 
strategy. cJ =ups(=:~, hup), c2 = ups(=:;, hup)· 

The strategy applied over the example 3 returns: 

(par A3 := c 
(seq A1 := a(X) A2 := b(Y) A4 := d(X,Y))) 

2. Maximal Parallelism Stmtegy (mp) 

The method consists on the systematic simplification of edges labeled with potentially satis
fiable conditions14 , applying if rule over them. There are two new ECDG's for every edge 
simplification. Application order is based on natural order. The first searched conditions are 
those labeling edges coming out from leftmost nodes. 

mp(::::) = ups(=:, hmp), hmp(=:) = if Cjk Ct c ,, :::: =< r, c >, r =< \1, E > 

This if expression is the result of applying if rule over the condition c;k and the ECDG :=:. 

if(c;k!=:) =if c;k :=:; =:j 

c;k is the condition labeling an edge of r potentially satisfiable, where: 

13 Note that this is not equivalent to substituting the conditions of initial CDC by false 
14 We say that a set x of simple conditions is potentially satisfiable under a context C if con(x, C) -:f:. false . 
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i = min({ord(f,vj}}j=I .... ,n) such that < v;,c;k,Vk >E E,eval(c;k,C) f; false 

ord(f,t•) = i such thatnat(f) =< V), ... ,v;_1 ,v,v;+h···•v" > 

ord function computes the position of node v in the natural order of r. min function computes 
the minimal number of a set of different integers. c1 and cJ expressions are the result of the 
application of ups over the arguments of if expression, under mp strategy. 

ct = ups(=:;,hmp), f:J = up.•(=:j,hmp) 

The strategy applied over the example 3 returns: 

(par A3 := c 
(if /Xl' 

(if /XX 
(if JY)' 

(pm· A1 := a( X) A2 := b(Y) A4 := d(X, Y)) 
(1m1· A1 :=a( X) (seq A2 := b(Y) A4 := d(X, Y))) 

(if IYY 
(Jmr (seq A1 :=a( X) A4 := d(X, Y)) A2 := b(Y)) 
(seq (par A 1 :=a( X) A2 := b(Y)) A 4 := d(X, Y)))) 

(seq A1 := a(X) 
(if IYY 

(]Jar A2 := b(Y) A4 := d(X, Y)) 
(seq A2 := b(Y) A4 := d(X,Y)))))) 

3. Groundness-based Pamllelism Stmtegy (gp) 

In this strategy we choose the ground tests that provide the higher simplification of the graph. 
After the application of ups, gp searches for the variable X which comply with: 

(a) It is the variable with the higl1er number of occurrences in the conditions labeling edges 
of the graph 

(b) I X X must be consistent with the context 

Once X in hand, gp apply if rule over the graph with the ground test for X. This leads two 
new simplified ECDG's. ups is recursively applied o~er them under gp strategy. 

Functional description of the gp strategy is as follows: 

gp(=:) = ups(=:,h9p), h9p(=:) =if /XX ct cf,:::: =< f,C >, r =< V,E > 

if(/XX,=:) =if /XX::::; =:j 

occc function computes the number of occurrences of variable X in condition c. 

occc(X,c) = { ! if c = IYZ V c =false 
if c = IXY 
if c = lXX 

X= {c; such that < Vk,c;,v/ >E E,vk,Vf E V} 

occE;(X, E)= Lc;Ex occc(X, c;) such that occE(X, E) is a maximal15 of: 

0 = {occE(X;, E)}vx, such that <v • .JX,X,,v,>EE,v.,v,eV and eval(I X X, C) f; false 

V- {c} 
- Ve=<u,c,v> EE such that c=IYZ,evai(JYY,C)=false,occE(Y,E)~occE(X,E) 
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2.7 =< f~,C:U {ext(2;,-.c)}vceV >, "2.'} =< f/,Cj U {ext("2./,-.c)}vceP > 
£t = ups('E.7,h9p), f:J = 1tps(=.'j,h9p) 

~he strategy applied over the example 3 returns: 

(par A3 := c 
(if !XX 

(if IYY 
(par At :=a( X) A2 := b(Y) A4 := d(X, Y)) 
(par At :=a( X) (seq A2 := b(Y) A4 := d(X, Y))) 

(if IYY 
(par A2 := b(Y) (seq At :=a( X) A4 := d(X, Y))) 

(seq At :,;, a( X) 
(if IYY 

(par A2 := b(Y) A4 := d(X, }')) 
(seq A2 := b(Y) A4 := d(X, Y))))))) 

7 'I'ransforming BABEL rules into parallel BABEL rules 

Parallel BABEL rules are introduced to explicitly express the known implicit parallelism at compile 
time of a BABEL rule. 

Because of the presence of non strict functions in the language, we must deal with them by 
extending our execution model. 

7.1 Parallel rules for strict functions 

Right hand side (rhs) of a BABEL rule is rewritten as: 

h { t · ifrhsEDTr:,UVar ,where 
r 8 = let Egeh(rhs) in Body ,. otherwise 

B 
J { f(Et, ... , En) if rhs is an n-ary function d E V ·tV DT 

O<tY = ( ) . h . , an ; E ar U r ar U E c E11 ••• , En tf r s IS an n-ary constructor . 
DTr:, is the set of data terms of a signature for a program. Body is constructed by substituting 

the functional arguments of the rhs by the corresponding auxiliary variables. Egeh( E) is the 
function which returns an EGE for an expression E under strategy h. Body is the expression which 
has data terms as arguments, logical variables or auxiliary variables. The auxiliary variables in 
Body are defined in Egeh(rhs). 

We may generate the following parallel rule (among others) from the example 3: 

h(X, Y) := let (par A3 := c 
(if !XX (par At:= a(X) 

(seq A2 := b(Y) A4 := d(X, Y)))) 
(seq At :=a( X) A2 := b(Y) A4 := d(X, Y)))) 

in f( At. A2, A3, A4). 

7.2 Parallel rules for non strict functions 

We propose a special treatment for the built in non strict functions of the language to avoid the 
non termination problem mentioned in section 2. Before generating parallel rules, we transform 
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the source program into another one i11 which non strict functions only appear in the root node of 
the rhs of a rule. 

Example 4 Translation of a source program 
h(X, l') := (a(X) 1\ (b(Y) V r))- (d(X)- tO!). is translated into: 
h(X, l') := b, (X, l')- ei(X). 
bi(X, Y) := a(X) 1\ b2 (l'). 
b2 (Y) := b(l') v c. 
ri(X) := d(X)- tDf. 

We make ust> of new expressions for non strict functionst 6, with a new parallel operational 
semantics. This will allow us to keep isolated the execution model of strict functions from execution 
model of non strict functions. The parallel operational semantics of the non strict functions in a 
sequential evaluation is the same as the sequential operational semantics. 

I. GumYl function. ( B _, M ). 

To improve the sequential behavior of the guard function we allow parallel execution of B 
and M if botl1 are independent. This will be annotated at compile time with the dependency 
conditions between them. The rule L := (B -+ M) is translated into the following parallel 
rule: 

L := gc X Egeh(Ecdg(B),{}) Egeh(Ecdg(M),post(Ecdg(B),{})) ,where 

X is the conjunction of simple conditions between B and M, Ecdg( Exp) is the function which 
returns an ECDG for the expression EJ:p, and Egeh(=., C) is the function which returns an 
EGE for an ECDG =. extended with the context C under strategy h. 

The operational behavior of ge expression is as follows: If x is satisfied at run time, then B 
and M are allowed to be parallel executed. If in the parallel execution of Band M, B returns 
false or fails before the completion of M, then M is canceled, and the corresponding value 
to ge function is returned. 

The context of the ECDG forM is extended with the set of facts that holds after the execution 
of B. This is needed in the sequential execution. 

2. Conditional function. (B- Mt DM2l· 

In an analogous way, we let parallel execution of Mt, M 2 , and B. We only have to test 
independence between M; and B, but not between M1 and M2 • M1 and M2 may be parallel 
executed even if they are conditionally dependent. This is because only one branch will be 
selected to return a value and a success substitution. It may be seen as OR parallelism. The 
rule L := (B- M1 DM2) is translated as follows: 

L ·- ce XI X2 
Egeh(Ecdg(B),{}) 
Egeh(Ecdg(Mt ),post(Ecdg(B), {} )) Egeh(Ecdg(M2),post(Ecdg(B), {} )) 

Xi is the conjunction of simple conditions between B and M;, i = 1, 2. 

The operational behavior of ce is as follows: If Xt (resp. X2) is satisfied at run time, then 
B and M 1 (resp. M2) are allowed to be parallel executed. Suppose that B is completed 
before the parallel execution of Mt or M 2 • Then, the evaluation of the non selected branch is 
cancelled. 

16This is not an attempt to extend the BABEL syntax, but a way to express the implicit parallelism of BABEL 
rules. 
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3. Conjunction function. (B1 II B2). 

To improve the sequential behavior of the conjunction function we allow parallel execution 
of Bt and B2 if both are independent. Keeping in mind the declarative meaning of the 
conjunction (see section 2), it is desirable that the false result of the conjunction due to the 
false result of one argument doesn't wait for the completion of the other argument. As added 
advantage to this behavior we get in general more solutions than in the sequential case. This 
is due to the possible non termination of any argument of the conjunction. We achieve this 
behavior for a rule L := ( Bt II B2) with the translation: 

L :=and X Egeh(Ecdg(Bt), {}) Egeh(Ecdg(B2 ),post(Ecdg(BJ), {} )) 

xis the conjunction of simple conditions between B1 and B2• 

In a parallel execution of B1 and B2 we cancel the execution of one of them if the fal.•e result 
of the other argument is available, giving false as result of conjunction function. 

4. Disjunction function. (BI V B2 ). In an analogous way to the latter case, we improve the 
sequential behavior translating the rule L := (B1 V B2) into the following parallel rule: 

L :=or X Egeh(Ecdg(BI), {}) Egeh(Ecdg(B2 ),post(Ecdg(BI), {})) 

x is the conjunction of simple conditions between B1 and B2. 

In a parallel execution of Bt and B2 we cancel the execution of one of them if the true result 
of the other argument is available, giving true as result of disjunction function. 

8 Conclusions and Future Work 

We have presented a compiling procedure for exploiting parallelism of BABEL programs. We 
have considered in this procedure free variables and granularity of PEU's. We have also presented 
three compilation strategies (up, mp, and gp) for BABEL rules into linear parallel expressions. up 
searches for parallelism without testing variables at run time. mp searches for the maximal amount 
of parallelism, without care for a great number of involving tests. gp searches for the parallelism 
derived for the knowledge of ground variables at run time. In this framework, strict and (special 
built in) non strict functions are allowed, achieving a great degree of parallelism. 

We are evaluating these strategies over some benchmarks to test what strategy performs a 
better parallelism identification of several kinds of programs. On the basis of the results, we will 
develop new strategies. The problem of independence degree in embodying granularity information 
may be treated in a general way (without considering the natural order). We will extend the 
compilation procedure to the lazy version of BABEL. Therefore, we must take into account the 
results of strictness analysis. 
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Abstract 

Event Calculus is a system for representing and dealing with properties holding over 

time. We present and discuss a formalization in Event Calculus of the process of 

forming a contract by offer and acceptance. A. Gardner has proposed a program for 

deciding about the validity of such a contracts. We will reconstruct part of her system 

by using our formalism.One aspect of the legal analysis of a contract is the 

interpretation of 'physical acts' like sending a letter or doing a job as contract-rele1•at1t 

acts: offers, counteroffers and acceptations This categorization involves temporal 

information, given that it is necessary to deal with sequences of events over time and 

periods where properties hold. This paper is concerned with the representation of such 

aspects. 

l. Introduction 

In this paper we apply the temporal formalism of the Calculus of Events for 

representing fragments of the Law of Contract and show how important notions 

regarding the state of formation of a contract are deduced by runnig Event Calculus 

along with a database of events concerned with the contract. 

The Calculus of Events(EC) has been proposed by Sergot and Kowalski[!] as a 

system for answering temporal queries in a database context. 

In short, EC assumes an ontology of events and calculates properties holding between 

two events that initiates and tenninates the situation described by the property. 

t Author current address: CIRFID -University of Bologna. Palazw Gaudenzi, Via Galliera, 3 - 40121 

Bologna. E-mail: provetti@cirfid.unibo.it 
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EC is formulated as a logic program and can be efficently calculated in Prolog, 

persistence of properties over time is made using negation as failure as the default 

reasoning device. 

The Law of Contracts has been given attention in AI by Gardner[2]. From her 

discussion we worked out a definition of Law of Contracts based on few rules 

concerning act, e.g. making an offer, accepting a deal .. and state of formation of the 

contracts, e.g. presence of an offer, presence of a counter offer, etc. We will argue 

that these definitions -at an appropiate level of abstraction- match with those of event 

and property. Event Calculus, hence, is a natural candidate for representing the Law of 

Contracts in a computable formalism. 

Chapter two introduces the ideas underlying Event Calculus and illustrates (by means 

of an example) a simple formulation. Chapter Three is about the Law of Contractsas it 

in general and present a -possibly oversimplified- statutory model1• 

Chaper four describes in great detail our implementation of the Law of Contracts. This 

application arises intriguing points about what is the optimal formulation of EC to use 

and gives directionfor future enquiries. 

The last chapter takes a larger perspective on the viability of a full represenation of the 

Law of Contracts and on current research on knowledge representation applied to 

Law. 

2. The Event Calculus 

Within the logic programming framework Event Calculus (EC) assumes an ontology 

of events. Events are represented as individuals and are associated with a set of 

properties which they affect by means of initiation and termination relations. 

Event Calculus can deduce periods of validity of such properties and of what 

properties hold at a certain time. These periods are bounded by events that make the 

property true in the world -at the start- and false in the world -at the end. 

An Event Calculus system is usually made up of a) a database of event records, b) 

some context -dependent predicate definition, viz. Initiates!ferminates, and c) a set of 

rules for deriving properties and periods. 

EC implements a form of nonmonotonic reasoning using the Negation-by-Failure 

mechanism(default rule): when an event is recorded earlier results may became no 

'Gardener discusses the Law of Contracts as a part of the angloamerican Case Law. Our definition, 

tough, will resemble that of a statutory law. We have noticed that statutory legislation, viz. the 

Italian Civil Code, treats contracts in a similar way than Case law. 
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longer deducible by the system (no belief revision mechanism is needed to restore 

consistency)[ 1]. 

EC, in its usual formulation, works under the assumption that events are recorded into 

the database in the same order as they happened in the world. In its first formulation 

(1] it is possible to deal with the general case where events are recorded in any order. 

We will not deal with this more complex version. 

-A form of temporal ordering on events must be specified, either using absolute dates, 

i.e. time-stamping events or using a relative ordering on events, e.g. using predicates 

like Before(el,e2)[3] 

2.1 The theory of time underlying Event Calculus 

EC implements in Logic Programming the following theory of time. See also [4] for 

an introduction to these aspects. 

- Properties hold over periods; 

-A period is a maximal interval for some property, i.e. a property is true througout the 

interval and false before and after. 

-Every period is bounded by events that change the world so as to make the 

associated property begin to hold or cease to hold. 

-An event that brings about a property is called an initiating event and one that marks 

the point where a property ceases to hold is a terminating event. 

-EC requires a theory of the world to be specified, this take the form of a set of 

event/property pairs grouped by the Initiates and Terminates predicates. 

The implementation of Event Calculus in Logic Programming entails furher comments: 

-EC treats events as primitives( input data in database context) and represent them by 

means of individuals. 

-EC deals with properties that may be intended as relations, like Father(Adam,Cainus); 

it must be stressed that, from a model-theoretic point of view, these properties always 

denote individuals. In this respect EC is a first order theory, see also [ 1 ]. 

-EC implements default reasoning (and then nonmonotonism) by using default 

persistence through the standard Negation-By-Failure test2. 

2The use of circumscription to provide a semantics for nonmonotonicity in EC is currently being 

investigated, see [5]. 
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2.2 The Event Calculus Axioms 

In this section we briefly introduce the Event Calculus axioms. We will show a small 

example of querying a database of events for giving the general axioms that are used in 

the rest of the paper. The writing convention is that variable names begin with lower 

case and costant and function symbol in upper case; periods are denoted by means of 

their start and end date connected by the [infix]function symbol'-'. Suppose there is a 

departmental database which contains records of promotions, retirements and 

-possibly- demotions. Here is an example of such database:= 

Happens(Jim,PromotedTo(Professor),l 0.1 0. 90)<-
Happens(Mary ,PromotedTo(ResearchAssistant),9.8. 91 )<
Happens(Jim,ResignedFrom(Professor),20.11.91)<-

In our terminology these changes are events.lt necessary to identify events 

unambiguously by describing them with their event-type, the subject name and the 

date. The usual representation of events in EC is a set of instancies of binary 

predicates3 where each event is labelled by a constant, like: 

HappensAt(el,l0.10.90)<
Subject(el,Jim)<-
Type( el,Promoted(Professor) )<-

The events in the departmental database initiate and terminate periods of time for which 

a person has a certain rank. Assertions descriptive of the world which validity is 

defined over time are called properties. The fact that Jim has the rank of professor is 

an example of a property. The link between events and properties is established by the 

definition of Initiates and Terminates: 

Initiates(e,Rank(sub,newRank),ts)<-HappensAt(e,ts) 
Subject(e,sub) 
Type(e,Promoted(newrank)) 

Terminates(e,Rank(sub,oldRank),te )<-HappensAt( e,te) 
Subject(e,sub) 
Type(e,Resigned(oldrank)) 

& 
& 

& 
& 

3[6] -for example- observes that the representation of an event(in its general meaning) by means of 

binary predicates gives a schema that overcomes certain limitations of n-arity predicates. It is always 

possible to represent an n-ary relationship by means of binary predicates and it also easier to add new 

information and to ignore information that is unknown. Events of the same type may also have 

different levels of description. 
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These definition will gatheP the domain knowledge of the problem. From now on the 

rules presented are intt;Ped Co be of genenil use. 

The first predicate needed is for querying the database about periods of validity of a 

cerain property, for instance which period one has been professor. It should also be 

possible to determine what position one holds at a certain time, with a query like: 

?- HoldsAt(Rank(Jim,Professor),30.8.91). 

HoldsFor is the topmost predicate of Event Calculus and it is defined as it follows: 

HoldsFor(p,ts-te )<-Initiates( e l,p,ts) 
Terminates( e2,p,te) 
ts < te 
not Broken(ts,p,te) 

& 
& 
& 

(EC I) 

The predicate Broken is used to make sure that in the interval ts-te there are no other 

events that affect the property dealt with. The following draw describes a possible 

situation where it should be concluded that the period from el to e3 cannot be taken as 

a period where Rank(Jim,ResAss) holds continuosly; e2 starts a property which is 

incompatible, i.e. Rank(Jim,ResAss) and Rank(Jim,TeachingAss) cannot hold at the 

same time. In Fig. 1 a pictorial representation this situation is given. The square 

symbol stays for an event while a line starting from a square stays for a property 

initiated by the event itself. the name of the property is indicated above. The sequence 

of happenings along time is obviously given by fhe left to right sequence of draws. 

Rank(Jim.ResAss) Dr---• ..... 
el 

Fig. 1 

Rank(Jim.ResAss) 
~11--ID 

e3 

~eachingAss) 

c2 

EC3 looks for an event such as e2 that initiates an incompatible property, in such case 

the interpretation of Broken succeed and therefore the HoldsFor call fails.: 

Broken(ts,p,t)<-lnitiates(e* ,p* ,t*) 
ts < t* 
t* < t 
Incompatible(p,p*) 

& 
& 
& 

(EC2) 

The second Broken rule checks whether there is evidence of an incompatible property 

started later than the one under consideration as in figure 2: 
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~esAss) 

el 
Rank(Jim,TeachingAss) 

Broken(ts,p,t)<-Terminates(e* ,p* ,t*) 
ts < t* 
t* < t 
Incompatible(p,p*) 

& 
& 
& 

Fig.2 

Rank(Jim.ResAss) 

~ D 
e3 

D 
e2 

(EC3) 

Along with Initiates and Terminates, Incompatible is dependent from the domain4, 

with definitions like Incompatible(Professor,ReserarchAssistant) in our example. For 

convienence we include the rule: 

Incompatible(p,p )<- (EC4) 

When a property has hold more than once, EC5 makes sure we are dealing with 

terminating/initiating events referring to tjle same interval of validity of p and prevents 

incorrect derivations·n; cases lik;e those i~ Fig. 35. 

Fig.3 

Rapk(Jim.ResAss) 
o~____.....~ ..... ·--D D 

Rank(Jim,ResAss) D 
-~----~~~ ~·------~· 

el el,l e3 

D Rank(Jim;ea~---[J 
e2 e2,1 

An alternative way for querying the database is to check the holding of a property at a 

certain, specified time t. Unlike HoldsFor, HoldsAt works also in the case of a 

property initiated but not terminated, i.e. when the terminating event does not exist or 

it has not been recorded yet: 

HoldsAt(p,t)<-lnitiates(e,p,ts) & 
ts < t & 
not Terminated(ts,p,t) (EC 5) 

4The definition of Incompatible gives an alternative way to express domain kowledge. 

5Under the assumption of events recorded in the order of their happening, the situation in figures 1 

and 2 represent only partially the content of the databese[4]. Consider Fig. I and Fig. 3 as describing 

the same situation, in order to have e3 recorded into(as in Fig. I) it is necessary that el, el,l, e2 and 

e2,1 had already been recorded into. 
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Terminated is a transformation of Broken. In order to minimize the interpretations of 

Terminates HappensAt is used to generate a candidate event to be tested against the 

temporal bounds. 

Terminated( ts,p,t)<-HappensAt( e* ,t*) 

2.3 Conclusions 

ts < t* 
t* < t 
Terminates(e,p,t*) 

& 
& 
& 

(EC6) 

This presentation has tried to highlight the main ideas underlying Events Calculus, 

keeps the details to a minimum and constitutes the base for further improvements. 

We do not believe that EC is a temporal logic per se but rather a representation style 

for temporal modalities. Nor there is an official formulation of EC, unless perhaps that 

presented in the first paper[!]. The rules defining EC are of general use and can be 

modified and expanded to match the needs of the chosen application domain. To our 

knowledge EC has been proposed for avoiding database destructive updates [7], for 

temporal deductive database [6), for planning [8], for representing countinuous 

processes [9] and in object-oriented database[ !OJ. 

3. The Law of Contracts 

The formation of contracts is regulated by a number of norms, conventions and 

precedents, expecially in the Common Law system a definition of 'contract' seems to 

be not well founded . 

Nonetheless, the regulation of contracts in different countries seem to have some 

underlying similarities. Our definition focuses on those minimal common features that 

manifest interesting temporal aspects6. The Law of Contracts has already been used 

for applying Knowledge Representation techniques, the best know example seem to 

be the Anne Gardner's doctoral dissertation[2). Gardner's work concerns the Law of 

Contracts and the possible interactions between AI techniques and legal reasoning. 

So, for our present purpose we will analyze the Law of Contracts as follows: 

IYrhe offer and acceptance is not the only way to conclude a contract, though. it is the only we will 

discuss. 
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-An offer of A(the offeror) to B(the offeree) at some time, is an assertion of A for a 

certain bargain. 

-In the period between the offer and a manifestation of assent or rejection by the 

offeree, the offeror may retract the offer. 

-The acceptance of B of all the conditions of A's offer creates the contract that is 

binding both the parties (unconditional acceptance). 

-If B accepts the offer under the conditions of changing some of the details there is no 

contract, but a counter offer. 

- If B refuses the offer, the offer expires. 

-If B ignores the offer, the same expires some time later7. 

This is what we intend for The Law of Contracts in the rest of the paper. From this 

definition emerges that the Law of Contracts do not explicitly mention time but it 

involves an underlying notion of temporality Even when a contract does not mention 

time it has to be located a temporal order of a sequence of events .. 

Two further points have to be stressed: 

-Only the last offer can be accepted, we will see that new offers terminate any previous 

offer. 

-After a [proper]acceptance has been made, the contract is formed and then the offeror 

cannot retire the offer, neither the offeree can revoke the acceptance. 

The process of forming a contract can then be viewed as a path through this network 

or some elaborate version of it (2]. A Sequence of legally-relevant events defines a 

path through the network. 

A simple state-transition graph for representing this situation is: 

Offer 

Acceptance 

Counter-offer 

Fig. 4 

7If the offer has not a duration clause then the duration -in well-established types of contracts- is 

founded on precedents, otherwise a notion of reasonable amount of time comes into effect. 
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The central notion here is of a sequence of events which determines the state of the 

contract-formation process. We will argue that Event Calculus is designed to reason 

about precisely this sort of data in a natural and efficent mannerS. 

3.1 A further consideration on events determination 

Commenting the transition network like that in Fig. 4, Gardner points out that: 

"In the developement of the network a question arises almost immediately concerning the relationship 

between the events of an input problem and paths through the network. A problem describes a 

sequence of e\'ellls of the world; a path through the network describes a sequence of legal events. Is 

there to be an eventfor-evenr correspondence between the two sequences.?" 

In our context a different perpective needs attention to be paid. Suppose we are to 

consider a legal-relevant action which is actually made of two of more physically

relevant actions. At first sight there are two possible moves: 

- To analize the database of physically-relevant events and build a new database of 

legally-relevant events; then run the deduction mechanism on the latter set. This 

approach implies keeping track of the links between the two types of events and a 

possible update/deletion of the physical database entails to 'recompile' the legal events. 

- To provide a filter between EC and the events database so that initiation/termination 

is not decided considering a single event but rather looking to a combination of them. 

In this case the definition of the Initiates/Terminates predicates has to be changed. At 

this state of the project it has not been decided which move to take, both this 

approaches raise intriguing representational aspects, particulary concerning the 

mainteinance of temporal coherence. Also the use of macro-events defined by means 

of different temporal granularities may prove useful for this task, see [8] for a general 

discussion of macro-events in EC. 

4. The implementation of the Law of Contracts 

The definition of the Law of Contracts given here is sufficient to highlight the essential 

characteristics of the problem. There are no specific bounds put on time for 

acceptance/rejection (this point will be further discussed later) but 

Sour system does not keep a permanent track of the current state of formatio. It is a general feature of 

Event Calculus that only events are recorded directly in the database and that temporal information is 

inferred from the events history at query-time. 
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a) The contextual meaning of each act depends on the past happenings 

b) The exact sequence of events is crucial. 

We will see how Event Calculus can give an account of these requirements. The 

representation allows us to decide in which state of the graph describes the situation 

was at a particular time (by querying). We think that the declarative reading of the facts 

and context dependent predicates gives a full [declarative]representation of the 

situation. 

As a start, the definitions given in Chapter 1 are reprased using the Event Calculus 

tenninology: 

- An act of offering is an· event that initiates a property offer. 

- An act(manifestattion) of acceptance for an offer starts a new property contract. only 

in the casez where the whole of the details is matching. Otherwise, the act is demeed 

to initiate a counter offer. In our application there no difference in principle between 

offer nad counter offer but the inversion of offeror and offeree. 

- Only one offer is valid a time and a new offer (or counter offer) terminates the 

previous one. hence, only the last offer can be accepted. 

- The acceptance of an an offer not only starts a contract but also terminates the offer 

itself. If the offer has been put forfard to more than a subject then the first acceptance 

tenninates the offer and other's acceptance has no effect. 

3.1 The representation of the problems 

Introducing her work Gardner[2] observes: 

the problems dealt wilh concern the formation of contracts by offer and acceptance.ln these problems, 

the data to be interpreted consist mostly of reported dialogue. 

In our implementation it is assumed that a preliminary exploration of the dialogue has 

been carried out by identifying the relevant events and their descriptions, like the date 

of events(if known) and the identity of senders and receivers of messages. Events will 

be described by means of binary relations. 

Now we take a prototypical example of a dialogue describing contract formation and 

we construct a database that represents the kind of knowledge about the events we 

have to supply to Event Calculus. 

On June 25th Mary wrote to Frank a letter offering to sell her car for£ 600, Frank did not answer. A 

week later, Mary sell/ another letter to Frank where she was offering her car again, but now for£ 550. 

Frank read the letter the day after and phoned Mary telling her he was accepting the deal. 
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For simplicity we restrict the representation to the minimum required to avoid 

ambiguity and use dates without giving the translation to the integer numbers dealt by 

the'<' built:in predicate used in EC1-EC6. 

HappensAt(E1,25.6.91)<-
EventType(E l,Proposal(Sell,Car,600) )<-

For the other events E2 and E3 we have that: 

HappensAt(E2,2.7.91)<
EventType(E2,Proposal(Sell,Car,550)<-

HappensAt(E3,3. 7.91 )<
EventType(E3,Acceptance(Sell,Car,550))<-

There are various alternatives for representing the details of the contract formation 

events so that other predicates may be added, for exampie we will use Valid(E3,30) to 

express that the offer made by event E3 is valid for 30 days. The use of" Acceptance" 

in describing E3 does not mean that a contract has been foUI'lded but rather that E3 is a 

manifestation of acceptance to the contraGt specified thereby. 

3.2 The context dependent predicates 

Now we should explicitate the relation between events and properties. We start by 

defining which events do start an offer -considered as a property- or an acceptance 

-also considered as a property. 

Compound terms like these are determined at query-time and returned as variable 

substitution to queries. With this attitude one could describe the above example with: 

Initiates(El, Offer(Sell,Car,600))<
Initiates(E2, Offer(Sell,Car,550))<
Initiates(E3, Contract( Sell, Car ,600) )<-

Figure 5 describes the situation as it changes over time. 

Offer(Seii,Car,600) D ...,. 
Offer(Seii,Car,550) D ..,. 

Fig. 5 

Contract{Seii,Car,550) D ...,. 
----------------------------------------~T Tel Te2 Te3 
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Although adherent to the facts, this definition of Initiates a) does not reveal the 

dependency of initiation on the surrounding frame and b) does not exploit the binary 

predicates representation discussed before. 

Given events are represented in the way seen before,the rule for deciding whether an 

offer has been initiated by an event reads as follows: 

Initiates(e,Offer(type,perf,rew),t) <- EventType(e,Proposal(type,perf,rew)) 
HappensAt(e,t) 

& 

For the contracts the rule is more complex. An acceptance form a contract only if the 

offer considered is current at the time of the acceptance. 

Initiates(e,Contract(type,perf,rew),t_accept)<-
EventType( e,Acceptance(type,perf,rew)) 
HappensAt(e,t_accept) 
HoldsAt( offer(type,perf,rew),t_accept) 

& 
& 

If we are to interpret this rule in Prolog some program transformation is needed in 

order to avoid loops [3]. 

The need to represent how events can terminate properties or states of affairs is clear, 

in the example a possible query: ?-HoldsAt(Offer(type,perf,rew),2.7.91) may have 

more than an offer valid at 2.7.91, see figure 5 and consider the three events as having 

occurred before 2.7.91, the two offers and the contract are considered holding at the 

date. The result of these considerations is as in Figure 6: 

Fig.6 

Offer(Seli,Car,600) Offer(Sell,Car,550) Conttact(Seli,Car,550) o o~----~o • 
--------------------------------------~T Tel Te2 Te3 

In these definitions terminates is intended in its weak sense, i.e. a property is declared 

terminated at t with no information on whether it was effectively holding at the date. 

Terrninates(e,Offer(type,perf,rew),te) <· 
Initiates( e,Offer(type* ,perf* ,rew*),te) & 
Offer(type,perf,rew) =\;=Offer( type* ,perf* ,rew*) 

Terminates( e, Offer(type,perf,rew ),te) <- Initiates( e,Contract( type,perf,rew ),te) 
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In the next subsections we will introduce some refinement of the Law of Contracts that 

result interesting for our analysis. The Weaklnitiation/WeakTermination schema 

proposed by Sergot [3] shows to capture some relevant aspects of the problem. 

3.3 Refinement 1 : Reiteration of offers. 

There are cases of contracts which are formed -by acceptance• after a series of 

proposals of the same offer has been made. Just consider adverti~111ents on 

newspapers or by mail, which enclose an order coupon and that are published daily. 

Our observation is tha~ a r-epetition of ai! offer does not initiate a new offer and neither 

terminate the previous; in other words they may be found events that have adequate 

charatheristics for initiatiJlg/tem~nating an offer but do not actually affeat the. state of 

formation of a contract 

Next schema in fig. 7 distinguishes the role of counter-offers more accurately and 

includes two new edges representing reiteration of offers. 

Rejection 

Offer 

Counter-offer 
from A to B 

Suppose we have a new narrative: 

Reiteration 

Acceptance 

Counter-offer 
from B to A 

El) Mary sends a letter to Frank offering to sell her car for £600. 
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E2) Mary sees Frank at a meeting and repeats the same offer at some 

time after event]. 

EJ) Mary write to Frank again, tww proposing her car for £550 some 

time after event2. 

E4) Frank tells Mary that he accepts her offer (some time after event]). 

E5) Mary gives tile car to Frank. 

The period of time during which the offer "Sell the Car for £600" is considered valid 

(current) stretch form event! up to E3 and it is not affected by the reiteration of the 

offer made in E2. 

From this general consideration come that th~ EC representation of reiterating Q.ffers 

should be dealt in a special way.· 

E2 should not initiate a new offer. Still, E2 is a correct manifestation of offer that -ou.t 

of the context- could start an offer. 

This notion of possible or potential initiation is expressed by saying that Ez' initiates 111'1 

offer in a v.•eak sense. or that EJ weak-initiate an offer" Sell the Car for£ 600" [3] 

discusses this aspect in greater detail. 

In our application Weaklnitiates is defmed as follows: 

Weaklnitiates( e,Offer( type,perf,rew)) <- EventType( e,Proposal( type,perf,rew)) 

Weaklnitiates(e,Contract(type,perf,rew)) <- EventType(e,Acceptance(type,perf,rew)) 

Using the weak definition EC deduces the properties as in Fig. 8; the line passing 

troughout e2 means that the property Offer(Sell,Car,600) holds countinuously from 

T(el) to T(e2), i.e. the dates of this two events. 

Fig. 8 

Offer(Seii,Car,600) Offer(Seii,Car,550) Contract(Seii,Car,550) 

D D 0~-----Dr---

Tel Te2 Te3 Te4 T 

On certain situations strong initiation may still be used, consider: 

Terrninates(e,Life) <- EventType(e,Death) 

The check of the holding of life at the time of the event seems to be not needed, given 

that death can occur only to a living person. 
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The strong initiation relation can be re-defined by stating that an event e initiate a 

property p if e weak-initiates p and at the time e happens the property p was not yet 

holding: 

Initiates(e,p,ts) <- Weaklnitiates(e,p) 
Happens_at(e,ts) 
not Holds_at(p,ts) 

& 
& 

( EC I) 

The Pro log interpretation of the call not Holds(p,t) in the body of EC I could lead to a 

loop. The problem cames from the fact that the HoldsAt in the Initiates definition 

expresses a kind of knowledge of an upper level. 

Altough we do not need a new predicate for defining EC in logic a specialized version 

of HoldsAt, viz. , Already Holds has been introduced. 

AlreadyHolds(p,t) <- Initiates(e,p,ts) 
ts < t 
not Broken(ts,p,t) 

& 
& 

( EC II) 

The temporal constraint t* < t in the body of the clause forces to consider only past 

events -and not the one under current consideration- for checking whether another 

event has already started the same property. 

A more polished way to avoid loops is the use of active constraints. In [3] Sergot 

introduces the 'weak' definitions and discusses their use. 

3.4 Refinement 2 : Fixed dates contracts. 

So far we have paid attention to contracts that became effective from the date of the 

issue. The formation of a contract may involve that additional properties became true 

either from the date of formation at some time specified in the contract. The example 

we have in mind are the agricultural soil rents in the north of Italy. Historically, the 

r~nts were commencing on 11th of November each year and lasted either 9 or 19 

years. 

These contracts -which we believe were formed in a similar way of the Anglo-saxon 

Law of Contracts - could be underwritten any time of the year, but the real exploitation 

was starting on the following 11th November. 

The Law, indeed, has provisions that specify how an event happening between the 

contract formation and the starting of its fulfilment can make the contract invalid and 

not binding the parts any more. As an instance, the death of the renter made the 

contract expire. Our aim is to confinate the special treatment of this kind of contracts 

again to the context-dependent predicate definitions. A possible way out is to define 

two properties: the contract itself and the soil rent that is object of the contract. The 
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event starting the contract also makes the rent start -at a fixed date specified in the 

contract- unless the contract is not terminated by that date. The death of the renter 

tenninates the contract. 

Initiates(e,Soi!Rent(perf,rew,renter),tval) <-
Initiates( e, Contract(Soi!Rent,perf,rew ,renter ,tva!), ts) 
not Broken(ts,Contract(Soi!Rent,perf,rew,renter,tval},tval) 

& 

Incompatible(Contract(Soi!Rent,perf,rew,renter,tvai),Dead(renter))<-

4. Conclusions 

We believe that the Event Calculus rules, the events descriptions and the context 

dependent relations can give an alternative explanation of the Law of Contracts 

schematized in Fig 7 and referred as ECLOC. The Prolog interpretation of the rules 

can 'animate' this definition. 

We think to have shown the ability of EC to capture the relevant temporal aspects of 

the LOC. We believe that the EC paradigm is powerful and flexible enough for 

assimilating further details of the Contract Law. 

There is ground for expanding further the representation in order to represent parts of 

other legal doctrines that interact (co-operate) with the Law of Contracts. 

In fact, the ECLOC interpretation of events seems to match that of a human reasoner 

only in the case where no other legal institutes interfer and modify the interpretation. 

In this sense we say that ECLOC rules are not complete.Conflicting interpretations 

made on the ground of different legal theories are called hard C(J;).'!S by Gardner. 

The treatment of hard cases falls out of our scope of re-constructing the Contract Law 

in EC and is a whole topic in itself. We sketch a possible developement of our schema 

that uses NBF for avoiding unsound conclusions to be drawn. Suppose HoldsEC 

corresponds to the HoldsAt seen so far.Now: 

HoldsAt(p,t) <- HoldsAtLOC(p,t) & not Abnormal(p,t) 

Abnormai(Contract(Sell,perf,rew),t) <- NotSellable(perf,t) 

NotSellable(RomeColiseum,...)<
NotSellable(PisaTower,_)<-

In this case the fact one cannot sell the Coliseum or the Tower of Pisa nihil the validity 

of a contract involving such monuments at any time. With this approach it remains 

relatively easy to deal soundly with cases( as that in the example) where the other parts 

of the Law overrides the Contract Law. This schema has two major limitations that 

make it unviable: 
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-There is an asimmetry: a valid contract can turn out to be invalid by "interference" of 

some other legal institutes, e.g. the norms on property. The opposite is not possible: a 

contract not valid for the contract Law cannot turn out to be valid on the base of other 

considerations. 

-In such system the parts regarding the interferring legal institutes are on a lower level 

than Contract Law and -possibly- in a form not optimal for their use as stand alone 

modules. 

The search of a method for dealing with conflicting parts of Law is one of the targeted 

developement of this work. To accomplish with this task we foresee the necessity to 

deal with concepts of belief revision and expansion currently discussed in episternic 

logic[9]. [11] analises normative conflicts in the conceptual framework of Brewka's 

preferred theories and belief change functions of Alchourron, Makison and 

Gardenforrs. This approach is believed to have been developed from an effort of 

formalizi~g norms amendments. 
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Abstract 

This paper aims at exploring the advantages in using techniques that have recently been introduced 

in the field of logic programming, such as modularization and meta-programming, in legal 

applications. In particular, it will show how the dynamics of normative systems can be dealt with 

through the representation of single statutes in theories, whereby stimulating legislative overlapping 

and the use of meta-programming techniques for reproducing the meta-norms that regulate 

normative conflicts. 

1. Introduction 

The debate about the nature of legal reasoning, which is of great interest to legal theorists, has 

recently become even more important as a result of the work being done in the field of Artificial 

Intelligence. In particular, research has been focused on which aspects of legal reasoning can be 

formalized and subjected to deductive processes and which, on the contrary, cannot be. 

To day there is wide agreement about the role of the deductive process at least when justifying a 

decision1,while the identification of the premises seems to involve interpretation and 

evaluation.These latter operations include the verification of the validity of the normative 
premises. 

In this article we wish to demonstrate how, by excluding elements involving evaluation and 

interpretation, even this process can be simulated with AI methods. It leads, in fact, to a series of 

operations that the lawyer carries out in advance such as: searching for pertinent norms 

I See among all [5]. 
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dislocated in different legislative instruments identifying and solving any conflicts between 

them. 

The simulation of this process, in our opinion, provides an effective method for managing a 

wide legislative KB, iden.tifying tools for processing normative changes, as well as permitting 

deeper sim.ulation of legal reasoning. 

Moreover, this approach can facilitate dealing with the dynamics of normative systems. New 

laws are enacted for regulating new situations created as a result of social evolution, for 

innovating existing regulation. This may create anomalous situations in the normative system 

and, in particular: . 

- redundancy, where a new norm is nothing but a duplication of an already existing norm or 

when a norm subsumes or is subsumed by an existing nonn; 

- conflict between norms. 

Conflicts are particularly important, as only one of the norms in conflict can be applied to a 

specific concrete case, they create uncertainty with regard to the applicable norm. It is necessary 

to establish what amendments to the normative system are required in order to avoid 

incompatible conclusions being inferred or to introduce rules, as the legal system in fact does, 

for solving the conflict. 

The problems arising out of identifying the residual normative system after a process of 

abrogation, the elimination of pre-existing norms, have been analyzed in [1] and [6]. 

In the articles mentioned here, the accent is placed on the problem of maintaining the 

consistency of the legal system, that is, on techniques for obtaining a system of coherent beliefs 

by eliminating some of the conflicting axioms. This is a very interesting problem for the legal 

world, mainly, for the purposes of rationalizing normative systems through action by the 

legislator. However the practicing lawyer, who has to apply the law, is not authorized to 

eliminate a norm from the normative system only because it conflicts with other norms in a 

concrete case. 

It, therefore, seems proper and interesting to us to directly represent conflict-solving criteria 

provided by the legal order in the information system, at meta-level. 

The concepts set out here will be used to outline a KBMS to deal with the dynamic of normative 

systems. In fact, we plan to implement a prototype based on EPSILON, a development 

environment built on a standard Prolog, that manages knowledge bases organized in theories, see 

[4]. 

This article is structured in the following way: after the introduction, in Part. 2 the concept of 

applicability is defined and the process of identifying the subset of applicable norms is outlined. 

Part. 3 discusses the formalism for representing the primary rules, normative qualifications, 

relations of incompatibility as well as the features of the meta-interpreter. 

The prototype and the KB structure are described in Part. 4. 
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2. Identification of the Applicable Norms 

The legal processes used by the lawyer to identify the set of norms applicable to a given 

situation implies making interpretations that are strictly related to the semantic aspects of the 

legal discourse, but also performing logical operations that keep in mind the boundaries of the 

applicability and the dynamic aspects of normative systems; in doing this the lawyer uses criteria 

based on his general knowledge of the law, that can be defined meta-knowledge on substantive 

law. 

Legal theory, even if defined under different principles and names, is generally in agreement 

about the distinction between norms and meta-norms: or, following Hart, between primary and 

secondary rules2• The lawyer uses secondary rules in order to have criteria about temporal limits, 

spatial limits or, when there is a conflict between norms, for identifying the norm to be applied3. 

We need a definition of the conflict between norms. So, accepting a conditional structure of 

norms, let us call the antecedent, the condition, of a norm facts of the case or simply facts and 

the consequent legal effect. Then two norms are in conflict if and only if they provide for 

incompatible legal effects and their facts of are compatible. Let us say that the facts of two cases 

are compatible if and only if they can both be fulfilled in the same situation, that is, in the same 

concrete case. 

The concept of incompatibility, can be broadened to include: 

- logical inconsistency, in the traditional sense; 

- "normative" incompatibility that takes into account the relations between normative 

modalities; 

- "indirect" incompatibility occurs when two norms provide for consequences, that without 

being contradictory exclude each other: incompatibility that may have legal origins, e.g., an 

act cannot be void and voidable at the same time, or pragmatic, e.g., two kinds of behaviour 

that cannot coexist. 

2.1 The criteria used to solve conflicts 

A lawyer solves normative conflicts by applying meta-norms based on the following criteria: the 

2"Thus they [secondary rules] may all be said to be on a different level from the primary rules ...... ; in the sense 
that while primary rules are concerned with the actions that individuals must or must not do, these secondary ....... 
specify the ways in which the primary rules may be conclusively ascertained, introduced, eliminated, varied and 
the fact of their violation conclusively determined", Hart, [ 10]. 
3In order to simplify our discussion, we will not examine spatial limitations and will assume that laws in the 
knowledge base are in force on the basis of temporal criteria only. 
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hierarchical criterion (lex superior legi inferiori derogat), the temporal criterion (lex posterior 

legi anteriori derogat) and the criterion of speciality (lex specialis legi generali derogat). These 

criteria are set out in the Italian legal order in the Civil Code ( CC ) under "General Legal 
Provisions" (art. 1-15). 

The hierarchical criterion. 

The various kinds of normative acts are ordered in an hierarchy corresponding to the principles 

on the basis of which the system of sources is structured. For exa_rnple, constitutional law, in the 

Italian legal system, is hierarchically superior to instruments having the force of ordinary 

legislation, legislative decrees and decree laws), the latter are hierarchically superior to 

government regulations, which, in tum, prevail over regulations of subordinate authorities. 

The temporal criterion. 

On the basis of the temporal criterion, later normative acts prevail over those prior to them. The 

relationship between norms existing in time is regulated in the Italian legal system by art.15 of 

the preliminary provisions of the CC: "Laws are not abrogated except by later laws expressly 

made by the legislator, or due to incompatibility between the new and prior provisions or 

because the new law regulates the entire subject matter previously regulated by the earlier law". 

The hierarchical criterion prevails over the temporal criterion, so that the application of these 

two criteria leads legislative instruments to having a complete ordering, because they are 
enacted on a certain date by a well defined authority. 

The criterion of speciality (lex generalis non derogat legi :.~">eciall) needs to be discussed more 

closely than the preceding criteria, because it causes many pro0lems in defining our model, in 
fact subverts the ordering induced by the two previous criteria. 

The criteria of speciality is explicitly defined by the legislator in the art. 15 of the Criminal 

Code (CrC) , but this is generally so in the Italian legal system. The modem concept of 

speciality has been defined by the Italian Supreme Court, which has pointed out that, if a 

speciality relationship is to exist, it is indispensable that the structure of the specific norm has all 

the elements belonging to the more general norm, as well the elements characterizing its specific 

nature. The criterion is, therefore, applied to individual norms and not to statutes. 

In discussing the application of the criterion, we need to analyse how the legislator specifies the 

cases of a norm. By going back to the distinction made by Sartor, [13], two kinds of exceptions 
can be seen in legislation: 

a. Exception to norms. The exception provides that a particular norm (or set of norms), that has 

been unambiguously identified, does not apply in a given situation. They may be expressly 

introduced by expressions such as "with the exception of...", "unless ... ", "provided 
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that..."," except ... ". 

b. Exception to legal effects. The exception lays down, in a given situation, that a particular 

legal qualification is excluded. That situation is, namely, an impeding fact with respect to a 

class of norms establishing or requiring the particular qualification. 

Examples of impedient facts can be defined as: the lack of legal capacity, lack of capacity to act, 

mental incapacity, self defence, an accident, force majeure, necessity, etc. A part of legal· · 

authority, f11rthermore, derives these impeding facts from the lack of preconditions for applying 

subStantive legal norms. In our opinion, type b sentences cannot be fortnal.ized like type a 

senten~es; moreover, if these sentences are dealt with at the: primai:y rule· level they create 

difficulties in the modularization of the normative system. 

We will ~nsert the exceptions to.legal effects in developing our model at a higher level than that 

of primary rules, while we will only deal with exceptions to norms at the level of primary rules. 

Furthermore, we can focus our attention, in formalizing the KB, only to exceptions to norms 

within a single normative text, because the exceptions to norms found in other texts, that 

obviously precedes it, the temporal criterion can be applied. 

In all other cases, we will apply the following criterion. 

- Speciality in the strict sense (lex posterior generalis non derogat legi priori speciali). 

When a norm in a previous law is incompatible with a norm in a later normative text the 

definition of the Italian Supreme Court needs to be "strictly", namely, that all the facts required 

for defining the norm are identified. 

It should be noted that the criterion of speciality applies between norms in the same statute only 

in solving indirect incompatibility. 

It has been affirmed that a criterion of criteria does not exist, see e.g. [2], however, usually, the 

hierarchical criterion prevails over both the temporal and speciality criteria and the speciality 

criterion prevails over the temporal criterion. The criterion of speciality does not prevail over 

the temporal criterion in the case where the subsequent general norm is an exhaustive 

enumeration that explicitly excludes every exception. 

The introduction of new norms in conflict with those making up the system can determine the 

elimination of a norm from the system, called abrogation, or the coexistence of both norms, that 

is, derogation or partial abrogation. Both result in a decrease in the sphere of applicability of 

the norm that, where it is abrogated, it is circumscribed in time, being applicable to cases 

occurring before the act of abrogation; with derogation the sphere of applicability of the 

derogated norm is limited to the facts of the case that cannot be subsumed in the derogating 

norm. 
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In conclusion, from our foregoing analysis we have pin-pointed the following segments of the 

KB as essential for identifying the applicable norms: 

- a series of statutes containing the substantive norms (i.e., primary rules), each one separate 

from the others but including exceptions to norms and citations to other legislative 

instruments. Furthermore, a date and an hierarchical level is associated to each text; 

- some sets of legal preconditions that either apply generally or are specific to a given 

normative sphere, for example, of civil or criminal law; 

- a set of legal concepts where a relationship of indirect incompatibility exists. For example, 
void and voidable. 

3. The formalization 

A normative system can, therefore, be seen as an "ordered" set of statutes, each one having its 

own force and its own temporal application domain. The natural representation of such a system 

is obtained through a set of theories, each one formalizing a single normative text of primary 

rules. The knowledge required for identifying and solving the conflict will be coded at meta
level. 

3.1 The formalism for the representation of primary rules 

The basic knowledge representation language used for the primary rules will be standard Prolog, 

i.e., Hom Clauses logic extended by negation as failure. w~ will adopt a formalization of the 

norms largely based on research done at Imperial College, see e.g. [14], but we will use the e

answer set semantic [11], as a semantic model, for each theory. This is based on stable models 

introduced by Gelfond and Lifschitz, [7-8], for processing the negative information required for 
identifying conflicting norms. 

Let us give some definitions. We will call the facts of the case, or simply facts, the body of the 

clause representing the condition for which the norm is applicable and "legal effect" the head of 

the clause; then two rules are conflicting if their facts are compatible but provide for 
incompatible legal effects. 

The first condition of incompatibility is logical inconsistency, in the traditional sense. It is only 

possible, in Prolog, to express rules with a positive head, while we need negative information for 

identifying this type of conflict. For this purpose, E being a legal effect, will be indicated its 
classical negation by ..,£, 

In the e-answer set semantics, by giving precedence to the negative information expressed by the 

negative literals as compared with the positive information, we have an effective method for 
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dealing with exceptions to norms. Then explicit exceptions will be represented 

E~F. 

-,E ~D. 

(1) 

As Kowalski and Sadri [30] demonstrated, this formulation may be transformed in the following 

general program, preserving the semantics of the original program: 

where E' = ..,£, 

E ~ F,notE' 

E' ~ D, 

(2) 

It is simple to verify that by transforming every goal and subgoal X in the pair of goals and 

subgoals X and -.x and, by giving priority" to negated predicates, the transformation proposed 

by Kowalski and Sadri, [],is made, building in practice thee-answer set of the program. 

Moreover, the predicate ..,£ is used for dealing with a norm formulated as an exhaustive 

enumeration. Exhaustive enumerations will be represented as 

E~ F, (3) 

..,£ .+-' not E. 

The pair of predicates E and -.E is recognized and dealt with by the meta-interpreter 

implementing the closed world assumption for the predicate E as proposed by Gelfond and 

Lifschitz in [18]. 

Using the e-answer set semantics neither precludes using classic negation for imposing the 

closed world theory on single predicates nor using negative literals5• It is necessary that: 

- the predicates to which we apply the closed world theory are codified exactly the same way as 

in (1), namely, that they can be recognized by the meta-interpreter which does not have tore

evaluate the E goal if it has failed. In practice, the closed world assumption for a predicate is 

external information to the program whose use is left to the meta-interpreter even in 

formulating it [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1990]. 

- the negative facts and negative literals in general do not appear in the KB together with their 

4Jt is worth noting, by the way, that Kowalski and Sadri solve the problem of contradictions by imposing an 
external criterion for conflict-solving, which in their specific case is the priority given to the exceptions over the 
rules, but nothing prevents us using another criterion or that the choice of the E and -.E. literals that are to be 
eliminated from the answer set be referred to an algorithm. 
swe are not in agreement with Sartor, (13], regarding some limitations on the applicability of the e-answer set 
semantics, but, on the contrary, it seems to us to allow a semantics to be given to applications like ours, e.g. the 
LES-Project[l6]. 
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complementary E, otherwise, where conflict exists, negative facts and literals prevail. 

3.1.1 The normative :'ncompatibility within the theories 

Dealing with incompatibility calls for a brief introduction, since the solution we propose, 

although not entirely satisfactory even for us, seems to be suitable for the objectives we have set 
ourselves. 

The need, in fact, is widely felt to be able to process modal deontic logic within the paradigm of 

logic programming, but the deduction procedures for "complete" modal logics are complex, [5]. 

A real dilemma, therefore, arises, namely, whether or not to do away with deontic logic in 

"real" applications or use theorem proving programs, with all the resulting loss of efficiency. 

There is, however, an intermediate way, based on the practical consideration that a tractable 

subset of these logics is enough for some purposes6• It is natural that what we intend to deal with 

plays an important role in identifying the logic and its subset. Our scope, it should be 

remembered, is mainly that of recognizing two conflicting norms, so that we can identify the 

applicable norm. In our discussion, we will refer to standard deontic logic, the D* system of 

Chellas, [3], and we will try to introduce it into our formalism, described in Part 3.1, by setting 

the following very strict limitation: the deontic qualification, without duplication, is only 
permitted for legal effects. 

This limitation is dictated by the recognition that deontic qualifications are basically only 

antecedent in substantive law norms. In fact, situations where there are qualifications as an 

antecendent and as a consequent express how one should behave when there is more than one 
deontic qualification 7. 

In practice, we will not deal with failing to obey an obligation. We will, therefore, define legal 
effect qualification through the following meta-predicates8: 

obligatory(X), permitted(X),forbidden(X) (4). 

where X is a literal, for showing that the legal effect X is permitted, forbidden, obligatory. 

Because the deontic qualification of legal effects used is extensional, and by not, in practice 

using a semantics of possible worlds, we will not talk about deontic inconsistency but, rather, 
about, normative incompatibility. 

6
It should be noted that Pro log was developed on the basis of this kind of consideration. 

7 
An important class belonging to this latter type norm may be traced to the metanonns for decision-making 

directed at the judge, see [10]. 
8 
Although a single meta-predicate, usually obligatory(X ), may be used, it has no real computational advantages; 

instead, as a proposal, the KB is more intelligible. 
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The pairs rule\exception are codified by : 

obligatory(X)\forbidden(X), permitted(X)\forbidden(X), 

while the exhaustive enumerations are expressed by 

obligatory(X) +-A,B, .... 

forbidden(X) +-not obligatory(X). 

(5-6) 

(7) 

Note that in (5), (6) e (7) the literal X keeps the same sign and that a rule\exception qualified as 

forbidden'nbligatory may be coded by negating the legal effect. 

It should also noted that the pairs of meta-predicates in (5) and (6) are used for further 

developments although each of these pairs can be transformed, for example, into new predicates 

A_X( .. )/ ......A_X( .. ), B _X( .. )/ -JJ _}(( .. ) so the semantics of each theory is the e-answer set 

semantics. 

In this case, it is not necessary during the deduction process within a theory to convert every 

subgoal into its corresponding complementary because only the legal effects, i.e., the head of the 

rules, are qualified. It is sufficient that, for every goal X that has been normatively qualified, the 

meta-interpreter verifies the corresponding goal expressed by the meta-predicates in (4) giving 

priority to theforbidden(X) goal when more that one goal is verified. 

We will app~y the foregoing mechanism only to normatively qualified goals. This additional 

condition is not essential, but improves efficiency. Furthermore; the transformation prpposed by 

Kowalsky could be used for the purposes of efficiency, but. W.e·.prefer:·)the reR~sentation 
describe.d here, because it guarantees a more natural and accurate reproduction of the statute. 

The same result, in fact, can be reached through partial evaluation. 

Finally, it should be noted that the adoption of the e-answer set semantics means that the KB 

must have a stable model. For this reason, let us point out that our KB has a fmite Herbrand 

base, being able to exclude the presence of functions; and, therefore, it is possible to verify if it 

has a total stable model. This is, however, a laborious procedure, as it is a semantic verification. 

Nevertheless, we will, by means of a more simple syntactical check, verify whether the KB is 

stratified, [12], by excluding clauses of the following kind 

P +-- G, notR, 

R +-- S,P, 

which are to be excluded in the legal field, and by pointing out whether there are any clauses of 

the kind 

P(X) +-- not P(Y). 
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In conclusion, every nonnative text, i.e,. all primary rules, are codified in a separate theory. By 

interrogating the theory with the quety A, on the basis of the semantics we have used, the meta

interpreter will give the answer "yes", "unknown" or "no" respectively according to whether A 

is verified, A fails finitely, or A fails but is the consequence of an absolute norm. Where goal A is 

verified the meta-interpreter will also tell us whether A is an exhaustive enumeration or not. 

3.2 The other knowledge segments 

In order to apply th\! criterion of speciality, we must be able to identify the conflicting norms. 

This can be done by using some integrity constraints. 

Normative incompatibility is expressed by the following integrity constraints: 

~ obligatory(X) 1\forbidden(X), 

~ pennitted(X) 1\forbidden(X). 

~ pennitted(X) "obligatory(X). 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

"Indirect" or material incompatibility is also expressed, by integrity constraints, one for each pair 

of incompatible legal effects, for example: 

~ void(X) 1\ voidable(X). (11) 

Finally, the norms expressing the preconditions required for applying the primary rules will be 

codified in theory by using the formalism expressed earlier. 

3.3 Functionality of the meta-interpreter 

To answer the question "given a set of facts what nonn is applicable for reaching the legal effect 

X?", the meta-interpreter has to perform the following actions: 

1) look to see whether there is any incompatibility between the given predicate and some other 

predicate. Should this be the case, goal Y will also have to be verified as Y is the legal effect 
which is incompatible with X; 

2) identify the theories in which it is possible to deduce the given legal effect, that is, it will 

have to consult the dictionary of defined predicates among the primary rules; 

3) interrogate the individual theories, as set out in Part 3.1, in order to get a set of answers and to 

collect those answers, obtained from the individual theories, putting them in a list based on 

the order of their temporal and hierarchical criteria: 

[X, -J(, Y,X*, ........ . ]. 
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We will mark a exhaustive enumeration with an asterisk, 

4) apply the criterion of speciality following the elements of the list for selecting a norm. In 

order to do this, the meta-interpreter selects the frrst element in the list and looks for the frrst 

element that is incompatible with it, by using the constraints defined in Part 3.2. By applying 

an unfolding procedure to both legal effects it verifies whether the antecedent norm contains 

all the facts of the former as well as other specific facts; if the antecedent norm is more 

specific, it is selected. 

The process continues until all the elements in the list have been covered unless an absolute 

norm is found or the subsequent element is of a lower hierarchical level. 

It should be noted that, in practice, the list of applicable norms will not be generated, but the 

criteria of speciality will be applied step by step as the applicable norms are generated. 

5) verify whether there is any evidence that the preconditions for applying the primary rules 

have not been obeyed. 

3.4 Example 

Let us give one example to illustrate how the meta-interpreter works, dealing with exhaustive 

enumerations and indirect incompatibility. 

The example concerns wills made before a notary public9 which, under the Law on Notaries 

Public of 1913 are null and void where the date and information about the municipality are 

missing. This norm is derogated by the article in the Civil Code containing an exhaustive 

enumeration of the cases when a will is considered void. 

art. 58 Law No. 89 of 16 February 1913: "The notarial deed is void: ... if the date is missing and it fails to contain 
any information about the municipality in which it was made". 

art. 606 CC 1942 : " The will is void when it is not in writing or signed in the case of a holographic will, or when 
the testator's wishes have not been put down in writing by the notary public or when the 
signature of one or the other is missing in the case a will made by notarial deed. 
In any other case of error or mistake the will may be voidable ... ". 

Then let us take as example the case of a will made by a notary public with the date missing. We 

want to know if the will is void so we put the query to the meta-interpreter: 

? void(Wi/1). 

From the theories it obtain the answers listed in Fig. 2. , the selected answer will be the second 

one. 

9According to Italian law the "notary public" is a legal professional similar to a of solicitor in English law. 
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facts of the case 

C public(WiU), mislaken(W~l), .....dale<i{W~l) ) 

----------------------~/ 

from 
the 
user 
~ ?void(Will). 

I) 

Theory I, level I, 1942 

?void(WiU). 
?-.void(Will). 
?voidable(WiU). 

'l""' 
void(Will) 4- mistaken(will),(holograph(Will),(-.written(Will)· 

-.signed(Will))); 0 

Indirect incompatibility 

void 1\ voidable 

(p~blic(W~I), (;mt_down_in_writing(notaJy public W~l)· 
-.signed(notaJy public,Will); ' ' 
-.signed(teslator,W~l))). 

-.~oid(Will) 4- not void(WiU), 
voidable(Will) ._. mislaken(W'~l), not void(Will). 

Theory 2, level I, 1909 

[~-vo_id_(Wi_tU_) _.__~_· ___ (Wi_lll-),_~ ___ (Wi_ill_). ______________ }• 

Fig. 2 

4. The system description 

0~ approach is based on a KBMS, called EPSILON, which provides extensions to LP so a 

suitable knowledge representation language can be found. 

A knowledge base in EPSILON is made up of a set of theories which may be related to one 

another. Each theory contains chunks of knowledge which are expressed in a logic language. 

E~ch. ~eory bel~ngs to a specific class which defines the inference mechanisms and the set of 

pmrutlve operatiOns to manipulate the theory by means of meta-programming 1· 1 · 
. , .e., a c ass 1s a 

theory Itself. EPSILON provides some predefined classes. Moreover, users can freely define 

new classes, thereby introducing new reasoning mechanisms to cope with the requirements of 

4 5 6 

new application domains. 

Theories can communJcate with one another, i.e., they may exchange knowledge, either 

explicitly, by addressing theories through their names, or implicitly, by using the relationships 

between theories. A basic mechanism, called link, establishes and supports relationships between 

theories. Users can define new kinds of links to support new knowledge structuring mechanisms 

corresponding to the requirements of particular application domains. 

4.1 Collection of statutes as knowledge bases in EPSILON 

In order to obtain a structured representation of the set of nonnative texts we will take the most 

natural path where an EPSILON knowledge base (constituted by a collection of different 

objects) corresponds to a collection of nonnative texts and relations between them. In this 

context, each one of the theories included in the knowledge base is related to the representation 

of a particular text 

According to the definitions given in Part 2, a theory Tis characterized by an hierarchical level 

and a date of enactment. To take into account such infonnation, a new theory called 

TextsDescription will be added to the knowledge base of the texts, and will be defined as 

follows: if a theory T with level L and issuing dateD is in the knowledge base, a fact text (T, L, 

D) is defined in TextsDescription. 

In order to effectively aid in detecting and solving conflicts between nonns, infonnation is also 

needed about the texts in which a nonn can be found. In this respect, a new theory 

DefineRegulation will be added to the knowledge base, so that: for each nonn N :-81 

defined in the knowledge base, if N :-81 is contained in a theory T, then a fact def(N, T) is 

defined in DefineRegulation. 

It is worth noting that adding a new nonnative text to the knowledge base implies an automatic 

update of TextsDescription and Define Regulation theories. 

In order to manage the different kinds of incompatibility, another theory, named Constraints, 

will be added to the knowledge base, which, following the definitions given in Part 3.2, contains 

the description of the incompatibility constraints among nonns. It is interesting that the language 

defining the constraints is quite different from the languages representing the nonns. Constraints 

evaluation is entirely in charge of the meta-interpreter. 

Finally, to support the description of general nonnative preconditions, a new theory 

Preconditions must be introduced in the knowledge base to contain general nonns (if any) 

which detennine the applicability of legal effects and which must be verified in the last step of 

the meta-interpreter simulating the legal decision-making process. 

Once the basic representation features for nonns, statutes, incompatibilities and hierarchical/time 



ordering have been defined, the subsequent step is to define the basic reasoning mechanisms for 

answering normative queries. Our approach is based on the definition of a new class of theories 

in the EPSILON environment, the Normative class , i.e., based on the definition of a meta

interpreter extending a Hom clause logic standard interpreter with hierarchy level and time 

dependent resolution, with normative constraints resolution and conflict handling. 

Such a meta-interpreter is defined within a theory named Normative, and explicitly uses the 

information contained in the theories Constraint, TextsDescription and DefineRegulation. 

All normative theories, at the time they are created, are said to be of the Normative class. 

The description of Normative meta-interpreter in terms of a Prolog meta-program will be 

omitted here, since· the basic steps it performs to simulate the normative decision-making process 
have been shown in details in 3.3. 

5. Conclusion 

The use of theories and meta-programming allows a knowledge base to be effectively built and 

updated which takes into account the actual development of the normaave system and, by 

introducing the concept of modularity in the construction of the knowleclge ease, should allow 

large scale systems to be planned. Furthermore, by inserting canf)ict-solving mechanisms at 

meta-level, we have deeper and more articulated legal knowledge representation. 

It is noteworthy that the EPSILON system provides the basis for developing the Normative 

meta-interpreter in a modular way, by using different theories and predefined links between 

them, in order to have a highly structured basic inference engine. 

It makes the modification by the knowledge engineer of scme basic resolution mechanisms 

possible (e.g., of the conflict resolution criteria or of the meta-rui~s) without any change of the 

normative knowledge bases and other Normative meta-interpreter operations. It is also possible 

to introduce in a quite simple way new extensions to the basic reasoning mechanisms. 

Performance issues are considered to be crucial in our approach. Further effort is therefore 

devoted to cope with performance requirements, for instance by defining and using automatic 

techniques in the generation of specialized versions of the Normative meta-interpreter for the 

organization of single normative KBs, in which conflict resolution is performed as much as 
possible at "compile time". 
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Abstract 

Various approaches to type finding for the SElL programming language have been proposed in the 
past. SETL, the language from which the work described in this paper takes its inspiration, 
manipulates sets, tuples, and maps, permitting the grouping together of etherogeneous entities, and 
consequently tolerating that values of different types be assigned to the same variable. This makes it 
advisable to embed union types in the approximated type model used for static typefinding. Type 
union can in fact be modelled by a semi-lattice operator complying with a number of equational 
axioms, differently adjustable as needed. A Prolog-based typefinding algorithm for a model without 
union types has already been described in the literature; the main concern of this paper is to show how 
resorting to semantic, rather than to ordinary -syntactic- unification, may lead to a more general and 
flexible typefinding scheme. 

l. Introduction. 

The suitability of term algebras to represent types of a programming language has been 

established since long [Mil78]. It is, however, not always the case that the functors employed 

in forming types are free constructors: type union [CW85], for instance, must be subject to 

associativity, commutativity, and idempotency axioms. As a consequence, the domain of types 

cannot in such cases be modelled as an ordinary Herbrand universe [CL73]; rather, it will take 

the form HI-. where the equivalence relation- imposed on the Hebrand universe H is to fulfill 

a number of properties, to reflect the given equational axioms. 

The typetinding problem for the SETL programming language has been chosen [Ten74, 

Wei86, Dub89] as a chaHenging arena for the study of types, paving the way to theoretical 

frameworks in the spirit of [KU80]. Two main aspects make the problem non-trivial. On one 

side, common operations, such as scanning the components of etherogeneous compounds (sets 

or tuples), call for the assigment to the same variable of differently typed values. Therefore type 

unions, subject to the ordinary axioms, naturally arise from the availability of such compounds. 

On the other side, practical motivations [Ten74], as well as mathematical ones, encourage 

interactions between type builders and the type union operation. This results in equality axioms 
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that potentially constrain every type constructor. 

For historical reasons, typefinding for SETL has been tackled in a pragmatic, 

implementation-oriented spirit of mind, without reference to a neat abstract specification of the 

problem itself. Accordingly, the structure of HI- has remained largely implicit. We intend to at 

least partially fill the gap here, by clarifying the structure of the interpretation domain HI-. 
Let us first briefly review some of the historical background for the typefinding 

problem.· 

Two main approaches have been followed in the literature, which are in a way 

complementary to one another. In [Ten74] the typefinder, specifically designed as a support 

module for the SETL optimizing compiler, performs a data-flow analysis on the program code 

and computes type assignments as f1Xpoints of appropriate typing functions. The recent work in 

[Dub89], closer in spirit to [Mil78], implements an abstract interpretation technique of the 

syntax tree that represents the source code, taking the type system as the interpretation domain. 

The logic programming approach followed to carry out this project is concealed behind the 

Prolog-based specification language Typo!, a programming tool designed to formalize the 

natural semantics ([Kah87]) of a language -SETL in our case- by means of axioms and 

inference rules. 

In the representation of types by Prolog terms, constants stand for base types and 

functors are used to build structured types. A major drawback of this solution is the difficulty to 

deal with union types in full generality; in fact, while terms in an ordinary Herbrand universe 

belong to a free algebra, in order to properly represent union types the "set" and "tuple" type

constructors must be assumed to conform to the equality axioms mentioned above. The 

resulting constrained algebra is beyond immediate reach of t::e term-handling capabilities of 

Prolog. 

We will contend that a specialized form of unification helps in remedying the situation. 

(At the same time, it may be advisable to resort to a lazy goal evaluation scheme instead of to 

the ordinary backward chaining mechanism of Prolog). 

Our contribution to this end is mainly an attempt to recast the top-down approach of 

typefinding by unification; we propose a term algebra which is able to accomodate union types 

in their full generality, and supply a suitable type lattice definition for them. The algebra we 

define, which reflects certain distinctive features of ordinary set algebra, is shown to coincide 

with the quotient HI- for the specific equivalence relation that expresses the properties of type 

union, namely Associativity, Commutativity, ldempotency and the existence of a Unity. The 

use of ACUI-unification ([Sti81]) is thereby shown to be appropriate for handling terms. 

In view of a future implementation of the typefinder, an explicit description of the 

canonical form for union types -i.e. of their equivalence classes- is supplied in the form of sets, 

whose elements are members of the union. The canonical term for a given class is thus not itself 
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a term in the class; rather, it belongs to the new term algebra mentioned above. A study is 

currently going on to test whether existing Prolog-based languages, extended with set-oriented 

built-in predicates [DOP*91], [DOP*92] can handle this algebra. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is an essential and by no means exhaustive 

account of the algorithm described in [Dub89]. Section 3 defines the free term Herbrand 

universe H -modelled in the spirit of [Ten74]-, introduces equality constraints on H and shows 

that each term in the "set algebra" we propose represents a canonical form for free tenn. 

In Section 4 a partial ordering is imposed on the universe H; once a semantics for terms is 

given, the semi-lattice structure induced by the ordering is shown to exhibit some nice 

properties with respects to that semantics. In Section 5 one of the main results is proved, 

namely that unification of two terms in the quotient algebra coincides with ACUI-unification of 

appropriate terms in H. 

Different type models, which are in some way less general than the one defined with 

respect to their lattice structure, are taken into account and briefly listed in Section 6. 

Proofs of the results have been omitted altogether due to limitations in space. 

2. Dubois' algorithm. 

A typefinding algorithm for SETL was implemented in Prolog by C. Dubois, and reported 

about in [Dub89]. Its design was based on the following main criteria: 

types are Prolog terms; some constants (lnt, string, bool, ... ) stand for base types and 

some functors for type constructors: general of arity 0, set and tuple of arity 1, pair of arity 2, 

and possibly others; 

a SETL program is described by an abstract syntax tree (AST), which is itself 

represented by a Prolog term. The typefinder labels subtrees in the AST by suitable type terms. 

Consider for instance the SETL expression {'a','b'} + { 1 }, represented by the tree: 

binop 

I I \ 

<exp1> op:+ <exp2> 

where the tree leaves <exp1> and <exp2> are bound to the SETL data structure constants 

{'a','b'} and {1}, respectively. Constraints, in the form of atoms with type variables as 

arguments, can be generated to force the unknown types to match one from a predefined set of 

feasible type combinations for a given operator. Tuples of feasible types for each operator are 

stored as Pro log rules or facts. 

The algorithm attempts to unify the constraints with some feasible type combination; if 

no unification is possible, then a type inconsistency is reported; if exactly one unification 
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results, then the tree is definitely labelled by the type terms bound to the variables; otherwise, 

the constraint is "suspended" until new unifications bind any of the vars occurring in it. It is 

then "awakened" for a new unification step, and this process continues until either one of the 

two first cases occurs, or no more constraints can be deterministically satisfied. The algorithm 

does therefore not commit itself to temporary choices which might later result in an 

inconsistency; it avoids backtracking altogether. 

Types are partially ordered to form a lattice, complete w.r.t. the lub operation "v", with 

min=OM (the "error type") and max=general ("any type"). The partial order is implemented by 

the predicate union(A,B,C), holding if C=AvB in the lattice. If A=set(tJ), B=set(t2) then 

C=set(t), with t=t1vt2. Similar rules hold for the tuple and pair constructors. If either A orB is 

a base type and A;eB, or A and B are compound types with different leading functors, then 

C=general: for example, intvreal = intvset(int) = set(real)vtuple(real) = general. 

Note that union is deterministic if A and B are both bound, or when C is a base type; but 

for instance union(A, string, general) admits more than one substitution for A; in this case the 

algorithm is therefore expected to suspend the evaluation of the constraint. 

Extension to union tjlles. 

An enhancement to the algorithm described above is also proposed in [Dub89], to take into 

account union types, with the limitation that in each alternation structure formers (set, tuple, 

pair) may only appear once. The price for this compromise is that, for example, 

set(int)vset(string) is approximated by set(int v string). With this assumption, it is 

possible to represent union types by nested bitmaps; for h:~tance, in the signature [bool/0, 

int/0, string/0, tuple/1, set/1, pair/2] the bitmap [f, t, t, f, [t, f, f, f, f, f], f] canonically 

represents the type int v string v set(boolean). 

3. Terms and set terms. 

We start with a finite set C of constants, a denumerable set V of variables and a finite set F of 

function symbols fi, each endowed with an arity a.(fi); let C include the predefined constant OM 

and F include the binary symbol '1', called the alternation symbol. 

The free term algebra T is defined as the Her brand Universe ofF ([Llo87]), i.e. as the 

set of labelled ordered trees generated by the following standard inductive definition: 
CuV ~:T; 

if tJ, ... ,t0 e T, and a.(fi) = n for each i, then fi(tJ, ... ,t0 ) e T. 

As a syntactic convenience, we will write t1lt2 for l(tt,tz). 
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Next, we introduce a set E of four equational axioms which express properties of the 
alternation symbol (x,y,z e V): 

x I OM= x (existence of identity) 

xI x =x 

xly=ylx 

(x I y) I z =xI (y I z) 

(idempotency of alternation) 

(commutativity of alternation) 

(associativity of alternation) 

These axioms implicitly define a congruence relation, to be denoted =f:, over T [Hol89]. In 

essence, T/=E will support our type system; but, in order to easily reconcile the structure of this 

enriched algebra with a type determination algorithm based upon term unification, we will 

constructively choose a representative term from each =E-class, and regard the ground terms in 

the set ST formed by all representatives as the domain of our type lattice. This subset ST of T 
will 

On the one hand, approximate the run-time type model of a concrete programming 

language. In particular, after Tenenbaum [Ten74], terms of the form ttl .. .ltn will model union 

types. 

On the other hand, be a finer approximation than the one of [Dub89] described in the 

preceding section, provided the signature <C,F,a.> is rich enough. (Actually, F must contain 

general with a.(generai)=O, the base types, etc.). This means that there is a mapping t 1-> t' 

from the whole of ST into the domain of Dubois' type system (a free term algebra devoid of I 

contained in ST), such that (tJVsTt2)'=t'tvot'z for all t1,t2 e ST. 

To carry out the plan roughly outlined so far, on one side we shall impose an ordering 

on T, keeping an eye on the lattice structure of [Ten74]; on the other side we will show that the 

equational theory defined by the axioms in E calls for an extended term unification algorithm. 

Intuitively, the intended use of alternation in the ordering can be described as follows: 

if 11 = tiii...Itin1 and tz=t2,l ... lt202 are terms, then we say that t1 ~ tz if the alternands in t1 form 

a subset of those in tz, i.e. if for each i: tli =E 12j for some j. The main problem in working with 

Tis that stating E-equality requires a classical term-rewriting machinery, whereas we want to be 

able to compare terms in a purely "syntactic" way by term matching (though we do not expect, 

of course, that this shift in the formal grounds will positively affect the complexity of the 
matching problem). 

A formalism that automatically copes with axioms like commutativity and idempotency 

is the one of sets; namely, if we introduce terms of a new kind, built using a set forming 

operation, and interpret each of these new "set-terms" as a representation for an alternation, 

then term matching in T amounts to, roughly speaking, set comparison in the new set-based 

algebra. Elaborating on this basic idea, we shall map each term in T into a set-term, with the 

criterion that terms which differ only in the position of their allemands, or in the presence of 
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one or more OM constants, will be mapped into the same set term. Thus, the set algebra that we 

are about to define can be identified with the quotient ofT with respect to the equivalence 

relation =E· 

Formally, let the algebra ST be defined inductively as follows: 

0e ST; 

the universal class belongs to ST; 

{x}e STforeachxe CuV; 

if stt. ... , st0 e ST, and a(fi) = n, then {fi(St}. ... ,st0)} e ST; 

if StJ, ... ,st0 e ST, then st1 u ... u st0 e ST 

Note that no set-term (sterm for short) includes any sterm as one of its members; in particular, 

if st is a sterm then { st} is not. On the other hand, union of elements of ST is obviously 

commutative, associative and the empty set is the identity in this case (this follows immediately 

from the properties of usual set algebra). 

The mapping function tset: T -tST from terms to the new sterms is defined as follows: 

tset(OM) = 0, 

tset(x)= {x} foreachxe CuV, 

tset(fi(lJ, ... ,tn)) = { fj(tset(tJ), ... ,tset(t0))}, 

tset(ti I t2) = tset(tJ) u tset(t2), 

tset(general) = the universal class. 

Since most of the results can be proved by induction on the depth of terms and sterms, we also 

give here a formal definiton of the depth functions: 

Def. dp: T-tN; sdp: ST-tN; 

dp(general) = oo; 

ift e C u V then dp(t) =0; 

if t = fj(tJ, ... ,t0 ) then dp(t)= max{dp(tj): i>O}+l (this includes the case f='l'). 

If st = { c} then sdp(st) = 1; if st is the universal class then sdp(st) = oo; 

if st = {fi(StJ, ... ,st0)} then sdp(st) =max {sdp(sti): i>O}+l; 

if st = {tJ, ... , t0 } then sdp(st) = max{sdp({tj}): i>O}+l. 

Furthemore, note that the equality defined on ST is not just set equality; indeed, set elements are 

neither terms nor sterms; they can be seen as "hybrid" objects and as such they could have been 

formally introduced in the inductive definition of sterms. While this is not strictly necessary to 

our goal, these objects must be kept into account in the recasting of the definition of equality in 

ST. The "match" predicate is defined for this purpose: 
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Def. (ST-equality: =sr) 
Let StJ, st2 e ST; then st1 =sr st2 iff either StJ = st2 =the universal class, or 

for each t1 e ost1 there exists a t2 e st2 s.t. match(tJ,t2) and 

for each t2 e st2 there exists a t1 e st1 s.t. match(q,t2). 

match(tt.t2) on hybrid terms is true iff: 

tJ, t2 e C u V and t1 = t2 in T (syntactic equality in T), or 

t1 = f(stJJ, ... , StJn). t2 = f(st2J, ... ,stzn). f e F, a(f) =nand stli =sr stzi for all i. 

Now, consider the equivalence relation- induced by tset on T: 

t1 - t2 iff tset(tJ) =sr tset(t2). 
the following result holds: 

Prop. I: Let s,t e T; then s-tiffs =E t. 

i.e., given two E-equal terms t1 =E t2. the sterm st =sr tset(ti) =sr tset(t2) can be taken as the 
nonnalform for tJ, t2. 

(In the following, to simplify notation we will write "=" instead of =sr when ambiguity is 
harmless). 

Notice that variables appearing in terms are treated like constants in this context; Prop.4 below 

extends Prop. I to term unification. 

Transferring Prop.l to Dubois' algorithm amounts to moving from Robinson's term 

unification to term unification in the equational theory defined by the set E of axioms. We show 

that the unification problem on ST is precisely a case of ACUI-unification. Actually, the 

structure of the typefinding algorithm presented in [Dub89] is such that the whole power of 

ACUI-unification is generally not needed; in most cases, all one needs to know is whether the 

set of mgus is singleton. To this end, some simplifications may be devised that prevent the 

algorithm from getting overburdened by the complexity of semantic unification. 

4. A partial ordering on ST. 

In this section a partial ordering ~ is defined on the set of all ground set terms; this set can be 

thought of as the image ST g = tset(TH) of the Herbrand Universe H ofT, onto ST. 

As a first requirement, we want to be able to perform the relationship test stl~st2 by 

means of a simple syntactical check, with no use of rewriting techniques. Next, we want ·~· to 

be a complete partial ordering with least element OM -recall OM is gthe "no possible type", 

closed w.r.t. the lub operation v and such that (ST,v) is an abelian semigroup with 

idempotency. 
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The definition of ':S:' is carried out in stages. First, we give a standard definition for the 

universe of interpretation of sterms; if we regard a sterm st as a type instance for a 

programming language, then the universe is taken as the· set U of all the data objects the 

language can manipulate, and the interpretation of st is, very broadly speaking, the subset of U 

containing all and only the well typed objects of type st 

Rather than referring to a particular type model for a given language, we shall outline a general 

abstract scheme for our semantics. The universe U is defined inductively; let: 

D~o ... Dn. be disjoint base domains (e.g. the set of integers, the set of all the strings on a 

given alphabet and so forth); 

let: 

m 
FF U i -+'Uj, k functions, I~Sk; 

Uo = Dt EB Dz EB ... EB 0 0 ($ stands for disjoint union) 
m. 

Ui+l = Ui u Fj(U iJ), j>Ol 

U is defined as the closure u Ui. for~. 

The functions Fi are object constructors like Jist or tuple formers; for each constant C exactly 

one base domain is defined; hence we require ICI:s;n. Likewise, each fie F is assigned a 

semantic counterpart Fj, which is the outermost constructor for all the objects that belong to the 

interpretation of terms of the form fi(tt, ... ,tk). 

Furthermore, we associate to each Fi a predicate PFi of arity mi+ I on U; such predicate tests if 

some property holds about objects whose outermost constructor is Fi. For instance, for a set 

former Fj, PFi may check that the elements of the set all belong to the same subset u ~ U. 

The interpretation function SI:STg-+U on sterms is defined by means of two auxiliary 

functions: 

I: TH-+U on ground terms: 

I(OM)=0; 

I(c) = Di for some i, I:s;i!5:n, with the constraint that the restriction of I onto C be 

injective; 
m. 

I(fi(t~o ... ,tk)) = {x e u Fj(U iJ), j>O I PFi(x,I(tt) .... ,I(tk))} 

the case f = 'I' is handled explicitly: I(tt I tz) = I(tt) u I(tz) 

Sll: { st e ST g llstl = 1 } -+U on the singletons in ST 8: 

Sll({c}) = I(c) for each c e C; 

I m. 
The subset UFj(U i J) contains all and only the objects in U whose outermost constructor is Fj-
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m. 
Sll({ fi(St{, ... ,stk)}) = {x e u Fj(U /) j>O I PFi(x,SI(sq), ... ,SI(stk)) }; 

finally: 

SI(st) = u Sll(x) for all x e st. 

Next, we Jist three .properties that the predicates PFi must satisfy in order for the partial 

ordering on ST g to fulfill the following semantic condition: 

stt :s; stz iff SI(stt) ~ SI(stz) (1) 

This condition is desirable since, intuitively, it states a sort of 'subtyping' property, in the sense 

made clear in [CW85]: 'subtypes' simply correspond to subsets in the semantic domain2. In 

particular, no well typed object in U has type OM, and basic types happen to be subtypes of the 

union types in which they appear. 

We shall take a partial order fulfilling (I) as our 'optimal' ordering w.r.t. the semantic 

interpretation, keeping it as our reference model for comparison with approximate orderings 

(see below). 

The three properties are: 
m. 

Vxe UFj(V iJ) and w1, ... ,wk Vt, ... ,Vk e U: 

PFi(X,Wl, ... ,wk) & Wj(;;Vj for I!5:jSk => PFi(X,Vt, ... ,vk) 
m. mk 

UFj(U iJ) n UFk(U i ) ='0 fori'# k 

m. 
UFj(U iJ) n Dk = 0 for all i,k. 

(PI) 

(P2) 

(P3) 

(p2), (p3) are just customary disjunction properties; (pi) states a 'regularity condition'; to see 

what would happen if it did not hold, suppose ':S:' defined in such a way that sti={fi({a))} :s; 

{ fi( { a,b})} = stz; since by defmition: 
m. 

SI(st1) = { x e UFj(U iJ) I PFi(x,I(a))} 

m. 
SI(stz) = { x e UFj(U /) I PFi(x,I(a) u I(b))} 

m. 
then there might exist some xo e UFj(U iJ) such that: PFi(x,I(a)) & not PFi(x.I(a) u I(b)); 

hence x e SI(st1) \ SI(stz) '# 0. 

We are now in the position to define the lub operation von ST; this is done by mutual induction 

with the auxiliary v' operation on singletons: 

let stt. stz e ST; 

2 The notion of subtyping hinted at above does not apply at the semantic level; i.e. there is no ordering on F; 
hence "pair" cannot be regarded as a subset of "tuple". 
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• Sl!V St2 = {t E Stl U st2l 'v' t' E Stl U St2: t E {t}v'{t'}) 

• {t} v' {t'}={ {t'} if t = fi(~J, ... ,rn). t' = fi(S}, ... ,sn) with rj v Sj = Sj for ls;js;n 
{ t, t'} otherwise 

Let NRST be defined as the reflexive closure of ST w.r.t. v. This set includes all and only the 

sterms which do not contain ordered chains of terms and thus are, in a sense, 'non redundant'. 

In the following, only elements from NRST will be considered. The closure operation 

essentially represents a filtering process carried out after each v operation, as well as on some 

hypothetical input data such as, in our context, a type declaration. 

We prove that •::;;• on NRST is indeed a partial order, and hence v computes the lub of two 

sterms. 

•::;;• is reflexive on NRST, since st v st = st by definition of NRST; for transitivity, i.e. 

associativity of v, the following result holds: 

Prop.2: (st1 v st2) v st3 = st1 v (st2 v st3) (PR2) 

Furthermore, property (Pl), i.e. the equivalence between syntactic and semantic ordering, also 
holds forv: 

Prop.3: let stt. st2 e NRST; then stts; st2 iff SI(st1) !:: SI(st2). 

5. Term unification. 

Prop.l showed that the matching problem of two terms s,t is equivalent to the sterm 

matching between tset(s) and tset(t). In this section we extend i.iat result to unification under the 

equationale thoey E (see section 2), or E-unification., showing ,!1at E-unifying two terms is 

equivalent to "ST-unifying" the corresponding sterm&. 

Prop.4.1: 

Let s,t e T, a:T ~ T be a E-unifier of s,t (i.e. as =E at); then there exists a sterm substitution 

f!:ST ~ST such that Jltset(s) =sT fltset(s), i.e. fl is a unifier of tset(s) and tset(t) under =ST· 

The converse is also true: 

Prop.4.2: 

Let s,t e T, let f!:ST ~ST beaST-unifier of tset(s), tset(t) (i.e. Jltset(s) =sT Jltset(t)); 

then there exists a term substitution a:T ~T such that crs =E crt, i.e. cr is a unifier of sand t 

under =E· 

Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 thus establish the equivalence of the two unification problems. 
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ACUI-unification is usually treated as a special case of the well-known AC-unification 

problem, described in the literature (see for example [Sie86]) as finitary (the system of mgus 

for a given system of equations does exist and is fmite), decidable and NP-complete, for which 

several algorithms have been devised (the so called "AC-unification race" refers to the ongoing 

efforts towards efficiency for such algorithms). Namely, two research groups independently 

came to the conclusion that AC-unification can be reduced to the problem of solving a system of 

diophantine equations on the positive integers ([Sti76],[LS76]; the most promising results have 

since then been following that path ([Hue78], [For83], [Lan85], But85], [AK90]). 

From the functional viewpoint, a consequence of adopting such a technique is that the solutions 

to a system of equations are all generated at the same time; we could even assume that the 

computational cost of testing for the existence of minimal solutions is not less than the cost of 

actually generating the whole set of solutions. 

The new source of nondeterminism due to the existence of a set of mgus cannot therefore be 

dealt with by the usual automatic backtracking mechanism. We can limit the combinatorial 

explosion of the problem by adding an extra criterion of minimality in the following way: 

let U be the set of mgus for a system of equations and let ":;;;" be the partial order defined in 

Section 4; U is then ordered by the new relation '5: defined by: 

fll '5: fl2 iff for each x e dom(Jlt) u dom(fl2), either 

x e dom(Jlt) n dom(Jl2) and fltX:;;; fl2X, or 

x e dom(Jl2) \dom(Jlt). 

With this definition, ~l :;;;• fl2 holds iff the terms bound to the variables in fl2 are Subsumed by 

those bound to the variables in fll· Since we are interested in keeping terms as low as possible 

in the :;;; ordering, the solutions fl2 may be discarded in this particular case. 

We are not going to describe the typefinding algorithm in detail here; it is essentially 

Dubois' algorithm, where ordinary unification on (Prolog) free terms is replaced by ACUI

unification. Additional "suspension points" have to be introduced in order to deal with the non

determinism of semantic unification, and the use of the extra ordering on the set of mgus, as 

described above, is suggested. 

Some guidelines for a SETL implementation of the algorithm can be found in our original work; 

since a SETL version of a ACUI-unifier is not available as yet, all we propose is a sketched 

specification of the typefinder. 

6. Approximate models. 

In the last section a complete partial ordering (cpo) has been defmed which is "ideal" in 

the sense that it reflects exactly the "natural" partial ordering defined on the semantic domain, 
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namely the usual inclusion ordering in set algebra. 

In this section we show that the type models adopted in [Ten74] and [Dub89] can be obtained 
by simplyfing our v operation, yielding a somewhat "coarser" cpo which is a sub-ordering of 

the original one. 

While approximations are certainly justified by the simplification induced on the 

inference scheme, the structure itself of the programming language to which we apply the 

scheme, seems to limit the potential of type inference on its objects (as for SETL, see 

[DDF90]). Indeed, the precision of type assignment for a data structure often depends on the 

sequence of operations that "build" that structure. 

An appro.ximating function {j>appr: ST ~ ST can be used to estimate the degree of 

approximation introduced by these simplifications. Let: 

{j>appr(st) = st Vappr st 

where Vappr is a simplified version of v. <j>appr maps each sterm onto its corresponding 

approximating Sterm; the image set ST appr = <pappr(ST) is the smallest subset of ST closed under 

Vappr· 
Let -appr be the equivalence class induced by <p on ST: 

st1 -appr stz iff <p(st1) = <p(stz); 

then the observation of the number of equivalence classes and of their cardinality may give 

some information on how coarse the approximate model is. Though promising, this idea will 

not be investigated in detail; we just sketch an application in the examples that follow. 

Consider the approximation 'al' whose definition differs from v only for the singleton 

case t" = {t} v'al {t'} (that is, st1 val stz = st1 v stz in the general case): 

{t} Val {t'} ={ {fj(t} Val SJ, ... ,rk Val Sk)} if t = fj(TJ, ... ,r._) and t' = fj(SJ, ... ,Sk) 

· {t} v' {t'} otherwise 

As can be immediately verified, ST al includes all sterms including at most one fi structure for 
each i. Furthermore, the relation st1:S;st2 iff StJVaJSt2 defined on STa1 is easily proved to be a 

partial order; in particular, the following property holds: 

V st, st' e STa1: st :S; st Val st'. 

Two consequences of this property capture the intuitive notion of approximation: 
SI(st) ~ SI(<p(st)) 

Val ~v. 

Note that the lattice adopted in [Ten74] can be modelled by val (of course, several 

further variants should to be introduced, which are less relevant to our present discussion). 

Our next example refers to the "tuple" and "pair" constructors; the Vij operator 
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approximates: 
{tuple( {tIl)} v {pair( { tz,t3})} by 

{tuple(q Vij t2 ~ij t3)}, 

while the original definition yielded: 

{tuple( {tIl), pair({ tz,t3})}. 

In this case the "pair" structure is subsumed by its "supertype" "tuple" when they occur in the 

same sterm; this results in a loss of (type) information for each element in a pair (and more 

generally for each element of a fmite sequence of determined length). 

Note that this approximation appears in [Ten74] as well. 
As for Val. also Vij is unchanged in the general case; for singletons, let: 

t" = {t} v'ij {t'}, given by: 

' ' { {fi(~erge~j(~J,SJ, ... ,Sk) •...•• mer~eij(rh. SJ, ... ,Sk))} 
{t} v ij {t} = 1ft- f1(q , ... ,rh). t = fJ(s J, ... ,Sk) 

{ t} v' { t'} otherwise 

The 'merge' function defines the way in which the arguments in fi subsume those in fj; for 

instance, in a limit case mergeij might not keep the fj's into account altogether: mergeij(IO. 

SJ, ... ,sk) = rh. We consider the particular case in which: 
mergeij(IO, SJ, ... ,sk) = Ib Vij SJ vij Sk :the image set (j>ij(ST) includes all sterms that do 

not include both fi( ... ) and fj( ... ) at the same time. 

In the most radical approximation we consider, namely the one proposed in [Dub89], 

alternation is abolished. The constant general is introduced to represent the max in the type 

lattice. The ts- approx. is defined on singletons as: 

{ 

{fj(TJ Val SJ, ... ,rkVal Sk)} ift=fi(fJ, ... ,Tk),t'=fj(SJ, ... ,Sk) 

t" = { fi(mergeij(q ,s J, ... ,Sk), ... ,mergeij(rh,St. ... ,Sk))} if t=fi(fl, ... ,rh),t'=fi(SJ, ... ,sk). htj 

general otherwise 

Note that ts-approx. relies on both al- and ij- approx to handle subterms. 

The particular equivalence class [general]-ts includes all sterms with lstl> 1, except those whose 

particular structure is handled by the first two cases in the above defmition. 

7. Conclusions. 

Further study carried on by the same research group that supported [Dub89], moved 

from the consideration that performing typefinding on SETL is, after all, too difficult due to the 
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Jack of rigidity inherent to the structure of the language. From the problem of devising suitable 

typefinders for the type systems of given languages, the focus of study was then shifted to the 

problem of outlining the requirements and the form of a general type system, on which type 

inference could be performed successfully ([DDF90]). 

As for the work exposed here, a challenging area of study would deal with the extension 

of the typefinder for the detection of recursive types. The typefinding schemes proposed so far 

suffer from the inability to assign types to variables whose value is defined by means of s01_ne 

recursive rule, or by particular iterative loops. Whereas a successful effort to overcome this 

restriction has been made for Tenenbaum's scheme (see [Wei86], for a procedural definition of 

recursive types), si~lar extensions are not yet in sight for the top-down approach. 

Conceivable steps towards this goal should, in our mind, include a recasting of the definitions 

of the set algebra on which ST is built: on the theoretical side cyclic sets, possibly restricted to a 

few well-defined type schemes,, should be taken into account to model "recursive set terms". 

On the procedural side, a corresponding extension o( the semantic unification algorithm 

(currently not available) is in order: . 

Interest is also growing for implementation issues, thanks !,lls.Q to a v~ry prol]lising logic 

programming-system, called {log} (read "setlog"),' which is in advance~ development phase 

[DOP91 *],[DOP92*]. {log} is an extension of Prolog which, embedding a set-oriented 

unification algorithm, can handle set-terms and allows the definition of both estensive and 

intensive sets. Since the set-terms available there are slightly different from the ones we used in 

this work, the applicability of such system, far from trivial, is currently under study. 
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Abstract 

Les grammaires de clauses definies (DCG) forment une classe de grammaires in
trinsequetnent it~teressantes, mais une strategie a Ia Prolog (SLD et profondeur d 'abord) 
n 'est pas tOoUjciurs un bon moyen d.e les .t.t:l);iter,:!J,'une part a cause de son incompletude, 
d'ai.ttre part parce· qu 'ell~ n 'exploite p~;l~s.pii:'tiiu!'al:ii~~ des ~rammaires et tout ce que 
hi technologic de !'analyse synta~o;jqrre fo·ul'i\ft;(a.rra:Jys~ ascenda.nte, look-ahead). Nous 
proposons d'abord \!lle definitioa d~s DCG}ndepeudapte de.'£:~:olog, et 'ensuite une tech
nique d'analyse syntaxique basee ~ur les automates a pile logiques et leur execution 
par programmation dynamique. Cette technique permet !'utilisation de differentes 
strategies d 'analyse tout en garantissant Ia completude operationnelle. 

A Declarative Extension of Definite Clause Grammars 

Abstract 

Definite Clause Grammars ( DCGs) compose an interesting class of grammars, but 
implementing them with a Prolog-like strategy (SLD, depth-first) is not always ade
quate. First because such a strategy is incomplete and secondly because it doesn't use 
grammar specificities and what the parsing technology provides (bottom-up parsing, 
look-ahead). We propose a definition for DCGs which is independent of Prolog, and 
then a parsing technique based on pushdown automata. and their execution using dy
namic programming. This technique allows the use of alternative parsing strategies and 

ensures the operational completeness. 

'Ce travail a ete partiellement finance par le projet Eureka Software Factory (ESF). 
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1 Introduction 

Les grammaires de clauses definies (Definite Clause Gramma1·s, DCG) sont une classe de 
grammaires proposees par Pereira et Warren ([18)). Elles consistent en l'adjonction d'un 
certain nombre d'attributs exprimant des contraintes contextuelles a un squelette non con
textuel et ont de ce fait un pouvoir expressif superieur a celui des grammaires non con
textuelles. Ces attributs sont des termes logiques, comprenant eventuellement des variables, 
et le mecanisme de derivation comporte un calcul sur ces attributs a !'aide d'une procedure 
d'unification. Les DCG comportent tant d'analogies avec les programmes de clauses definies 
(programmes logiques), que d'une part Prolog est devenu l'outil privilegie de calcul des ar
bres de derivation, et d'autre part les DCG sont devenues l'outil grammatical standard de 
Prolog. Cette integration fait souvent considerer les DCG comme du sucre syntaxique pour 
Prolog. Cette conception nous semble limitative. 

Les DCG ont un interet intrinseque car elles constituent un bon compromis au regard 
des trois criteres suivants: puissance d'expression, possibilite d'effectuer en pratique !'analyse 
syntaxique, et caractere declaratif. Elles forment un moyen terme entre les grammaires tres 
puissantes mais impropres a toute generation automatique d'analyseurs (grammaires de 
metamorphose [7), grammaires de Van Wijngaarden [23)), et celles beaucoup plus pratiques 
dont Ia definition meme fait apparaitre des contraintes nettement operationnelles (gram
maires attribuees [12), grammaires affixes [13)). Les DCG ont une semantique declarative 
independante de toute strategic d'analyse (notion d'arbre de derivation). Les regles decrivent 
les relations entre attributs, non Ia methode de calcul. La production automatique d'analy
seurs syntaxiques est possible. En fin elles ont le grand merite de Ia simplicite et de Ia Jisibilite. 

D'autre part Ia strategic Prolog (parcours en profondeur d'abord d'un arbre SLD) n'est 
pas toujours le moyen le mieux adapte pour traiter les DCG. D'abord sa methode de 
resolution induit une incompletude operationnelle lice aux branches infinies de l'arbre SLD. 
Ensuite elle n'exploite pas Ia particularite des grammair~s, Ia sequentialite introduite par Ia 
chaine a analyser. Cela signifie qu'on doit renoncer aux t,'chniques classiques de !'analyse 
syntaxique: look-ahead, possibilite d 'utiliser des strategies asc.:-ndantes (Lr, Earley). 

Nous allons proposer une vision des DCG autonome vis a vis de Prolog. On renoncera 
a utiliser les mecanismes Prolog qui ne sont pas compatibles avec Ia semantique Jogique 
declarative (par exemple le cut ou certains predica.ts prefabriques). En se cantonnant a 
ces DCG pures, on perd beaucoup en facilite d'emploi et en qualite expressive du forma
lisme. Pour compenser ce handicap, nous proposerons une extension permettant d'inclure 
des aspects fonctionnels dans les grammaires, SOliS forme de fonctions evaluables. Cette ex
tension se base sur une procedure d'unification etendue, appelee s-unification, developpee par 
J.Maluszinski et S.Bonnier ([5)). La classe de grammaires etendues obtenue, opportunement 
appelee SDCG, conserve une semantique purement declarative. 

Nous proposons une methode generale d'analyse syntaxique pour les SDCG qui distingue 
nettement entre Ia strategic d'analyse et Ia strategic de recherche. Cette methode est une 
extension des techniques utilisees en analyse syntaxique non contextuelle. Une machine ab
straite due a B.Lang ([15)), I' automate a pile logique, est proposee pour representer a Ia fois 
une grammaire et une strategic d'analyse donnees. II s'agit d'une extension des automates a 
pile classiques, qui utilise des atomes logiques comme symboles de pile, et dont les transitions 
utilisent l'unification. 

Nous proposons ensuite une methode d'execution des automates, appelee programmation 
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dynamique. Elle permet un partage de calculs et, sous certaines conditions peu contrai
gnantes, assure Ia completude des reponses. 

La juxtaposition des differents points nous donne une filiere complete d'analyse syntaxi
que, avec une classe de grammaires puissantes, declaratives, et une methode permettant le 
choix de strategies d'analyse alternatives, mais assurant Ia correction et Ia comp!etude des 
reponses. Cette methode n 'est pas specifique aux SDCG, mais peut facilement s'adapter a 
differentes classes de grammaires: DCG pures, grammaires affixes, grammaires attribuees. Sa 
principale limite reside dans des problemes de terminaison. Neanmoins, meme sur ce point, 
elle peut se comparer avantageusement a Prolog. 

2 Rappel sur les DCG 

Cette section est consacree a un bref rappel sur les grammaires de clauses definies. Le lecteur 
averti peut Ia sauter sans dommage. Pour une description plus detaillee, voir (18). 

Les grammaires de clauses definies peuvent etre vues comme une extension des gram
maires non contextuelles. On enrichit une grammaire non contextuelle, appellee squelette de 
Ia DCG, de deux fa($ons: 

e On dote )es non-terminaux d'attributs. On assode une arite a chaque non-terminal, et 
on dote les occurrences de non-terminaux dans les regles de production d'arguments 
consistant en des termes, en nombre ega! a leur arite. Ces termes sont construits en 
utilisant des symboles de fonction (en nombre fini) et des variables. 

e On admet en partie droite des regles des appels de procedure, c'est a dire des atomes 
logiques dont les symboles de predicat ne sont pas des non-terminaux, mais d'autres 
symboles correspondant a des predicats definis par un ensemble de clauses de Horn. 

Les attributs permettent de definir des contraintes contextuelles (par exemple ils peuvent 
denoter un environnement). Les appels de procedure permettent de realiser un calcul sur ces 
attributs. 

On distingue entre les DCG pures dont les procedures sont definies par des clauses de 
Horn pures et les DCG P1·olog dont les procedures sont definies par des programmes Prolog. 
Ces dernieres n'ont pas de semantique logique ou declarative puisqu'elles peuvent utiliser les 
predicats non logiques de Prolog. 

La traduction des DCG en programme logique se fait classiquement en ajoutant a tous 
les symboles de Ia grammaire deux arguments servant a denoter Ia sequentialite de Ia chaine 
a analyser. 

3 Les SDCG 

Les DCG permettent de definir des attributs. L'outil de base de calcul sur les attributs est 
!'unification, utilisee lors des derivations. Ce mecanisme s'avere parfois insuffisant, et c'est 
Ia raison d'etre des procedures. Elles servent a effectuer des calculs sur les attributs. Mal
heureusement, l'outil de description de ces calculs (programmes en clauses definies) se revele 
souvent inadapte. C'est ainsi, par exemple, que Ia description des entiers et des operations 
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sur les entiers est a Ia fois lourde et inefficace. Plus generalement, l'utilisateur a souvent 
envie d'exprimer sous forme procedurale des calculs sur les attributs. 

La solution qui consiste a utiliser des DCG Prolog et, par exemple Ia representation 
Prolog des entiers ainsi que les predicats predefinis +, - ... n'est pas satisfaisante, car on 
perd en declarativite. 

Nous proposons done une extension des DCG permettant de confier les calculs procedu
raux a un evaluateur externe, une boite noire donnee comme un parametre de Ia grammaire. 
L'invocation de cet evaluateur se fait au moyen de symboles de fonction particuliers, symboles 
evaluables. 

Une limite est imposee: l'evaluateur ne sait evaluer que des termes sans variables. C'est 
un module fonctii_Jnnel et externe, c'est a dire qu'il se situe dans un monde ou les variables 
logiques n'existent pas. 

Une autre Iegere difference avec les DCG: nous considererons que les terminaux peuvent 
comporter des attributs, en nombre arbitraire. L'idee sous-jacente est qu'il ne faut pas perdre 
les informations utiles eventuellement fournies par l'analyseur lexical. La transmission de ces 
informations se fait naturellement par des attributs. La contrepartie de cette extension est 
que nous interdisons Ia representation des terminaux par des variables. A !'evidence il n'y a 
pas Ia de perte de puissance. 

3.1 Definition 

Formellement, une SDCG est un 9-uplet {Pn,Pt,C,F,V,a,Ax,R,Eval} ou: 

- Pn est un ensemble fini de symboles dits non-terminaux. 
- Pt est un ensemble fini de symboles terminaux. 
- C est un ensemble fini de symboles de constructeurs. 
- F est un ensemble fini de symboles de fonctions externes. 
- V est un ensemble infini de symboles de variables. 
- Pn, Pt, C, F et V sont des ensembles disjoints. 
- a est une fonction donnant l'arite des symboles de Pn U Pt U C U F. 
-Ax est un element de Pn, d'arite 0, nomme axiome. 
- R est un ensemble de regles de production ayant Ia forme suivante: une regie 
de production est une clause definie dont les atomes sont des termes du premier 
ordre composes avec Pn U Pt pour symLoles de predicats et C U F pour symboles 
de fonction. On exige que Ia tete de clause ait un element de Pn pour symbole de 
predicat, et que tous les termes respectent l'arite des symboles qu'ils contiennent. 
- Eva! est une fonction qui a chaque terme construit avec un symbole de F au 
sommet et des symboles deC en-dessous (termes sans variables), assode un terme 
(le resultat de !'evaluation). 

Exemple: un petit langage d'expressions arithmetiques. 
exp(N) -> nombre(N). 
exp( +(Nl! N2))-> exp(Ni), mot.cle("+"), exp(N2). 
exp( -(Nl! N2)) -> exp(Nt), mot.cle("-"), exp(N2). 
exp(N)-> mot.cle("("), exp(N), mot.cle(")"). 
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On appelle non-terminal (resp. terminal) un atome ayant un element de Pn (resp. Pt) a 
son sommet. Dans l'exemple, l'at.tribut du non-terminal exp represente Ia valeur numerique 
de Ia sous-expression dans laquelle il derive. + et - sont des symboles externes, et Ia gram
maire doit com porter un module calculant !'addition et Ia soustraction de deux nombres. 
Les terminaux sont nombre et mot.cle, qu'on peut voir comme des categories lexicales, alors 
que les lexemes Ius sont donnes en argument a l'une de ces categoric par l'analyseur lexical. 

Cet exemple illustre Ia facilite de lecture et d'ecriture des SDCG. La manipulation des 
symboles de fonction est "naturelle". C'est Ia raison pour laquelle nous avons donne cette 
definition. Dans notre esprit, l'utilisateur doit ecrire les grammaires sous cette forme. En 
revanche, pour donner leurs semantiques declarative et operationnelle, no us allons uti!iser une 
autre forme, equivalente, qui a le merite de separer les parties grammaticale et fonctionnelle 
des grammaires. Pour cela nous devons definir un nouvel univers. 

3.2 Representation interne 

Definitions: 

- Structure: on appelle structure un terme ne contenant pas de symboles ex
ternes. 

- Appel fonctionnel: on appelle appel fonctionnel un terme ayant un symbole 
externe a son sommet et des structures comme arguments. Un appel fonctionnel 
comporte un et un seul symbole externe, situe a son sommet. 

- Contrainte une contrainte est un a.tome f ='= s, construit avec un symbole de 
predicat particulier, note :::, n'appartenant pas a Pn u P1 , et deux arguments, le 
premier etant un appel fonctionnel et le second une structure. 

- S-atome Un s-atome A est un couple (ii,A), note AEBA, oit 

- A est une structure ayant un symbole de predicat au sommet et des 
constructeurs et des variables aux autres noeuds. 

- A est un ensemble de contraintes. 

Nous allons exprimer les regles des SDCG avec des s-atomes, au lieu d'avoir des atomes 
melangeant symboles internes et externes. Donnons une traduction de Ia forme externe en 
forme interne. Elle est simple: elle consiste a remplacer chaque symbole externe imbrique 
dans un terme par une nouvelle variable et a ajouter Ia contrainte denotant l'egalite de cette 
variable et du sous-arbre qu'elle rempla.ce. 
Exemple de traduction: l'exemple de Ia section 3.1 se traduit en: 

exp(N) EB {} -> nomb1·e(N) EB {}. 
exp(X)EB{+(N~>N2) ='=X} -> exp(N1)E!1{}, moLde("+")EB{}, exp(N2)EB{}. 
exp(X)EB{-(Nl,N2) ='=X} -> exp(N1)E!1{}, moLde("-")EB{}, exp(N2)EB{}. 
exp(N) EB {} -> mot.cle("(") EB {}, exp(N) EB {}, mot.cle(")") EB {}. 

Un arbre de derivation est un arbre etiquete par des s-atomes sans contraintes (i.e. des 
atomes ordinaires ), dont chaque feuille est etiquetee par un terminal et dont chaque noeud 
interne verifie les conditions suivantes: 
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Soit ao I' etiquette du noeud et a 1 .•• a .. , n > 0 les etiquettes de ses fils. II existe une regie 
r : bo ...... b1 .•. bn de Ia grammaire dont les variables ont ete renommees telle que: 

- Il existe un unificateur Jl de < ao, a 1 , ..• an > et < bo, b1 , ••• bn >. 
- Toute contrainte f = s apparaissant dans r, est telle que fit est un appel 
fonctionnel sans variable et eval(!Jl) est syntaxiquement ega! a s11. eval(!Jl) 
denote ici le resultat de !'evaluation de fit par l'evaluateur externe. 

Cette definition reprend celle de Ia derivation pour les DCG, ajoutant seulement Ia con
dition que les contraintes soient satisfaites par Ia decoration d'attributs de l'arbre. Satis
faire signifie ici que ces contraintes n'apportent pas d'information qui ne soit deja presente 
dans l'arbre decore. Notons aussi que derriere Ia definition formelle se cache Ia semantique 
qu'intuitivement on assode aux SDCG. 

Cette semantique est declarative pour ce qui concerne les symboles de !a grammaire. 
Pour ce qui concerne les symboles et fonctions externes, elle est purement calculatoire. C'est 
l'evaluateur qui Ia fournit. Ces fonctions sont externes au point que leur semantique aussi est 
externe. II y a quand meme un gain par rapport aux DCG Prolog, dans Ia mesure oil cette 
semantique est independante de !'analyse syntaxique. C'est dans ce sens que nous pretendons 
gagner en declarativite. 

3.3 S-unification 

Les differentes methodes d'analyse syntaxique que nons allons presenter sont basees sur un 
algorithme d'unification etendue, qui permet d'unifier les s-atomes tels que nous les avons 
definis. Cette unification, appelee s-unification, est le fruit des recherches de J.Maluszinski 
et S.Bonnier ([5]). Elle permet d'ajouter de fac:;on simple et elegante des vraies fonctions 
(evaluees) dans un langage logique. 

Elle se trouve au confluent de Ia programmation logique avec contraintes et des unifi
cations equationnelles. Du premier domaine, on retrouve Ia notion de solveur externe de 
contraintes (l'evaluateur). La difference est que les appels au solveur sont faits en cours 
d'unification, et qu'une seule relation denotee = est utilisee pour exprimer les contraintes. 
On peut aussi considerer Ia s-unification comrne une unification dans une theorie.equation
nelle qui joint l'egalite sur l'univers de Herbrand et une infinite d'axiomes f = eval(f). 

Nous allons donner une formulation de l'algorithme inspiree de celle de A.Kagedal et 
F.Klu:iniak ([11]). 
Algorithme: 
Pour unifier deux s-atomes a et b, appliquer les transformations suivantes a l'ensemble 
d'equations 
{a= li} u au b 
Tant que c'est possible, prendre u = I une equation de !'ensemble courant et lui appliquer 
une des regles suivantes: 

Rl u est syntaxiquement ega! a I. Enlever u :: t. 
R2 u est une variable apparaissant ailleurs et t est une structure differente de 
u. Si u apparalt dans t, alors echec. Sinon remplacer toutes les autres occurences 
de u par t et laisser u = I inchange. 
R3 t est une variable et u non. Remplacer u :: t par t = u. 
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R4 u = c1 (u 1 ••• u,.) et t = c2(l 1 ••• In), oil c1 et c2 sont des constructeurs. Si 
Ct f. c2 alors echec. Sinon remplacer lt = t par Ut = It .. . lin = 1 ... 
R5 u et t sont des appels fonctionnels. Remplacer u = t par 11 = z et t = z, oil z 
est un nouvelle variable. 
R6 u est une structure et t est un appel fonctionnel. Remplacer 11 = t par I = u. 
R7 u est est un appel fonctionnel apparaissant ailleurs et t une structure. Rem
placer toutes les aut res occurences de u par t et laisser u = t inchange. 
R8 u est un appel fonctionnel clos. Remplacer u = t par s = t, oil s = eval(f). 
Autrement dit u i:: s est un axiome implicitement fourni par les fonctions ex
ternes. 

Le resultat de l'algorithme est 11n ensemble d'equations de Ia forme: 
{vl i:: It, ... t>n i:: l,.,ft i:: ln+l· .. fm:, ln+m} oil: 

- les v; sont des variables distinctes sans occurrences dans les I; ni les f;. 
- les f; sont des appels fonctionnels non clos et distincts. 
- les I; sont des structures. 

C'est done cette forme que prendront les substitutions. En sus des habituelles liaisons de 
variables, elles com portent un ensemble de contraintes qui sont en quelque sorte des morceaux 
d'unification geles en attente d'information supplementaire (instanciation de variables) pour 
se reactiver. L'application d'une substitution consiste a substituer les variables eta propager 
les contraintes residuelles. 

Cet algorithme a toutes les bonnes prvprietes ([5]): terminaison, convergence, calcul d'un 
ensemble complet (reduit a un singleton) d'unificateurs les plus generaux. Cet algorithme a 
permis a ses auteurs de creer un langage logique etendant Pro log avec des fonctions externes, 

. que nons appellerons s-Prolog. Ce langage est dote a Ia fois d'une semantique declarative 
logique et d'une semantique operationnelle (SLD-resolution avec s-unification). 

Comme pour les DCG, nons pouvons traduire une SDCG en un programme logique en 
ajoutant aux predicats les deux arguments traduisant Ia sequentialite des chaines du Ian
gage. Cette traduction nous donne immediatement une semantique logique (qui concorde 
avec Ia semantique derivationnelle) et un analyseur syntaxique: s-Prolog. C'est deja un outil 
utllisable dans un certain nombre de cas. On ne pent lui reprocher que sa propension a 
explorer longuement Ia premiere branche infinie venue. La consequence en est une aversion 
pour les recnrsivites gauches et une incompletude chronique. C'est pourquoi nous allons es
sayer de trouver mieux en matiere d'ana.lyseur syntaxique. Nous allons proposer nne machine 
abstraite permettant de compiler les SDCG: !'automate a pile logique. 

4 Automates a pile etendus 

Les automates a pile sont classiquement utilises en analyse syntaxique non contextuelle. 
C'est une machine abstraite qui permet d'exprimer !'analyse d'une grammaires donnee par 
une certaine methode d'a.nalyse don nee aussi. Une grammaire peut ainsi etre compilee en un 
automate Lr, Lair, LL, earley ou autre. 
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4.1 Automates a pile .'Jgiques 

Utilisant l'analagie connue entre a.n.lyse syntaxique et programmation logique ( cf [8]), B.Lang 
a cherche a etendre le mecanisme d'automate pour interpreter les programmes logiques. Le 
fruit de ses recherches ([15]) est une machine non-deterministe, nommee automate a pile 
logique, utilisee notamment par DyALog, un interpreteur de programmes logiques [22]. 

Un automate a pile logique est un automate qui dispose d'une pile pour stocker de 
!'information et qui evolue par application de transitions. L'extension vient de ce que sont 
stockes dans Ia pile des termes logiques au lieu de simples symboles. On passe d'un domaine 
fini a un domaine infini. L'application des transitions est transformee: elle fait intervenir 
une procedure d'unification qui permet d'apprehender !'infinite des objets de pile. La notion 
d'etat utilisee par les automates classiques est abandonnee: !'information correspondante 
peut etre stockee dans Ia pile meme, par exemple dans un argument supplementaire ajoute a 
chaque atome de Ia pile, l'etat courant etant celui du sommet. Dans le cadre de Ia program
mation logique, il n'y a pas de chaine a analyser. Les transitions sont done une transformation 
du haut de Ia pile, conditionnee seulement par Ia valeur initiale de ce haut de pile. 

Un automate a pile logique I est un sextuplet A= (V, F, P, Uj, A" Tr) ou 

- V est un ensemble denombrable de variables. 
- F est un ensemble fini et gradue de symboles de fonctions. 
- P est un ensemble fini et gradue de symboles de predicats. 
- ai est un atome initial. 
- A1 est un ensemble d'atomes finals. 
- Tr est un ensemble fini de transitions. 

Les transitions sont de trois types: 

- transitions horizontales HOR A >-+ B 

- transitions d'empilement PUSH A>-+ BA 

- transitions de depilement POP AB >-+ C 

ou A, B, C sont des litteraux de l'algebre T(F UP, X). 
Une pile est une sequence finie de doublets litteral-substitution notes sous Ia forme A.s. 

Une pile est notee [d1, d2 , ••• , dnl~] ou les di representent les doublets du sommet et ~ le reste 
de Ia pile. 

Les regles d'application des transitions sont definies comme suit pour des transitions dont 
les variables sont renommees pour eviter toute collision. 

- Une transition horizontale B >-+ C est applicable sur une pile [A.uJeJ ssi A et 
B sont unifiables. On obtient alors Ia pile [Cs.usJeJ ou s = mgu(A, B). 

- Une transition d'empilement B >-+ C Best applicable sur une pile [A.uJe] ssi A 
et B sont unifiables. On obtient alors Ia pile [Cs.s,A.ule] ou s = mgu(A,B). 

- Une transition de depilement BD >-+ C est applicable sur une pile [A.u, A'.u'l~] 
ssi le couple (A, A'u) est unifiable avec le couple (B, D). On obtient alors Ia pile 
[Cs.u'usle] ou s = mgu(A.A'u, B.D). · 

1Cette presentation est fortement inspiree de [22]. Pour plus de detail voir [21] et [15]. 
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La pile initiale a Ia forme [si] et une pile finale (ott terminale) a Ia forme [s,<7.0] Sf E A,. 
Un calcul de l'automate.est une composition d'applications de transitions sur Ia pile initiale. 
Le calcul est un sucd•s si on trouve finalement dans Ia pile une instance d'un atome final 
assode a une substitution. La substitution dans les doublets est Ia substitution-contexte 
dont le role est de propager vers le bas de Ia pile (i.e. le contexte) !'information associee lors 
des reductions par les transitions POP. 

Ces automates sont generalement non deterministes pour pouvoir exprimer le non-deter
minisme des programmes logiques. 

La compilation d'un programme logique avec son but en un automate a pile logique 
est decrite dans [15]. Differentes fa<;ons de Ia faire correspondent a differentes strategic de 
resolution sont decrites: strtegie SLD, bottom-up, Earley peuvent etre utilisees pour produire 
des automates differents a partir du meme programme. En revanche Ia strategic de parcours 
des arbres de recherches (profondeur d'abord, lm·geur d'abord ou autre) et Ia gestion du non
determinisme (backtrack ou exploration simultanee) n'est pas specifie dans un automate, qui 
reste de ce fait une machine abstraite qui demande un interpreteur pour s'executer. 

4.2 Analyse syntaxique et look-ahead 

Les automates a pile logiques peuvent etre utilises pour !'analyse syntaxique des DCG et 
des SDCG traduites en programmes logiques. L'extension aux programmes etendus avec des 
symboles fonctionnels evaluables est quasi immediate car Ia s-unification possede toutes les 
proprietes necessaires. . 

Evidemment, on peut mieux faire en travaillant directement sur les grammatres et en 
exploitant leurs particularites: squelette non contextuel et sequentialite du flux d'entree. 
Cela suppose en prealable qu'on introduise des transitions de lecture de Ia chaine a analyser 
dans le formalisme des automates logiques. La premiere far;on d'exploiter Ia chaine consiste 
a introduire du look-ahead, Ia seconde a creer de nouvelles strategies d'analyse utilisant un 
reconnaisseur du squelette. Nous donnerons ici en exemple Ia strategic Lr. 

Voyons d'abord le quatrieme type de transitions qui permet Ia lecture du flux. Transition 
d~ lecture SCAN B{ C} >-+ D, Best le sommet de pile alors que C est le premier atome du 
flux d'entree. L'application se fait ainsi: 
Une transition SCAN B{C} >-+ D est applicable sur une pile [A.ui<"J si on peut lire un atome 
E tel que les couples (A, E) et (B, C) sont unifiables. On obtient alors Ia pile [Ds.usl<"] ou 
s = mgu((A·,E),(B,C)). 

Notons que nous avons ici un flux d'alomes en entree, car nous faisons !'hypothese qu'un 
analyseur lexicall'a construit a partir de Ia chaine de caracteres initiate. 

4.2.1 Look-ahead 

Le look-ahead est un dispositif classique en analyse syntaxique, qui a fait Ia preuve de son 
efficacite. II y a de nombreuses fa<;on de faire du look-ahead, plus ou moins compliquees. Nous 
ne rentrerons pas dans le detail ici, mais nons contenterons de donner une idee approximative 
de son principe. En revanche nous nous attarderons sur Ia fac;on d'utiliser avec les DCG les 
techniques existant pour les grarnmaires non-contextuelles. . , . 

Grossierement, !'idee du look-ahead est Ia suivante: chaque non-terrmnal N pent denver 
dans un certain nombre de sous-chaines. On calcule !'ensemble premier(N) des terrninaux 
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- ---------------------------------------------

qui apparaissent en premiere position de l'une de ces sous-chaines. II est inutile de commencer 
a deriver un non-terminal N si Je premier caractere du flux n'appartient pas a premie1·(N). 
On evite de Ia sorte un travail inutile. 

II y a trois points dans le look-ahead: 

- le calcul des ensembles p1·emier de tous les non-terminaux; 

- un mecanisme qui permet de lire le premier caractere du flux sans le consommer; 

- un mecanisme qui conditionne Ia mise en oeuvre d'une derivation par l'apparte-
nance du caractere lu mais non encore consomme a !'ensemble premier du non
terminal qu'on pretend deriver. 

Les deux derniers points necessitent une Iegere modification des transitions, dont I' application 
est subordonnee a Ia lecture du look-ahead. Cela ne pose pas de gros problemes, aussi ne 
nous appesantirons-nous pas sur le sujet. 

En revanche, nous allons discuter un peu le calcul de !'ensemble premier. Notre propos 
simplificateur nous fait considerer premier comme l'outil privilegie du look-ahead. Nous 
savons que Ia realite est plus compliquee quand un non-terminal peut deriver dans Ia chaine 
vide. Nous n'allons pas presenter ici les differentes techniques elaborees pour les grammaires 
non contextuelles, mais voir comment on peut generaliser ces techniques, queUes qu'elles 
soient, pour les DCC. 

Le premier point a considerer est que le calcul de !'ensemble de reference pour le look
ahead (premier) peut etre approximatif. Dans l'ideal, on cherche a calculer !'ensemble precis 
des terminaux qui peuvent etre en premiere position dans une sous-chaine dans lequel un 
non-terminal donne peut deriver. Neanmoins, quand le calcul de cet ensemble est trop difficile 
ou trop couteux, on peut preferer calculer un sur-ensemble, et Ia methode reste correcte. En 
effet, si le look-ahead ne supprime pas une derivation inutile, celle-ci atteindra de toute fac;on 
un point ·ou aucune deriva:tion ne sera plus possible, au plus tard lorsque le caractere sera lu 
et consomme. 

Ceneralement on generalise du non contextuel vers le contt:xtuel en substituant aux sim
ples symboles des atomes logiques, et a l'egalite entre symboles !'unification. Si on fait de 
meme pour les techniques de calcul des ensembles de look-ahead, on se heurte a un nouveau 
probleme: Ia non terminaison. En effet ces techniques sont basees sur des fermetures transi
tives. Dans le cas non contextuel, on est sur d'atteindre un point fixe en un temps fini parce 
que les symboles que l'on manipule sont en nombre fini. Dans notre extension en revanche, 
les atomes sont en nombre infini, et l'on n'est plus sur de terminer. Un exemple simple: si 
un langage possede Ia notion d'identificateur, si Ia derivation d'un non-terminal debute par 
Ia lecture d'un identificateur, tousles identificateurs valides du langage appartiennent a son 
ensemble de look-ahead. 

Dans ce cas simple, on peut representer cette infinite par une variable logique, sans 
perte de precision. Le test de look-ahead n'est plus un simple test d'appartenance, mais Ia 
recherche dans !'ensemble d'une anti-instance du caractere lu. Quelquefois, Ia representation 
d'une infinite d'atomes par une variable logique est approximative: considerons par exemple 
!'ensemble de termes suivant (ensemble des listes "plates"): 
E = { c(a, nil), c(a, c(a, nil)), ... c(a, c(a ... c(a, nil)) ... ), ... }. Certes une variable X est bien 
une anti-instance de tous les elements de E, mais elle compte bien d'autres instances qui 
n 'appartiennent pas a dans E ( comme par exemple a et c( c( a, nil), nil)). II n 'existe pas de 
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representation finie exacte de E dans l'univers de Herbrand. Compte tenu de ce que nous 
avons dit de Ia correction du look-ahead avec des sur-ensembles de premier, !'approximation 
de E par X est possible. 

L'approximation Ia plus simple consiste a faire tous les calculs sur le squelette non con
textuel de Ia grammaire, obtenu simplement en enlevant tous les arguments des atomes, et 
en conservant les seuls symboles de predicats. On peut utiliser toutes les techniques clas
siques et on est assure de Ia terminaison. II faut ensuite doter tous les terminaux de variables 
nouvelles et differentes, en nombre egal a l'arite, pour repasser dans le monde logique. Un 
tel mecanisme de look-ahead est utilise dans [20]. 

4.2.2 Analyse Lr 

On peut utiliser le meme principe dans un autre contexte: celui de Ia strategie d'analyse. On 
peut generaliser Ia methode d'analyse Lr et ses derivees (SLr, Lair). Dans un premier temps, 
un automate Lr ceuvre sur le squelette hors contexte de Ia grainmaire. Quand iJ a reconnu 
une regie, il demande sa reduction. On est sur que les litteraux Ius ont les bons symboles de 
predicat pour que Ia regie puisse etre utilisee pour Ia derivation. En revanche on ne sait rien 
sur leurs arguments. Pour realiser Ia reduction proprement dite, il faut effectuer les unifica
tions. Elles peuvent eventuellement echouer et Ia reduction ne peut pas se faire. L'automate 
Lr est utilisee comme predicteur, pour proposer des regles a utiliser a un point donne de 
!'analyse. Certes toutes les regles proposees ne pourront pas s'appliquer reellement, mais 
toutes celles applicables seront proposees. II s'agit une fois encore d'un calcul approximatif 
sur le seul squelette non contextuel qui permet, malgre !'approximation, un calcul correct et 
complet. 

De Ia sorte on obtient une nouvelle strategic d'analyse, alternative des strategies purement 
logiques (OLD, Earley). Ce n'est qu'un exemple, et Je meme procede doit pouvoir s'appliquer 
aux autres techniques d'analyse hors contexte (LL, precedence, Earley, ... ). Notons que cette 
strategic Lr est parfaitement generale et ne limite pas Ia classe de grammaires utilisables, 
car les automates consideres jusqu'a present sont non-deterministes. Un conflit shift-reduce 
ou reduce-reduce se traduira par !'existence de plusieurs transitions applicables aux memes 
configurations. 

Cette fac;on d'utiliser !'approximation non-contextuelle pour faire une phase predictive 
descendante en prelude a une analyse ascendante n'est pas nouvelle. Par exemple U.Nilsson 
utilise Ia strategic Lr que nous venous de decrire dans [17], K. Uehara et ses collegues utilisent 
une prediction a Ia Earley dans [20]. En revanche, !'idee d'utiliser une machine abstraite pour 
coder differentes strategies sous une meme forme, et par Ia obtenir un analyseur syntaxique 
pouvant utiliser alternativement differentes strategies, n'a pas (a notre connaissance) ete 
precedemment appliquee aux DCC ni a aucune classe de grammaire equivalente. 

5 Programmation dynamique et terminaison 

L'objet de cette section est Ia methode d'execution des automates a piles logiques. L'execution 
nai"ve de !'automate est possible quand celui-ci est deterministe. Une autre solution con
siste a gerer le non-determinisme avec une machine a retour-arriere (backtrack). II s'agit 
alors d'une strategic de recherche en profondeur d'abord qui possede Ia meme attirance que 
Prolog pour les branches infinies. 
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Nous allons done preferer une methode qui permet d'utiliser d'autres strategies de recher
che, telle que !'exploration en largeur d'abord on des strategies hybrides. Cette methode 
nommee programmation dynamique, a ete proposee par B.Lang et S.Billot pour les auto: 
mates a. pile (3] et etendue pour les automates a pile logiques (1.5]. 

5.1 Programmation dynamique 

On peut constater que !'evolution de Ia pile ne depend que de son sommet tant qu'on ne 
depile pas, et que des piles differentes mais possedant le meme sommet sont susceptibles 
d'evoluer par les memes applications de transition jusqu'au moment ou on depile ce sommet. 
D'autre part tout ce qui se trouve dans Ia pile a ete a un moment donne a son sommet. Les 
transitions ne modlfient jamais l'interieur de Ia pile, en dessous des deux symboles du sommet 
L'idee de Ia programmation dynamique est de ne faire les calculs que sur les sommets d~ 
pile, en oubliant le fond. L'information presente dans le fond sera conservee comme "ancien 
sommet". 

• En ne calculant que sur les sommets, on partage les sous-calculs pour toutes les piles ayant 
meme sommet. Ce partage se fait a !'aide d'une structure simple: on calcule un ensemble 
de sommets de pile pouvant apparaitre au cours d'un calcul de !'automate. L'ajout d'un 
nou~eau ~oll_lmet, fruit de !'application d'une transition, se fait en deux temps: le premier 
c~ns1ste a aJouter ce sommet lui-meme, s'il n'etait pas deja present, le second consiste a 
aJouter tousles sommets qu'on peut calculer a partir de ce nouvel element. On continue le 
calcul, a volonte, soit jusqu'a ce qu'on ait atteint le point fixe de !'ensemble considere (i.e. 
on a calcule toutes les solutions), soit jusqu'a ce qu'on ait obtenu nne configuration finale 
(i.e. nne solution). 

5.1.1 Cas non contextuel 

Nons allons presenter rapidement ce calcul sur les sommets de pile. Nons ne saurions trop 
conseiller au lecteur interesse de consulter (21] pour plus de details. Dans un premier temps 
nous allons presenter le cas simple des piles de symboles, avant d'etendre Ia methode au cas 
des piles avec termes et substitutions. 

On appelle article un couple de symboles (A, B), note < A, B >. Par analogie avec les 
automates, on appellera transitions des fonctions de calcul sur les articles. Ces fonctions sont 
d'un des quatre types suivants: 

-transition HOR, no tee A,_. B. Elle s'applique a tout article de Ia forme< AC > 
et produit !'article < BC >. 

- transition PUSH, notee A ,_. BA. Elle s'applique a tout article de Ia forme 
< AC > et produit !'article< BA >. 
- transition POP, notee AB ,_. C. Elle s'applique a tout couple d'article ( < 
AB >, < BD >) et produit !'article< C, D >. 

-transition SCAN, notee A{B} >-> C, qui s'applique a un article< AD> si le 
symbole B est lu sur le flux d'entree, et produit !'article < CD >. 

Le resultat fondamental concernant le calcul sur les articles est le suivant: si on traduit 
!'ensemble R des transitions d'un automate a pile en un ensemble R' de transitions sur les 
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articles, alors Ia fermeture transitive de !'ensemble { < s; 1->} (oil s; est le symbole initial 
de !'automate et 1- un nouyeau symbole n'appartenant pas aux vocabulaires de !'automate) 
par !'application des transitions de R' est un ensemble E tel que: 

- Pour tout element < AB > de E, il existe une configuration de !'automate 
ayant Ia forme [A, Bl~]. Pour tout element < A 1-> il existe une configuration 
[A] de !'automate. 

- Pour toute configuration [A, Bi~J, !'article< AB > appartient a E. Pour toute 
configuration [A], < A 1-> appartient a E. 

Cela signifie que le calcul de E represente !'ensemble des configurations d'un automate, et 
non les configurations d'un calcul donne. 

II est facile de deduire les configurations finales de !'ensemble d'articles E: tout arti
cle < A 1-> tel que A est un symbole final indique que [A] est une configuration finale de 
!'automate. Notons que Ia representation E est compacte: le nombre de configurations de 
!'automate peut etre infini, E est neanmoins fini si le nombre de symboles ou de transi
tions est fini. En effct, un bouclage fait reapparaitre periodiquement les memes symboles en 
sommet de pile: Ia structure d'ensemble assure que les differentes piles ayant meme sommet 
seront representees par un seul article. C'est cette caracteristique qui rend Ia programmation 
dynamique plus interessante que !'execution naive de !'automate. 

Les differentes strategies de recherche se traduisent par Ia fa~on de calculer la fermeture 
transitive de E. Grossierement, si on applique toutes les transitions a un article avant de 
passer au suivant, cela revient a un calcul en largeur d'abord {toutes les possibilites sont 
explorees en parallele), si a chaque fois on applique une seule transition au dernier article 
cree, c'est de Ia profondeur d'abord. Et bien d'autres strategies sont possibles, representees 
par un ordonnancement des calculs selon n'importe que! critere. . 

5.1.2 Cas des automates logiques 

L'extension de Ia programmation dynamique aux automates a pile logiques se fait sans 
surprise. Les articles deviennent des couples de termes. L'application des transitions devient: 

- HOR: A ,_. B s'applique a un article < CD > si il y a un unificateur p. = 
mgu(A, C). Le resultat est !'article< BpCJt >. 
- PUSH: A ,_. BA s'applique a un article < CD > si il y a un unificateur 
p = mgu(A, C). Le resultat est !'article < Bp.Ap. >. 
- POP: AB ,_. C s'applique a deux articles < DE > et < FG > si il y a un 
unificateur 
p. = mgu( < AB >,<DE>) et un unificateur v = mgu(Ep., F). Le resultat est 
!'article< Cp.vGv >. 
-SCAN: A{B} ,_. C s'applique a un article< DE> si on lit un atome F sur 
le flux d'entree et il y a un unificateur p. = mgu((A, B), (D, F)). Le resultat est 
!'article < C p.Ep. >. 

On peut chercher a calculer un ensemble E, resultat de Ia fermeture transitive d'un article 
initial par !'application des transitions d'un automate. On peut ameliorer encore le partage 
de calcul en cherchant a calculer un ensemble representatif de cette fermeture, c'est a dire 
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un ensemble F caracterise par Va E E 3b E F tel que a est une instance de b. On dit que 
b subsume ou generalise a. Une propriete essentielle des transitions est que si a = bu alors 
pour toute transition tr telle que 2 tr(a) = c, on a tr(b) = d etc= du. Autrement dit les 
transitions conservent Ia propriete de subsomption. La consequence en est que tout element 
de F ne peut s'obtenir que par application d'une transition sur un autre element de F. 
On peut calculer Fen n'appliquant jamais de transitions sur des articles subsumes par un 
element de F. 

5.2 terminaison 

Dans !'extension <;le Ia programmation dynamique aux automates logiques, on a perdu Ia 
propriete de terminaison, qui etait fondee sur le nombre fini de couples de symboles. Evidem
ment, le nombre de termes etant infini, le nombre de couples !'est aussi. Certains programmes 
ont une infinite de consequences logiques qui ne sont pas instances l'une de !'autre, et qui ne 
sont done pas representables par un ensemble fini: il n'y a pas de miracle. 

En calculant F, on ne calcule plus !'ensemble de tous les sommets de pile des configura
tions de !'automate, mais un ensemble representatif. Au lieu de calculer toutes les reponses 
de !'automate, on calcule un ensemble minimal de reponses, tel que tout autre reponse est 
instance d'un element de cet ensemble. Dans ce sens restrictif, le resultat fondamental sur Ia 
cor~ectio~ et Ia co.~pletude de Ia programmation dynamique s'etend aux automates a pile 
log1que, a Ia conditiOn que l'ordonnancement des calculs soit equitable. Si cette condition 
n'est pas respectee, on perd Ia completude. La preuve en faite dans [15]. Par exemple Ia 
strategic en profondeur d'abord n'est pas equitable, et il est bien evident que les solutions 
situees a droite d'une "branche infinie" (une branche infinie contenant une infinite d'atomes 
distincts non subsumes les uns par les autres) ne sont jamais calculees. 

L'interet de Ia programmation dynamique en ce qui concerne Ia terminaison peut etre 
considere de deux points de vue: d'un cote, si le calcul termine, on est sur d'avoir toutes Ies 
reponses, et done une completude operationnelle qu'on ne peut presque jamais obtenir en 
Prolog. Des que l'arbre SLD est infini, Prolog ne termine pas. Par un effet du partage de 
calcul et de Ia subsomption, Ia programmation dynamique peut terminer. C'est Ie cas par 
exemple quand les branches infinies sont etiquetees par un ensemble fini d'atomes. Cette 
propriete est interessante quand on desire obtenir tous les arbres d'analyse d'une chaine. 
Quand on ne desire qu'une solution, Ia programmation dynamique offre un plus: pour peu 
qu'on utilise une strategic equitable ( ce qui est aise), on est siir d'atteindre une reponse en 
un temps fini, si une telle reponse existe. 

Certaines non-terminaison sont dues au nombre irreductiblement infini des reponses. 
II en est d'autres qui sont dues a Ia strategic d'analyse. Le fait de pouvoir disposer de 
plusieurs methodes alternatives multiplient les chances de succes. Une des perspectives les 
plus interessante de notre travail est de determiner, pour une grammaire donnee, queUe 
strategic choisir pour obtenir Ia meilleure terminaison possible. C'est Ia une grande partie de 
!'interet d'avoir une methode d'analyse syntaxique parametrable par une strategic donnee. En 
particulier, les methodes ascendantes predictives de type Earley se pretent a une multitude 
de variations du degre de prediction, qui ne sont pas sans consequences sur Ia terminaison 
et l'efficacite. Nous n'en sommes encore qu'au debut de nos travaux sur le sujet. 

20n note ici tr(a) !'application de Ia transition tr a a. 
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6 Conclusion 

Nous esperons avoir montre !'interet de couper le lien ombilical, qui, souvent, relie les DCG 
a Prolog. Nous avons propose une nouvelle classe de grammaires, plus puissante que les 
DCG, sans rien abandonner en terme de declarativite. Nous avons propose une methode tres 
generate d'analyse syntaxique, qui separe methode d'analyse et strategies de recherche, et 
permet d'utiliser alternativement plusieurs de ces methodes et strategies. 

II est possible d'utiliser des algorithmes plus specifiques, avec une seule technique d'analy
se et une seule technique de recherche, tels que [17], [16], [20] et [10]. Nous pensons que notre 
methode peut dans Ia plupart des cas etre instanciee avec les memes techniques et obtenir 
un resultat voisin. L'implantation peut se reveler moins efficace du fait de Ia generalite. Nous 
pensons que notre methode prendra tout son sens le jour que nous esperons prochain ou nous 
aurons les criteres pour choisir pour chaque grammaire Ia methode d'analyse specifique qui 
assure sa terminaison et de bonnes performances. 
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Abstract 

Bayesian networks (and influence diagrams) arc tools for constructing coherent probabilistic_ 
representations of uncertain knowledge. Moreover these_ formalisms, through_ the .concept o~ 
conditional independence, provide a reliable basis for executmg efficiently probabiliStiC mfercnce ,\s 
soon as new evidences are obtained. . s incc the advantages of such probabilistic schemes for _representing uncertamty have become mor~ 
diffusely acknowledged, the necessity of more eff1c1ent wference a/gonthms IS _beco~mg 
compelling. ln the last years three main classes of algonthms have come to the fore. Shachtcr 
algorithm Pearl algorithm the most "appealing" one, as based on a message-passmg approach, but 
not the m~st efficient on general networks, and Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter algorithm, the newest 
and most efficient one, even if not expressly based on a message-passing approach._ In th1s pape~ we 
propose a method, explicitly based on a message-passing approach, to accomplish pmbab1list1c 
inference in general bayesian networks. Such a method uses only the ax10ms of probability theory 
and some elementary concepts of graph theory, in defining the messa~es, Without explicitly 
exploiting the notion of conditionalmdependence. Thus the messages themselves come out to hav~ 
a simpler formulation with respect to the ones of Pearl approach. Moreover we presem a scquentm 
;ncssages propagation algorithm which, also by using an original and effic1ent evtdcnce 
inco~oration technique, extends an analogous algorithm develop~d. for a restt1cted cl~t~s of 
Bayesian networks, by Pcot and Shachter in 1991. This leads ou~ method to be as much efflciCnt, 
in space and time, as the one developed by Lauritzen and Sp1egclhalter. 

• This work was partially supported by the National Council of Research- GNIM, Italy 
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J.. Introduction 

In the last few years the use of influence diagrams and bayesian networks for representing 

decision problems in Decision Analysis and, more generally, uncertain knowledge and 

automated reasoning in Artificial Intelligence, Statistics, Economics, Medicine, Philosophy and 

Machine Vision has become more and more intense (see respectively [II], [15], [13], [19, 20), 

[2), [9], [14)). These formalisms provide both a principled theory and a natural notation for an 

expert to encode uncertain knowledge; moreover bayesian networks, through the concept of 

conditional independence, provide a consolidated basis for efficient probabilistic inference as 

soon as new evidences are obtained. 

Together with the increasing use of such formalisms the necessity of more efficient inference 

algorithms is becoming important. In recent years three main classes of algorithms have 

emerged to solve probabilistic inference in bayesian networks (or influence diagrams), for a 

comparison of these three classes of algorithm see [10]. The message-propagation method 

developed by Pearl in 1986, based on an efficient message-passing approach, which runs 

efficiently, however, only on polytrees (that is directed acyclic graphs without undirected 

cycles), the arc reversal and node reduction method developed by Shachter in 1986, which 

processes general bayesian networks by topological transformations, and finally Lauritzen and 

Spiegelhalter method, developed in 1988, the newest and most efficient one, even if not 

explicitly based on message-passing, which constructs a triangulated, undirected graph, 

analogous to the original general network, in order to process it in an efficient way. 

We propose a slightly new method, to solve probabilistic inference problems formulated as 

multiply connected bayesian networks, explicitly based on a •'lessage-passing approach. This 

method claims to be less complicated, in defining the messages, wn!l respect to the one of Pearl, 

(and, at present, we are concerned with the study of a parallel implementation of the messages 

propagation control algorithm). In this paper, however, we present two versions of a sequential 

messages propagation algorithm which, using efficient evidence incorporation techniques, leads 

our method to be as much efficient as the one developed by Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter on 

general networks. 

In particular our method consists, first, in a reformulation of the original general network, 

quite similar to that of Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter; then, by only using the axioms of probability 

theory and some elementary concepts of graph theory, in defining a probabilistic message

passing approach which uses only two types of functions (potential functions and message 

functions).This approach is somewhat a specialization of an axiomatic framework, developed by 

Shafer and Shenoy, [22, 23], in which two primitive operations (called combination and 

marginalization) were defined for a more general use. 
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Finally, to implementing the messages propagation throughout the reformulated network, we 

propose two versions of a sequential messages propagation algorithm, called Propagation 

Algorithm and Revised Propagation Algorithm, (extending an analogous algorithm developed, 

for polytrees, by Peot a~d Shachter in 1991), which use two efficient evidence incorporation 

techniques. Both of them are such that, the number of messages to send throughout the 

reformulated network is less than twice the total number of nodes of the network itself, 

regardless of the amount of changes in the network. 

In conclusion our message-passing approach claims to be conceptually less complicated than 

the one of Pearl and the one of Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter, as much efficient as Lauritzen and 

Spiegel halter method, but more efficient in time and in space than the one of Pearl on general 

networks. 

2. The Problem Statement 

Let B(G, P) a pair such that G(V, E) is a DAG and Pis called (underlying ) probability 

distribution. Each node v in V corresponds, in P, to a random variable X. which, for 

simplicity, can take a finite number of values x!, x;, ... , x:. The set of all these values is called 

state space n. of the va:iable x •. 

Let it be V = ( V}, .. ,Vn} the set of the nodes of G and X ={X.,, x.,, ... , x • .} the set of the 

corresponding random variables; the total space state is the set: n = .~ n., we can denote the 

elements of n by X = (XV, VE V). 

A set of nodes A corresponds to a set of variables X_. and x,. denotes values drawn from the 

cross product domain of X": x,. = (x •• v E A) En,., n,. = .~ n •. 
We defi,ne (underlying) probability distribution on X, the set of all the random variables, the 

function p: n--+ [0, 1) such that LP(x) = 1. 
•• n 

We call marginal probability distribution on X.., A!:: V the function so denoted: 

P,.(x,.)=P,.(X,. =x,.)=P..(Xv =x., veA). 

This function can be defined from the probability distribution on X by marginalization: 

P_.(x,~)= LP(X8 =x8 , X11 =x11 )= LP(xpX2 , ... , x.) 
.a:5 eo5 x11 ,x12 , •.• ,x,_. e 6i~5 0,; 

(s1 ,s2 , ... ,s, )eS 

where S=V- A. 
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Let XE,, Ev I: V, be a subset of variables for which we can state, with certainty, the 
corresponding values; i.e. XEv = XEv· Let XA, A ~:;V-Ev, be another set of random variables. We 
call conditional distribution probability on XA, given xE•• the function so denoted: 

PAIEv(xAIXe,) = PA1E,(XA = XA I Xe, =X£,), 

and defined by means of Bayes rule: 

p ( I )-PA.Ev(XA=xA, Xe,=Xe,). 
AIEv XA Xe, - P. (X _ ) 

E~ Ev- XEv 

If the underlying probability distribution P can be factorized by 

(1) 

P., .• , . .... '• (x,,' x,,: .... x,. )= D P.,;lfl,; (x,;lxn.; ). Vx,,' x,, • .... x,. En. (2) 

where Xn. is the set of the variables corresponding to the parent nodes of v, then the pair B(G, 

P) is said to be a bayesian network. 

Each node in a bayesian network can be considered storing the conditional distribution 

probability P.m. ( x, ,I Xn.). Thus the arcs in the network signify the existence of directed causal 

influences between the linked nodes, and the strengths of these influences are quantified by 
conditional probabilities. 

Two important features of Bayesian networks are that they can be constructed, modularly, via 
a simple process in which the expert expresses only the qualitative and quantitative relationships 
between variables which he considers relevant; moreover the structure of the networks itself 
provides a clear visualization for many marginal and conditional independence relationships 
embedded in the underlying probability. Thus it is easy, via a graph separation criterion (called 
d-separation), to detect all these relationships between variables. For more details about the 
expressiveness of bayesian networks see [7], [8], [25]. 

The probabilistic inference problem on a Bayesian network is to find the posterior distribution 
of a variable X,, given a set Xe, of variables for which we can state with certainty Xe, = Xe,, 
(Ev is also called evidence set and we say that the variable Xe, has become "observed"); i.e. to 

compute P.1e,(x,lxe,) for each possible value of X,, and for a given combination of values of 

Xe,· In principle the answer to this problem could be given directly computing, by iterating 

marginalization and the application of Bayes rule, from the probability distribution in (2). 
However, proceeding in such a way can be very inefficient in time and space. Recall, in fact, 
that the computational complexity of iteratively applying marginalization and Bayes rule to 

compute P,1e,(x)xe,), for each possible value of X,, for each v e V\Ev, for a given evidence set 

Ev is O(nsn) time, if every variable X, has the same numbers of possible values. About this, 

see also [5]. 
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In 1986 Pearl developed an efficient algorithm, based on a message-passing approach, which, 
however, runs only on DAGs without undirected cycles (called polytrees) and can not exceed 

exactly !VII£![ (h + 1)(s'•' + s)] time, where h is a number which maximizes the number of 

neighbours of every node in the DAG. The extension of this algorithm to multiply connected 
networks (DAGs with, eventually, undirected cycles) leads to a computational complexity which 

can not exceed s7 ( c!Evl(2s7 + q +I)+ !VI)- s!VI where c is the number of cliques of the moral, 

triangulated, undirected graph obtained from the original DAG, r is the cardinality of the 
maximal clique and q is the number of neighbours of each clique in a particular representation of 
the moral, triangulated, undirected graph called clique-tree. The computational complexity of 
Pearl algorithm, extended on multiply connected networks, is surely greater than the one of 
Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter algorithm which, also in multiply connected networks, remains 

equal to s 7 
( c( 5 + q) + lVI) + s(IVI- c). For more details on the computational complexity of the 

above mentioned algorithms see [16] and [12]. 

In the following we propose an algorithm, running on multiply connected networks, based on 
a "simpler" message-passing approach, with respect to that of Pearl; and as much efficient as the 
one of Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter. To do that we have to introduce some elementary graph 
theory concepts. 

3. Some Preliminary Concepts 

Only to fix the nomenclature we introduce some preliminary concepts from graph theory which 
will be useful next (see also [4]). 

Let G(V, E) be an undirected graph. A subset C !: V is said to be complete if for each pair of 
nodes v, we C there is an edge e e E, in G, between v and w. A subset of V which is 
maximal with respect to this property is said to be a clique. 

An undirected graph G(V, E) is said to be triangulated (or chordal) if every cycle in G of 
length ~ 4 possess a chord (that is an edge between two non adjacent nodes in the cycle). 
Let us consider now a DAG (directed acyclic graph) G(V, E). We define parent set of any 

node v e V, a subset IT, of nodes of V for which there is an edge from them to v. For each 

directed acyclic graph, we define the corresponding moral graph as the one obtained from G 
"marrying" parents, i.e. by adding edges (u, w) between all pairs u, we IT,, for each v e V, if 

there were not edges between u and w before, and then changing all directed edges in undirected 
ones. Thus the moral graph is an undirected graph. 

Let G(V, E) be, now, an undirected graph, such that !VI= k, we define numbering of G a 

bijection a: V f-7 { !, ... , k} which induces a total order onto the nodes of G. Thus given a 
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numbering of G it is possible to denote the nodes by means of the corresponding values of the 

bijection (see also [17], [18]). There exists a well-known algorithm for numbering the nodes of 

an undirected graph G(V, E). This algorithm, developed by Tarjan and Yannakakis in 1984 and 

called Maximum Cardinality Search, runs in O(IVI +lED time. The algorithm is as follows 

- first step: give the number 1 to an arbitrary node; 

- iterative step: choose the next node to number (with a consecutive increasing number) among 

the nodes, not yet numbered, with a maximal number of previously numbered neighbours; 

(When more than one node has the same number of previously numbered neighbours, break 

ties arbitrarily). 
An undirected graph G(V, E), ordered by maximum cardinality search, can be triangulated, if 

it is not, by another well-known algorithm, c~lled Fill-in Algorithm, always developed by 

Tarjan and Yannakakis in 1984. It runs in O(IVI +lED time. (For more details about this 

algorithm see [24]). 
Let G(V, E) be, now, a moral, triangulated, ordered by maximum cardinality search graph, 

then there exists an algorithm (which is a variant of one developed by Gavril in 1972) to 

determine every clique of G in O<IVI +lED time. The algorithm runs as follows. At each step: 

- consider a single node of V, called current node, according to the increasing order induced by 

maximum cardinality search; 

- construct a set, called current candidate set, formed by the current node and all the other 

nodes of V which are neighbours of the current node and are labelled by a number lower than 

the one of the current node; 

- choose as clique the set obtained, at the immediately previous step, only if it is not contained 

in the current candidate set. 
An hypergraph is a pair (see also [4]) (V, r) such that Vis a set of nodes and r is a set of 

subsets C (called hyperedges) of V such that UC = V. 
cer 

A reduction of an hypergraph (V, f) is an hypergraph (V, fi) where r1 is obtained from r 
deleting each element of r which is a proper subset of another element of r. An hypergraph (V, 

f) is said to be acyclic (see also [13], [24] and [3]) precisely if the elements of its reduction (V, 

r 1) can be ordered by means of a chain ( C1, ••• , C P) such that 

'VJ;:: 2, 3i < j, C; :2 ci (")(C1u ... ucj-l). 

This property is called running intersection property: Note that this acyclicity definition 

resembles the usual graph acyclicity definition when in the hypergraph (V, f) for each C e r 
we have ICI = 2 (that is r = E, where G(V, E) is the corresponding undirected graph). 

Let (V, r) be an acyclic hypergraph, we can now define separators the following subsets D. i 

!: V: 
j=l 
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si = ci (")(C1u ... uci_1), 

and residuals the following subsets D. i !: V: 

fj.l =C1 

D.j =Ci -sj 

every set C; containing Si, with i < j, is called a possible parent of Cr 

j=2, ... ,p 

j=l 

j=2, ... ,p 

Proposition I. An hypergraph (V, r) is acyclic if and only if its reduction (V, r I) can be 

considered to be the set of the cliques of a triangulated graph G(V, E) (that is, it is possible to 

find a triangulated graph G whose cliques coincide with the elements of r 1). For a proof you 

can see [3] or [24]. 0 

Let (V, r) be an acyclic hypergraph and let the nodes of the corresponding triangulated graph 

G(V, E) be ordered by maximum cardinality search, therefore the cliques of G can be ordered in 

a chain ( Cw .. ,CP ), such that 

C;-< Ci ¢::) ~~~{ a(v)} < ~~~{ a(v)}, 

by means of the following linear time algorithm: 

- first step: give number p to the clique of G containing the node labelled with highest number 

by maximum cardinality search; 

- iterative step: choose as the next clique to number (with a consecutive decr,easing number) the 

one, not yet numbered, containing the node labelled with the highest number. 

Proposition 2. Let (V, f) be an acyclic hypergraph and let the nodes of the corresponding 

triangulated graph G(V, E) be ordered by maximum cardinality search, then the ordering 

( Ct> ... ,CP) of the cliques of G obtained with the, previously described, algorithm has the 

running intersection property, that is every separatorS; is contained in, at least, one of the 

cliques labelled with a number lower than i (called parent clique of the i-th clique). For the 

detailed proof, descending immediately from hypergraph acyclicity definition and from 

Proposition l, see [24]. 0 

4. The Message-Passing Approach 

Let B(G, P) be a bayesian network, where G(V, E) is a DAG and P is the underlying 

probability distribution. 

A pair (D, Q) where D is a set of subsets of V and Q is a set of functions, each defined on a 

different element of D, is a potential representation for P(x) if and only if 
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P(x) =a IlYA(xA), where a is a normalizing constant. 
AeD 

Proposition 3. Let D = { v u nv. v E V) and let Q be the set of potentials y defined on the 

elements of D such that for each v u nv = Z e D we have Y,(x2 ) = P,,11 , (x,ix 11• ), then, 

according to the previous definition, (D, Q) is a potencial representation for P(x). 

Note that the pair (V, D) is just an hypergraph and, if G(V, E) is singly connected then the 

reduction (V, D1), D, = {vun, In,# 0, v e v}, is an acyclic hypergraph (also called 

hypertree). In fact the s~ts { v u n, I n, # 0, v E v} correspond to the cliques of the undirected 

triangulated graph obtained from G only by moralization. 

Figure I, In the left a bayesian network with some undirected loops in the underlying directed graph G(V, E). In the right the hypcrgraph 
(V, D), whose hypcredges are the subsets of Von which we can define the potentials Y. 

However, in general, G(V, E) can be not singly connected, so for our purposes (that is for our 

message-passing approach) we need an hypertree cover of the hypergraph (V, D), that is a 

reduced acyclic hypergraph (V, D*) where for each element de D there is an element d* of D* 

such that d!;;; d*. An optimum, (with respect to the computations that will follow) hypertree (V, 

D*) should be such that its largest hyperedge is as small as po~:ible, but finding it is a difficult 

task. A good hypertree cover can be found with computations that require polynomial time in the 

following way: 

- from the DAG G, form the moral, chordal graph G*; 

- find the cliques of G* and let each clique of G* be an element of D* . 

As known, if we order the nodes of c• with maximum cardinality search, and the cliques 

according to the maximal node in each, then they have the running intersection property (i.e. the 

nodes of a clique also contained in previous cliques are all member of at least one previous 

clique, called parent clique). 

Figun 2. In the left the undirected, moral, chordal graph a* (V, E*) obtained from the DAG of figure 1. The nodes are numbered by 
maximum cardinali.ty search . .,. In the right an hypertree (V, D *) , cover for the hypergraph (V, D) of figure 1, its hypcredges 
correspond to the cl1ques of G . 
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Clique# Clique Parent clique 

[a,b, c} 

2 {b,c,d} {a,c,b} 

3 [c,d,fl {b,c,d} 

4 {f. d, g} {c,d,fl 

5 {f. g. h} {f,d, g} 

6 fJ!.d el ff.d ol 

Figure J. llle cliques of the graph G•. 

A Markov tree representative, see also [22], for the hypertree (V, D*) is a tree M(D*, L) such 

that: 

- if (z, z') e L then z 1'\ z' # 0; 

- if z # z' and x ~V, is in both z and z', then xis in every vertex on the path from z to z'. 

It can be shown (see [22, 23]) that each hypertree has at least a Markov tree representative, 

which can be found, in polynomial time, joining each clique in D* with one of its possible 

parent cliques. In [I] a polynomial algorithm to find a Markov tree is provided as a variant of a 

maximal spanning tree algorithm. 

From now on, we will refer to the nodes of the Markov tree M also by using the term 

"cliques", in order to emphasize their nature. (It is clear that we refer, even if improperly, to the 

cliques of c• , which, by construction, are just the nodes of M, and not to the proper cliques of 

the tree M). For the smne reason above stated, we will denote the elements of D* either by lower 

case letters or by capital letters. (We will use capital letters when we will need to emphasize that 

the elements of D* are really cliques of G*). 

Now we need a new potential representation (D*, D for P(x) with each potential R e Tdefined 

on the nodes of the Markov tree M; this representation, computed as a product of some of the 

original potential functions Y, can be found in polynomial time as shown in the following 

theorem. 

Figure 4. A Markov tree representative (0*, L) for !.he hypenree (V, o*) of figure 2. 

Theorem 1. Let B(G, P) be a bayesian network, G(V, E) be a DAG, with eventually undirected 

cycles, (V, D) be the hypergraph obtained from G, where D =( v u nv, v e V). Let M(D*. L) 

be a Markov tree representative for the hypertree cover of (V, D) obtained moralizing and 

triangulating G. Let (D, Q) a potential representation for the underlying probability distribution 

P(x), where Q is the set of potentials Y defined on the elements of D such that for each v u n v 
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= z e D we have Y (x ) = P
1 

(x lxn ), then it is always possible to find a new potential 
z Z vfl. v • 

representation (D*, T) for P(X) with each potential R e T defined on the nodes of the Markov 

treeM. 

Proof As the set D* of Markov tree M is obtained moralizing and triangulating the DAG G, just 

from the definition of hypertree cover, for each element de D, there is at least ad* e D*, such 

that t:f :::2 d. So, in order to obtain the new potential representation (D*, T) for P(x), it is enough 

to set, initially, for each t:f e D*, 

R
4
.(x •• )=l, 'Vx

4
• ~n •. ,whereRe T,Ye Q, 

and then for each d e D and for exactly only one d' ::! d, it is necessary the multiplication, 

R.((x •• ) = Ro-(xd. )rAx.), 'Vx •• En... CJ 

Note that for some d*it can be R4• (x4.) = 1. 

The following Matching Algorithm computes in polynomial time the potential representation_ 

(D*, T) for P(x): 

begin 

while o'¢0 do begin 

R.·(x •. ) <-I, 'rtx·· En,.; 

for e•ch d e D do 

If d S: d' then begin 

R,.(x •. )<- R,·(x •. )r.(x.). 'rt %··En •. ; 

D<-D·d 

end 

o· .... o· -d· 

end 

end. 

The Markov tree M and the potential representation (D*, T) are the basic framework for the 

computations that will follow. 

Theorem 2. Let B(G, P),G(V, E), (V, D) and M(D*, L) be defined as in Theorem 1. Let Fe 

D* be a leaf in the Markov tree M (D*, L), B be its only neighbour (the parent node) and (D*, T) 

be the potential representation for the underlying probability distribution P(x), obtained by the 

Matching Algorithm. If S = F !lB, a potential representation for Pv-(F-s}(xv-(F-s}) based on the 

remaining cliques D* - F can be found by local computations which involve only the potentials 

ofF and B. 

T 
i 
l 

Proof Let Y = V - (F - S), we have: 

P(xr) = .,_,~~'(x) = .,_,~,_, [J.1.Rc(xc)] = [c.Ds~f(xc )]R8 (x8 ).,_~~:(xF) 
If we let 

Rs(xs)= Rs(xs) L,RF(xF) 
"F-seO,_s 

then 

according to the previous definition, is a potential representation for P(xr). CJ 

The above mentioned reduction of the original potential representation to one which does not 

involve F is really a metaphor for deleting the leaf F from M. 

If we want to determine the marginal probability distribution for a given clique.C e D* we 

have to apply repeatedly the above mentioned computation, each time with the new potential 

representation obtained in the previous step, in order to "delete" all the cliques except c. (Due to 

the definition of hypertree, at each step there is always a leaf in D* that can be deleted.) This 

leads to a procedure where "deleting" a clique corresponds to a "message-passing" between the 

clique and its neighbour. 

The sum L,R(xF) is the message that the clique, to be "deleted", F passes to its neighbour 
:x,_sen,_s 

B, with which it updates its potential; a cliquf' can be deleted only if it has become a leaf, i.e. if 

all its neighbours (except the one towards which the message is directed) have been deleted. 

Each time a neighbour is deleted the potential of the clique F has to be updated, but we can also 

use all the received messages at once to compute the message to be sent to the neighbour B. This 

leads to a recursive definition for the messages that a clique sends to its neighbours. 

Let N(C) be the set of all the neighbours of a clique C e D* in the tree M: the message that a 

clique C sends to each KeN( C) is: 

Ac_,x(Xc,.,K) = L [Rc(xc) n Aa_,c(Xa,.,c )]. 
•c-K <ilc-K Ge(N(C}-K) 

(3) 

Now suppose that we have "deleted" all the cliques except C, the one for which we want to 

compute the marginal probability distribution. Since all the messages towards C are available, 

we have: 

(4) 
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The messages which every clique sends to its neighbours are the same whatever clique 

marginal we are going to compute; so, in order to compute the marginal probability distributions 

for all the cliques in the Markov tree, we do not need to repeat the previous procedure for each 

clique: it is enough for each clique only to send the messages to all its neighbours. 

Thus we need a "control system" that performs the computations of messages and marginals in 

an optimum order. This will be given, below, as a special case of a more general message

passing algorithm. 

4. l INCORPORATION OF EVIDENCE 

In order to accomplish the bayesian inference, we need to compute the conditional probability 

distribution P,,c,(x,lxc,), where vis a single node of Vand Ev is a subset of nodes of V whose 

corresponding random variables take a known value. Note that P,,£,(x,lx£,) = K-'P,,E,(x,, x • .) 

with K = I,P. .•. (x,, xc,)· Let us introduce the evidence functions L.(X.), defined on each 
x.,e.O, 

variable X,, v e V in the following way: 

- if X, has not been "observed", i.e. v ~ Ev, L, (x.) = l for each value of X,. 

-if the value X, = x. has been observed for X,, then 

- L,(X,) = l when X, is equal to i,, 

- L,(X.) = 0 otherwise. 

The joint probability distribution of all the variables corresponding to the nodes of V and the 

observed variables corresponding to the nodes of Ev can be expressed in the following way: 

P,,c,(xv,Xc,) = P(xv )fl L,(x,). 
veV 

For (D*, T) to be a potential representation for P(V, Ev), the evidence functions L must be 

incorporated into the potentials in T, that is, the potentials, defined on the elements of D*, have 

to be multiplied for some L. It is very important to note that any node in V, associated to a 

random variable, can be shared by more than one clique in M. So it is sufficient to multiply only 

the potential associated to one of the cliques by the evidence function relative to that node of V 

(however multiplying the potentials of more than one clique sharing the same node by the 

evidence function relative to that node does not invalidate the result). 

5. Probability Propagation Control 

We say that the state of a random variable X, , v e V changes when: 
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- it turns from "unobserved" to "observed"; 

- it turns from "observed" to "unobserved"; 

- the "observed" value ~changes. 

Let us suppose that some variables change their state. Due to the changes in the evidence 

functions L, there are some elements of D* whose potential functions must be changed in order 

to incorporate the new values of the evidence functions L. Obviously a potential function, beside 

of the above mentioned changes in the state of the variables, can change just because the expert 

decides to change a conditional probability distribution associated to a node in the network. 

Let W be a subset of nodes of V whose corresponding random variables change their state, 

there exists a simple linear time procedure (called Selecting Updating Potential Set Procedure) to 

find the set K of elements of D* whose associated potentials can be multiplied by the evidence 

functions defined on the space state of each single random variables whose corresponding nodes 

are in W. The procedure is the following: 

- for each d. e v•, compute d. n W, if !d. n WI'# 0 then put d• in K and subtract d. n w 
from W. 

Given a Markov tree where all the messages and marginals have been computed, if there are 

some changes in the potentials in T, we have to recompute some messages in order to restore the 

marginals according to the new state of the variables. Note that there is no need to recompute all 

the messages, because any two messages which cross the same arc in the tree are "independent" 

as shown in the following theorem. 

Theorem 3. Let B(G, P), G(V, E), (V, D) and M(D*, L) be defined as in Theorem 1. Let (D*, 

T) be a potential representation for the underlying probability distribution P(x), obtained by the 

application of the Matching Algorithm. Let A , B be two disjoint subsets of D* such that A u B 

= D* and A and Bare connected by a single arc (U, W) e L, U e A, We B. The marginal 

probability distributions PA(xA) and P8 (x8 ) can be computed by passing a single message from 

W to U and from U toW respectively. Moreover the two messages are "independent" each from 
the other. 

Proof. Let be U n V = S. The thesis for P8 (x8 ) follows immediately from 

Pa(xa) = Lrl~(xc)]Rw(xw )•u-s~~~(xu ), 
where Ru is the potential on U updated by the messages coming from cliques in A and 

2,Ru(xu) is the message from U toW. (Similarly for PA(xA)). 
xu-seOu-s 
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The two messages are also independent because M is singly connected, so each message sent 

between the cliques U and V depends only by the potentials of the subtree rooted in the sending 

clique. u 

Corollary 1. Let B(G, P), G(V, £), (V, D) and M(D*, L) be defined as in Theorem 1. Let K be 

the set of cliques (elements of D*) whose potentials change. Regardless of the cardinality of K, 

the new marginals, for each element of D*, can be computed by a message-passing between the 

cliques which involve a number of messages which is less than twice the number of cliques (for 

a similar proposition, see [21 ]). 

Proof. Let us define SCS the smallest connected set of cliques of M containing K; by Theorem 

3, there is no need to recompute the messages from any clique outside SCS to calculate its 

marginal because such messages do not change. u 

5.1 PROPAGATION ALGORITHM 

The following algorithm, called Propagation Algorithm, by virtue of Corollary 1, controls the 

probability propagation throughout the network. The algorithm is composed of two phases. 

During the first one, a clique of K, called pivot clique, is choosen randomly. Such pivot "asks" 

for new messages to the cliques belonging to SCS. The result is a flow of messages from the 

most distant cliques of SCS towards the pivot (see figure 5./eft for an example). SCS, at the 

beginning set equal to K, is built dynamically during this phase. In the second phase, the pivot, 

can recompute its marginal; then, messages flow from the pivot throughout the whole network. 

In this phase, each time a clique is visited, its new marginal is computed (see figure 5.right). 

In conclusion the first phase procedure visits the nodes of the tree M, rooted at the pivot clique, 

in postorder, and recomputes only messages sent by cliques inside SCS. The second phase 

procedure visits the nodes of the tree M, also rooted at the pivot clique, in preorder, and 

recomputes messages and marginals for each clique of M. 

FigureS. In the left: changes have been made to the potentials of cliques (b,c,d) and (f,d,g); SCS is ((b,c,d), (c,dj), (f,d,g)} (greyed 
zone) and the pivot ctique is if,d,g); the messages are sent from inside SCS to the pivot. In the right: during the second phase, 

messages are sent from the pivot to the whole network. 

begin 

for eeeh A e K do 
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SCS+- K; 

PIVOT+- any element of K; 

phase_ t(unknown. PIVOT); 

phase_2(unknown. PIVOT) 

end. {propagation) 

procedure phase_1 (U. W); 

begin 

lor each Z e N( W) • U do phase_1 ( W,Z); 

if We SCS then begin 

if UE SCS then SCS +- SCS v {U]; 

if U"' unknown then 

Aw....u(•w.-v)+- L [Rw(•w) n''G~w(•G~w)] 
W-lhn..,_ 11 GcN(w)-u 

and 

end; {phase_1) 

procedure phase_2(U,W); 

begin 
if U"' unknown then 

Au-.w(•u~w)+- L [Ru(•u) nJIG....u(•a.-v)]; 
U-Wdlv-w G10N(U)··W 

lor each Z e N( W) · U do phase_2(W.Z) 

end; {phase_2) 

When the marginals, for each clique, have been computed, we should marginalize the 

marginals themselves in order to get the probability distribution for each variable in the original 

bayesian n~twork. A more elegant way to do this could be to let the Propagation Algoritlvn itself 

to do this work, we need only to change the Markov tree M. 

For each variable Xv, ve V, add to the tree M a node formed by the singleton { v) and an arc 

connecting it to a clique containing v; the resulting tree, M*(D**, L, *),is still a Markov tree. 

For each new added node { v) of M* add to the potential representation (D*, n the set { v) and 

the potential R,(x,) = 1, Vx, e Q,. Obviously the new potential representation (D**, T*) so 

obtained is still a potential representation for P(x). 

When incorporating evidence, now, we could leave the potentials defined on the cliques 

unchanged and let R,(x,) = L,(x,), Vx, En,, Vv E v. 
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The Propagation Algorithm itself will compute the marginals for each v e V; in fact, the 

message a clique sends to a node containing a single variable vis just the marginal P,(x,). 

Figure 6. Propagation in a nct\York with added single-variable nodes; changes have been made to nodes b and g (g is the pivot node). In 
the lefl, phase 1; in the right, phase 2. 

5.2 NE1WORK lNITIALIZATION 

The Propagation Algorithm runs on a "stable" network, that is a network where all the 

messages have already been computed in the previous execution. The first time the Propagation 

Algorithm is executed all the messages must be computed: this can be done considering all the 

potentials changed from a previous unknown value to the actual value computed by the Matching 

Algorithm. So K = D* = SCS, and each clique will compute all its messages to send. 

5.3 EFFICIENT INCORPORATION OF EVIDENCE: REVISED PROPAGATION ALGORITHM 

In a previous paragraph we showed how to find K, the set of nodes of D* whose potentials 

change, and then, in the Propagation Algorithm, we used K to find SCS. This can be very 

inefficient with regard to the number of elements of K and to the 1.!1mber of messages which are 

spread throughout the network during the first phase of the algorithm. Revising the Selecting 

Updating Potential Set Procedure in order to minimize the cardinality of K could not reduce the 

number of messages to send during the first phase of the algorithm. Thus we propose an 

alternative method. Let W !;;; V be the set of nodes corresponding to the variables which change 

state. In order to send the smallest number of messages when propagating the changes in the 

network, we need to find the smallest connected set of cliques of M, whose elements contain all 

the elements of W. Call this set SCS*; a simple method to find such SCS* in polynomial time is 

the following. 

Repeat the following two steps until neither is applicable: 

- delete from M a leaf which contains only nodes associated with variables whose state 

does not change 

- delete from M a leaf which contains nodes associated with variables whose state 

changes but these nodes are also contained in its parent clique in M. 
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The nodes of the remaining subgraph form the smallest connected set scs• of M, whose 

elements contain all the elements of W. 

Now we can apply the Selecting Updating Potential Set Procedure to the nodes of SCS* to 

find the set K* of elements of SCS* whose associated potentials can be multiplied by the 

evidence functions defined on the space state of each single random variables whose 

corresponding nodes are in W. 

Finally, using K*, SCS* and W we can modify the main part and the first phase procedure of 

the propagation algorithm as follows: 

begin 

for each A e K' do 

PIVOT<-- any element of SCS'; 

phase_1_revised(unknown, PIVOn; 

phase_2( unknown, PIVOn 

end. {propagation} 

procedure phase_1_revised( U, W); 

begin 

VIi A 

for each Z e N(W)·U and Z e scs' do phase_1(W,Z); 

if U,. unknown then 

Aw .. .u(•wr<J)+- L [Rw(xw) n~~o~w(•er.w)] 
W~lhOw.u GEON(w)-u 

end; {phase_1_revised} 

The second phase procedure remains unchanged. 

6. Remarks on Space and Time Complexity 

As we have shown above, it is possible to obtain a Markov tree M(D*, L) and a potential 

representation (D*, 1) from any bayesian network B(G, P) (with an underlying directed acyclic 

graph, G(V, E), with eventually undirected cycles) by graph manipulations, which require 

polynomial time. For sake of simplicity, lets be the number of states of each random variable X. 

associated to a node v e V. Let c = jo'j be the number of cliques in the Markov tree M(D*, L), 

y = }~g.Jd'j and q be the number of all the neighbours except one for each clique d' in M. Define 

"elementary operations" the following operations among real numbers: summation, subtraction, 

multiplication and division. 
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Thus, for any clique d* e D*, computing the values of the message to send to its neighbour d", 

for each xd.r.d" e nd.r.d"' by equation (4), in the worst case, that is when Jd' n d"J = 1 can not 

require more than z1 = s(s1-
1 -1)q elementary operations. For any clique d* e D*, computing 

the values of the marginal, for each xd. end., by equation (5), can not require more than 

z
2 

= s1 (q + 1) elementary operations. According to the the Propagation A!gorithm, for any 

propagation, no more than 2c messages are computed, while exactly c marginals are computed. 

Moreover, marginalizing the cliques of D* to obtain the marginal for each random variable 

associated to a node v e V, for each x, en,, and computing the normalized values requires 

z3 = IVI(s 1 - s} + 21VIs = IVI(s1 + s} elementary operations. Finally, recomputing, for each 

propagation, the new potential representation, by multiplying the potential functions by the 

evidence functions, requires, in the very worst case, (when all the cliques of D* are inK) 

z
4 
= qs1 elementary operations. Thus the total number of operations, for each propagation, can 

not exceed 

z = 2czl + CZz + z3 + z4 = s 1 (c(3q+ 1 + r)+IVI) + s(IVI-2cq). 
Let us suppose that a single value of any of the functions involved in the mentioned computations 

requires a memory cell. Then, for every "stable" configuration of the network, storing all the 

messages requires no more than w1 = 2cs1-
1 memory cells. Storing all the potential functions 

requires w
2 
= cs1 memory cells. Storing all the evidence functions requires w3 = siVI memory cells 

and finally storing all the marginals for each clique requires w4 = cs1 memory cells. In conclusion, 

our method uses no more than 

w = w1 + w2 + w3 + w4 = 4cs1 + siVI memory cells. 

It is important to note that during the first phase of Propagation Algorithm, storing the product 

n Ac .... w(Xc,-,w ), (and this costs only cs1 memory cells) reduce the computational complexity 
Getfc.~-U 

of computing messages and marginals during the second phase of the algorithm. In fact, now, the 

number of elementary operations to compute a message during the first phase can not exceed 

z1
1 = q( s r - s). The number of elementary operations to compute a message during the second 

phase can not exceed z1
2 = 3(s1 - s). The number of elementary operations to compute a marginal 

during the second phase can not exceed zi = 2s1 . Thus the total number of elementary operations, 

for each propagation, is no more than 

z = cz1
1 + cz1

2 + cz2 + z3 + z4 = s1(c(q+ 5+ r)+IVI)+ s(IVI- c(q + 3)). 
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